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Introduction

Basing

Panzer was developed for 1/285th and 1/300th scale
miniatures, although other scales, like 10mm, work just as well.
The only forces that must be based are leg units, as they are
just too small to manage on an individual basis.
In any event, since leg units are not represented as individual
soldiers in Panzer, there is no reason not to just mount the figures
and save a great deal of trouble. The basic half-squad unit should
be mounted on a ½” x 1” stand along with a unique number or
letter/number identifier. Place 4-6 individual figures on each
stand.
As illustrated below, two halfsquad stands are combined to form
a typical full-squad. This procedure
also provides for an easy method of
reducing full-squads to half-squads
as dictated by combat losses.
Leg crew-served weapon units
and leg sections should be mounted
on a ½” x ½” stands along with a
unique number or letter/number
identifier. Place the weapon and crew, or 2-3 figures in the case
of a leg section, on each stand.
While it is not a requirement to mount vehicle and towed
units, it is much easier to maneuver and identify specific units if
they are mounted on a stand along with a unique number or letter/
number identifier. A 1” x 1” stand should be used for these units.
Some vehicles may actually be too large to fit on a 1” x 1” stand,
use a larger stand if necessary. Place a single unit on each stand.
The use of the unique identifiers is really necessary if the
Command Control Rules are employed (found in the Advanced
Game (AG). As units become intermixed during the heat of
battle, players need some way to identify which units belong to
the various formations. It is also important to identify specific
command units.
For convenience, Panzer includes pre-numbered basing
sheets in two different ground colors.
It is certainly not necessary to re-base existing miniatures to
play Panzer. The basing recommendations are no more than that
– just recommendations. Although this approach has been used
with great success for a number of years, feel free to experiment
with the basing and utilize whatever works best.

“You start out with a bag full of luck and an empty bag
of experience. The trick is to fill the bag of experience
before emptying the bag of luck” – Anonymous
Panzer is a miniatures based game of conventional groundoriented combat set during World War II. It is designed to test
the tactical skills of two or more players. In actuality, the more
players the better.
As a tactical level game, the battles, or scenarios, depict
small unit actions. As such, any force can theoretically defeat
any other force at any time during the war. Believe it or not, the
Soviets actually won battles in 1941 as did the Germans in 1945.
That is the advantage tactical games have over strategic games.
The time-bias has a much smaller impact.
These rules may seem lengthy, but in reality, once the
game mechanics are understood, the game system is actually
quite straightforward. To assist in the assimilation, the rules
are organized by a number code for quick reference. The most
commonly used information is contained on the various Game
Cards, Data Cards and reference cards for easy accessibility
during play.
There is no reason to sit down and open this rule book with
an intention to read it cover to cover while memorizing each
section along the way.
Start with the basic rules, play a few vehicle on vehicle
encounters and then advance on to the advanced game rules.
Scenario #1 is structured with just the basic rules in mind.
Then move on the advanced game rules. However, take it
in stages. Keep in mind that there is quite a step from the basic
game to the complete advanced game. Even given that, not all
of the advanced game elements need be included in every single
scenario. Scenario #2 introduces the players to the advanced
game rules.
The optional rules add increased depth to Panzer, but they
should only be tackled once the players are comfortable with
the basic and advanced rules. The optional rules build on those
concepts, so a complete understanding is important to get the
most out of the optional rules.
In all cases, consider the rules modules – add them as players’
tastes and interests dictate.

1.0 Components

Scale

In addition to the basing sheets, which should be carefully
cut out with scissors, the following components are necessary
for the play of Panzer. Some are provide while the players must
provide the remainder. The players should familiarize themselves
with all of the game components before starting play. Some of
components are not used in the Basic Game and are marked with
(AG) indicating use in the Advanced Game Rules.

In Panzer game scale is structured to support its predominate
one-to-one presentation. With that in mind, the game scale is
composed of three elements: force representation, ground scale,
and time scale.
The force representation is one-to-one for vehicles and
towed weapons. The main leg units are squads, half-squads and
sections. Leg crew-served weapons are grouped into sections
of 2‑3 HMGs, mortars, ATRs etc. Off-map artillery units are
batteries of 2‑6 tubes. Aircraft are flights of 2-3 aircraft.
The horizontal ground scale is 1” equals 50 meters; the
vertical ground scale is one level equals 3 to 5 meters.
The time scale is somewhat fluid with each complete turn
representing from approximately 30 seconds to 15 minutes.

1.1 Game Components
1.1.1 Rulebook
This rulebook is the roadmap to Panzer. All of the information
required to play the game is contained in this document. For ease
of use, it includes diagrams and illustrations to speed the learning
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process. A table of contents and a glossary are also available to
facilitate quick reference.
The rulebook is divided in to Basic, advanced Game (AG)
and Optional Rules (OR) sections. It is not necessary to memorize
every section of the rules before starting play. Many of the
concepts are very intuitive and will become obvious once play
starts. While some aspects and processes may seem somewhat
daunting at first, they will soon become second hand.

game. Miniatures is a visual medium – 3D terrain and puffs of
smoke just look better than a flat piece of cardboard.
1.1.7.1 Command Markers (Orders)
There are five individual Command (orders) Markers:
• Fire
• Short Halt
• Move
• OW – Overwatch
• N/C – No Command

1.1.2 Game Cards
There are two sets of four game cards identified as “A”, “B”,
“C” and “D.” These cards contain the tables required to play
Panzer. Whether it is combat determination, command control
and morale, the combat effects summary, or the sequence of play,
all of that information is found on one of the game cards.
Game Card tables of similar function all have the same
title bar color to help organize and direct the players to similar
use tables. The various tables are explained throughout this
rulebook.

1.1.7.2 Information Markers
There are twelve individual Information Markers:
• BU - Brew Up
• KO - Knocked Out
• dmgd – Damaged
• TK – Track
• BAIL – Bail Out
• SUPR – Suppressed On & Off
• HSTN – Hesitation On & Off
• BRK – Break On & Off
• Spot Fire & Move
• SMK – Smoke On & Off
• On Fire
• Location – ■
FC – Full Cover		
UP – Up in a Building
INB – In Building
HD – Hull Down

1.1.3 Data Card Keys
The five Data Card Keys provide a summary of the
information found on the numerous data cards. The land and air
units share a great deal common information, but also possess
information unique to the particular type of unit. It is a good idea
to become familiar with the various format types and presentation
of data.
1.1.4 Data Cards
All of the specific unit information is provided on the various
data cards – this includes ground and air units.
Review the various data cards in conjunction with their
respective data card keys. The various sections are explained
throughout this rulebook.

1.1.7.3 Terrain Markers
There are five individual Terrain Markers:
• HASTY, 3, 2, 1 – Hasty Entrenchment
• IMP POS – Improved Position
• Ditch
• Block
• Wire

1.1.5 SHEAF Patterns
A sheet is provided that includes two sets of the four sizes of
Sheaf Patterns. Use scissors to cut out each diagram. Provide at
least one set of diagrams to each side.

1.1.8 Transport & Summary Card
The Transport & Summary Card is used to help organize
units that are either being transported or are held off the map

1.1.6 Target Angle Wheel
The Target Angle Wheel is utilized to determine the vehicle
hit locations for AP Direct Fire and to also determine spotting
arcs and fields-of-fire. Two wheels are provided – one for each
side.
When cutting out the Target Angle Wheel, also cut out the
center rectangle so that the wheel will easily fit over the top of
most units.
1.1.7 Command & Game Markers
The various die-cut counters (markers) are used to show
information needed for Panzer’s mechanics. Their use is
explained throughout this rulebook. They are divided into three
categories: Orders, Information and Terrain Markers.
The Orders and Information Markers are unique to Panzer.
Players are encouraged to reuse or develop their own terrain
on information markers rather than use those provided with the
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1.1.11 Other Items
A straightedge, yardstick or better yet, a long string, should
be available in determining questionable lines-of-sight. Tape
measures are best for measuring ranges and movement.
Each player should have a pencil available to keep track
of the current turn, for making morale notations, or any other
pertinent notes.

board as dictated by scenario rules or any other special condition.
Two cards are provided – one for each side.
Cut the card along the dashed line and then cut the small
numbered squares into individual units.
For transport purposes place the passenger unit(s) in one of
the l6 large numbered boxes. Then place the corresponding small
numbered square next to, or better yet, under the transporting
vehicle unit.
When used to organize hidden or off-map units, it is best to
place the card somewhere off the map board so that the opposing
players can not see what number corresponds to what units.
Place the off-map units in one of the large numbered boxes and
then place the corresponding small numbered square on the map
board.

2.0 Preparation for Play

Select one of the available scenarios or create a new scenario.
Review the scenario map and set up the map board to match it
as closely as is possible. It is best to duplicate the scenario map,
as the scenario victory conditions are usually very closely tied to
the terrain layout.
The Setup Section of the scenario provides any special or
unique requirements for the scenario. In addition, the Special
Conditions Section may also provide notes for the preparation
for play.
Select the required miniatures for play and also select their
corresponding Data Cards. The scenarios list the Data Card
numbers for each unit.
Where necessary fill out a Formation Card for each side by
recording the various formations, their command units, and the
individual member units. If employing the Morale Option, record
each formation’s Cohesion Point.
Give each side a pair of dice, a set of Game Cards and a
Transport & Summary Card. It is now time to open fire.

1.1.9 Formation Card
The Formation Card is used to record information about
each formation in a player’s force. Is not required for the basic
game, but becomes essential when employing the Command and
Morale procedures.
It also helps the players organize their forces and keep track
of various other information items.

3.0 Basic Sequence of Play

A scenario starts after all setup and preparation is complete.
During a scenario, each side uses its forces to attempt to meet the
scenario’s objectives. A scenario is played in “Turns.” Each Turn
is divided into “Phases”, which may be further divided into one
or more “Steps.”
These Phases and their corresponding Steps (see Game Card
“D”) must be executed in the exact order listed.
For the basic game, ignore those Phases and Steps printed in
blue in the Sequence of Play Table on Game Card “D.” They are
applicable only in the Advanced and Optional Rules.

1.1.10 Decimal Dice
Two sets of decimal dice are supplied with Panzer. To keep
play moving along in larger games, it is highly recommended
that each player have a set of dice.
What are “decimal” dice? They are a set of two different
colored 10 or 20-sided dice numbered from 1-10 or 0-9 (where
“0” equals 10) in the case of 10-sided dice or double numbered 0-9
in the case of 20-sided dice. Pay close attention when purchasing
20-sided dice as there are variations numbered from 1-20.
A single die generates a result from 1-10, while a set of two
dice generates a result from 01-00 (100).
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3.1 Spotting Phase

3.5 Movement Phase

The players determine which opposing units are
“spotted.”

The players execute movement sequentially based on
the order determined previously in the Initiative Phase.
The Second Player takes a movement step and
announces and resolves Movement by combat units marked
with MOVE or SHORT HALT orders. Units are marked with
SPOT (MOVE) markers as they move.
While the Second Player is moving, the First player
announces and resolves all desired Overwatch Fire by
combat units marked with unrevealed OW orders at
opposing units as they move. All fire on a single opposing
unit must be announced before any fire is resolved. If that
unit is eliminated before all the units have fired, they are
assumed to still have fired at the announced target. They
may not then shift their fire to a new target. Units that fire
are marked with SPOT (FIRE) markers as they shoot. All
combat results are applied immediately.
The First Player then takes a movement step and
announces and resolves Movement by combat units marked
with MOVE or SHORT HALT orders. Units that move are
marked with SPOT (MOVE) markers as they move.
While the First Player is moving, the Second player
announces and resolves all desired Overwatch Fire by combat
units marked with unrevealed OW orders at opposing units
as they move by following the same requirements.
As is the case with Direct Fire, Overwatch Fire taken
in the Movement Phase can result in a series of triggered
fire responses. A unit that fires at a moving unit could then
receive fire from a unit with unrevealed OW orders, and so
on.
Units that execute Overwatch Fire are marked with
SPOT (FIRE) markers as they shoot. All combat results are
applied immediately.
Note that units with MOVE or SHORT HALT orders
are not required to actually move. In fact, there are certain
actions that are explained later, that require movement
orders without actually moving. However even if they
are not actually moved, they are still marked with SPOT
(MOVE) markers.

3.2 Command Phase
The players give their units orders for the current turn by
placing facedown command markers.

3.3 Initiative Phase
A competitive roll is used to determine the current Turn’s
initiative. The winner decides who is the First and Second
players.

3.4 Combat Phase
The players execute fire combats sequentially based on the
order determined previously in the Initiative Phase.
3.4.1 Direct Fire Step
The First Player announces and resolves Direct Fire by
combat unites marked with FIRE or SHORT HALT orders. All
fire on a single opposing unit must be announced before any
fire is resolved. If that unit is eliminated before all the units
have fired, they are assumed to still have fired at the announced
target. They may not then shift their fire to a new target. Units
with FIRE or SHORT HALT orders are marked with SPOT
(FIRE) markers as they shoot. All combat results are applied
immediately.
The Second Player then announces and resolves Direct Fire
by those combat units still able to fire and marked with FIRE or
SHORT HALT orders by following the same requirements.
Note that Direct Fire is resolved sequentially. The Second
Player must apply all combats results inflicted by the First
Player before resolving combat.
3.4.2 Overwatch Step
The First Player announces and resolves all desired
Overwatch Fire by combat units marked with OW orders at
opposing units that fired during the Second Player Direct Fire
Step. Units that fire are marked with SPOT (FIRE) markers
as they shoot. All combat results are applied immediately. As
with Direct Fire, all fire on a single opposing unit must be
announced before any fire is resolved. If that unit is eliminated
before all the units have fired, they are assumed to still have
fired at the announced target.
The Second Player then announces and resolves all desired
Overwatch Fire by combat units marked with OW orders at
opposing units that fired during the First Palyer Direct Fire
Step or the First Player Overwatch Step by following the same
requirements.
Overwatch Fire can result in a series of triggered sequential
fire responses.
Units that trigger Overwatch Fire are marked with SPOT
(FIRE) markers as they shoot. All combat results are applied
immediately.
Overwatch Fire is voluntary; units marked with OW orders
are not required to fire.

3.6 Adjustment Phase
The players resolve final actions and prepare for the
next Turn.
3.6.1 Pivot Step
The players may simultaneously pivot eligible units.
3.6.2 Adjust Turret Step
In this Step, vehicles with rotating turrets may
simultaneously adjust them to a new Field-of-Fire.
3.6.3 Adjust/Remove Markers Step
Remove all Orders Markers.
3.6.4 End Turn Step
Update the current turn.
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4.0 General Procedures & Rules

this specific command, face the part of the command that was
executed to the front of the unit. All of the FIRE orders are
executed first, and then the MOVE orders. Players are able to
keep track of unmoved units, since the FIRE side is facing “front”
until the units move.
Collectively, these five command markers are referred to as
“orders.”

The following rules have an impact on more than one phase
or step, so it is a good time to review them at this point.

4.1 Definition of the Controlling Player
Players always perform all actions and dice rolls for the
units they command. Therefore, a player is designated as the
“controlling player” for his own units. Within that context, a
player may be either the “First” or “Second” player on any given
Turn.

4.4.3 The faces of markers are always identified in these rules by
all capital letters, e.g., ON, OFF, FIRE, etc.

4.5 Ranges

4.2 Reading the Dice

“Range” is the distance from one unit to another or a distance
along terrain, and is always expressed as a number of inches.

When only one die is rolled, read “0” as a “10”, generating
a result from 1-10. When both are rolled together, read them in
order “white die – colored die” (or colored die – white die if so
inclined by agreement of all players) to produce a number from
“01” to “00” (where “00” equals “100”). For example, if a “2”
is rolled on the white die and a “7” is rolled on the colored die,
it is read as “27.”
When a situation calls for a single die roll, the rules will state
“roll a die.” When the both dice are required, the rules will state
“roll the dice.”

4.5.1 Range in Inches
The range in inches is determined by measuring from the
center of one unit to the center of another unit along the terrain
while keeping the measuring device as straight as possible.
Always round fractional inches down to the next lowest inch.
For example, a measurement of 9¼” equals a range of 9”.
4.5.2 Maximum & Minimum Ranges
All weapons have a “maximum range” beyond which they
can not fire. The maximum range of a weapon is the value found
on a unit’s data card in the “E” column (Extreme Range) along
the “R” line. For example, on the Vehicle Data Card Key, the
Soviet SU-85 M43’s 85mm gun has a maximum range of 42”
with APC ammunition, 34” with HVAP ammunition, and 60” for
GP fire. Units may never engage targets beyond their maximum
range.
Some weapons also have a “minimum range” (the projectile
must travel a certain distance before it is able to hit a target). For
example, on the leg Data Card Key, the German GrW 34 8cm
mortar has a minimum range of 5” (Min‑5). Units may never
engage targets at a range less than their minimum range. If no
minimum value is listed, the unit has a minimum range of any
adjacent target.

4.3 Unit Facing
All combat units have a front. The “fronts” of all units are
shown as the tops of the units’ pictures on each of their data
cards. In addition, for armor determination, vehicle units also
have a side and rear face.
Except during reverse moves, units must always move with
the front of the unit facing towards the direction of movement.
During reverse moves, the unit moves in exactly the reverse of
the unit’s facing.

4.4 Marker Use & Facing
Markers are placed on or near a combat unit to display
information about that unit and to indicate that unit’s orders for
the current Turn. Some markers have different information on
different faces of the counter, and must be further identified.

4.5.3 Pre-Measuring Ranges
Players may freely pre-measure ranges for combat or
movement purposes. However, keep in mind that pre-measuring
may “give away” a key shot or movement strategy. On the other
hand, it just might mislead the opposing side into falling for a
deceptive plan of action.

4.4.1 The applicable information
is always that which is on the
face that matches the “front” of
the combat unit. For example, the
facing of the SPOT marker placed
with the PzKpfw V Panther unit
indicates that it was spotted by its
fire. If the marker were reversed,
it was spotted through movement.
The side and facing determine what
information a marker displays in
any given situation.

4.6 Controlling Objectives
Scenarios usually call for meeting certain objectives beyond
just the destruction of opposing units. Typically, these objectives
are geographic features worth a number of victory points that are
used in determining the victorious side in the scenario.
A side controls an objective if one or more of its ground
combat units occupies or was the last to occupy the objective. For
control, a combat unit is defined as a one possessing some form
of offensive firepower. Unarmed units, e.g., trucks and prime
movers, may not capture or contest an objective.

4.4.2 For command markers, of
which there are five distinct commands, one of which, SHORT
HALT, possesses two distinct orders – FIRE and MOVE. For
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To control an objective, a combat unit must physically
occupy or sit adjacent within 1” (vehicles are not forced to
enter building units) of the objective, free of opposing combat
units (remember to exclude unarmed units), for one complete
turn. If opposing forces are present, the objective is considered
contested and is therefore not awarded to either side. To contest
a controlled objective, an opposing combat unit must physically
occupy or remain adjacent within 1” (vehicles are not forced to
enter building units) of the objective for one complete turn.
Once an object is captured, the controlling side is not required
to maintain contact with the objective. That does, however, make
it easy prey for opposing forces that can reach it.
The one turn occupation requirement prevents players from
moving units in a mad dash on the last turn to either capture or
contest an objective.

base spotting ranges. Always round down the modified spotting
range. For example, if the original Spotting Range is “30”, ¼ of
the range is “7.”
AP combat typically adds or subtracts a modifier value or
values from the base on the AP Hit Table. GP combat typically
adds or subtracts a modifier value or values from the combat dice
roll. In all cases, the indicated modifiers are cumulative. For
example, if a GP combat calls for a modifier of “+10” and a
modifier of “‑20”, the net modifier is “-10.”
Some GP combat results determinations require a comparison
against ½ of the shooter’s GP Factor. Always round down the
modified GP Factor unless the original GP Factor is a “1”; in that
case ½ of the GP Factor is still “1.” For example, if the original
GP Factor is a “9,” ½ is “4.”
SHORT HALT orders and Damage results call for vehicles
to reduce their movement allowance by ½ – always round down.
If a Damaged unit has SHORT HALT orders, it moves at ¼ of
the available movement allowance. For example, if the original
Movement Allowance was “11”, ½ of the value is “5.” ¼ of that
value is “2.”

5.0 Basic Spotting Phase
“If the enemy is in range, so are you”
– Anonymous
Even though the players can see the opposing units on the
map board, this does not necessarily mean that the combat units
can “see” each other.
Before a combat unit can fire on a target unit, that target
unit must be “seen” by the firing unit as described by the rules
of spotting in Panzer. Obviously, it makes no sense to give any
kind of fire orders to a combat unit that can not see any opposing
units.
Determining what is seen during the Spotting Phase is what
makes it possible to give units FIRE and FIRE/MOVE orders
during the following Command Phase.
The spotting determination process is also followed when an
OVERWATCH order is triggered.

4.6.1 With large terrain objectives, e.g., hills, reason should
rule the definition of control. Both sides should agree, before the
scenario begins, as to what actually constitutes the area described
by the objective. Defining the requirements ahead of time should
eliminate any misunderstandings.
4.6.2 Units may move along an objective or even lose contact
with the objective for part of their move and still meet the contact
requirements as long as they start their move in contact and
complete their move in contact with the same objective.

5.1 Who may Spot?

4.6.3 If one side contesting an objective moves away or is
eliminated, the other side gains control of that objective after
meeting the one complete turn requirement free of opposing
forces. The mere elimination of an opposing unit does not grant
control.

All ground combat units may attempt to spot opposing units.
For spotting, a combat unit is defined as a one possessing some
form of offensive firepower. Unarmed units, e.g., trucks and
prime movers, may not attempt to spot. Although, if an unarmed
unit is transporting (AG) a combat unit, that passenger unit may
spot normally.
Spotting from aircraft units is covered in the Advanced
Game (AG) section of this rulebook.
A continuity of spotting exists throughout a turn and from
turn-to-turn. For ease of flow and game play, the different
activities performed in a turn are broken down into Phases and
Steps. In real life, the actions are considered to take place in the
order they occur, but very close to being simultaneous.
Once a unit is spotted, it remains so as long as at least one
opposing unit meets the range and line-of-sight requirements.
Units may “hand off” spotted targets to one another as units move

4.6.4 In the scenarios where one side is defending against
an attacking force, all objectives are assumed to be under the
control of the defending side at the start of the scenario, unless
otherwise indicated, irrespective of whether or not the objectives
are occupied by the defenders.

4.7 Modifiers & Adjustments
Both AP and GP Combat (AG), and in some cases combat
results determination, require modification to the base ranges and
combat values.
Certain combat conditions call for spotting at ¼ or ½ the
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5.2 Spotting Orientation

into the area, move out, or are eliminated. As long a single
unit meets the spotting criteria during the Spotting Phase, the
unit remains spotted.
Unless the spotted unit moves or all opposing units
move or have their spotting ability modified by combat or
orientation, e.g., full cover, or are eliminated, the unit is still
considered spotted.
For example, unit “A” is able to spot unit “C.” Unit “B”
does not spot unit “C” due to blocking terrain. During the
Movement Phase, while unit “C” remains stationary, unit
“A” moves behind blocking terrain while unit “B” moves
from behind its blocking to a clear line-of-sight to unit “C.”
Unit “C” continues to be spotted.

Typically, individual ground combat units spot in all
directions (3600), not just in the direction their front faces.
Suppressed (AG) and Broken (AG) combat units may only
spot to their front Field-of-Fire and at ½ the listed range. A combat
unit’s front Field-of-Fire is defined as the area that falls within
the Front and ½ of the Front/Side aspects on the Target Angle
Wheel – see below. Just place the Target Angle Wheel over the
spotting unit to find its Front Field-of-Fire.

5.3 Number of Spots
Individual combat units may spot any, and all, opposing
units that may be spotted from their positions.
An optional rule (OR – see 20.14) adds variability to the
automatic nature of spotting and the maximum number of spots.

For example, unit “A” and unit “C” are able to spot one
another. Unit “B” does not spot unit “C” due to blocking
terrain. During the Combat Phase, unit “C” eliminates unit
“A.” During the following Movement Phase, unit “B” moves
from behind its blocking terrain to a clear line-of-sight to
unit “C.” Unit “C” continues to be spotted, eventhough unit
“A” was eliminated.

5.4 Spotting Ranges
The maximum possible unmodified spotting ranges are found
in the Spotting Ranges Table on Game Card “B.”
5.4.1 Spotting Range Conditions
Unless otherwise indicated by the scenario rules, the
conditions are always “Normal” for spotting purposes. Locate the
“Normal” section under the “Conditions” (left-hand) column.
Move one column to the right to the “Type Spot Unit”
column and select the “Normal” row that matches the type of unit
spotting, vehicle or any other unit, that is attempting to spot.
Limited (OR – see 20.13) and Restricted (OR – see 20.13)
spotting conditions apply to lower visibility effects such as
moonlit nights, rainy days, falling snow and fog.
5.4.2 Determining Spotting Range
Follow that line across the table until the column describing
the terrain “Cover” type occupied by the target unit. Terrain
cover types are either None, Light, Medium or Heavy. The
terrain “Cover” types are found in the Terrain Effects Table on
Game Card “A.”

If a spot is lost, it must be reacquired through the normal
range and line-of-sight process. A unit is not automatically
spotted again if a condition changes even by the original
spotting unit.
For example, if a spotted leg unit enters Full Cover (it is
now spotted at ½ the listed range) it is no longer spotted. When
it leaves Full Cover during a later turn, it is not automatically
spotted again unless it meets the required range and line-ofsight requirements.

5.4.2.1 If the terrain is in any way mixed, e.g., a stone building
in rough terrain, use the terrain type found in the column furthest
to the right of the table. This is always the most advantageous
terrain for the target unit.
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5.4.2.2 Wood and Brick Buildings are listed as Light and
Medium Cover respectively, however, they are both treated as
Heavy Cover for spotting purposes.

firing unit to the center of the target unit. An obstacle can block
a line-of-sight even if the line-of-sight passes through only a
fraction of the obstacle.

5.4.2.3 If the terrain lists “Other” as its cover type, use the other
terrain in the same location to determine the “Cover” type. For
example, if a unit occupies a Hasty Entrenchment in Scrub type
terrain, Light Cover is in effect.

5.5.1 Terrain Features
In Panzer, 24 different broad categories are used to
collectively represent the possible terrain types. Think of these
as general terrain types.
Terrain features block line-of-sight based only on an
intervening terrain’s “Height.” Ground units, whether friendly or
opposing, never block line-of-sight.
Terrain “Heights” are found in the Terrain Effects Table on
Game Card “A.” Terrain height is measured starting at a height of
“0” for ground-level terrain. Some terrain types have an inherent
height while others add height to the terrain they occupy.

5.4.2.4 Units may “see” up to 1” into or out of terrain that
would normally block line-of-sight. For example, if a target unit
is located in Woods type terrain a 1” spotting perimeter exists
around the edge of the Woods.
The 1” spotting range is also applicable to units “inside” of
terrain that would normally block line-of-sight. For example, if
two opposing units are moving through Woods type terrain, they
spot one another if the range is 1” or less.

5.5.1.1 Block/Rubble
Blocks (AG) are man-made obstacles deployed to impede
vehicle movement. Rubble (AG) is the end result of the
destruction of buildings or bridges. Rubble (mark with minature
Rubble) may also be placed on the map board at the start of a
scenario.
Both blocks and rubble have a height of “0.” Neither block
line-of-sight.
Blocks and Rubble provide Light Cover for both combat
and spotting. Blocks may be destroyed as a result of GP Combat.
They typically have a GP Defense of “6” to “8” as designated
by the scenario. If destroyed, Blocks are removed from the map
board.

5.4.2.5 Find the appropriate sub-column for the size of target
unit. Target units are either vehicles “V”, Large “L”, or small
“S.”
In this case, all vehicles are considered as “V” Sized
regardless of their listed Target Size Modifier.
To determine if a non-vehicle is either Large or Small, check
the Target Size listed on its Data Card.
The value found by cross-referencing appropriate rows and
columns is the maximum spotting range for the target unit. For
example, a Large unit in Light Cover may be spotted at a range
up to 7” by a vehicle unit or 10” by a non-vehicle unit.
5.4.2.6 Target units that fired or moved, those marked with a
Fire or Move SPOT Marker, are easier to spot than those sitting
stationary and holding their fire.
Target units that moved (marked with a SPOT (MOVE)
marker) are spotted at 2x the listed range. Units that fired
(marked with SPOT (FIRE) Marker) are spotted at 10x the listed
range. Continuing with the example from above, if the Large unit
Moved, it could now be spotted at 14” by a vehicle unit and 20”
by a non-vehicle unit.

5.5.1.2 Brew Up Smoke
Brew Up Smoke is created when a vehicle suffers a “Brew
Up” as a result of AP, GP, or Close Assault combat. Brew Up
Smoke has a height of “2” above ground level. The size of BrewUp Smoke is equal to the actual length and width of the originating
vehicle’s base. The entire vehicle is considered engulfed by the
Brew-Up Smoke.
It is usually helpful to add a small piece of a cotton ball on
top of the vehicle to help visualize Brew-Up Smoke, although
just a Brew Up marker can be used.
In Panzer, smoke and fire is handled differently than many
other systems. Smoke does not block line-of-sight. If a line-ofsight passes through smoke, a modifier is applied in determining
the combat results.

5.4.2.7 A unit may always spot an adjacent unit within a range
of 1”.
5.4.3 Full Cover Spotting
Leg units in Full Cover (AG) are spotted at ½ the listed
range. Although towed units may also be in Full Cover, the range
at which they are spotted is unaffected. To indicate Full Cover
place a Full Cover marker near the unit. Units in Full Cover
(AG), spot opposing units at ¼ the listed range.

5.5.1.3 Brick Buildings
Since each inch in Panzer equals 50 meters, buildings
represent a cluster of structures of a particular type. Brick
buildings fall between wood and stone buildings in relative
strength. They are usually found along Paths or Roads.
Brick buildings have a height of “1” per story above ground
level. All building types may block line-of-sight. For example, a
two-story building has a height of “2.”
Brick buildings provide Medium Cover for combat, but are
treated as Heavy Cover for and spotting. They may be destroyed
as a result of GP Combat. They typically have a GP Defense of
“6.” If destroyed, Brick buildings are replaced with miniature
Rubble.

5.5 Line-of-Sight
Line-of-Sight is a very basic concept. It is defined as a
straight line between two units. If a line-of-sight is “blocked” by
some obstacle located between the two units (not including the
two units themselves) a combat unit may not spot a target unit
even if it falls within spotting range.
Line-of-Sight is measured from the center of the spotting or
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Note that units within buildings are actually at the “ground
level” of the terrain not the maximum height of the terrain.
Vehicle units are never required to enter buildings; they can
occupy the area just outside of the building. Only fully-tracked
vehicles with overhead armor may attempt to actually enter a
building. However, they may suffer damage or a track hit as a
result of the movement.
Vehicles within a Brick Building are considered to be Hull
Down from all angles.

block line-of-sight. Hasty entrenchments are shown by Hasty
Entrenchment markers.
5.5.1.10 Heavy Woods
Heavy Woods represents a close stand of trees that is
essentially impassable to vehicle units except when moving on a
Path or Road. Leg and man-portable towed units may move into
or through Heavy Woods.
Heavy Woods have a height of “4” above ground level;
they may block line-of-sight. Heavy Woods are represented by
miniature trees placed close together.
Heavy Woods provide Heavy Cover for both combat and
spotting.
Note that units within Heavy Woods are actually at the
“ground level” of the terrain not up in the maximum height of
the terrain.

5.5.1.4 Bridge
Bridges are used to span streams, and in some cases, Ditches,
and are always linked to a road or path.
Bridges have a height of “0”; they do not block line-of-sight.
Bridges may be destroyed as a result of GP Combat. They
typically have a GP Defense of “5” to “10” as defined in the
scenario. They should be constructed of Wood, Brick or Stone. If
destroyed, Bridges are replaced with Rubble.

5.5.1.11 Hills & Depressions
Unlike other terrain that possess inherent height, Hills
and Depressions actually add or subtract elevation from the
battlefield. However, Hills and Depressions themselves do not
represent terrain – they are covered by terrain. For example, if
Rough terrain in on a Hill, it does not make the Hill any higher
since Rough has a height of “0.” However, the Hill is now Rough
terrain.
Each “level” of a Hill has a height of “1”; they may block
line-of-sight. Hills are built in levels up to the desired height.
Remember when building Hills, a height of about “4” or “5”
should be the limit. Hills are shown by miniature hill terrain.
Depressions have a height of “-1”; they are actually one
height below their surrounding terrain. Consider a Depression
to be a like an inverted hill. They do not block line-of-sight.
Depression locations should be represented by pieces of colored
felt or paper.
This point is a good time to make mention of the relationship
between Hills, Depressions and Slopes. Slopes are the transition
points from one height or elevation, either up or down, to another.
If a Hill or Depression is constructed without a Slope on an edge
or side, that creates a sheer edge, or cliff, that is impassable to
a units. For example, in the illustration below, the Hill is “2”
heights in elevation. It has two Slopes on its left side, but only a
single Slope on the right side at height “1”; it has a sheer edge
at height “2.”

5.5.1.5 Clear
Clear is the basic terrain element in Panzer. It has a height
of “0.” Clear terrain does not block line-of-sight.
5.5.1.6 Ditch
Ditches (AG) are man-made obstacles deployed primarily to
impede vehicle movement. They are all considered wide enough to
prevent any vehicle movement. Bridges may be used to span them.
Towed units are also prohibited from entering Ditches. Leg
units have their movement partially impeded by Ditches (AG).
Ditches have a height of “-1”; they do not block line-ofsight. Ditches are shown by Ditch markers.
5.5.1.7 Fire
A Fire (AG) may start in a building or rubble (including
Bridge Rubble) as a result of GP Combat. Fire has a height of
“5” above ground level.
Like Brew-Up Smoke, Fire does not block line-of-sight.
If a line-of-sight passes through Fire, a modifier is applied in
determining the combat results. Fires are shown by ON FIRE
markers.
5.5.1.8 Ford
A Ford is a shallow area in a passable or impassable stream
that enables movement from one bank of the stream to the
opposite bank.
Fords have a height of “0”; they do not block line-of-sight.
Fords should be shown with miniature terrain.
5.5.1.9 Hasty Entrenchment
Hasty Entrenchments (AG) are created by individual leg and
towed units to provide additional cover from fire. Leg and towed
units may also start a scenario in Hasty Entrenchments.
They can be of a size to accommodate multiple units, but
typically are large enough for only a single unit unless otherwise
indicated in a scenario. If abandoned, other leg or towed units
may reuse them. They are interchangeable between leg and towed
units. Even if a towed unit created a Hasty Entrenchment, other
towed or leg units may occupy it.
Hasty Entrenchments have a height of “0”; they do not

5.5.1.12 Improved Position
Improved Position (AG) is a collective term for any number
of fortifications found across the battlefield. Vehicles, leg, and
towed units may occupy an Improved Position.
They can be of a size to accommodate multiple units, but
typically are large enough for only a single unit unless otherwise
indicated in a scenario. If abandoned, other units may reuse them.
Improved Positions provide Heavy Cover for both combat
and spotting.
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Vehicles within an Improved Position are considered to be
Hull Down from all angles.
Improved Positions have a height of “0”; they do not block
line-of-sight. Improved positions are represented by improved
position markers
5.5.1.13 Mines
Mines (AG) are used to deny or channel opposition movement.
They are dispersed as either Hasty or Deliberate minefields. Both
antipersonnel and anti-vehicular mines, or a combination or the
two types may be dispersed in a single minefield.
Minefields may be hidden or marked as known (visible)
minefields.
Mines have a height of “0”; they do not block line-of-sight.
Minefield locations are secretly marked.
Mines are not consumed by attacking vehicles, towed, or leg
units. They are distributed throughout the area and in a dense
enough manner to maintain their full potency unless removed.
Mines may be removed as a result of certain GP Combat.
They typically have a GP Defense of “3” for Hasty Minefields to
“6” for Deliberate Minefields.
5.5.1.14 Roads & Paths
Roads and Paths provide improved mobility for vehicle,
motorcycle, and bicycle units. Roads are improved constructs
while Paths are of a more limited quality.
Typically Roads and Paths are of a width that may
accommodate a single unit. Players may at their discretion create
wider Roads or Paths. Just make certain that in those cases,
everyone understands the limitations of these “special” Roads or
Paths.
Roads and Paths have a height of “0”; they do not block lineof-sight. They are represented by miniature roads and paths.
5.5.1.15 Rough
Rough is uneven, broken ground. It is typically covered with
small rock formations and/or heavy vegetation.
Rough has a height of “0”; it does not block line-of-sight.
Rough provides Medium Cover for both combat and spotting.
Small bits of miniature brush and rocks can be used to represent
Rough terrain.
5.5.1.16 Scrub
Scrub is mostly flat ground uniformly covered with low
vegetation.
Scrub has a height of “0”; it does not block line-of-sight.
Scrub provides Light Cover for both combat and spotting. Small
bits of miniature brush can be used to represent Brush terrain.
5.5.1.17 Slopes & Crests
Slopes are the transition points from one height or elevation,
either up or down, to another. They are found only in conjunction
with Hills and Depressions. If a Hill or Depressiuon is constructed
without a Slope on an edge or side, that creates a sheer edge, or
cliff, that is impassable to a units.
Each Slope has a height of “1”; they may block line-ofsight.
Crests represent a sudden rise in the ground. They are like
two Slopes pushed together back-to-back. They are found on top

of Hills as well as on ground at height “0.”
They do not have a flat top surface. Units are considered to
be on one side of the Crest or are on the other side.
Crests have a height of “1”; they may block line-of-sight.
Unless otherwise indicated, Slopes and Crests are considered
to have a depth of 1”.
5.5.1.18 Smoke & Barrages
Off-board (AG) and on-board artillery (AG) fire as well as
those units capable of direct firing Smoke (AG) Shells (Smk)
create smoke.
When a unit executes an indirect fire mission a Barrage (AG)
area is created that is defined by the SHEAF Pattern. A SHEAF
Pattern also defines the size of the Smoke area. Both Smoke and
Barrages have a height of “4” above ground level.
Like Brew-Up Smoke, Smoke and Barrages do not block
line-of-sight. If a line-of-sight passes through Smoke or a
Barrage, a modifier is applied in determining the combat results.
Mark the SHEAF pattern with a Smoke marker to indicate the
size of the smoke area.
5.5.1.19 Stone Buildings
Since each inch in Panzer equals 50 meters, buildings
represent a cluster of structures of a particular type. Stone
buildings have the highest relative strength. They are usually
found along Paths or Roads.
Stone buildings have a height of “1” per story above ground
level. All building types may block line-of-sight. For example, a
two-story building has a height of “2.”
Stone buildings provide Heavy Cover for both combat and
spotting. They may be destroyed as a result of GP Combat. They
typically have a GP Defense of “8.” If destroyed, Stone buildings
are replaced with miniature Rubble.
Note that units within buildings are actually at the “ground
level” of the terrain not the maximum height of the terrain.
Vehicle units are never required to enter buildings; they can
occupy the area just outside of the building. Only fully tracked
vehicles with overhead armor may attempt to actually enter a
building. However, they may suffer damage or a track hit as a
result of the movement.
Vehicles within a Stone Building are considered to be Hull
Down from all angles.
5.5.1.20 Stream
Streams are a brook, stream, or a small river with rather
shallow banks. Streams are considered passable or impassable
along any part or all of their length. As indicated in a scenario.
Streams have a height of “-1”; they do not block line-ofsight. Streams are represented by miniature streams.
5.5.1.21 Wire
Wire (AG) is a man-made obstacle deployed to impede leg
and half-track/wheeled vehicle movement.
Wire has a height of “0”; it does not block line-of-sight.
Wire may be destroyed as a result of GP Combat. It typically
has a GP Defense of “1” to “3” as defined in the scenario. Wire is
also destroyed if a fully tracked vehicle (“T”) moves through its
position. If destroyed, Wire is removed from the map board. Wire
is represented by wire markers.
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5.5.1.22 Wreck
A Wreck is created whenever a vehicle unit suffers a “KnockOut” or “Brew Up” as a result of AP, GP, or Close Assault combat.
The Wreck may also be a source of Brew-Up Smoke if that was
the result of the combat.
Wrecks have a height of “0”; they do not block line-of-sight.
Mark the vehicle model with the appropriate marker to indicate
the type of wreck.

5.5.2.3 Obstacle Equal or Lower
If the obstacle is equal to or lower than the height of both
units, the line-of-sight is not blocked.

5.5.1.23 Wood Buildings
Since each inch in Panzer equals 50 meters, buildings
represent a cluster of structures of a particular type. Wood
buildings have the least relative strength. They are usually found
along Paths or Roads.
Wood buildings have a height of “1” per story above ground
level. All building types may block line-of-sight. For example, a
two-story building has a height of “2.”
Wood buildings provide Light Cover for combat, but are
treated as Heavy Cover for and spotting. They may be destroyed
as a result of GP Combat. They typically have a GP Defense of
“4.” If destroyed, Wood buildings are replaced with miniature
Rubble.
Note that units within buildings are actually at the “ground
level” of the terrain not the maximum height of the terrain.
Vehicle units are never required to enter buildings; they can
occupy the area just outside of the building. Only fully tracked
vehicles with overhead armor may attempt to actually enter a
building. However, they may suffer damage or a track hit as a
result of the movement. Vehicles within an wood building are not
considered to be hull down.

5.5.2.4.1 Find the row on the left side on the Line-of-Sight Table
that corresponds to the height of the spotting/firing unit. Move
along that row until intersecting the column that corresponds to
the height of the target unit. Three values will be found under the
columns one each for C-Closer, M-Midway, F-Farther and NPNot Possible. For example, if the spotting/firing unit has a height
of “0” and the target unit has a height of “3”, the values found
are “C=1+”, “M=2+”, and “F=3+.”

5.5.1.24 Woods & Groves
Woods and Groves represent stands of trees that provide
cover to all types of units.
Woods and Groves have a height of “3” above ground level;
they may block line-of-sight.
They provide Medium Cover for both combat and spotting.
Note that units within Woods and Groves are actually at the
“ground level” of the terrain not up in the maximum height of the
terrain. Woods and Groves are represented by miniature trees that
are well spread out.

5.5.2.4 Obstacle Higher and Lower
If the obstacle is higher than one unit but lower than the other
unit, a line-of-sight check must be made using the Line-of-Sight
Table found on Game Card “C” using the following procedure:

5.5.2.4.2 Determine if any possible obstacle is closer (“C”),
exactly midway (“M”), or farther (“F”) in range from the
spotting/firing unit to the target unit. When determining if
a obstacle is exactly midway, add or subtract one inch (“±1”)
from the calculated midway point when checking for potential
obstacles. For example, if the range from the spotting/firing unit
to the target unit equals 20”, an obstacle falling within a range
of 9-11” would be considered midway.
5.5.2.4.3 If one or more obstacles overlap between close, midway
or farther range points, select the range point most favorable to
the target unit.
5.5.2.4.4 Note that is not possible to spot a unit at height “-1”
from a unit also at height “-1.”
5.5.2.4.5 Example: Unit “A” is height “0” and is attempting
to spot unit “B” at a range of 20” located on a hill that is at
a height of “3.” Three obstacles, each at a height of “1” are
located closer, midway, and farther from unit “A.” Only the closer
obstacle blocks the line-of-sight. The obstacle at the midway
point needs to be at a height of “2” or more to block. The farther
obstacle needs to be at a height of “3” or more to block.

5.5.2 Determining Line-of-Sight
The line-of-sight for direct fire weapons is checked from
the firing unit to the height of the target unit. The line-of-sight
for in-direct fire weapons is checked from the spotting unit to
the maximum height of the terrain occupied by the target unit.
Obstacles, the highest point of intervening terrain or building,
affect lines-of-sight as follows:
5.5.2.1 Obstacle Higher than Both
If the obstacle is higher than the heights of both the spotting/
firing unit and the target unit, the line-of-sight is blocked.
5.5.2.2 Obstacle Higher or Equal
If the obstacle is equal in height to either the spotting/firing
unit or to the target unit, and is higher than the other unit, the
line-of-sight is blocked.

5.5.3 Automatic Hull Down
Typically, vehicle units are hull down only when occupying an
Improved Position (AG), are within a Brick or Stone building, or
after discovering a hull down position during movement (AG).
However, a vehicle unit is always hull down when it is
receiving direct fire from a unit at a lower height at a range equal
to less than 2x the target unit’s height advantage over the firing
unit.
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For example, if the target unit’s height is “3” and the firing
unit’s height is “0”, the target unit is hull down if the range is
6” or less.
5.5.4 Extraneous Spot Markers
If it is determined that a unit is not spotted, remove any
SPOT (FIRE) or SPOT (MOVE) markers.

6.0 Basic Command Phase
“There are no bad regiments, there are only bad
colonels.” – Napoleon Bonaparte
At the heart of Panzer is the command system. With just
five distinct “orders,” players prepare and manage their units for
the current turn.
Each of the five order markers has unique characteristics that
distinguish their purpose.
The orders include:
• Fire: the unit is ordered to engage in direct or indirect
fire
• Move: the unit is ordered to move
• Short Halt: the unit is ordered to engage in direct fire
and then move
• Overwatch (OW): the unit is ordered to observe and
potentially respond to opposition fire or movement
• No Command (N/C): the unit is ordered to stand down
and not engage in any action
Note that the Command Phase is executed prior to the
Initiative Phase. Players must therefore commit to individual unit
actions without the knowledge of whether or not they will be the
First or Second Player. This helps reinforce the fog-of-war.

6.1 Place Command Markers Step
During this step, a command marker is placed adjacent to
each unit.
The Advanced Game (AG) expands on the ability to give
each unit a unique command.
6.1.1 Place these markers with their blank side showing so that
the opposing side will not know what orders have been given.
6.1.2 Each order enables a unit to only perform certain actions
during specific phases or steps. When the time comes to carry
out those orders, players are bound by them. Only OW and N/C
orders allow the unit to take no specific action.
If a unit has orders to FIRE, MOVE or SHORT HALT, it
must execute the order – it is not an option. Care must therefore
be taken when assigning orders.
In some cases, a unit may be eliminated, therefore making it
impossible to carry out an order.
Until a player reveals an order to perform some action, i.e.,
fire or movement, the order is maintained with its blank side
up. This also helps keep track of those units that have not yet
executed their orders.
If a unit receives fire, and it has a MOVE or SHORT HALT
order, the player controlling the target unit has the option of

revealing the order and applying the applicable movement
modifier. If the player prefers to keep the unit’s order hidden,
no movement modifier is applied – the fire is resolved as if the
unit was stationary. This prevents players from taking low-odds
reconnaissance-by-fire shots just to reveal the orders of opposing
units.
6.1.3 Units may not be given orders that can not be executed.
For example, a unit that does not have a spotted target may not
have FIRE or SHORT HALT orders.
In the event a unit is given an illegal order, it is still considered
to have carried out that action even though it is a wasted event.
All applicable events or results associated with that order are still
in effect.

6.2 Fire Orders
The FIRE order enables any armed ground unit to shoot at
a spotted unit during its Direct Fire Step. The target unit must
be within the maximum and minimum, if any, range limits.
The unit must also possess the appropriate type of ammo. For
example, units that carry only AP ammo may not fire at leg or
towed units.
Indirect Fire is also indicated by the FIRE order, but that
process is addressed in the Advance Game section.

6.3 Move Orders
The MOVE order enables any ground unit to move during its
Movement Step. The unit may move up to its maximum available
movement allowance.

6.4 Short Halt Orders
The SHORT HALT order enables any armed ground unit to
shoot at a spotted unit during its Direct Fire Step and then move
during its Movement Step. All limitations for individual FIRE
and MOVE orders apply to the SHORT HALT order. In addition,
modifiers apply to both the fire and movement segments of the
order.
Units engaging in Indirect Fire may not employ the SHORT
HALT order.

6.5 Overwatch (OW) Orders
The OVERWATCH order enables any armed ground unit to
voluntarily fire at a spotted unit that fired in an earlier step or in
response to a spotted unit moving during the Movement Phase.
Note that the target unit may be spotted as a result of its current
action, fire or movement; it need not have been previously spotted
during the Spotting Phase.
It is key to note that OVERWATCH fire is never required.
The order may never be executed.

6.6 No Command (N/C) Orders
NO COMMAND tells the marked unit to sit tight and not
perform any actions. At first glance, this order may seem to be a
waste of time. However, there are certain recovery actions, e.g.,
suppression, which are enhanced by NO Command.
In addition, when employing the command control limits.
NO COMMAND may be the only option available.
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7.0 Basic Initiative Phase

Gunnery Section of their data cards should be used at this time.
AP Type fire may only be directed at vehicle units; it is never
used against any other target type. There are other types of AP
ammo, i.e., APCR, APDS, HVAP, and HEAT, but those types are
addressed in the Advanced Game (AG) Section.

“During war the ball is always kicking around
loose in the middle of the field and any man
who has the will may pick it up and run with it.”
8.1.1 The Direct Fire Step Detailed
– Brigadier General S.L.A. Marshall
Initiative is a key aspect of Panzer. Through its careful use,
players control the flow of the game by controlling the First and
Second player options.
Since the initiative roll is modified by the Force Grade
(AG), the superior force should more often than not find itself
controlling the initiative. Through this tendency, it should be able
to dictate and control the course of the battle. However, as with
all things, this is never an absolute.
Since the Command Phase takes place before the Initiative
Phase, players must make command decisions without the
advantage of looking into a crystal ball as to the order of
execution. After all, this is a tendency not a guarantee.

7.1 Determining Initiative
During the Initiative Phase, a single player from each side
rolls the dice to determine the initiative – all ties are rolled again.
The winning side has the choice of whether to be the “First” or
“Second” player for the current Turn.

7.2 How Initiative Works
The First Player always performs the listed actions as
indicated by “First Player” in the Sequence of Play. The Second
Player follows suit by performing the listed actions as indicated
by “Second Player” in the Sequence of Play.
It is very important to remember that combat and movement
actions are performed sequentially. For example, if the Second
Player has a unit with FIRE orders that is eliminated during the
First Player’s Direct Fire Step, that unit is eliminated before the
Second Player can execute its FIRE orders.
Simultaneous actions do not have First or Second Player as
part of their Phase or Step. These actions can be resolved in any
order agreeable to both sides.

8.0 Basic Combat Phase
“Battles are won by
– Frederick the Great

superiority

of

fire.”

The Combat Phase includes three Steps – Indirect Fire (AG),
Direct Fire and Overwatch Fire.
Only Armor Piercing “AP” Direct and Overwatch Fire is
addressed at this time. General Purpose “GP” Direct and “GP”
Overwatch Fire is addressed in the Advanced Game (AG)
Section. This section encompasses vehicle-to-vehicle or tank-totank combat AP combat.

8.1 AP Firing Sequence and Rules

Direct Fire is a method of engaging spotted targets. While
players are never required to command their units to fire, Direct
Fire is the most expedient method of engaging spotted targets.
8.1.1.1 Units fire in the order described in the Sequence of Play.
First Player units fire first during that Direct Fire Step; Second
Player units fire second during that Direct Fire Step. All units
with FIRE and SHORT HALT orders “shoot” and have their fire
resolved during their corresponding portion of the Direct Fire
Step. The Second Player must apply all combats results inflicted
by the First Player before resolving combat.
8.1.1.2 Fire in each step is resolved from the positions and
facings the units occupy at the point the fire is resolved. The
terrain occupied by the firing unit or its SPOT markers has no
impact.
Keep in mind that FIRE and SHORT HALT orders require
a legitimate spotted target that was identified during the Spotting
Phase. Players may never mark FIRE or SHORT HALT orders in
anticipation of a target spotting.
Within the following restrictions, players may resolve fire in
any desired order.
8.1.1.2.1 Shots are resolved individually.
8.1.1.2.2 Each unit may fire only once per Turn.
8.1.1.2.3 After a unit fires, immediately mark it with a SPOT
(FIRE) Marker.
If the unit doesn’t have an existing SPOT (FIRE) Marker
or it has a SPOT (MOVE) Marker, place the new SPOT (FIRE)
Marker partially under its command marker to signify that it is a
new status. That way, it will not be confused as to the unit’s status
as of the Spotting Phase.
8.1.1.2.4 All units with FIRE or SHORT HALT orders must
declare fire even if the order was paced in error. These are still
considered to have fired, and are subject to Overwatch Fire in
response.
8.1.2 The Overwatch Fire Step Detailed
Overwatch Fire is a “triggered” event in response to opposition
fire or movement – it is fired at targets of opportunity.
Units with OW orders may fire at opposing units that fired
during the previous Direct Fire Step (this may in turn trigger
additional return overwatch fire).
Since Overwatch Fire has built in penalties, it is not intended
as a method of engaging spotted targets. It does, however, act as
a deterrent to opposition fire and movement.

Only those vehicles possessing an “AP” line in the AP
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8.1.2.1 Units fire in the order described in the Sequence of Play.
First Player units fire first during that Overwatch Fire Step; Second
Player units fire second during that Overwatch Fire Step.
Units with OW orders may “shoot” and have their fire
resolved during their corresponding portion of an Overwatch
Fire Step. Remember, Overwatch Fire is voluntary; units marked
with OW orders are not required to fire.
8.1.2.1.1 Additional Overwatch fire may be triggered as a result
of earlier Overwatch fire. Units again fire in the order of First
Player – Second Player. Consider it a cascading effect where one
initial shot could trigger a whole series of follow on shots by one
or both sides.
8.1.2.1.2 The Second Player must apply all combats results
inflicted by the First Player before resolving combat.
8.1.2.2 “Spotting” is confirmed at the time the Overwatch fire is
resolved – the terrain currently occupied by the target unit and the
type (if any) of SPOT markers currently placed with it determine
the maximum spotting range. Only units with OVERWACH
orders may respond to units that have their spotting status change
during the turn.
Within the following restrictions, players may resolve fire in
any desired order.
8.1.2.2.1 Shots are resolved individually.
8.1.2.2.2 Each unit may fire only once per Turn.
8.1.2.2.3 After a unit fires, immediately mark it with a SPOT
(FIRE) Marker.
If the unit doesn’t have an existing SPOT (FIRE) Marker
or it has a SPOT (MOVE) Marker, place the new SPOT (FIRE)
Marker partially under its command marker to signify that it is a
new status. That way, it will not be confused as to the unit’s status
as of the Spotting Phase.

8.2 Ability to Fire (AP Weapons)
To fire at a target, the target must be spotted, be in range of
the weapon firing, and fall within the firing unit’s Field-of-Fire.

Overwatch Fire that fall outside of their current Field-of-Fire.
simply adjust the direction in which the model turret faces.
If a vehicle engages an Overwatch target that falls outside of
its current Field-of-Fire, it must adjust its turret to the appropriate
Field-of-Fire. This adjustment does not preclude the vehicle from
adjusting its turret during an Adjustment Phase.
It is not necessary to “point” the turret directly at a target
unit. In fact, the turret should be positioned in such a manner so
that there is no confusion as to which Field-of-Fire is applicable.
It is best to position the turret directly forward, to the rear or to
one of the vehicle’s sides.
A target unit’s position could theoretically fall
exactly along the line dividing two Fields-of-Fire. In
that case, either Field-of-Fire is applicable.
The ability to rotate their turrets is rated as one of
three traverse speeds – Slow, Normal or Fast.
Reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the
location of the turret traverse information.
Turreted vehicle units must “point” their turrets to
one of the four possible Fields-of-Fire – Front, Right or
Left Side, or Rear. Their ability to fire at a target unit is
determined if the target unit and falls within the firing
unit’s turret’s Field-of-Fire.
A turret’s position is independent of a vehicle’s hull. The
turret’s “Front” may be in one direction while the vehicle’s
“Front” may be in totally different direction. This is a critical
factor when determining Overwatch Fire.
For Overwatch Fire, the modifiers and limitations on “Slow”
traverse speed are determined from the position of the turret. If
a target is engaged to the “side” or “rear” Fields-of-Fire, the
vehicle’s turret must be repositioned to reflect this adjustment.
8.2.1.2 Turretless 3600 Vehicles
All vehicles classified as Turretless 3600 have a 3600 Field
-of-Fire. Their pivot guns, mounted behind gun shields or in open
gun mounts, are able to engage opposing units in any direction.
For the purposes of Overwatch Fire, their Fieldof-Fire is always assumed to be facing the target unit.
These units always use the Overwatch Front Modifier
for all Overwatch Shots.
Reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the location of the
turret traverse information.

8.2.1 Fields-of-Fire
All armed units have a defined Field-of-Fire. Most units
have a limited field-of-fire. These include turreted vehicles, nonturreted vehicles with fixed gun mounts and anti-tank guns and
anti-aircraft guns.
Some units have a 3600 Field-of-Fire. These include all leg
units and those vehicles units with pivot gun mounts – defined as
Turretless 3600.

8.2.1.3 Non-Turreted Vehicles
Non-Turreted vehicles have fixed gun mounts.
Virtually all have their guns fixed to the front, although
a very few have their guns fixed to the rear. NonTurreted vehicles are only able to engage targets that
fall within their field-of-fire.
Reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the location of the
turret traverse information.

8.2.1.1 Turreted Vehicles
All turreted vehicles have a limited Field-of-Fire determined
from the front of the turret. The turret may be faced in a different
direction than the front of the vehicle unit’s hull.
Turret positions are adjusted during the Adjust Turret Step of
the Adjustment Phase or as a result of engaging targets through

8.2.1.4 Front Field-of-Fire
A unit that has a limited Field-of-Fire to the its front is
indicated by an underscored ammo notation on its Data Card
A Front Field-of-Fire, in this case, is defined as
the area that falls within the Front and ½ of the Front/
Side aspects on the Target Angle Wheel – see below.
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Just place the Target Angle Wheel over the spotting unit to find
its Front Field-of-Fire.

No fire may be directed at a target falling outside of the area
described by the Front Field-of-Fire. A unit must be seen and
also fall within the firing unit’s Front Field-of-Fire in order to be
a legal target.
8.2.1.5 Rear Field-of-Fire
A unit that has a limited Field-of-Fire to the its rear is
indicated by an overscored ammo notation on its Data Card
A Rear Field-of-Fire, in this case, is defined as
the area that falls within the Rear and ½ of the Rear/
Side aspects on the Target Angle Wheel – see below.
Just place the Target Angle Wheel over the spotting unit to find
its Rear Field-of-Fire.

8.3.1 Announcing AP Direct Fire
The firing player announces and resolve the shots one at a
time in any desired order, but all units that are to fire at the same
unit during the same Step must be announced before any of the
shots are resolved.
No additional units may then fire at that same unit during
that Step. If the unit is eliminated before all the announced fire is
resolved, the remaining units are still considered to have fired at
the eliminated unit. Their fire is wasted; they may not switch their
fire to a different target. They are marked with a SPOT (FIRE)
marker just like any other fire.
Note that a vehicle unit is not totally eliminated until a BrewUp result is achieved.
8.3.2 Announcing AP Overwatch Fire
The firing player announces and resolve the shots one at a
time in any desired order, but all units that are to fire at the same
unit must be announced before any of the shots are resolved.
No additional units may then fire at that same unit. If the
unit is eliminated before all the announced fire is resolved, the
remaining units are still considered to have fired at the eliminated
unit. Their fire is wasted; they may not switch their fire to a
different target. They are marked with a SPOT (FIRE) marker
just like any other fire. Note that a vehicle unit is not totally
eliminated until a Brew-Up result is achieved.
With Overwatch fire at a moving target, the fire announcement
restriction is somewhat different. A player may announce one
or more firing units for each inch, or fraction of an inch if that
completes the movement, that the target moves.
Consider that the target unit is moving in impulses of an inch.
However, each group of units that intend to fire in the current
impulse must all announce and resolve their fire.
8.3.3 Adjust Order Marker
The firing player flips the firing unit’s order over to
demonstrate that it is correct and announces the target.
The SHORT HALT order is a two part command – fire and
movement. When resolving the fire portion, face the FIRE half of
the command marker towards the front of the unit.
This way when it comes time to move those same units,
players can easily identity which units have not yet moved.

8.4 AP Fire Procedure
Follow this procedure for each combat unit that fires an AP
type weapon.

No fire may be directed at a target falling outside of the area
described by the Rear Field-of-Fire. A unit must be seen and also
fall within the firing unit’s Rear Field-of-Fire in order to be a
legal target.

8.3 Announcing AP Fire
After determining that it is a legal shot, the fire is announced
and resolved.

8.4.1 The AP Range Factor
Reference the firing unit’s Data Card to find the following
information:
8.4.1.1 Find the portion of the Data Card with the name of the
weapon to fire in the “Type” column of the AP Gunnery Section.
Some units have multiple AP ammo types as mentioned earlier.
Some vehicles also have multiple AP weapons. The weapons and
their AP ammo are color-coded to assist in matching the proper
sets. In the Basic Game, only the “AP” ammo type should be
used.
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Vehicles with multiple weapons may have different fieldsof-fire for those weapons. In all cases, shots are resolved
individually.
8.4.1.2 Determine the range in inches from the firing unit to the
target unit. Move along the “R” – Range sub-row for the “AP”
row until finding the value that is greater than or equal to the
value that corresponds to the actual range.
Above that value will be one of five possible outcomes:
• “P” – Pointblank
• “S” – Short
• “M” – Medium
• “G” – Long
• “E” – Extreme
That value found above the appropriate range is the AP
Range Factor.
For example, reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the
SU-85 M43. Assume the range to be 23”. The AP Range Factor
for that range is “M.” While not used in the Basic Game, the AP
Range Factor for HVAP at the same range is “L.”
8.4.2 AP Hit Modifiers
The AP Hit Modifiers are now checked to determine their
effect, if any. These modifiers are found in the AP Hit Modifiers
Table found on Game Card “A.” Not all of the listed AP Hit
Modifiers are addressed in the Basic Game. Those printed in blue
are covered in the (AG) Section.
All AP Hit Modifiers are cumulative, and together are
considered the “Net Modifier.” For example, if the target unit
is in Light Cover (“-1”) and the firing unit has a SHORT HALT
order (“-3”), the Net Modifier is “-4.”
8.4.2.1 Target Size
The “size” of a target vehicle unit is found on its Data Card.
The possible values range from “+2” to “‑2.” For example,
reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the SU‑85 M43. Its
Target Size modifier is “0.”
8.4.2.2 Target Moving
If the target vehicle unit has MOVE or SHORT HALT orders
– the modifier is “-2.”
If the target unit’s order is not yet visible, the controlling
player must reveal its order to receive the modifier (turn the order
face down again to show it is not yet executed).
Note that in this case, the controlling player is not required
to reveal these orders. If player chooses not to reveal the order,
the modifier is “0.”
8.4.2.3 Target in Light Cover
If the target vehicle unit is located in terrain classified as
“Light Cover” – the modifier is “-1.”
Terrain Cover is found by cross-referencing the terrain type
with the Cover column in the Terrain Effects Table found on
Game Card “A.”
For example, if the terrain type is Scrub, the Cover is
“Light.”

8.4.2.4 Target in Medium Cover
If the target vehicle unit is located in terrain classified as
“Medium Cover” – the modifier is “-3
For example, if the terrain type is Rough, the Cover is
“Medium.”
8.4.2.5 Target in Heavy Cover
If the target vehicle unit is located in terrain classified as
“Heavy Cover” – the modifier is “-5.”
For example, if the terrain type is Improved Position, the
Cover is “Heavy.”
8.4.2.6 Shooter Short Halt
If the firing unit has SHORT HALT orders – the modifier
is “-3.” This represents the greater challenge of hitting a target
while moving with only a SHORT HALT to fire.
8.4.2.7 Shooter Damaged
If the firing unit was damaged during a previous Turn or in
previous Step during the current Turn – the modifier is “-5.”
8.4.2.8 Brew Up Smoke
If the Line-of-Sight passes through Brew-Up Smoke –
the modifier is “-3.” This modifier is applied for each unique
occurrence of Brew Up Smoke the Line-of-Sight encounters.
8.4.2.9 Overwatch Front
If the firing unit is executing Overwatch fire at a target
located within the firing unit’s Front Field-of-Fire – the modifier
is “-1.” Keep in mind that the Target Moving modifier is also
applicable in addition to the Overwatch Modifier.
8.4.2.9.1 Units with only a Rear Field-of-Fire may not execute
Overwatch Fire at a target located in the firing unit’s Front Fieldof-Fire.
8.4.2.10 Overwatch Side
If the firing unit is executing Overwatch fire at a target
located within the firing unit’s Side Field-of-Fire – the modifier
is “-3.” Keep in mind that the Target Moving modifier is also
applicable in addition to the Overwatch Modifier.
Since units typically concentrate on their front areas, this
modifier represents the increased time required to quickly engage
a target located to its side.
The Side Field-of-Fire is defined as the area that falls within
½ of the Front/Side, the Side, and ½ of the Rear/Side aspects
on the Target Angle Wheel – see below. Just place the Target
Angle Wheel over the spotting unit’s turret to find its side Fieldof-Fire.
8.4.2.10.1 Units with a Front Field-of-Fire or Rear Field-of-Fire
may not execute Overwatch Fire at a target located in the firing
unit’s Side Field-of-Fire.
8.4.2.10.2 Only Turreted vehicle units or Turretless 3600 vehicles
may execute Overwatch Fire at a target located in the firing unit’s
Side Field-of-Fire.
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8.4.3 AP Hit Number
Reference the AP Hit Table on Game Card “A.” Crossreference the Net Modifier (see 8.4.2) with the AP Range Factor
(see 8.4.1). The number found is the AP Hit Number. For example,
if the Net Modifier is “-2” and the AP Range Factor is “S”, the
AP Hit Number is “56”
If the Net Modifier is greater than “+5”, use the “+5” row. If
it is less than “-10”, use the “-10” row.
Note that with a Net Modifier of “-10” and an AP Range
Factor of “E”, a hit is not possible.

8.4.2.10.3 If the unit has a
“Fast” turret speed , it uses the
“-1” Overwatch Front Modifier,
instead of the normal “‑3”
modifier.
8.4.2.10.4 If the unit has a
“Normal” turret speed , it
uses the “-3” Overwatch Side
Modifier.
8.4.2.10.5 If the unit has a
“Slow” turret speed, it uses the
“-5” Overwatch Rear Modifier,
instead of the normal “-3”
modifier.
8.4.2.10.6
If the unit is
Turretless 3600, it uses the “-1”
Overwatch Front Modifier,
instead of the normal “-3” modifier.
8.4.2.10.7 A turreted vehicle unit must adjust its turret facing to
now capture the target unit within its Front Field-of-Fire.
8.4.2.11 Overwatch Rear
If the firing unit is executing Overwatch fire at a target
located within the firing unit’s Rear Field-of-Fire – the modifier
is “-5” unless the unit has a Rear Field-of-Fire in which case, the
modifier is “-1.” The Target Moving modifier is also applicable
in addition to the Overwatch Modifier.
This modifier represents the much greater time required to
quickly engage a target located in its rear.
8.4.2.11.1 Units with a Front Field-of-Fire may not execute
Overwatch Fire at a target located in the firing unit’s Rear Fieldof-Fire.
8.4.2.11.2 Only Turreted vehicle units, Turretless 360 or units
with a Rear Field-of-Fire may execute Overwatch Fire at a target
located in the firing unit’s Rear Field-of-Fire.
0

8.4.2.11.3 If the unit has a “Fast” turret speed, it uses the “-3”
Overwatch Side Modifier, instead of the normal “-5” modifier.
8.4.2.11.4 If the unit has a “Normal” turret speed , it uses the
“-5” Overwatch Rear Modifier.
8.4.2.11.5 If the unit has a “Slow” turret speed, it may not
execute Overwatch Fire at a target located within the firing unit’s
Rear Field-of-Fire.
8.4.2.11.6 If the unit is Turretless 3600, it uses the “-1” Overwatch
Front Modifier, instead of the normal “-5” modifier.
8.4.2.11.7 A turreted vehicle unit must adjust its turret facing to
now capture the target unit within its Front Field-of-Fire.

8.4.4 AP Number of Hits
All of the weapons depicted in Panzer do not necessarily
have the same Rates-of-Fire. Four distinct Rates-of-Fire are
modeled. The Rate-of-Fire for a specific weapon is listed on the
same row as the weapon’s name following “ROF.”
For example, reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the
SU-85 M43. The Rate-of-Fire for its 85mm L/55 Gun is “N.”
The four Rates-of-Fire are identified by a single character:
• “N” – Normal
• “Q” – Quick
• “R” – Rapid
• “F” – Fast
The following steps determine if one or more hits have been
made on the target unit.
8.4.4.1 N – Rate-of-Fire
Roll the dice. If the result is equal to or less than the AP
Hit Number, one hit is made. If the result exceeds the AP Hit
Number, the shot missed.
8.4.4.2 Q, R and F – Rates-of-Fire
With these three Rates-of-Fire, it is possible to achieve
multiple hits on the target. Reference the AP Number of Hits
table on Game Card “A.”
8.4.4.2.1 Find the row containing the AP Hit Number in the left
or right hand column of the table. Note that if the AP Hit Number
is less than “5”, only one hit is possible regardless of the Rateof-Fire.
8.4.4.2.2 Roll the dice. Cross-reference the hit number row with
the columns corresponding to the weapon’s Rate-of-Fire.
If the result exceeds the AP Hit Number, all shots missed. If
the result is equal to or less than the AP Hit Number, one or more
hits were made. The number of hits made is found at the top of
the sub-column in whose range the result falls.
For example, a shot has an AP Hit Number of “56”, and a
Rate-of-Fire of “F.” The values listed in the table are “01-11” in
the “F: 3” sub-column, “12-22” in the “F: 2” sub-column, and,
finally, “23-H” in the “F: 1” sub-column. “H” refers to the AP
Hit Number.
If the result is from “01-11” three hits were made, from “1222” two hits were made, and from “23-56” one hit was made.
8.4.4.2.3 Additional hits may never transfer to other units; they
have all hit the specific target unit.
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8.4.5 AP Hit Locations
If one or more hits were made, the Target Angle Wheel must
be checked to determine where each individual hit impacted on
the target vehicle unit.
8.4.5.1 Hit Angle Determination
The orientation of the target vehicle unit to the firing unit is
used to determine the “Hit Angle.” Place the Target Angle Wheel
over the target vehicle unit as illustrated below. A hit impacts at
some specific location on the target vehicle unit.

8.4.5.1.1 The Hit Angle (Front, Front/Side, Side, Rear/Side
or Rear) in conjunction with the Hit Location/Damage Roll
determines the exact location of the hit.
If the line-of-fire runs exactly down a line dividing two
angles, the player controlling the target unit determines which of
the two angles to utilize.
8.4.5.1.2 The are seven possible hit locations:
• “TF” – Turret Front
• “TS” – Turret Side
• “TR” – Turret Rear
• “HF” – Hull Front
• “HS” – Hull Side
• “HR” – Hull Rear
• “TK” – Track
Note that all vehicles have turret-hit locations even those
classified as Non-Turreted or Turretless 3600. This is because
those vehicles typically have turret-like superstructures or gun
shields. It also allows for a uniformity of data presentation.
8.4.5.1.3 Once the proper Hit Angle is determined, roll the dice.
Compare the “tens” result to the values listed in the section for
the Hit Angle. The result will be in the range from “1-10.” For
example, if “34” was rolled, the “3” is used in determining the
Hit Location.
Compare the result to the information in the Hit Angle section.
For example, if the Hit Angle is “Front/Side”, compare the “3” result
from above. The hit is on the target vehicle’s “TS – Turret Side.”

8.4.5.2 Turreted Vehicles Hit Locations
Place the Target Angle Wheel over the target vehicle with
the orientation mark aligned with the vehicle’s hull and roll the
dice. If the Hit Location is a Hull hit, continue on to the next
step.
However, if the result is a Turret hit, an additional check must
be made. If the turret’s Field-of-Fire is “Front”, the Hit Location
is as listed. If the turret’s Field-of-Fire is “Side” or “Rear”, the
Target Angle Wheel should be repositioned to the correct side or
rear of the vehicle to reflect the true position of the turret.
The same die roll result (the dice are not rolled again) is now
checked against the repositioned Target Angle Wheel.
For example, reference the Soviet T-34/85 M44 (Data Card
S‑16). After receiving a hit, the Soviet player positions the Target
Angle Wheel over the vehicle and determines that the Hit Angle
is “Rear-Side.” The German player rolls the dice; the result is
“19.”
The Hit Location is “TR.” However, the T-34/85 M44’s turret
is actually positioned to the “Side” Field-of-Fire facing towards
the direction of the German fire. The Soviet player repositions the
Target Angle Wheel 900 to the proper side; the Hit Angle for the
turret is now “Front-Side.” Rechecking the Hit Location results
in a Hit Location of “TF.” The Armor Value is “15” as opposed
to “8” – a significant difference.
8.4.5.3 Track Hits
If the Hit Location is “TK – Track”, the vehicle suffers
immediate damage. For this type of hit, skip (8.4.7), as the
damage has already been determined. Any subsequent “Track”
hits do not cause any additional damage.
Track Hit is a generic term used to describe a mobility hit on
a vehicle; it applies equally to tracked, half-tracked and wheeled
vehicles. An optional rule (OR – 20.19) adds variability to the
automatic damage.
8.4.5.3.1 A vehicle with a track hit may not move or pivot for
the remainder of the game including any move orders not yet
executed. If the unit is currently moving, it must immediately
stop and may not change its facing.
If the unit does have move orders it is now considered
stationary for any additional fire resolved in future Steps. Any
other fire not yet resolved in the current Step still treats the unit
as if it is moving.
8.4.5.3.2 The unit must roll for Bail Out (AG).
8.4.5.3.3 Turreted vehicle units may still rotate their turrets at
their listed traverse speed.
8.4.5.3.4 Make a note of the track hit by placing a TK marker
next to the vehicle unit. A vehicle unit may have a “Track” hit
and be “Dmgd” at the same time.
8.4.5.4 Falling Shots – Top Hits
If the hit was from “falling shot”, i.e., the firing unit’s height
is greater than the target unit’s height, there is a chance that the
target vehicle’s Top Armor was hit.
An “x” follows all “1s” in the Hit Angle sections. If a “1” is
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the result and the shot is falling, the Top Armor was hit, and it is
used when determining if the shot penetrated.
The potential of a Top Hit only applies to Armored (“A-Type”)
and Protected (“P-Type”) vehicles. It is not applicable to Soft
(“S-Type”) vehicles, since they are not armored.
For example, if the result from above was a “1” instead and
the shot was falling, the Top Armor was hit. Reference the Vehicle
Data Card Key for the SU-85 M43; its Top Armor is “13.”
8.4.5.5 Hull Down Hits
Vehicles assume Hull Down positions when inside of a Brick
or Stone Building, occupying an Improved Position, automatically
due to height difference (see 5.5.3), or after discovering a hull
down position during movement (AG).
When Hull Down, portions of the vehicle are protected from
AP fire, rendering hits in those locations ineffective.
An “*-asterisk” follows all “6”, “8”, “9” and “10” values in the
Hit Angle sections. If an “*” value is the result and the vehicle is
Hull Down, the hit is treated as a miss instead of a hit
For example, if the if the Hit Angle was determined to be
Front/Side and the location roll was a “6”, “8”, “9”, or “10”
and the target vehicle is Hull Down, the hit is treated as a miss.
8.4.6 Determining Armor Penetration
The Armor Chart on the target vehicle’s Data Card is checked
in determining if the shot penetrated.
8.4.6.1 Armor Determination

The vehicle Armor Chart
matches the Target Angle
Wheel with three sections
removed from the left side.
They were removed because the
armor values they represent are
mirrored by the corresponding
data on the right side.
The values represent the
“armor basis” (armor thickness
adjusted for armor composition
and shot angle) at that Target Angle.
Each Target Angle has armor values for both the turret and
hull locations found at that angle. The turret armor values are
listed above and the hull armor values are listed below.
For example, reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the
SU-85 M43. If its “TF” location is hit from the “Front/Side”
angle, the armor is “13.”
8.4.6.1.1 The Front, Side and Rear sections each have a single
value listed for the turret and hull, since those are the only possible
results other than for Track, Hull Down and Top Armor hits.
8.4.6.1.2 The Front,/Side section includes two values. The first
value is the front armor (“TF” and “HF”) and the second value is
the side armor (“TS” and “HS”).
8.4.6.1.3 The Rear/Side section includes two values. The first
value is the rear armor (“TR” and “HR”) and the second value is
the side armor (“TS” and “HS”).

8.4.6.2 Penetration Factor
On the firing unit’s Data Card , move along the “P” –
Penetration sub-row for the “AP” row until finding the value
that is located immediately under the AP Range Factor used
for the shot. It is the Penetration Factor.
The Penetration Factor represents how much armor
basis that type of ammo can penetrate at that range.
For example, reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for
the SU-85 M43. The AP Penetration Factor at a range of
“23” is “10.”
If the Penetration Factor equals or exceeds the target
vehicle’s armor basis, a penetration was made. If not, no
penetration was made; the shot skipped off the armor and
no further steps are taken for that hit.
8.4.7 AP Damage & Effects
If a shot penetrates, the AP Damage Table on Game
Card “A” is checked to determine the amount of damage
caused by the penetrating hit.
8.4.7.1 AP Damage “D” Modifier
Since all weapons use a common damage table, the
values must be adjusted to reflect the fact that larger caliber
shells typically cause more damage while smaller caliber
shells typically cause less damage.
On the firing unit’s Data Card, reference the column
labeled “D”; it is adjacent to the “E” range column on the
AP row. That is the AP Damage Modifier for that ammo
type.
For example, reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for
the SU-85 M43. The AP Damage Modifier for its AP ammo
is “0.” Its APCR ammo is “-1.”
8.4.7.2 AP Damage
Now the “units” result from the dice roll from way back
in (8.4.5.1.2) finally comes into play. Add the AP Damage
Modifier to the “units” result and find that combined value
in the AP Damage Table. One of four distinct outcomes is
possible – “ND”, Dmgd”, “KO, and “BU.”
Note that if the rolled, unmodified “units” result is a
“1”, it is treated as a “1” irrespective of the AP Damage
Modifier. This way, even weapons with a positive “D”
modifier can still get an “ND” result.
If the modified value is greater than “10”, use the
outcome found under “10.” If it is less than “1”, use the
outcome found under “1.”
If the target vehicle is an “S-Type” target (Soft-Type –
(AG)), a “-3” modifier is added to the other two elements.
This reflects the reduced effectiveness of AP ammo types
versus unarmored (soft) vehicles.
The armor “Type” is actually a component of the
vehicle’s GP Defense (AG). The vehicle’s GP Defense is
located just above the Armor Chart and is presented as “A”
= Armored, “P” = Protected, and “S” = Soft.
For example, reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for
the SU-85 M43. Its GP Defense is “4A.”
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8.4.7.3 ND – No Damage
The shot penetrated, but did no appreciable damage – it is a
dud. The vehicle suffers no ill effects from the hit.
If No Damage, a vehicle must roll for Bail Out (AG)
8.4.7.4 Dmgd – Damaged
The vehicle was badly damaged by the hit. Place a “DMGD”
marker next to the target vehicle unit.
If a damaged vehicle receives a second Damaged result, it
is considered “KO” – Knocked Out instead and those results
apply.
If Damaged, a vehicle:
• Must apply “Damage” modifiers to all future combats.
• Immediately reduced its remaining movement allowance
by ½ (round down).
• Turreted vehicle units have their turret traverse speed
reduce to “Slow” if not already at that speed.
• Must apply Break Point (AG) and Recovery (AG)
modifiers.
• Must roll for Bail Out (AG)
A vehicle unit may have a “Track” hit and be “Dmgd” at the
same time.
8.4.7.5 KO – Knock Out
The vehicle was knocked out by the hit. Place a “KO” marker
next to the target vehicle unit.
The vehicle is no longer operable and is totally out of action.
It is considered eliminated and is now a Wreck in the context of
the game.
If Knocked Out, any passenger units (AG must roll for Bail
Out (AG)
8.4.7.6 BU – Brew Up
The vehicle was brewed up by the hit. Place a “BU” marker
next to the target vehicle unit.
The vehicle suffered a catastrophic hit, blew up, and caught
on fire. It is now a source of Brew-Up Smoke. It is considered
eliminated and is now a Wreck in the context of the game.
If Brewed Up, any transported units (AG) must roll for Bail
Out (AG). Whenever a vehicle unit suffers a brew up result,
all friendly units within 2 inches of the vehicle unit are also
immediately suppressed (AG). This includes transport units (AG)
and their passengers (AG). Opposition units are unaffected.

8.5 AP Fire Example
It is best to have the Game Cards and the two vehicle Data
Cards handy to follow along with the example.

8.5.1 The Situation
A Soviet T-34/76 M43 (Data Card S-15) located in Clear
terrain and a German PzKpfw IV/H (Data Card G‑18) located in
Woods terrain are engaging one another at an unblocked range of
7”. Both units are at the same height.
The T-34/76 M43 has SHORT HALT orders while the
PzKpfw IV/H has FIRE orders. The Soviet player is the First
Player.
8.5.2 Ability to Fire – First Player
The T-34/76 M43 resolves its fire first. There is no blocking
terrain. The PzKpfw IV/H is within spotting range as the actual
range of “7” is equal to “7” which is the maximum spotting
range for a vehicle attempting to spot a another vehicle unit in
“Medium” type Cover.
8.5.3 Determining a Hit – First Player
At a range of “7”, for the “AP ammo type, the AP Range
Factor is “S.”
The AP Hit Modifiers are now checked for any effect. The
Net Modifier is “-6” as a result of the following modifiers:
• Target in Medium Cover – “-3”
• Shooter Short Halt – “-3”
The “S” Range column on the AP Hit Table is crossreferenced with the “‑6.” The AP Hit Number is “28.”
The Soviet player rolls a “12”, so at least one hit is made on
the PzKpfw IV/H. Since the T-34/76 M43’s 76.2mm L/43 gun
has a ROF of “N”, only one hit is possible. The T-34/76 M43 is
marked with a SPOT (FIRE) Marker.
8.5.4 Hit Location and Damage – First Player
Now the Soviet player rolls for the Hit Location and Damage
using the Target Angle Wheel and the AP Damage Table. The roll
is “83.” The angle is “Front/Side.” The “8” in the Hit Location
indicates a hit location of “HS* – Hull Side.” If the PzKpfw IV/H
were Hull Down, the hit would be treated as a miss.
Checking the PzKpfw IV/H’s Armor Chart gives an Armor
Basis of “4.” Since the T‑34/76 M43’s AP ammo penetrates “9” at
range “7”, the shot penetrated, and using the “3” from the original
Hit Location and Damage roll, damages the PzKpfw IV/H. Place
a “DMGD” Marker next to the vehicle. If this were the second
“Damaged” result, the vehicle would be “Knocked Out.”
If the either the “TF” (Armor Basis “13”) or “HF” (Armor
Basis “11”) had been hit, the shot would not have penetrated,
resulting in a miss.
8.5.5 Ability to Fire – Second Player
Now the PzKpfw IV/H resolves its fire. If it had been
Knocked out or Brewed Up by the T‑34/76 M43 during the First
Player Step, it would not now have a shot. However, it must apply
the just incurred “Shooter Damaged” modifier of “-5.”
There is no blocking terrain. The T‑34/76 M43 is within
spotting range as the actual range of “7” is less than “400” which
is the maximum spotting range for a vehicle attempting to spot
a another vehicle unit with a SPOT (FIRE) Marker in “None”
type Cover.
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8.5.6 Determining a Hit – Second Player
At a range of “7”, for the “AP ammo type, the AP Range
Factor is “P.”
The AP Hit Modifiers are now checked for any effect. The
Net Modifier is “-7” as a result of the following modifiers:
• Target Moving – “-2”
• Shooter Damaged – “-5”
The “P” Range column on the AP Hit Table is crossreferenced with the “‑7.” The AP Hit Number is “27.”
The German player rolls a “27”, so at least one hit is made
on the T‑34/76 M43. Since the PzKpfw IV/H’s 75mm L/48 gun
has a ROF of “N”, only one hit is possible.
8.5.7 Hit Location and Damage – Second Player
Now the German player rolls for the Hit Location and
Damage using the Target Angle Wheel and the AP Damage
Table. The roll is “56.” The angle is “Front/Side.” The “5” in the
Hit Location indicates a hit location of “HF – Hull Front.”
Checking the T-34/76 M43’s Armor Chart gives an Armor
Basis of “13.” Since the PzKpfw IV/H’s AP ammo penetrates
“13” at range “7”, the shot penetrated, and using the “6” from the
original Hit Location and Damage roll, knocks out the T-34/76
M43. Place a “KO” Marker next to it.

9.0 Basic Movement Phase

of the move is called into question. Move the command marker
forward once the move is complete.
9.1.2 Direction of Movement
When a unit is moved, it must always move in the direction
its front faces, except for reverse moves, and keep the units facing
towards the direction of movement.
Vehicle facing is critical in determining the correct angle for
AP fire.
9.1.3 Reverse Moves
Vehicle units may make reverse moves. For reverse moves,
the unit moves in the direction directly opposite from its front
faces. It maintains its original facing direction through the
move.
Reverse moves cost the vehicle unit twice its normal
movement costs for the terrain entered. Vehicles may combine
reverse moves with normal movement.
9.1.4 No Move Moves
Units with MOVE or Short Halt orders may remain in
place, they are not required to move from their original location,
but they are still considered to be moving and are still marked
with a SPOT (MOVE) Marker. Units may just sit and turn in
place (Pivot).

9.2 Movement Factor

“Aptitude for war is aptitude for movement.”
– Napoleon Bonaparte
The Movement Phase includes two Steps – Close Assault
(AG)/Hand-to-Hand Combat (AG) and Movement w/Overwatch
Triggers and Overrun Combat (AG).
Only vehicle movement is addressed at this time. Leg and
towed movement is addressed in the Advanced Game (AG)
Section.

9.1 General Movement Rules
Only those vehicles with MOVE or Short Halt orders
may move. Moves may trigger Overwatch fire.
All units are marked with SPOT (MOVE) Markers at the
completion of their moves. This replaces the SPOT (FIRE)
Marker for the fire portion of a SHORT HALT order that was
placed during the Combat Phase.
A player may move all or none of the ordered units up to the
maximum Movement Factor. Every possible unit does not have
to move, nor does any unit have to be moved.
9.1.1 Movement Procedure
Units should move one at a time and must complete their
entire move before any other units are moved. Movement costs
should be called out as expended.
If there is a possibility a move may trigger Overwatch fire,
the movement should be slow enough to permit the opposing
player to observe the to decide if and when to fire.
Use the command marker to mark the start of the move in
case the player decides to retrace the move or if the accuracy

Each vehicle unit has a “Movement Factor” that determine
the distance it can move during a Turn. A vehicle unit’s Movement
Factor is listed on its Data Card following the “M.”
For example, reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the
SU-85 M43. Its Movement Factor is “11T 14‑22”
With vehicles, the Movement Factor is made up of four distinct
elements or allowances. The first two are listed in combination
and determine the Cross-Country movement allowance and the
Mode of Traction. From the example above, “11T” give a CrossCountry movement allowance of “11” and Mode of Traction – “T
= Tracks.” Other vehicle units will have “H = Halftrack” or “W
= Wheeled.”
The third element is the vehicle’s Path movement allowance,
and the fourth is the Road movement allowance. From the above
example, Path equals “14” and Road equals “22.”
9.2.1 A unit with MOVE orders may expend any portion up to
the entire movement allowance.
9.2.1.1 Units with SHORT HALT orders may expend up ½ of the
available movement allowance (round down).
9.2.1.2 Damaged units may expend up ½ of the available
movement allowance (round down). Damaged units with
SHORT HALT orders may expend ¼ of the available movement
allowance (½ times ½).
9.2.1.3 Units with “Track” damage may not move.
9.2.2 A unit may use any part of its available movement
allowance. However, the unused portion of the movement
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allowance may not carry over from one Turn to another Turn. It
may not be transferred from one unit to another unit.
9.2.3 The movement allowance is expended for performing
various movements which have various “costs” depending on the
terrain type and the unit’s Mode of Traction.

9.3 Movement Costs
The cost for a vehicle to enter each new inch is listed in
the Terrain Effects Table on Game Card “A.” All movement is
considered to be Cross-Country unless the vehicle unit is on a
Path or Road.
9.3.1 The cost varies with each 1” moved and the type of terrain
entered along with the Mode of Traction. For example, moving
1” in Clear terrain costs “1”, while moving 1” in Rough terrain
costs “4” for a “T” type vehicle.
Tracked (“T”) and halftracked (“H”) vehicles pay the same
movement costs while wheeled vehicles (“W”) pay their own
movement costs. Use the appropriate column for the Mode of
Traction.
9.3.2 No movement is allowed into prohibited “P” type terrain.
For example, vehicles may not enter Heavy Woods.
Pay close attention to the Block/Rubble row in the table. The
information for these two terrain types is separated by the “/.”
Note that tracked and halftracked vehicles may enter Rubble but
Blocks are prohibited to them.
9.3.3 Movement between terrain of different heights (entering a
Slope or moving across a Crest) costs a value added (“+#”) to the
cost of any other terrain entered. Height change costs vary per the
number of heights changed when the move is made.
No matter how deep the Slope is or how far the Crest
extends, the cost to change height is paid only once. Unless the
unit again changes its height, it may continue moving paying
only the “other” terrain costs.
For example, a tracked (“T”) vehicle moves from ground
level (height “0”) onto a Slope at height “1” that contains Scrub
type terrain. The vehicle expends “3” of its available movement
allowance. “2” for the Scrub terrain and “+1” more for the
change of “1” height.
Units may not add more than “2” for changing heights within
a 1” move.
9.3.4 Movement into or through Brew Up Smoke, Smoke,
Barrage, Wreck or tracked unit movement into Wire adds (“+#”)
a value to cost of the other terrain type.
Movement through these terrain types are cumulative. For
example, if a vehicle unit passes through a Brew Up Wreck, in
addition to the normal terrain cost, it must add “2” – “1” each
for the Brew Up Smoke and the Wreck in that location.
9.3.5 A unit may always move up to 1” during its move if it
has MOVE or SHORT HALT orders even if the cost of moving
the 1” exceeds the unit’s available movement allowance. This
exception also applies to reverse moves.

This is the case as long as the unit does not expend any of its
movement allowance turning.
Otherwise, units may never exceed their available movement
allowance.
9.3.6 While moving, turreted vehicle units may not adjust the
orientation of their turret in respect to the vehicle unit’s hull. The
turret’s position must maintain its facing relative to the vehicle
unit’s hull throughout the move.

9.4 Turning
Turning costs apply only to vehicle units. Vehicles turn by
pivoting in place and then moving in a new direction. Turn costs
only apply if the vehicle makes a turn in excess of 900.
The Target Angle Wheel has a handy reference line to aid in
determining the magnitude of any questionable turns.
9.4.1 Turn costs are based on the terrain type, not the magnitude
of the turn. If the vehicle turns more than 900, the turn cost is
subtracted from the available movement allowance.
Turn costs are listed in the Terrain Effects Table on Game
Card “A” in the “Turn” column.
Units may never exceed their available movement allowance
by turning.
9.4.2 Note that turning on a Slope, Crest, or within Brew Up
Smoke, Smoke or a Barrage, adds that cost to the normal turning
cost for the terrain type.
9.4.3 Turn costs are the same during forward or reverse moves.

9.5 Path and Road Movement
Vehicle, motorcycle (AG), and bicycle (AG) units receive a
bonus; they may move faster, when traversing the battlefield via
Paths or Roads. Wheeled vehicles typically receive the greatest
advantage while fully tracked vehicles receive the smallest
advantage.
9.5.1 To receive the movement bonus, a bonus eligible unit must
start its move on a Path or Road and follow the route described
by the Path or Road for its entire move.
To receive the movement bonus, vehicle units must maintain
their facing along the route described by Path or Road for its
entire move. It may not adjust its facing to a more advantageous
angle, during or even at the end of the move.
9.5.2 If a bonus eligible unit combines Path or Road movement
with Cross-Country movement, it must use its Cross-Country
movement allowance for the entire move.
9.5.3 If a bonus eligible unit moves along a route that combines
Path and Road movement, it must use its Path movement
allowance for the entire move.
9.5.4 Bridges along a Path or Road are of a terrain type that
matches the connecting Path or Road. If a bridge is connected
on one end by a Path on the other end by a Road, the Bridge is
treated as a Path.
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9.5.5 A Wreck (brew-up or not) or an opposing unit (friendly
units are ignored) on a Path or Road does not block movement
but does prevent the bonus eligible unit from using its Path or
Road movement rate. If its route crosses a Wreck or an opposing
unit, it must use its Cross-Country movement allowance for the
entire move.
Wrecks are not identified by any nationality. A Wreck is a
Wreck and it affects both sides equally.
9.5.6 Bonus eligible units that change height while moving along
a Path or Road treat the cost of changing height as if it were “1”
less than the indicated value.
Units may still not add more than “2” for changing heights
within a 1” move.
For example, if a motorcycle unit is moving along a Road
and it is required to change “1” height, there would be no extra
movement cost for the height change.
9.5.7 Vehicles may enter Heavy Woods while moving on a Path
or Road. However, they may not exit from the Path or Road into
Heavy Woods terrain.

9.6 Movement Over Bridges
No unit may enter a Bridge from other than its connected
Path or Road. Bridges are considered a continuation and part of
its connected Path or Road.
A Wreck (brew-up or not) or an opposing unit (friendly units
are ignored) on a Bridge does not block movement onto or across
the bridge but does prevent the bonus eligible unit from using its
Path or Road movement rate. If its route crosses a Wreck or an
opposing unit, it must use its Cross-Country movement allowance
for the entire move.
Wrecks are not identified by any nationality. A Wreck is a
Wreck and it affects both sides equally.

9.7 Vehicle Building Movement
Typically, vehicles do not attempt to move through buildings.
However, certain vehicle unit types may attempt to enter (or exit)
buildings, but they might be damaged or suffer a track hit as a
result of that movement.
9.7.1 Only tracked vehicle units with full top armor protection
may attempt to enter or exit buildings. Reference the Vehicle Key
Card for the tracked indicator and the top armor information.
Turreted vehicle units must have their turret facing directly
forward or to the rear to enter a building.
For example, the German Marder II (Data Card G‑24) may
not attempt building movement because, while tracked, it lacks
full top armor. The German PSW 231 (Data Card G-57) may not
attempt building movement because, while it has full top armor,
it is not tracked.
9.7.2 At the point a vehicle unit attempts to enter or exit a
building, it must immediately check for any damage before
actually entering or exiting the building.
A vehicle unit moving within a building, assuming it does
not exit the current building or enter a new building is not subject

to damage or a track hit.
9.7.3 Reference the Vehicle Move section of the Building Effects
Table on Game Card “C.” Determining damage or a track hit is
a two step process.
9.7.3.1 Determine the type of building: Wood, Brick or Stone.
Then determine the vehicle unit’s GP Defense Factor. Roll the
dice and add “5” times the GP Defense Factor to the result.
For example, if a Soviet SU-85 M43 (reference the Vehicle
Key Card) attempts to enter or exit a building, it will add “20”
(“4A” x “5”) to the dice roll result.
If the net result falls within the range listed in the Hit#
column, the vehicle suffered damage or a track hit. If the net
result is outside of the range, the vehicle unit continues to move
normally.
For example, if the SU-85M43 from above attempts to enter
a Brick Building, the Soviet player rolls a “22.” The net result
is a “42” (“22”+”20”). Since “42” falls within the “01-65”
range for Brick Building, the SU-85 M43 did sustain damage or
a track hit.
9.7.3.2 If damage or a track hit is indicated, roll the dice a
second time, and reference the result based on the listed ranges
for Damage or a Track hit.
Continuing the example from above, The Soviet Player rolls
a “77” – the SU-85 M43 suffered a Track Hit.
9.7.4 If a vehicle unit suffers a Track Hit while attempting to
enter a building, it stops movement before entering the building
– it remains outside of the building. If it suffers a Track Hit while
attempting to exit a building, it stops movement before exiting
the building – it remains inside the building.
If a vehicle unit suffers a Damage result, it must have sufficient
Movement Factors to complete any remaining movement.

9.8 Off-Map Movement
Any unit that moves off the map board edge is considered
out of the game and may not return to play. It is not considered
eliminated, but it no longer has any impact on the game
An exception to this rule are units that are not yet committed
to play and are being held off the map board. Once they enter
play, if they then move off the map board, they may not return
to play.
In addition, units may be required to exit a map board edge
to meet certain victory conditions. These units may not return
to play once they exit, but still figure into the scenario’s victory
conditions.

9.9 Unit Coexistence
Units may freely pass through Wrecks and friendly and
opposing units without additional cost, but not more than one
unit may occupy the same space on the map board. Units may be
as close as the actual size of the miniature allows, but units may
never end their movement “stacked” one upon the other.
Certain vehicle units may transport (AG) eligible leg or
towed units. In that case, those units may coexist.
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9.9.1 Overrun Combat (AG) actually requires that the attacking
unit must be able to pass through the target unit to resolve the
combat.
9.9.2 Since movement is resolved sequentially, there can never
be a case of contention for a specific piece of ground. One side
will always grab the position first.
This is the one case where the player controlling the initiative
may choose to be the Second Player, since the Second Player
completes all movement before the First Player.

10.0 Basic Adjustment Phase

During this Phase, the Players adjust units, turrets and
markers, clear off excess markers, and record the end of a Turn.

10.1 Pivot Step
Turn over all command markers that have not yet been
revealed. Place SPOT (MOVE) Markers on all units that have
unused MOVE orders or the Move portion of SHORT HALT
orders. Unused OW and N/C Orders are ignored.
Any vehicle unit that has an unused MOVE or the Move
portion of a SHORT HALT order may now, if desired, change
their facing to any direction (pivot in place). This pivot move
expends no movement costs, but the vehicle unit may not move
any amount from its current position.

10.4 End Turn Step
The completion of the current Turn is indicated. If it was the
last Turn of the Scenario, the victory conditions are reviewed to
determine the outcome of the scenario.
10.4.1 Automatic Victory
If one side’s combat units are totally eliminated (Knocked
Out or Brewed Up), the other side automatically wins the
scenario. Remember that unarmed units, e.g., Trucks, are not
considered combat units.
10.4.2 End Turn
If this was not the last Turn of the scenario and both sides
still have functional combat units, the scenario continues on to
the next Turn.
10.4.3 End Scenario
If the last Turn of the scenario was just completed, victory
points must now be counted to determine the winner of the
scenario.
10.4.3.1 Determine control of the scenario’s objectives and
award the indicated victory points to the controlling side (see
4.6). Victory points are not awarded for contested objectives.

In this Step, vehicles with rotating turrets may adjust them to
a new Field-of-Fire based on the vehicle’s turret traverse speed.
The vehicle unit’s hull is used as the point of reference when
determining Fields-of-Fire.

10.4.3.2 The Data Card Summary Table lists the point values for
every vehicle unit. Each vehicle unit has three point values.
The first is for vehicle units eliminated (Knocked Out or
Brewed Up), the second is for Damaged vehicles, and the third is
for Tracked vehicles (vehicles with Track hits).
Each side counts the number victory points for each opposing
vehicle unit that was eliminated, damaged or tracked.

10.2.1 If the vehicle unit has a “Fast” or “Normal” Turret
Traverse Speed, it may adjust its turret to face any of the four
possible Fields-of-Fire.

10.4.4 Determining the Winner
To win, one side must meet the victory criteria outlined in
the scenario, otherwise, the outcome was a “draw.”

10.2.2 If the vehicle unit has a “Slow” Turret Traverse Speed, it
may only adjust its turret to face an adjacent Field-of-Fire.
For example, a vehicle unit’s turret with “Slow” Turret
Traverse Speed is currently facing its Right Side Field-of-Fire, its
turret may be adjusted to either its Front or Rear Field-of-Fire. It
may not be adjusted to its Left Side Field-of-Fire.

Introduction to the Advanced Game (AG)

10.2 Adjust Turret Step

10.2.3 If a vehicle unit adjusted its turret as a result of Overwatch
Fire, it may still adjust its turret during this Step.
10.2.4 If a vehicle unit pivoted during the Pivot Step, it may still
adjust its turret during this Step.

10.3 Adjust/ Remove Markers Step
At this point, the only unexposed commands should be those
units with unexecuted OW Orders or those units marked with
N/C Orders. The players simultaneously remove these and all
executed Orders Markers.

The Basic Game enabled players to “get into” the game
and learn a number of the most important concepts and game
mechanics. Players should master those rules and mechanics by
playing a few vehicles vs. vehicles scenarios before diving into
the Advanced Rules. The Advanced Rules will be much easier to
understand once the Basic Game is mastered.
The Advanced Rules introduce a number of new concepts
and systems that expand on those found in the Basic Game.
In many cases, the Advanced Rules just add more depth to the
Basic Game. However, in other cases the Advanced Rules add
completely new concepts. When reviewing the Advanced Rules
keep in mind that unless otherwise indicated, all Basic Game
rules still apply.
In many cases, the Advanced Rules can be treated as “dropin” rule sets. They can be used if desired but are not required for
play. For example, many scenarios do not include aircraft. In
that case, just skip those two phases.
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11.0 Advanced Game Sequence of Play

11.7 Adjustment Phase

11.1 Advanced Command Phase

11.7.1 Pivot Step
In addition to the tasks outlined in the Basic Game, towed
units may simultaneously pivot.

The Advanced Rules adds those Phases and Steps to the
Basic Sequence of Play that are printed in blue in the Sequence
of Play Table on Game Card “D.”

This adds the Determine Number of Available Commands
Step, as follows:
In the Basic Game rules, every unit received its own unique
order. If employing the Command Control Rules, players are
limited to the number of unique commands that may be given.
No Command (“N/C”) is not considered a unique command.
This limitation only applies to FIRE, SHORT HALT, MOVE,
and OW orders.

11.2 Initiative Phase
This adds Force Grade as a modifier when determining
initiative.

11.3 Initial Air Phase
This adds ground attack aircraft operations. In this new step,
any or all available aircraft may engage eligible ground units by
strafing, dropping bombs or launching rocket attacks.

11.4 Combat Phase
This adds the Indirect Fire Step, special AP ammo types,
smoke and illumination ammo, ammunition limits, and GP
Combat for vehicle, leg and towed units.
In this new Step, on-board units with indirect fire capability
as well as off-board artillery units resolve their fire.

11.5 Movement Phase
Adds the Close Assault/Hand-to-Hand Combat and Overrun
Combat to the Movement Steps. In addition, the movement for
leg and towed units is added.
Units wishing to engage in Close Assault/Hand-to-Hand
Combat or Overrun Combat are marked with a MOVE order.
11.5.1 Close Assault/Hand-to-Hand Combat Step
In this Step, eligible leg units engage vehicles (Close
Assault) or other leg or towed units (Hand-to-Hand Combat) by
close combat.
11.5.2 Overrun Combat
As part of normal movement, vehicle units may engage
eligible leg or towed units by overrunning their positions. A
special form of Overrun combat enables a combined Overrun and
Hand-to-Hand attack.

11.6 Secondary Air Phase
Adds ground attack aircraft operations. In this new step,
any aircraft that did not “fly” during the Initial Air Phase may
now engage eligible ground units by strafing, dropping bombs or
launching rocket attacks.

In addition to expanding on the Basic Game, the Adjust Full
Cover and Remove Suppressions Steps are added.

11.7.2 Adjust Full Cover Step
In this new Step, leg and towed units may simultaneously
either enter or leave Full Cover. Full Cover improves the unit’s
defense, but reduces its combat capabilities.
11.7.3 Remove Suppressions Step
In this new Step, players simultaneously attempt to remove
all SUPPRESSION OFF Markers from their combat units.
Suppression is one of the possible results of GP Combat.
11.7.4 Adjust/Remove Markers Step
In addition to the tasks outlined in the Basic Game, players
remove all Smoke marked with SMOKE OFF Markers and
adjust the status of SMOKE ON, SUPPRESSION ON, BREAK
ON (OR – see 20.1) and HESITATION ON (OR – 20.1) Markers
to their OFF status.

12.0 Advanced Game General Procedures
& Rules
The following rules augment those rules found in the Basic
Game (see 4.0). It is probably a good time to skip ahead in the
rules and become familiar with the TO&E Section (see 21.0).

12.1 Grade
In Panzer, “Grade” denotes troop quality and is rated at
three different levels, from largest to smallest – Force, Formation
and Unit, of five different qualities, from best to worst – Elite,
Veteran, Seasoned, Regulars and Green.
Grade of any level is an inherent trait; it never changes
throughout a scenario.
The scenario description outlines Force, Formation and Unit
Grade.
12.1.1 Force Grade
Force Grade is the single overall “rating” for a side’s
collective effectiveness. Formations or the individual units within
a force’s formations may have a grade greater than, equal to, or
lesser than the Force Grade.
Force Grade can be used to represent an overall average
of the formations, e.g., seasoned troops with a seasoned Force
Grade. It could also be used to represent unbalanced situations
where high-quality troops have weak leadership, e.g., veteran
troops with a Regulars Force Grade, or lesser quality troops with
superior leadership, e.g., green troops with veteran Force Grade.
The Force Grade is used to “modify” the dice roll when
determining the Initiative for the current turn.
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12.1.2 Formation Grade
A side’s Force is composed of one or more Formations
(see 21.0). These Formations organize the individual units of a
Force into distinct elements for command control and morale
purposes.
An individual Formation’s Grade may be greater than,
equal to or worse than the Force Grade. Individual units within a
Formation may have a unit grade greater than, equal to, or worse
than the Formation Grade.
Through the course of a scenario, individual units may not
transfer from one formation to another – they must remain part of
that formation for the entire scenario.
12.1.3 Unit Grade
A Formation is composed of multiple individual units. Unit
Grade is used in a number of situations including: all forms of
combat resolution, suppression recovery, quickmarch, bail out,
indirect fire response, and morale status and recovery.
An individual unit’s Grade may be greater than, equal to or
worse than its parent’s Formation Grade.
In Panzer, individual off-map artillery units do not have a
Unit Grade rating. Their Observer’s Unit Grade is used for all
combat situations.

12.2 Leg Units
Sections are the smallest leg unit fielded in Panzer, followed,
in order of size, by ½ Squads and Squads.
Leg units are typically armed with AP/GP or AP only or GP
only weapons. Their combat resolution is the same as any other
AP or GP weapon.
12.2.1 Attached Weapons
Many leg units have AP Fire capable and/or GP Fire weapons
attached. These include anti-tank rifles, anti-tank rocket launchers
or flamethrowers.
The scenarios indicate which and how many of these attached
weapons are available. When necessary, use the Formation Card
to indicate which units are so equipped.
Squads and ½ Squad units may utilize their normal GP
Weapon and any attached weapon when executing a combat. Due
to their smaller size, Sections may utilize only one weapon when
executing a combat.
12.2.2 Squads & ½ Squads
Squads and ½ Squads are the primary leg units found in
infantry formations. In fact, Squads are actually made up of two
½ Squad units. Combat results call for Squads to be reduced to a
½ Squad rather than total elimination. ½ Squads are not reduced
further, they are eliminated from play.
Squads may never voluntarily split into two ½ Squad units.
They can only be reduced to a single ½ Squad as a result of
combat. Similarly, two ½ Squad units may never combine to
form a single Squad.
12.2.3 Sections
Sections typically field a certain type of crew-served

weapon, e.g., HMG Section, GrW34 Section or PTRD-41 ATR
Section, but a few are fielded as just individual Sections, e.g., OP
Sections.
All Sections are armed with their crew-served weapon in
addition to the basic Section weapon. Sections may utilize either
one, but not both, when executing a combat.

12.3 Towed Units
Towed units are anti-tank and anti-aircraft guns that require
some form of transport as their primary means of mobility. Their
crews are inherent and are not represented by a separate figure,
although all towed units have a leg component of the transport
rating. A towed gun’s crew may never detach from their gun. All
combat results are applied to the towed gun ant its crew as a
single unit; they suffer the effects equally.
Towed guns may be moved short distances, referred to as
“manhandling”, by their crews without the aid of transport.
Towed units are typically armed with AP/GP or AP only or
GP only weapons. Their combat resolution is the same as any
other AP or GP weapon.
Some towed guns have two GP Gunnery sections on their
Data Cards. One is for GP Direct Fire and the other is for GP
Indirect Fire. The appropriate Gunnery Table is referenced based
on the type of fire.

12.4 Suppression
In the Advanced Game, units may be “suppressed” as a result
of combat. Suppression reduces the combat effectiveness of units
for both combat and movement purposes. Suppressed units have
SUPPRESSED ON or SUPPRESSED OFF Markers to indicate
that status.
12.4.1 Suppression Effects – Spotting
Suppressed units are limited in their ability to spot and
therefore fire at opposing units.
12.4.1.1 Leg units and Turretless 3600 vehicle units may only
“spot” to the area identified and defined as their Front Field-ofFire and at ½ the listed range.
For leg units, the front is typically the direction the unit is
facing. For Turretless 3600 vehicle units, the front is typically the
front of the vehicle’s hull.
12.4.1.2 Turreted vehicle units may only “spot” to the area
defined from the front of the turret and at ½ the listed range.
12.4.1.2 Non-turreted vehicle units and towed guns may only
“spot” to the area defined from their weapon’s field-of-fire – front
or rear, and at ½ the listed range.
12.4.2 Suppression Effects – Combat
Suppressed units must apply the AP (“-5”) or GP (“‑20”)
combat modifiers. Suppressed units may not employ Dual Fire
(see 16.1.7).
Observers units must apply a “-2” modifier when calling for
or adjusting Indirect Fire.
Suppressed Squads and ½ Squads may utilize only one
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weapon. They may utilize their normal GP Weapon or any one
attached weapon.
12.4.3 Suppression Effects – Movement
Suppressed units move at only ½ of their normal movement
allowance (round down) whether moving cross-country or on
paths or roads. Suppressed units with SHORT HALT Orders
move at only ¼ (½ times ½) of their normal movement allowance.
Suppressed-Damaged units with SHORT HALT Orders move
at only ⅛ (½ times ½ times ½) or their normal movement
allowance.
Suppressed vehicle units may initiate Overrun combats as
long as all of the Overrun requirements are still met.
12.4.3.1 Suppressed leg units may not initiate Close Assault or
Hand-to-Hand combats. They may, however, be the targets of
Hand-to-Hand combat.
12.4.3.2 Suppressed units may not pivot during the Pivot Step of
the Adjustment Phase.
12.4.4 Suppression Effects – Multiple
Multiple Suppression results do not cause any additional
effects. However, a new Suppression result on a unit is recorded
by placing a SUPPRESSED ON Marker; this would replace an
existing SUPPRESSED OFF Marker.

12.5 Overlapping Smoke & Fire
It is possible to have Smoke and/or a Fire overlapping in the
same area and to have a line-of-sight pass through these multiple
instances of Smoke and Fire.
In the case where overlapping occurs, each instance of
Smoke and/or Fire is treated as a unique modifier and all the
corresponding values are cumulative.

12.6 Spotting Leg, Towed and Aircraft Units
As described in Basic Game on Determining Spotting
Ranges (see 5.4.2), target units may be vehicle (“V”), large (“L”)
or small (“S”) sized targets. The procedures for spotting leg or
towed units are exactly the same as those described in the Basic
Game.
All leg units are “S” sized targets as indicated on their data
cards. Towed units may be either “L” or “S” sized targets as
indicated on their data cards.
12.6.1 Aircraft units are an exception – they do not have a target
size. All AA capable ground units automatically spot aircraft
units.

13.0 Advanced Game Command Phase

The ability to command multiple units performing numerous
disjointed tasks is representative of the unit’s Formation Grade.
An “Elite” Formation is understandably much more able to
quickly respond to the changing battlefield conditions and to
perform a greater number of disjointed tasks than a same sized
“Green” formation. The “Green” formation just does not possess
the training, experience, or for that matter, the élan of an “Elite”
Formation.
In the Basic Game, each unit received its own unique
command; that is not the case in the Advanced Game. Now,
each turn, each individual Formation in a Force receives a finite
number of unique commands that must be allocated to all of the
member units in that Formation.
In Panzer, units are not forced to sit by idly while other units
perform actions due to a lack of available commands. Instead, the
Formation’s units may “share” the available commands.
The Formation Card is used to record each formations
unique information, i.e., command, engineer and recon units and
the other member units of that formation.

13.1 Determine Available Commands Step
At the start of the Command Phase, the players must
determine the number of Available Commands per Formation
within their Force.
13.1.1 Determining Available Commands
Each Formation’s Force Grade, along with its current number
of active units, is used to determine its number of available
commands. These two elements are cross-referenced on the
Available Commands Table found on Game Card “C.”
For command purposes, only those units that are not
eliminated, knocked out, brewed up, or currently not on the map
board are considered active units.
Damaged vehicle units or vehicle units with Track hits are
considered active units. Suppressed units or units with “Break”
or “Hesitation” Morale Markers (OR – 20.1) are also considered
active units.
13.1.1.1 Unarmed units, e.g., trucks and prime movers, are not
considered active units unless they are within the Command
Range of a combat unit from the same Formation. Otherwise,
they are not counted in the total number of active units even
though they may be on the map board.
In addition, no more than one unarmed unit may be
“activated” per combat unit. This will prevent players from
congregating all the trucks from a Formation in a safe, out of the
way spot on the map board along with a single combat unit just
to reap the benefits of extra commands.

12.6.2 Passenger leg or towed units are not spotted as individual
units. They are considered part of their transporting vehicle unit
and are therefore spotted when the vehicle unit is spotted.

13.1.1.2 Combat units are not required to be within Command
Range of one another to be considered active units.

12.6.3 Passenger leg or towed units that dismount from their
transporting vehicle unit are considered to be moving and are
therefore marked with a SPOT (MOVE) Marker.

13.1.1.3 Units currently being transported (see 17.2.6), are not
considered active units. However, if the transporting unit is an
unarmed unit, it is considered an active unit, since by default, it
is within Command Range of a Combat Unit. Even if an unarmed
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unit is transporting more than one combat unit, it is still counted
as a single active unit.
If the transporting unit is a combat unit, it is counted normally
as a single active unit.

are considered unique commands. N/C is not considered a unique
command.
An Optional Rule (OR – see 20.3) expands on the sharing
commands process.

13.1.1.4 Recon units (see 21.1.1.2) are not included in a
formation’s active unit count even though they are considered
part of that formation – they are a special case for command
purposes.
For reference purposes, the scenarios summarize the
total units in a Formation. When Recon units are present in a
Formation, the summary is presented as two values, e.g., 38(36),
for total units and (total less Recon units).

13.2.1 Sharing Available Commands
Combat units and “activated” unarmed units that are all
within Command Range of one another may all utilize the same
unique Command Marker – place a single unique Command
Marker in the vicinity of the units sharing the command.
Do not place a unique Command Marker next to each unit
unless they are each receiving a unique command, as each unique
command placed on the map board counts as one towards the
total of available commands.
If units sharing commands do overlap, players must point
out which units are sharing which commands.
For example, units A1, A2 and A3 are all within Command
Range of one another, while unit A4 is out of Command Range
of units A1 and A3. Units A1, A2 and A3 may utilize the same
unique Command Marker.

13.1.1.5 Command and Engineer units are counted normally.
13.1.2 Command Range
The Command Range is based on Formation Grade and is
found in the Available Commands Table on Game Card “C.”
Command Ranges:
• Elite – 4”
• Veteran – 3”
• Seasoned – 3”
• Regulars – 2”
• Green – 2”
One important point to note is that in this case, the Command
Range is measured from any combat unit in the Formation not
just Command units.
13.1.3 Available Commands Procedure
At first, the makeup of the Available Commands Table may
seem a little different, but it is actually quite simple.
Across the top of the table are values from “1” to “10.” The
“10s” column is treated as the multiple, while “1” to “9” columns
are individual values.
For example, if the Formation Grade is Regulars, and the
total number of active units is “7,” the number of Available
Commands would be “4.” The “4” is found in the “7s” column.
For example, if the Formation Grade is Veteran, and the
total number of active units is “12,” the number of Available
Commands would be “8.” The “7” found in the “10s” column is
added to the “1” found in the “2” column.
For example, if the Formation Grade is Seasoned, and the
total number of active units is “27,” the number of Available
Commands would be “16.” Two times the “6” found in the “10s”
column (since the number of active units is “27”, the value found
in the “10s” column is multiplied by “2”) is added to the “4”
found in the “7” column.

13.2 Place Commands Markers Step
The method of placing the actual Command Markers is
unchanged from the Basic Game – inverted, adjacent to the unit.
However, since the number of unique commands is limited, the
process of sharing commands is a new concept.
Sharing commands does have a downside. There are
limitations for Combat, Movement and Overwatch that are
addressed in each of those Advanced Game sections.
Remember that only FIRE, MOVE, SHORT HALT and OW

13.2.1.1 Commanding Inactive Unarmed Units
Inactive Unarmed units may still be commanded. They just
may not share a command with other units. This is a one-for-one
proposition – each Inactive Unarmed unit must receive its own
unique command.
13.2.1.2 Commanding Recon Units
Due to their independent role and typically superior training,
each Recon combat unit automatically receives a unique
command. This unique command does not count towards the
total of available commands for its parent Formation. Remember
that Recon units were not counted in the total number of active
units.
Unarmed Recon units must still meet the Command Range
requirements to be “activated.” They may then receive their own
unique command.
If “activated” by another Recon unit from their Formation,
the unique command does not count towards the total of available
commands for its parent Formation. If “activated” by a nonRecon unit from their Formation, the unique command does count
towards the total of available commands for its parent Formation.
Non-recon units may not share commands with recon units.
These commands are assigned and used by each individual recon
unit.
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13.2.2 Command Limitations
Formations may not share or trade available commands with
units from other Formations. Formations may not “save” unused
commands from turn to turn. The total of available commands is
recalculated for each new turn.
13.2.3 N/C (No Command) Commands
Since N/C Commands are not considered unique commands,
players may place any number of this type of command without
it counting towards a Formation’s total.
The N/C Command does have a purpose. Suppressed units
and units with a “Break” or “Hesitation” morale status have a
greater chance of recovery if they perform no other action.

14.0 Advanced Game Initiative Phase

Each side’s Force Grade Modifier is used to modify the dice
roll when determining which side will control the Initiative for
the current turn.

14.1 Determining Initiative
During the Initiative Phase, a single player from each side
rolls the dice and adds or subtracts their Force Grade Modifier
from their roll – the net result may be greater than “100” or less
than ‘0.”
The superior force (the side with the largest positive or the
smallest negative modifier) wins all ties; with equal Force Grade
modifiers, roll again.
Force Grade Modifiers:
• Elite – “+40”
• Veteran – “+20”
• Seasoned – “0”
• Regulars – “-20”
• Green – “-40”

15.0 Advanced Game Initial Air Phase
“Victory, speedy and complete, awaits the side that
employs air power as it should be employed.”
– Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir Arthur Harris
All aircraft in Panzer are dedicated ground attack aircraft or
variants of other types employed in a ground attack role. Air-toAir combat does not take place and is not simulated.
They fly only in the daytime and only during clear weather
conditions. Keep this in mind when designing your own
scenarios.
Therefore, only one side should have aircraft available in
a scenario. It is assumed that that side has achieved local air
superiority for the time covered by the scenario.
That being the case, the two Air Phases are not divided into
First and Second Player Steps – just the side controlling the
aircraft “fly” and attack during the two Air Phases.
Why have two Air Phases? That enables aircraft to either
fly in anticipation of opposition combat and movement or in
response to opposition combat and movement.
Where there is aircraft there is anti-aircraft fire. While aircraft
units are flying across the map board “AA” capable ground units
may fire at them with their anti-aircraft weapons.
Ground-based anti-aircraft fire was notoriously a hit-andmiss proposition as on average thousands upon thousands of
rounds were expended to shoot down a single aircraft. In reality,
other aircraft destroyed the vast majority of the aircraft that were
lost.
Therefore, in Panzer only dedicated anti-aircraft units have
an “AA” capability. While many vehicles and leg units carried
machineguns with an “AA” capability, the chance of those units
actually hitting an aircraft was so low that there is no point in
cluttering up the game with all those extremely low probability
shots.

15.1 Aircraft Weapon Loads
Aircraft are capable of delivering a heavy load of weapons
from strafing to bombs and rockets.
The Aircraft Data Cards list, in addition to reference
information, the available weapon loads. All aircraft carry a
“Strafe” weapon.
In the case where an aircraft Data Card lists both “Rockets”
and “Bombs,” the controlling player must select either one of
those two options before the scenario begins and note that
information for reference.
It is highly recommend that the Aircraft Limited Ammo Rule
is employed (see 16.1.2.5).

15.2 Aircraft Movement – Flying
Aircraft units never remain on the map board during the
course of a scenario. They appear, enter the map board along one
edge, move across the map board, attack and are attacked, and
then, if they survive, exit the map board along another edge.
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15.2.1 Aircraft Appearance & Loitering
Unless specified by the scenario rules, an aircraft unit may
initially appear on any turn of a scenario and in either the Initial
or Secondary Air Phase.
However, once an aircraft unit initially appears, it may
“loiter” (is available for use) for only a total of five consecutive
turns, including the turn in which it makes its first appearance.
An aircraft unit may reappear or “fly” each turn after making
its initial appearance, but whether or not it flies during a turn, the
five-turn limit is still in effect.
On its first appearance, the aircraft unit may appear on any
edge of the map board. Subsequent appearances must be on the
edge from which the aircraft unit exited the map board during the
previous turn.
However, if the aircraft skips one or more turns before
reappearing, it may then reappear on any map board edge. These
skipped turns do count towards the five turn loiter limit.
15.2.2 Aircraft Speed & Altitude
Aircraft may fly at one of two speeds: Slow or Fast, and at
one of three altitudes: Low, Medium or High. The aircraft unit’s
Speed and Altitude are announced when the aircraft unit is placed
on the map board edge.
An aircraft unit’s Speed and Altitude affect its ability to make
certain attacks and impacts its vulnerability to anti-aircraft fire.
An aircraft unit’s Speed and Altitude remain in effect for the
current turn, but may be changed in subsequent turns.
15.2.3 Aircraft Movement Procedure
An aircraft unit is moved in the direction of its front facing
(no reverse moves here!). It does not possess a Movement
Allowance nor does it pay for movement – it is considered to be
“flying” above all map board terrain.
15.2.3.1 Turning Aircraft
An aircraft unit’s ability to turn while moving is based on its
Speed. Altitude does not impact turning.
15.2.3.1.1 An aircraft unit at Slow Speed may make one righthand or left-hand turn equal to or less than 450 at anytime during
its move across the map board. Use the Target Angle Wheel to
assist in determining 450. The dotted line dividing either FrontSide Angle Section is equal to exactly 450.
After turning, an aircraft unit must fly in a straight line until
it exits the map board.
15.2.3.1.2 An aircraft unit at High Speed may not turn – it flies
straight across the map board until it exits.
15.2.3.1.3 Aircraft units at Slow or High Speed may make small
flight path adjustments without actually turning. These should be
very minor 10 or 20 flight path adjustments.
If both sides can not agree to an adjustment, the aircraft unit
must continue along its original flight path.
15.2.3.2 Dive Bomber Movement
Aircraft units making Dive Bombing Attacks (the Notes

Section of the Aircraft Data Cards indicates this capability) use a
special combination movement.
The aircraft unit must enter the map board at High Altitude
(all Dive Bombers fly at Low Speed). Once they complete their
attack, they must exit the map board at Low Altitude.

15.3 Aircraft Combat
Aircraft units may attack ground units by strafing and with
rockets or bombs. They may make these attacks from any point
during their move.
Aircraft units differ from ground combat units in that they
may make as many attacks as desired or are possible during the
course of one move across the map board.
15.3.1 Aircraft Spotting
Due to their high speed relative to ground units, aircraft
units are limited in their ability to spot ground units. As with all
combat in Panzer, aircraft units must have a spotted target unit
to make any type of attack.
Aircraft units may only spot those units, with an unblocked
line-of-sight, that fall within their Front Field-of-Fire.
15.3.1.1 Aircraft Acquiring Targets
Aircraft units require a certain amount of movement to
“acquire” or spot ground units. The aircraft unit must have an
unblocked line-of-sight to the ground unit and maintain it within
its front field-of-fire for the entire movement requirement.
The aircraft unit may turn and still acquire a target as long as
the target unit remains in its front field-of-fire.
15.3.1.1.1 An aircraft unit requires the following moves to
acquire a new target:
• Slow & Low – 10”
• Slow & Medium – 20”
• Slow & High – 30”
• Fast & Low – 20”
• Fast & Medium – 30”
• Fast & High – 40”
If the aircraft unit is Suppressed, double the range requirement
for any new acquisitions. If the aircraft unit is suppressed before
it has acquired a target, it must meet the doubled requirement but
may still subtract any movement expended acquiring a target.
15.3.1.1.2 Unblocked ground units that are closer to a map
board edge than the minimum required acquisition range are still
considered to be acquired. The aircraft unit is considered to have
acquired the target as it was “flying” up to the edge of the map
board.
During the Phase, the aircraft unit must acquire any
subsequent targets by meeting the required movement.
15.3.1.1.3 After completing an attack, an aircraft unit may start
acquiring its next target unit from that point. An aircraft unit
never has more than one acquired target at a time.
15.3.1.1.4 Once a dive bomber completes its attack, it may
acquire a new target using the Low Altitude information.
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15.3.1.1.5 Aircraft units may not spot or acquire targets located in
Buildings, Woods, Groves, Heavy Woods or Improved Positions
without the assistance of a ground-based OP unit (Observation
Post unit).
15.3.1.2 Observers Sighting for Aircraft
Ground units in Buildings, Woods, Groves, Heavy Woods or
Improved Positions may not be spotted or “acquired” by aircraft
units unless a friendly OP unit can spot the target unit for the
aircraft unit.
No other observers, Command or Recon, may spot for
aircraft units. If an OP unit is unavailable, the aircraft unit may
not spot targets in Buildings, Woods, Groves, Heavy Woods or
Improved Positions.
15.3.1.2.1 The OP unit must have a clear line-of-sight to the
target unit, and it must be within spotting range of the OP unit.
The OP unit may simultaneously spot a single target for more
than one aircraft unit.
The OP must have OW Orders to spot for the aircraft unit.
The OP unit may not perform any other Overwatch related actions
or observe for indirect fire.
15.3.1.2.2 Even with an OP Unit spotting a target, the aircraft
unit must also acquire the target (see 15.3.1.1).

To be considered within the strafe beaten
zone, at least ½ or more of any ground unit,
including terrain units, must fall within the area
covered by the SHEAF Pattern.
If the aircraft unit is strafing at Low Speed,
place a single Strafe SHEAF Pattern directly in
front of the aircraft unit. If the aircraft unit is
strafing at Fast Speed, place two Strafe SHEAF
Patterns end-to-end.
Strafing takes place only at Low Altitude.
Each ground or terrain unit that falls within the
strafe beaten zone is attacked individually.
Each strafing attack is considered a single
attack for ammunition purposes no matter the
number of individual ground or terrain units are
actually attacked.
Strafing attacks
use the GP Fire
Procedure (see 16.7)
with the addition of
the following Aircraft Modifiers:
15.3.2.1 Attack at Low Altitude
Since all strafing attacks must take place at Low Altitude –
the modifier is “+20.”

15.3.1.3 Blocking Terrain For Aircraft
In addition to the acquisition range, an aircraft unit must
have an unblocked line-of-sight to the target unit during its entire
acquisition range movement.
Determining the line-of-sight from an aircraft unit to a ground
unit is a much simpler process due to the higher altitudes. The
line-of-sight from an aircraft unit to a ground unit is potentially
blocked if the ground unit is within a certain number of inches of
a certain height based on the altitude of the aircraft. The aircraft
unit’s speed has no impact.

15.3.2.2 Attack at Fast Speed

15.3.1.3.1 Potential blocking terrain heights are based on the
highest terrain height, i.e., the tops of woods or buildings.

15.3.3.1 Bomb SHEAF Patterns
Bombs are GP weapons that utilize one of the three SHEAF
Patterns.
Bombs dropped from Medium Altitude
utilize the Closed SHEAF “A” Pattern (see
16.5.1.9); from High Altitude bombs utilize
the Open SHEAF “B” Pattern; dive bomb
attacks utilize the Mortar SHEAF “C”
Pattern.
To be considered within the bombs beaten zone, at least ½ or
more of any ground unit, including terrain units, must fall within
the area covered by the SHEAF Pattern.
If the aircraft unit is at Medium Altitude, place a single “A”
SHEAF Pattern directly in front of the
aircraft unit. The spotted ground unit
may be anywhere within the beaten
zone.
If the aircraft unit is at High
Altitude, place a single “B” SHEAF Pattern directly in front
of the aircraft unit. The spotted ground unit may be anywhere
within the beaten zone.

15.3.1.3.2 Based on altitude, the line-of-sight is blocked if the
ground unit is within:
• Low Altitude – 2” or less of +2 height, add +1 height for
each additional 2”
• Medium Altitude – 2” or less of +4 height, add +1 height
for each additional 2”
• High Altitude – 2” or less of +6, add +1 height for each
additional 2”
For example, an aircraft unit is at Medium Altitude. The
line-of-sight is blocked if the ground unit is within 1” or 2” of a
“+4” height type terrain. The line-of-sight is also blocked if the
ground unit is within 3” or 4” of a “+5” height type terrain, or
5” or 6” of “+6”, and so on.
15.3.2 Strafing - Strafing Procedures
All aircraft units are armed with integral machineguns or
cannons. These are GP weapons that utilize a special Strafe
SHEAF Pattern; strafe SHEAFs have a “D” identification
prefix.

15.3.3 Bombs
Bombs are “dropped” from Medium or High Altitude (dive
bomb attacks are “dropped” at Low Altitude) and fall onto the
target unit.
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If the aircraft unit
is attacking at Fast
Speed – the modifier is
“-20.”

If the aircraft unit is dive bombing, place a single “C”
SHEAF Pattern centered on the spotted ground unit.
15.3.3.2 Bombing Procedure
Each ground or terrain unit that falls within the bombing
beaten zone is attacked individually.
Each bombing attack is considered a single attack for
ammunition purposes no matter the number of individual ground
or terrain units are actually attacked.
Bomb attacks use the GP Fire Procedure (see 16.7) with the
addition of the following Aircraft Modifiers:
15.3.3.2.1 Bombing Attack at Low Altitude
If the aircraft is attacking at Low Altitude (dive bomb only)
– the modifier is “+20.”
15.3.3.2.2 Bombing Attack at Medium Altitude
If the aircraft is attacking at Medium Altitude – the modifier
is “+10.”
15.3.3.2.3 Bombing Attack at Fast Speed
If the aircraft unit is attacking at Fast Speed – the modifier is
“-20.”
15.3.4 Rocket Air Attacks
15.3.4.1 Rocket SHEAF Pattern
Rockets represent a salvo that are “fired” at a spotted target
unit from Low Altitude. They are a GP weapon that utilizes a
single Mortar SHEAF “C” Pattern centered on the spotted ground
unit.
To be considered within the strafe beaten zone, at least ½ or
more of any ground unit, including terrain units, must fall within
the area covered by the SHEAF Pattern.
Unless otherwise indicated, all “Rocket” armed aircraft have
an ammo limit of “A: 2” – two rocket launches.
15.3.4.2 Rockets Procedure
Rockets may only be launched (“fired”) from Low Altitude.
Like other GP Weapons, Rockets have a GP Range Factor and a
GP Factor. They have a maximum range of 20”.
Rockets are launched directly from the front of the aircraft
unit out to the target unit.
Each ground or terrain unit that falls within the rockets
beaten zone is attacked individually.
Each rocket attack is considered a single attack for
ammunition purposes no matter the number of individual ground
or terrain units are actually attacked.
Rocket attacks use the GP Fire Procedure (see 16.7) with the
addition of the following Aircraft Modifiers:
15.3.4.2.1 Rocket Attack at Low Altitude
Since all rocket attacks must take place at Low Altitude – the
modifier is “+20.”
15.3.4.2.2 Rocket Attack at Fast Speed
If the aircraft unit is attacking at Fast Speed – the modifier
is “-20.”

15.4 Anti-Aircraft Combat
Not all ground units have the ability to use anti-aircraft fire.
Only those units with an “AA” row in the Gunnery Section of
their Data Card may use anti-aircraft fire. If there is no “AA”
row, the unit may not employ anti-aircraft fire.
Ground units must have OW Orders to execute “AA” fire.
15.4.1 Anti-Aircraft Spotting
Due to their relative high speed, aircraft units must be tracked
(spotted) before ground units are able to fire at them.
Ground units have a 3600 field-of-fire when tracking aircraft
units. They may only track and spot those units, with an unblocked
line-of-sight.
15.4.1.1 Acquiring Aircraft Targets
Ground units require a certain amount of aircraft movement
to “acquire” or spot the target. The ground unit must have an
unblocked line-of-sight to the aircraft unit for the entire movement
requirement.
Aircraft turns do not impact the acquisition requirement.
15.4.1.1.1 A ground unit requires the following aircraft movement
to acquire a target:
• Slow & Low – 2”
• Slow & Medium – 4”
• Slow & High – 6”
• Fast & Low – 4”
• Fast & Medium – 6”
• Fast & High – 8”
If the ground unit is Suppressed, double the range requirement
for any new acquisitions. If the ground unit is suppressed before
it has acquired a target, it must meet the doubled requirement
but may still subtract any movement expended while tracking a
target.
15.4.1.1.2 Unblocked aircraft units that appear on the map board
edge are automatically acquired. The ground unit is considered to
have acquired the target as it was “flying” up to the edge of the
map board.
15.4.1.1.3 Ground units located in Buildings may not spot or
acquire aircraft targets. Ground units may only “see” up to 1” out
of Woods, Groves, or Heavy Woods terrain.
15.4.1.2 Blocking Terrain To Aircraft
In addition to the acquisition range, a ground unit must have
an unblocked line-of-sight to the target unit during its entire
acquisition range movement.
The method and determination is the same process as for
determining blocking terrain for aircraft unit spotting, just in
reverse. If the aircraft unit can spot the ground unit, the ground
unit can spot the aircraft unit (see 15.3.1.3).
15.4.2 AA Fire
All AA weapons are GP weapons. Each ground unit may
take a single Overwatch AA shot per turn no matter how may
different aircraft they may acquire. AA Fire must be announced,
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if announced after an aircraft unit announces its fire, it is resolved
after the aircraft resolves its fire.
If necessary, turreted vehicle units should rotate their turrets
to the correct field-of-fire.
15.4.2.1 AA Procedure
AA Fire use the GP Fire Procedure and Overwatch Fire (see
16.7) with the addition of the following AA Modifiers:
15.4.2.1.1 AA vs. Fast Speed or High Altitude
If the aircraft unit is flying at Fast Speed or at High Altitude
– the modifier is “-10” for each.
15.4.2.1.2 AA vs. Low Altitude
If the aircraft unit is flying at Low Altitude – the modifier
is “+5.”
15.4.2.2 AA Fire Results
Aircraft units may be missed, Suppressed, Damaged or
Eliminated.
15.4.2.1.1 Suppressed Result
The target aircraft unit is Suppressed. Place a SUPPRESSED
ON marker next to the unit. Suppressed units are limited in both
combat and non-combat areas (see 12.4).
In addition, the aircraft unit’s ability to spot new targets is
limited (see 15.3.1.1.1).
15.4.2.1.2 Effective Result
The target aircraft unit is either damaged or eliminated.
15.4.2.1.2.1 If the final modified dice roll ended in a “5,” the
target aircraft unit is Damaged. Place a “DMGD” marker next
to the unit. Damaged units are limited in both combat and noncombat areas (see 8.4.7.4). If damaged a second time, it is
eliminated.
In addition, the aircraft unit must now fly at Slow Speed for
the remainder of the current turn and future turns. If it is currently
at Fast Speed it is immediately reduced to Slow Speed.
15.4.2.1.2.2 If the final modified dice roll did not end in a “5,”
the target aircraft unit is eliminated and will now crash. Roll the
dice. The result is the number of inches the aircraft unit moves
forward from its front facing before it “crashes” into the ground.
Divide the result by “2” (round down) if the aircraft unit was at
Low Altitude.
Place a single “A” SHEAF Pattern at the point of the crash.
The SHEAF Patter is oriented perpendicular to the aircraft unit’s
flight path.
To be considered within the crash site beaten zone, at least
½ or more of any ground unit, including terrain units, must fall
within the area covered by the SHEAF Pattern.
Each ground or terrain unit that falls within the crash site
beaten zone is attacked individually with a GP Factor of “15”
– the “D” value is considered to be sufficiently high enough to
achieve an Effective Result against any vehicle unit.

16.0 Advanced Game Combat Phase

The Advanced Game adds a number of new concepts to
the Basic Game. These include additional AP ammo types,
ammunition limits, GP Fire, and Indirect Fire.
Many other combat units, other than vehicle units, may now
utilize AP or GP fire. No special marker is required to indicate if
AP or GP fire is to be used, or what specific type of ammo is to be
fired. If there is a choice, this is declared by the controlling player
at the time the shot is announced
Note that AP fire may only be directed against vehicle units,
while GP fire may be directed against all types of units.

16.1 Advanced Game Combat Procedures &
Rules
The Combat rules from the Basic Game are still applicable
with the following additions:
16.1.1 Special AP Ammo Types
The special AP ammo types are APCR, APDS, HVAP, and
HEAT. Not all units have these special ammo types available. A
few units have only HEAT as their AP ammo type.
For example, reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the
SU-85 M43. It has HVAP ammo available as well as AP.
The special AP ammo types typically have superior armor
penetration than the AP ammo for the same caliber weapon. In
any event, the procedure for resolving AP Fire with these special
ammo types is exactly the same as was described for AP ammo
in the Basic Game.
Due to the significant performance improvement offered
by the special ammo types, it is strongly recommended that
the players also employ the Ammo Limits rules. Otherwise, the
unbridled use of the special ammo types could unrealistic skew
the outcome of a scenario.
16.1.2 Ammo Limits
Typically, the AP special ammo types and Smoke rounds
were only available in limited numbers and only after certain
time periods in the war.
Some combat units also carried or had a limited amount of
basic AP and GP rounds available. These units are also subject to
the Ammo Limit rules.
Some units carried sufficient ammo that in the time frame of
a typical scenario, ammo limitations would not be an issue.
The Ammo Limit rules are structured so that the players are
not required to track ammo use or shots fired. No record keeping
is required.
16.1.2.1 Special Ammo Availability
The Notes section of the Data Cards indicates when special
ammo types are available. Prior to the listed date, the special
ammo type may not be employed. If no date is present, the special
ammo type may be used whenever the unit is available.
For example, reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the
SU-85 M43. Its HVAP ammo is available from early-44 until the
end of the war.
As the war progressed, the German’s supply of Tungsten,
used in manufacture of APCR ammo, steadily declined. What was
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available was more often than not diverted to the manufacture of
aircraft components.
While the German Data Cards support the availability of
APCR ammo throughout the end of the war, players may want to
impose additional restrictions on its availability.
Starting in 1944 until the end of the war, it is not unreasonable
to restrict the availability of APCR completely or to have the
German player apply a modifier of “+1” or “+2” to the ammo
availability die roll.
16.1.2.2 Determining Ammo Limits
If a combat unit is subject to ammo limits, it has an “A:” on its
Data Card followed by a number or letter-number combinations
along the same row as is its Weapon Data. For units with multiple
weapons, the ammo limits, if any, are listed for each weapon. If
it is not subject to ammo limits, it does not have any “A:” type
information.
For example, reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the
SU-85 M43. Its ammo limit is “a4” for its HVAP ammo.
16.1.2.2.1 If the Ammo Limit does not have a letter prefix (just
a number is displayed), that means its non-special ammo has an
Ammo Limit. That includes any “AP” and “GP” gunnery types.
If the Ammo Limit has a letter prefix, that means one or more of
its special ammo types have an ammo limit.
The prefixes include:
• a – APCR, APDS or HVAP
• h – HEAT
• s – Smoke
For example, the Soviet IS-2m M44 (Data Card S-24) has a
limit of “7” for its “AP” and “GP” ammo.
For example, reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the
SU-85 M43. Its “AP” and “GP” ammo are not subject to a limit,
however, its HVAP special ammo has a limit of “4.”
16.1.2.2.2 To determine if a unit will suffer the effects of an
ammo limit, before resolving the AP or GP combat, roll a die and
compare the result to the listed ammo limit value. If the result is
greater than or equal to the ammo limit value, the unit must apply
the ammo limit effects.
16.1.2.3 Ammo Limit Effects
With ammo limits in effect, special ammo types may not
fire.
16.1.2.3.1 If the special ammo is Smoke (“s” prefix), the unit has
misfired and it does not resolve the fire and does not place any
smoke on the map board. The unit is still marked with a SPOT
(FIRE) Marker.
16.1.2.3.2 If the special ammo is APCR, APDS or HVAP (“a”
prefix) or HEAT (“h” prefix), the unit has misfired and it does not
resolve the fire with that ammo type. The unit is still marked with
a SPOT (FIRE) Marker.
An Optional Rule (OR – see 20.2) expands on this
limitation.
16.1.2.3.3 If the shot is with non-special ammo (AP or GP fire),

the shot is still resolved, but the unit’s rate-of-fire is reduced to
“N” if not already “N” for this shot.
If AP Fire, the “‑3” Ammo Limit AP Hit Modifier is also
applied to the shot resolution.
If GP Fire, the “-10” Ammo Limit GP Hit Modifier is also
applied to the shot resolution.
If HEAT is the only ammo type listed for a particular unit
(the unit does not have an “AP” row on its data card), the unit
follows this procedure for its AP and GP Fire.
For example, the German Grille 33/1 (Data Card G‑41) only
has HEAT as its ammo type.
16.1.2.4 Leg & Towed Ammo Limits
Some leg crew-served weapons and all towed gun units
have ammo limits, including limits on their non-special ammo.
However, unique conditions apply to the limits on their nonspecial ammo. The limits on special ammo types are always in
effect.
16.1.2.4.1 These units have unlimited non-special ammo as long
as their transporting vehicle unit is within 1” of the towed gun
unit or leg crew-served weapon, or the towed gun unit or leg
crew-served weapon was already in place on the map board at
the start of the scenario, in which case there is a nearby “ammo
dump.”
16.1.2.4.2 If the transporting unit moves away or is knocked out
or brewed up, or if the towed gun unit or leg crew-served weapon
moves away from its transporting unit or its “ammo dump”, the
limit on its non-special is immediately applicable.
If the transporting unit moves back within 1”, or the towed
unit or leg crew-served weapon returns to its starting position
by its ammo dump, the supply of non-special ammo returns to
unlimited.
Only the transporting vehicle that originally transported a
unit may be used to supply ammo for that unit.
16.1.2.4.3 If the towed gun unit or leg crew-served weapon starts
the scenario in place on the map board and has a transporting
unit, it may draw its ammo supply from either source.
16.1.2.5 Aircraft Ammo Limits
Due to the combat multiplying effect of aircraft, the listed
ammo limits are the exact number of strafing shots, bomb loads
or rocket launches that an aircraft unit may employ. In this single
case, players must keep track of the number of actual “shots”
taken for each weapon type.
Unless otherwise indicated, all “Rocket” armed aircraft have
an ammo limit of “A:2” – two rocket attacks.
16.1.3 Rising & Falling Shots
In the Basic Game, only Falling Shots were considered, and
within that limit only the potential impact of a Top Armor hit.
In reality, changing a shot’s angle of inclination, either above or
below a target, affects the geometry of the target’s armor basis.
Rising shots increase armor effectiveness while falling shots
decreases armor effectiveness.
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16.1.3.1 Rising Shots
If the firing unit’s height is less than the target unit’s height,
the shot is “Rising.” Conversely, if the firing unit’s height is
greater than the target unit’s height, the shot is “Falling.”
This adjustment applies only to Armored (“A-Type”)
and Protected (“P-Type”) vehicles. It is not applicable to Soft
(“S-Type”) vehicles, since they are not armored.
16.1.3.2 Rising/Falling Armor Table
The Rising/Falling Armor Table, found on Game Card “A”,
is referenced to determine the value added or subtracted from a
vehicle’s Armor Basis.
The table has three main columns for High Angle, Medium
Angle and Low Angle. This data corresponds to the Rising/
Falling Angle found on the vehicle Data Card. It is the single
character following the Top Armor Value.
The Rising/Falling Angles are:
• “H” – High
• “M” – Medium
• “L” – Low
For example, reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the
SU-85 M43. Its Rising/Falling Angle is “H” – High.
After identifying if the shot is rising or falling, the Armor
Basis, and the vehicle’s Rising/Falling Angle, the table is crossreferenced to determine the armor basis adjustment.
For example, reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the
SU-85 M43. If its “TF” was hit from the “Front‑Side” with a
falling shot. Its adjusted Armor Basis is “11” (“13-2”).
If its “HF” was hit from the “Front” with a rising shot. Its
adjusted Armor Basis is “11” (“9+2”).
16.1.4 Combat Command Control Limitations
When two or more units are sharing the same FIRE, SHORT
HALT or OVERWATCH order they must coordinate their fire on
targets in close proximity to one another.
16.1.4.1 FIRE or SHORT HALT Orders
If two or more units are sharing the same FIRE or SHORT
HALT Orders, they must coordinate their fire on targets in close
proximity to one another.
The target units must all be within the firing unit’s Command
Range of one another to be legitimate targets. This Command
Range is not measured from the firing unit; the targets may be
at legal range from the firing unit, but must be within the firing
unit’s Command Range of one another.
For example, three units sharing a single FIRE order with
“Regulars” Formation Grade elect to fire on three units at a
range of about 18”. The three target units must all be within 2”
of one another to be legitimate targets.
If there are more units sharing an order than available
legitimate targets, more than one unit can certainly fire on a the
same target unit. If a target is eliminated before all of the units
have a chance to resolve their fire, they may not shift their fire to
another target.
All units are marked with SPOT (FIRE) Markers.

16.1.4.2 Overwatch Orders
If two or more units are sharing the same OW Order, they
must announce their fire at the same time and fire on the same
exact target.
If for some reason, e.g., blocked line-of-sight, one or more
of the units are unable to execute their Overwatch Fire, they may
not fire at a different time or at a different target.
If any one or all units fire, all units are marked with SPOT
(FIRE) Markers.
16.1.5 Dual Fire
Certain vehicle units carry two weapons types, while Squads
and ½ Squads may have multiple weapons, and these units
have the ability to fire all of the weapons at the same time. This
modifier simulates the challenge of managing the fire of multiple
weapons against the same or different targets.
The controlling player announces the fire in the normal
manner, but must indicate if one or all of the weapons are firing
and if they are firing on the same or different targets. If only one
of the weapons if firing, regardless of which one, the modifier is
ignored. Note that ammo limits may individually apply to one or
all of the weapons.
Suppressed units may not employ Dual Fire; they must select
a single weapon.
If firing at different targets, the unit is bound by Combat
Command Control Limitations if the unit is sharing a command
with other units. If it has its own unique command, it may fire on
any legitimate targets.
The Dual Fire AP/GP Modifier only applies to the weapon
displayed as a reverse image on the vehicle data card or any
attached leg weapon. The other weapon is treated normally.
Dual Fire does not apply to Overrun Combat.
16.1.6 Bailing Out
Even though a vehicle unit was not eliminated as a result of
fire, the crew may still decide that the shot was just too close for
comfort and elect to abandon their vehicle. In addition, when a
vehicle unit that is transporting one or more leg or towed units is
eliminated, those passenger units must determine if they are able
to exit the vehicle or are also eliminated.
When a vehicle unit receives a Track hit, or any AP hit that
penetrates, whether it results in No Damage, Damage, Knock
Out or Brew Up, or it receives a Knock Out or Brew Up from
GP fire or it is subject to a flame attack, there is a chance that
the vehicle unit’s crew and any passenger leg or towed units will
bail out.
When a passenger leg or towed unit is suppressed as a result
of Direct or Indirect GP Fire, there is a chance that unit will bail
out.
Whenever there is a chance to bail out, the attempt must
be made immediately after all combat affecting the transporting
vehicle and its passenger leg or towed units is resolved by
referencing the Bail Out Table on Game Card “B.”
If more than one Bail Out condition applies, the condition
affecting the transporting vehicle must be resolved first. The
condition affecting the passenger unit may still be applicable or
it may change due to the result of the vehicle’s Bail Out.
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For example, a transporting vehicle unit is Knocked Out by
Direct GP Fire; its passenger leg unit is Suppressed by the same
GP Fire. The passenger leg unit does not use the Pass Suppressed
– DF row in the Bail Out Table (“01-20”) to see if it bails out; it
must use the Knock Out Leg row (“01-80”) to see if it survives
the bail out.
For example, a transporting vehicle unit is Damaged by
Indirect GP Fire; its passenger towed unit is Suppressed by the
same GP Fire. It is determined that the vehicle crew bails out.
The passenger leg unit does not need to check the Bail Out Table
as it must bail out since the vehicle crew bailed out.
16.1.6.1 Bailout – AP Fire
A Bail Out may occur if the AP Fire resulted in a Track Hit,
No Damage, Damage, Knock Out or Brew Up.
16.1.6.1.1 If the vehicle unit received a Track Hit, No Damage
or a Damage result from AP Fire, its crew may decide to abandon
their vehicle and flee from the battlefield.
Find the appropriate row in the Bail Out Table for the AP
Fire result. For example, if the vehicle suffered a Track Hit, the
dice roll range is “01-30.”
Note that if the vehicle’s Unit Grade is “Elite”, a “+5”
modifier is applied to the dice roll; if the Unit Grade is “Green”,
a “-5” modifier is applied.
If the net result of the dice roll falls within the indicated
range, the crew has bailed out.
A bailed out crew is not represented by any combat unit; it
just disappears into the battlefield. Once a vehicle is abandoned
it may not be reoccupied, by either side, for the remainder of the
scenario.
If the vehicle is transporting leg and/or towed units when its
crew bails out, the passenger units automatically bail out – no dice
roll is necessary. They are placed within 1” of the transporting
vehicle unit and marked with a SUPPRESSED ON marker. They
may be faced in any direction.
Vehicle units that receive additional Track hits are only
required to check for Bail Out on the initial hit.
Vehicle units that receive additional No Damage hits must
check for Bail Out for each No Damage result.
16.1.6.1.2 If the vehicle unit received a Knock Out or a Brew Up
result from AP Fire, and it is transporting leg and/or towed units,
the passenger units must determine if they successfully bail out
or are eliminated along with the transporting vehicle. Find the
appropriate row in the Bail Out Table for the AP Fire result.
For example, if the vehicle suffered a Knock Out, the dice
roll range for a towed unit is “01‑40.” Roll for each passenger
unit individually.
Note that if the passenger’s Unit Grade is “Elite”, a “-5”
modifier is applied to the dice roll; if the Unit Grade is “Green”,
a “+5” modifier is applied.
If the net result of the dice roll falls within the indicated
range, the leg or towed has successfully bailed out; otherwise,
they are eliminated and removed from the map board. They are
placed within 1” of the transporting vehicle unit and marked
with a SUPPRESSED ON marker. They may be faced in any
direction.

16.1.6.2 Bailout – GP Fire
A Bail Out may occur if the Direct or Indirect GP Fire resulted
in a Suppression, Track, Damage, Knock Out or Brew Up.
16.1.6.2.1 If the vehicle unit received a Track or Damage result
from GP Fire, its crew may decide to abandon their vehicle and
flee from the battlefield.
The Bail Out process is exactly the same as the AP Bail Out
Process (see 16.1.8.1.1)
16.1.6.2.2 If the vehicle unit received a Knock Out or a Brew Up
result from GP Fire, and it is transporting leg and/or towed units,
the passenger units must determine if they successfully bail out
or are eliminated along with the transporting vehicle
The Bail Out process is exactly the same as the AP Bail Out
Process (see 16.1.6.1.2)
16.1.6.2.3 If a passenger leg or towed unit is suppressed as a
result of GP Fire, it may decide to abandon the transporting
vehicle to take to ground. Vehicle units are not required to check
for Bail Out if one or more of their passengers are suppressed.
Find the appropriate row in the Bail Out Table for Direct Fire
(“DF”) or Indirect Fire (“IF”).
For example, if the units suffered a Suppression as a result
of Indirect Fire, the dice roll range is “01-30.” Roll for each
passenger unit individually.
Note that if the transporting vehicle provides “Under Cover”
transport, a “+10” modifier is applied. The modifier also applies
to towed units as it is actually the crew of the towed unit that is
deciding whether or not to Bail Out.
If the net result of the dice roll falls within the indicated
range, the leg or towed unit bailed out. They are placed within 1”
of the transporting vehicle unit and marked with a SUPPRESSED
ON marker. They may be faced in any direction.
Leg or towed units that receive additional Suppression
hits are not required to check for Bail Out if they already had a
SUPPRESSION ON Marker prior to the subsequent suppression.
However, if a unit had a SUPPRESSED OFF changed to
SUPPRESSED ON, it must check for Bail Out.
If multiple units are being transported, only the Suppressed
units must check for Bail Out. The other passenger units and the
transporting vehicle unit are unaffected if another unit bailed
out.
16.1.6.3 Emergency Bailout
A passenger unit may bail out during a Player’s portion of
the Movement Phase (First or Second Player) at no cost to a
transporting unit that has MOVE or SHORT HALT Orders.
They may also Bail Out anytime during the Adjustment
Phase, regardless of the vehicle unit’s orders or if the transporting
or passenger units are Suppressed, Hesitating (OR – see 20.1) or
Broken (OR – see 20.1).
However, passenger units may never use an emergency
bailout to avoid announced Overwatch Fire. They may use an
emergency bailout after resolving the Overwatch Fire.
All passenger units that utilize an emergency bailout are
marked with a SUPPRESSED ON marker. They may be faced
in any direction.
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16.1.7 Smoke Rounds
Smoke may be created through Direct or Indirect Fire by
certain combat units and all off-map artillery. Units with Smoke
capability are designated on their Data Cards by the “Smk”
notation on their Weapon Data Row. Note that all Smoke fire is
subject to Ammo Limits.
16.1.7.1 Whether created by Direct or Indirect Fire or on-map or
off-fire, all new Smoke is marked with a SMOKE ON Marker.
16.1.7.2 Smoke created by Direct Fire or Indirect Fire by onmap units uses the “C” SHEAF pattern to indicate the size of
the smoke.
Note: a cotton ball is about the same size as the smallest
SHEAF; they make excellent smoke markers.
16.1.7.3 Smoke created by off-map Indirect Fire uses either the
Closed or Open SHEAF Pattern as determined at the time of the
fire.
16.1.8 Terrain GP Combat
Blocks, Bridges, Buildings, Mines and Wire may be destroyed
as a result of GP Fire, and therefore have a GP Defense Factor.
They are considered S-Type targets and may only be attacked by
Direct or Indirect GP Fire; AP Fire has no effect against terrain
targets. No other terrain types are subject to destruction.
They are typically attacked by incidental fire, i.e., a vehicle,
leg or towed unit currently occupies or is in close proximity to the
terrain type when they are attacked. Engineer units are the only
combat units that may directly attack terrain units. Their special
abilities enable them to attempt to destroy terrain features. An
Optional Rule (OR – see 20.5) expands on Engineer Terrain GP
Combat.
The scenarios indicate the GP Defense for terrain features.
As a reference, the Terrain Effect Table on Game Card “A” lists
the suggested GP Defense Factors for terrain. Some terrain has a
range of values listed, e.g., Bridge 5-10, this indicates the possible
GP Defense Factor from lightweight to substantial structures.

16.2 Advanced Game AP Firing Sequence &
Rules
The AP Combat rules from the Basic Game are still applicable
and now also applies to leg and towed units armed with AP type
weapons.
The Advanced Game adds a number of new modifiers to the
AP Fire process.
16.2.1 Advanced Game AP Hit Modifiers
All of the AP Hit Modifiers described in the Basic Game (see
8.4.2) are still applicable, but in addition, those printed in blue in
the AP Hit Modifiers Table are now in effect.
16.2.1.1 Heat Haze
Heat Haze is a visual anomaly that occurs during hot
conditions in the desert and also in arid environments. The
shimmering effect caused by dynamic atmospheric turbulence
from rising ground heat, and the distortion of light passing

through it, is a severe obstacle to clearly engaging opposing units.
The Scenario Conditions will indicate if Heat Haze is in effect.
Heat Haze affects the combat results by applying a modifier
to the AP (“-3”) combat resolution. The range at which the
modifier is applicable depends on the size of the target unit.
The ranges are:
• “S” Sized Target: >5”
• “L” Sized Target: >10”
• “V” Sized Target: >15”
All vehicles are considered as “V” Sized regardless of their
listed Target Size Modifier.
Heat Haze does not apply to Planned Indirect Fire. It does
apply to Called or Adjusted Indirect Fire (including Adjusted
Planned or Pre-Registered fire).
16.2.1.2 Shooter Suppressed
If the firing unit was Suppressed (it has a SUPPRESSED
ON or OFF Marker) during a previous Turn or in a previous Step
during the current Turn – the modifier is “-5.”
16.2.1.3 Ammo Limit
If the firing unit has Ammo Limits in effect (see 16.1.2) – the
modifier is “-3.”
16.2.1.4 Smoke Open/Closed SHEAF
If the Line-of-Sight passes through Smoke, a modifier is
applied based on the Off-Map Indirect Fire SHEAF (pattern). If
the SHEAF is “Closed” – the modifier is “-5.” If the SHEAF is
“Open” – the modifier is “-3.” This modifier is also applicable
where a firing unit is within smoke.
Smoke created by Direct Fire or On-Map Indirect Fire is
always treated as an “Open” SHEAF.
This modifier is applied for each unique occurrence of
Smoke the Line-of-Sight encounters. No matter the size of the
actual SHEAF, it is treated as a single occurrence.
16.2.1.5 Barrage Open/Closed SHEAF
If the Line-of-Sight passes through a Barrage, a modifier is
applied based on the Off-Map Indirect Fire SHEAF (pattern). If
the SHEAF is “Closed” – the modifier is “-3.” If the SHEAF is
“Open” – the modifier is “-1.” This modifier is also applicable
where a firing unit is within a barrage.
A Barrage created by On-Map Indirect Fire is always treated
as an “Open” SHEAF.
A Barrage is a GP indirect fire mission. This modifier does
not apply to Smoke or Illumination indirect fire missions.
This modifier is applied for each unique occurrence of a
Barrage the Line-of-Sight encounters. No matter the size of the
actual SHEAF, it is treated as a single occurrence.
16.2.1.6 Dual Fire Same/Different
If the weapons are firing at the same target unit – the Dual
Fire modifier is “-1.” However, if the weapons are firing at
different target units – the modifier is “-3.”
Note that the Dual Fire Modifier only applies to the weapon
displayed as a reverse image on vehicle data cards or any attached
leg weapon.
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For example, a German Rifle Squad fires its GP small arms
and an attached Panzerfaust. The Panzerfaust must apply the
Dual Fire Modifier of “‑1” if it fires at the same target or “-3” if
it fires at a different target than the GP small arms. In either case,
the GP small arms do not apply a Dual Fire Modifier.

The GP Gunnery Data is only used if these weapons are fired
at a leg or towed units.

16.2.1.7 Fire
If the Line-of-Sight passes through a Building Fire (OR –
see 20.11) – the modifier is “-5.” This modifier is applied for
each unique occurrence of a Building Fire the Line-of-Sight
encounters.
On the rare occasions that a target unit or a firing unit is
located within a Fire, the modifier is applied for each of those
situations.

16.2.3 AP Fire – Towed Units
All towed units have a Front Field-of-Fire as defined by the
Front facing of the unit (see 8.2.1.4).

16.2.1.8 Transported Fire
If a passenger unit is firing an attached AP type weapon – the
modifier is “-3.”
16.2.1.9 Shooter Hesitating (OR)
If the firing unit is Hesitating (OR – see 20.1) (it has a
HESITATION ON or OFF Marker) due to a Morale check during
a previous Turn or in a previous Step during the current Turn –
the modifier is “-3.”
16.2.1.10 Shooter Broken (OR)
If the firing unit is Broken OR – see 20.1) (it has a BREAK
ON or OFF Marker) due to a Morale check during a previous
Turn or in a previous Step during the current Turn – the modifier
is “-5.”
16.2.1.11 AP Unit Grade
The modifiers for AP fire are found in the Unit Grade
Modifiers Table on Game Card “A.” This modifier only applies
to the unit taking the shot, and is based on that unit’s Unit Grade.
The grade of the target unit does not have an impact nor does the
Formation or Force Grade of the firing unit.
The AP and GP Unit Grade Modifiers share space in the
table; the AP Modifiers are those preceding the slash.
The AP Range Factor is used to determine the applicable
modifier, if any. Note that Seasoned Grade is considered the
baseline and therefore it does not have any modifiers.
For example, if the Unit Grade of the firing unit is Green
and the AP Range Factor is “M-Medium” the AP Unit Grade
Modifier is “-3.”
16.2.2 AP Fire – Leg Units
Certain leg units are armed with AP Fire capable weapons.
These weapons include Anti-Tank Rifles and Anti-Tank Rocket
Launchers, e.g., Panzerfaust, RPzB 43/54, M1 Bazooka and the
PIAT. These are the only leg-based weapons that may employ
AP Fire.
In all cases, these weapons have a 3600 Field-of-Fire.
16.2.2.1 Anti-Tank Rocket Launchers have both AP and GP
Gunnery Sections on their Data Cards. If firing at a vehicle unit,
whether an “A”, “P” or “S” target-type, the AP Gunnery Data
must be used to resolve the fire.

16.2.2.2 If fired in conjunction with other weapons, this AP Fire
is also subject to the Dual Fire Modifier (see 16.2.1.6).

16.3 GP Firing Sequence & Rules
In Panzer, “GP” (for General Purpose) is a collective term
representing all types of fire that rely on explosive force (HE
shells from guns, artillery and mortars) or weight of fire (rifles
and machineguns) for their effects.
GP Fire comes in two flavors – Direct and Indirect. The
procedures for GP Direct Fire are similar to AP Fire in that it is
directed at a single target unit. Whereas GP Indirect Fire affects
an area based on the size of the SHEAF Pattern. Most units may
employ only Direct or Indirect GP Fire. However, a few units
have the ability to utilize both types.
Only those units possessing a “GP” row in the GP Gunnery
Section of their data cards may employ Direct or Indirect GP
Fire.
16.3.1 Indirect Fire Step
Indirect Fire is a method of engaging targets with units that
are unable spot the target themselves due to intervening terrain,
spotting range or they are located off‑map.
Indirect fire requires an Observation Post (“OP”), a
Command unit, or a Recon unit who can spot the target to call for
and observe the fall of the indirect fire.
Units may never utilize indirect fire against targets they can
personally spot – they must use direct fire.
Only those units possessing a “boxed” “GP” row in the GP
Gunnery Section of their data cards may employ Indirect GP
Fire. If a unit has both a “boxed” and an unboxed row for the
same weapon, only the “boxed” data is used for indirect fire.
For example, the German SPW 251/2’s (Data Card G‑44)
Gr34 weapon is boxed. It may fire Direct or Indirect Fire.
16.3.1.1 Units fire in the order described in the Sequence of Play.
Only First Player units fire during that Indirect Fire Step; Second
Player units fire during that Indirect Fire Step.
Units must have FIRE orders to employ indirect fire. Units
may not use SHORT HALT orders with indirect fire.
16.3.1.2 The observer unit must have OW orders to call for and
observe indirect fire. The observer unit may not perform any
other Overwatch related actions and serve as an observer.
The function of requesting indirect fire is referred to as
“Calling” for fire support. Only observer units may “call” for
indirect fire. To “Call” indirect fire, the observer must have a
spotted target (exception – Planned Fire). Indirect Fire may not
be called to open areas or against unspotted targets; this is often
referred to as reconnaissance by fire.
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16.3.1.3 The Second Player must apply all indirect fire results
inflicted by the First Player before resolving any indirect fire..
16.3.1.4 Indirect fire in each step is resolved from the positions
and facings the units occupy at the point the fire is resolved. The
terrain occupied by the firing unit or its SPOT markers has no
impact.
Within the following restrictions, players may resolve
indirect fire in any desired order.
16.3.1.4.1 Each indirect fire shot is called for and resolved
individually.
16.3.1.4.2 Each unit may fire only once per Turn.
16.3.1.4.3 After a unit fires, immediately mark it with a SPOT
(FIRE) Marker. Observer units are not spotted; observing indirect
fire is a passive action that does not involve fire or movement.
Due to their limited fire signature, mortars are marked with
a SPOT (MOVE) Marker, even though they fired and did not
move, instead of a SPOT (FIRE) Marker. Units that qualify
for this reduced sighting have an “*-asterisk” following their
Armored/Protected Knock-Out Factor.
For example, the German SPW 251/2 (Data Card G‑44)
GrW34’s Armored/Protected Knock-Out Factor is “2*.”
If the unit doesn’t have an existing Spot Marker or its SPOT
(MOVE) Marker is replaced with a SPOT (FIRE) Marker, place
the new Spot Marker partially under its command marker to
signify that it is a new status. That way, it will not be confused if
the unit’s status as of the Spotting Phase.
16.3.1.5 A form of indirect artillery fire, “Planned Fire,” fires at
a point on the map, at a set time, does not require an observer,
and does not require a spotted target. This exception is addressed
later in this section (see 16.5.1.14)
16.3.2 Direct Fire Step
The basic procedure for GP Direct Fire is the same as outlined
for AP Direct Fire (see 8.1.1).
16.3.3 Overwatch Fire Step
The basic procedure for GP Overwatch Fire is the same
as outlined for AP Overwatch Fire (see 8.1.2). However, units
may never employ Indirect Fire in an Overwatch Fire situation.
Overwatch Fire must be Direct Fire.

16.4 Ability to Fire (GP Weapons)
With the following additions, the ability to fire GP weapons
is the same as outlined for AP weapons (see 8.2).
16.4.1 Fields-of-Fire
Vehicle fields-of-fire as outlined in the Basic Game (see
8.2.1) are also applicable to vehicle GP Fire.
16.4.1.1 Leg Units
In all cases, leg AP and GP weapons have a 3600 Field-ofFire.

For the purposes of Overwatch Fire, like Turretless 3600
vehicle units, their Field-of-Fire is always assumed to be facing
the target unit. These units always use the Overwatch Front
Modifier for all Overwatch Shots.
16.4.1.2 Towed Units
All towed units have a Front Field-of-Fire as defined by the
Front facing of the unit (see 8.2.1.4).
For the purposes of Overwatch Fire, they may only fire
at targets located within their Front Field-of-Fire using the
Overwatch Front Modifier. They may not engage targets located
in their Side or Rear Fields-of-Fire.
An optional rule (OR – see 20.18) expands on this
limitation.
16.4.1.3 Aircraft Units
All aircraft units have a Front Field-of-Fire as defined by the
Front facing of the unit (see 8.2.1.4).

16.5 Announcing GP Fire
After determining that it is a legal shot, the fire is announced
and resolved.
16.5.1 Announcing Indirect GP Fire
The firing player announces planned indirect fire or “Calls”
for an indirect fire mission. The firing player may resolve the
shots in any desired order.
All Called Indirect Fire is controlled from the observer
unit not the firing unit. The ability to spot a target and measure
spotting range is determined from the observer unit. Only OPs,
Command, or Recon units may serve as observers. An individual
observer may only call fire to a single target point.
While called indirect fire may involve more than one distinct
source of indirect fire, they must all fire at the same target point. A
distinct source of indirect fire can be any off-map artillery battery
or any on-map unit capable of indirect fire.
Planned Fire is not “Called,” it is plotted to arrive on a certain
turn in the scenario.
16.5.1.1 OPs – Observation Posts
In most cases, OPs are section-sized leg units typically found
in company, battalion or higher echelon HQs. In a few cases, they
actually may be vehicle units.
Their role is to manage and control both off-map and on-map
indirect fire units. These highly trained troops maintain constant
communication with a formation’s indirect fire assets. Therefore,
they are the most capable and reliable units for managing indirect
fire.
In addition, OPs are the only units that have the ability to call
indirect fire from more than one distinct source of indirect fire,
whether off-map or on-map.
16.5.1.1.1 USA OPs
Due to their multi-linked communication network, USA OPs
may manage the largest number of distinct sources of indirect
fire. They may call fire from up to four distinct sources of indirect
fire.
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16.5.1.1.2 Other OPs
The OPs from all other nations may call fire from up to two
distinct sources of indirect fire.
16.5.1.2 Command Observers
Command units may call fire from one distinct source of
indirect fire. Command observers may also be classified as Recon
units. In that case, they are Command Recon Observers.
16.5.1.2.1 Command OP
Some Command units may also possess OP capabilities.
In those cases, use the OP rating instead of the appropriate
Command rating.
16.5.1.2.2 Soviet Command Observers
Due to a limited communications infrastructure and a rigid
artillery doctrine, Soviet Command units may not call fire from
“Organic” (see 16.5.1.6) off-map artillery batteries. However,
they may call fire from “Attached” (see 16.5.1.6) off-map artillery
batteries and “Attached” on-map units.
16.5.1.3 Recon Observers
Recon units may call fire from one distinct source of indirect
fire. Recon units are the only non-OP or non-Command units that
may call indirect fire.
16.5.1.3.1 Recon Classified as Command
Recon observers may also be classified as Command units.
In that case, they are Command Recon Observers.
16.5.1.3.2 Soviet Recon Observers
As with their Command units, Soviet Recon units may not
call fire from “Organic” (see 16.5.1.6) off-map artillery batteries.
However, they may call fire from “Attached” (see 16.5.1.6) offmap artillery batteries and “Attached” on-map units.
16.5.1.4 On-Map Units
A special case exists for on-map units. Two on-map units
may be considered as a single distinct source of indirect fire
if they are within Command Range of one another. They still
resolve their fire response and combat as individual units.
16.5.1.5 Sizes of Indirect Fire Units
Off-map indirect fire units are all collectively referred to as
artillery units and are presented in a somewhat abstracted form.
They are classified as “Light,” “Medium,” “Heavy” or “Super
Heavy” Batteries
As opposed to off-map artillery batteries, on-map indirect
fire units are all specific combat units. They are typically mortars
and infantry guns.
In Panzer, Super Heavy Batteries are listed as attached assets
in the TO&Es; they are not inherent to the basic formations. They
are higher echelon assets typically found only at the corps and
army level.
They were typically allocated on an as needed basis by these
higher echelon formations to their subordinate units. They will
be found in scenarios.

16.5.1.6 Level of Attachment
Attachment Levels represent the degree that each unit is
dedicated to a specific formation, and consequently, the expected
chance of response.
There are three different Attachment Levels – from best to
worst – “Attached,” “Organic” and “Unattached.”
When dealing with Levels of Attachment, it very important
to keep the hierarchy of formations in mind. Formations are
organized and read from the top down, i.e., the highest level
formations and combat units are listed first, followed by the
subordinate formations and combat units.
16.5.1.6.1 Attached
Off-map artillery batteries may be classified as “Attached.”
While not specifically listed as part of their designation, all
on-map indirect fire units are considered “Attached” to their
immediate parent formation and only that formation. They are
considered “Unattached” to all other formations.
For example, reference Panzer Scenario 4 – Battle of
Ponyri – Kursk 9 July 1943. The German Medium Battery found
in the Panzer Grenadier Company (gepanzert)(-) is available
as an Attached indirect fire unit just for that company’s OP and
Command Infantry ½ Squad; it is considered an Unattached
indirect fire unit for the (2) Command PzKpfw IV/Hs in the
Panzer Company, and the Command Marder II in the Panzerjäger
Company.
Again within the same Panzer Grenadier Company
(gepanzert)(-), the (2) SPW 251/2 Mortar Carriers found in
the Heavy Weapons Platoon are available as Attached indirect
fire units for that company’s OP and Command Infantry ½
Squad; they are considered Unattached indirect fire units for
(2) Command PzKpfw IV/Hs in the Panzer Company, and the
Command Marder II in the Panzerjäger Company.
16.5.1.6.2 Organic
Only off-map artillery batteries are classified as “Organic.”
These batteries are found only at the highest level of a formation.
They are available as “Organic” artillery assets to all of the
subordinate formations.
For example, reference Panzer Scenario 4 – Battle of
Ponyri – Kursk 9 July 1943. The Soviet Medium Battery and the
(2) Light Batteries are available to the OP found in the Motorized
Rifle Company (+).
16.5.1.6.3 Unattached
Indirect fire units are never specifically classified as
“Unattached.” Indirect fire units classified as “Organic” or
“Attached” are considered “Unattached” to all other units outside
of their immediate formation.
16.5.1.7 Pre-Registered Points
In certain situations, especially with defensive artillery fire,
off-map artillery batteries are able to “zero-in” on certain points
on a battlefield. These points on the map board are called “PreRegistered Points.” There is a higher probability that artillery fire
will respond when called to one these points.
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16.5.1.7.1 On-map units may be called to one of these points, but
they do not receive any fire response advantage. It only applies
to off-map artillery batteries assigned to these specific points.
Different batteries may have the same Pre-Registered Point, but
they may not utilize points assigned to other batteries.
The scenarios will indicate if Pre-Registered Fire is available
and to what extent.
16.5.1.7.2 Pre-Registered Points must be written down. They are
plotted before the scenario begins and before any force’s units
are placed on the map board. Use the back of the Formation Card
or any other handy source. The notation must include the point
and its assigned battery.
Use the “over” and “up” method of noting military map
coordinates. First measure from the left edge (from the player’s
point of view) of the map board on a perpendicular line over
to the desired point – make a note of the distance in inches.
Then measure from the bottom edge of the map board on a
perpendicular line up to the desired point – make a note of the
distance in inches. The final plot will consist of two values, e.g.,
63 (over)-45 (up).
With this method of plotting coordinates, players are not
required to draw a map of the battlefield or use terrain features
to make notations. It is a very precise method of plotting points
on a map board.
16.5.1.8 Called Indirect Fire
Called indirect fire is fire “called in” by observer units. It
may utilize all indirect fire types and indirect fire SHEAFs.
It can only take place when the observer unit can “spot” a
least one non-terrain target unit. The actual target point of the
called indirect fire may be placed directly on a spotted target unit
or up to 1” from a spotted target unit. The final target point must
be within the line-of-sight of the observer unit.
The indirect fire SHEAF may be oriented in any manner as
long as the target point is at its center
Just by the nature of a beaten zone, any number of units
including both combat units and terrain units, whether spotted or
not, can be affected by a called indirect fire mission.
The final target point must also be within the maximum
range of all firing unit(s).
16.5.1.9 Indirect Fire SHEAF
The area covered or affected by indirect fire is called the
“Beaten Zone.” The pattern that defines the shape and size of a
Beaten Zone is called the indirect fire “SHEAF.”
To be considered within any beaten zone, at least ½ or more
of any unit, including terrain units, must fall within the area
covered by the SHEAF Pattern.
There are three possible indirect fire SHEAFs. The smallest
SHEAF is used just for on-map mortar fire; mortar SHEAFs have
a “C” identification prefix. On-map mortar units and infantry
guns always use this SHEAF to indicate their beaten zone.
The other two SHEAF patterns are used specifically for
off-map indirect fire. The largest is called the “OPEN” SHEAF;
OPEN SHEAFs have a “B” identification prefix. The smaller of
the two is called the “CLOSED” SHEAF; CLOSED SHEAFs
have a “A” identification prefix. Whenever an off-map artillery

battery fires, the player places one of these two SHEAF patterns
to indicate the beaten zone.
16.5.1.10 Called Indirect Fire Response
Called indirect fire is subject to Fire Response. This represents
the possibility of fire units not responding to a fire call. In an
abstract sense, off-map units may be responding to other fire calls
and both off-map and on-map units may not receive the fire call
or are unable to correctly align their fire in time to respond.
The attachment level of the firing unit and the type and unit
grade of the observer unit determine fire response. The unit grade
of the firing unit has no impact on fire response.
Each firing unit being called must individually determine
fire response. The success or failure of one unit has no bearing
on other units. If an individual firing unit fails to respond, it is
considered to have completed its orders for that turn. It may not
be used for any other indirect fire if an off-map unit or any other
actions if an on-map unit.
16.5.1.11 Continuous (Adjusting) Indirect Fire
Continuous indirect fire is used to maintain or adjust existing
called indirect fire missions. The observer unit must have
Overwatch orders. Players may never change observer units as
part of continuing or adjusting indirect fire.
16.5.1.11.1 Continuous Indirect Fire
A called indirect fire mission may be continued at the current
target point with the existing fire SHEAF without having to roll
for indirect fire response. The indirect fire type may be freely
changed.
A continuation may take place as long as the target point is
still spotted by the observer unit and there is at least one spotted
target unit within the existing beaten zone. If both of these two
conditions are not met, the indirect fire must be adjusted (if those
conditions can be met) or checked.
16.5.1.11.2 Adjusting Indirect Fire
A called indirect fire mission may be adjusted up to 6” from
the current target point and/or change the existing fire SHEAF.
The indirect fire type may also be changed. With indirect fire
adjustments, the player must roll for indirect fire response for all
firing units, although a positive modifier is in effect.
Adjustments are very much like initial indirect fire calls. The
6” adjustment must be able to reach a spotted target unit. From
there, the target point may be placed directly on a spotted target
unit or up to 1” from the spotted target unit. The final target point
must be within the line-of-sight of the observer unit.
An adjustment may take place as long as both the new target
point is spotted by the observer unit and there is at least one
spotted target unit within the new beaten zone. If both of these
two conditions are not met, the indirect fire may not be adjusted.
16.5.1.12 Checking Indirect Fire
During a player’s Indirect Fire Step, if desired, any existing
Called Indirect Fire where the observer unit can still see the target
point, may be “checked.” Checked indirect fire is essentially
cancelled and is not resolved for the current turn.
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16.5.1.12.1 If an indirect fire mission is checked, none of the
firing units may participate in any other indirect fire missions,
including planned fire missions, during the turn in which its fire
was checked. On-map units may perform any non-indirect fire
actions, including direct fire.
16.5.1.12.2 Planned indirect fire missions may not be checked;
they must follow their fire plot.
16.5.1.12.3 Due to the break in communication, called indirect
fire missions that are no longer observed (Danger Close out of
the observers line-of-sight, the observer unit has orders other
than Overwatch or was eliminated) automatically check. Fire
missions may never be “handed-off” to another observer.
16.5.1.13 Indirect Fire Types
There are three possible types of indirect fire, GP, Smoke
and Illumination (OR – see 20.17). The data cards indicated
which types are available to the various units.
16.5.1.13.1 GP & Smoke Types
GP and smoke rounds may be fired in Mortar and CLOSED
and OPEN SHEAFs.
16.5.1.13.2 Illumination Type
Illumination rounds may be fired in Mortar and CLOSED
SHEAFs.
16.5.1.14 Planned Indirect Fire
Planned Fire missions are those plotted before the scenario
begins and are scheduled to arrive sometime in the future.
The advantage of Planned Fire is that it does not require an
observer, does not require a spotted target, and is not subject to
fire response.
The scenarios will indicate if Planned Fire is available and
to what extent.
In fact, due to the limited number of OPs (observers) and
the organization of their communications network, Planned Fire
typically was the standard method of artillery utilized by the
Soviets, especially during offensive operations.
16.5.1.14.1 Plotting Planned Indirect Fire
Planned Fire must be written down. It is plotted before the
scenario begins and before any side’s units are placed on the map
board. Use the back of the Formation Card or any other handy
source. The target point for Planned Fire is plotted in the same
manner as Pre-Registered Points. However, Planned Fire requires
a few additional pieces of information.
In addition to the target point, players must plot the turn the
fire is scheduled to arrive, the type of fire mission (GP, Smoke or
Illumination), the SHEAF, and the duration (number of turns) for
the mission.
The maximum duration for a Planned Fire mission is five
turns; it can be less. With any multi-turn mission, players may
freely switch between GP, Smoke and Illumination fire types and
Open and Closed SHEAFs as indicated by the mission plot.
The indirect fire SHEAF may be oriented in any manner as
long as the target point is at its center. An Optional Rule (OR –

see 20.22) expands on this process.
At the conclusion of a Planned Fire mission, the battery is
unavailable for any fire missions for the next turn. A Planned
Fire mission may never continue beyond its indicated plot. A
battery may be used for other fire missions as long as they do not
interfere with plotted Planned Fire or the one turn wait period.
For example, a five turn Planned Fire plot could read: Turn
6, GP, Closed, 63-45 for 2 turns, Smoke, Open, 1 turn, GP, Open,
2 turns
16.5.1.14.2 Planned Indirect Fire SHEAF
The indirect fire SHEAF may be oriented in any manner as
long as the target point is at its center. Each turn of the plot, the
SHEAF must maintain its original positioning unless the target
point is adjusted. If the target point is adjusted, the SHEAF may
be reoriented.
An optional rule (OR – 20.22) expands on the placement of
Planned Indirect Fire SHEAFs.
16.5.1.14.3 Smoke Planned Indirect Fire
Players must roll for ammo limits for each turn smoke is
indicated in the Planned Fire plot.
If ammo limits are in effect, neither the fire SHEAF nor the
smoke is placed on the map board. However, this does not cancel
or lengthen the indirect fire mission. If the next turn of the plot
calls for GP fire or illumination, that is placed as plotted. If the
fire plot again calls for smoke, the player must still roll for ammo
limits.
16.5.1.14.4 Illumination Planned Indirect Fire
Illumination rounds (OR – see 20.17) may be freely utilized
as part of a planned indirect fire plot.
16.5.1.14.5 Scheduled Arrival
Due to the fluid nature of the time scale in Panzer, players
may actually announce a Planned Fire mission one turn earlier
or one turn later than the actual plot. Once the fire arrives, it
executes sequentially as indicated by the plot.
16.5.1.14.6 Adjusting Planned Indirect Fire
Each turn, planned indirect fire may be adjusted up to 10”
from the current target point. Just plot the new target point using
the same up and over plotting method.
16.5.1.15 Danger Close Indirect Fire
When non-planned indirect fire is called or adjusted to a target
point that is within 10” of spotted friendly units, it is possible that
due to inaccuracy the fire may instead miss the target point and
hit a friendly unit.
Always pay close attention when calling or adjusting indirect
fire in the proximity of friendly units.
16.5.2 Announcing GP Direct Fire
The procedure for announcing GP Direct Fire is exactly the
same as described for AP Direct Fire (see 8.3.1).
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16.5.3 Announcing GP Overwatch Fire
The procedure for announcing GP Overwatch Fire is exactly
the same as described for AP Overwatch Fire (see 8.1.2).

16.6 Indirect Fire Procedure
Follow this procedure for resolving the arrival and placement
of all indirect fire.
16.6.1 Indirect Fire Response
After announcing the indirect fire, the SHEAF pattern
is placed on the target point. If Planned Indirect Fire, the fire
response is automatic. If Called Indirect Fire (including continuos
indirect fire), fire response must be determined. Each fire unit
must individually determine fire response.
Reference the Called Indirect Fire Response Table found
on Game Card “B.” Cross-reference the observer type with the
attachment level of the artillery battery or on-map indirect fire
unit. The value found is the Fire Response Factor.
16.6.1.1 The firing player rolls a die. If the modified result
is equal to or greater than the Fire Response Factor, the fire
responded and impacts at the target point.
16.6.1.2 If the modified result is less than the Fire Response
Factor, the fire failed to respond. If all of the firing units failed to
respond, remove the SHEAF pattern.
16.6.1.3 If the result is an unmodified “1,” a Danger Close
friendly fire incident may occur.
If one or more spotted friendly units are within 10” of the
target point, the target player repositions the SHEAF Pattern over
one of the friendly units as if that player called the fire. If only
part of the indirect fire is subject to Danger Close, use a matching
SHEAF Pattern to mark the fire.
If no spotted friendly units are within 10” of the target point,
the fire failed to respond.
16.6.2 Indirect Fire Response Modifiers
The indirect fire response roll may be subject to one or more
modifiers. All Fire Response modifiers are cumulative.
Note that if a “1” is rolled before any modifiers are applied,
the fire is subject to Danger Close.
16.6.2.1 If the target point is a plotted Pre-Registered Point for a
responding unit – the modifier is “+2.”
16.6.2.2 If the observer unit is a Recon Company, Battalion,
Regiment or Brigade level Command unit – the modifier is
“+1.”
If the fire was adjusted called fire (adjusted planned fire is
not subject to fire response) – the modifier is “+1.”
16.6.2.3 If the observer unit is Hesitating – the modifier is “-1.”
16.6.2.4 If the observer unit is Suppressed – the modifier is
“-2.”
If the observer unit is Damaged – the modifier is “‑2.”

If the observer unit is Broken – the modifier is “-2.”
16.6.3 Indirect Fire Resolution
Indirect fire may take one of three possible forms: GP, Smoke
or Illumination (OR – see 20.17).
16.6.3.1 For indirect GP fire, use that procedure in determining
the results of the fire (see 16.7).
16.6.3.1.1 For Called Indirect Fire and off-map artillery batteries,
the range is measured from the observer unit to the target point.
The range must be less than or equal to battery’s maximum
range.
16.6.3.1.2 For Called Indirect Fire and on-map units, the range
is measured from the firing unit or the observer unit, whichever
is greater, to the target point.
In either case, the range must be greater than the firing unit’s
minimum range and less than or equal to its maximum range.
16.6.3.1.3 For Planned Indirect Fire, the range is always
considered to be “M-Medium.”
16.6.3.2 For indirect smoke, place a SMOKE ON Marker on the
SHEAF Pattern to indicate that it is a smoke fire mission.
16.6.3.3 For indirect illumination, invert the SHEAF Pattern to
indicate that it is a illumination fire mission.
16.6.4 Indirect Fire Example
It is best to have the Game Cards and Data Cards handy to
follow along with the example.
16.6.4.1 The Situation
Reference Panzer Scenario 4 – Battle of Ponyri – Kursk
9 July 1943. The German Panzergrenadier Company (gepanzert)
(-) OP Section [Seasoned Unit Grade] is going to call both the
Organic Heavy Battery and the Attached Medium Battery on to
a unblocked position occupied by a spotted Soviet 57mm ZIS-2
M43 ATG (Data Card S‑48) with a SPOT (FIRE) Marker located
in Woods terrain at a range of 26”.
An unspotted Soviet T‑34/76 M43 (Data Card S-15) is
positioned about 2” from the 57mm ZIS-2 M43 ATG in the same
cluster of Woods.
No spotted German units are within 10” of the 57mm ZIS-2
M43 ATG, so Danger Close is not in effect.
The German OP section has OW orders. The 57mm ZIS-2
M43 ATG has Fire orders, while the T-34/76 M43 has Move
orders. The Soviet player is the first player.
16.6.4.2 Ability to Call Fire – Second Player
Even though the German player is the second player, Indirect
Fire is resolved in the Indirect Fire Step of the Combat Phase,
which precedes the Direct Fire Step.
The German OP Section attempts to call indirect fire from
the two off-map batteries. It has OW orders. There is no blocking
terrain. The 57mm ZIS-2 M43 ATG is within spotting range as
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the actual range of “26” is less than “30” which is the maximum
spotting range (“3”x “10” for a small target in medium cover
with a SPOT (FIRE) Marker spotted by Other).
The German player places a SHEAF Pattern “A” centered
over the 57mm ZIS-2 M43 ATG; the SHEAF Pattern is adjusted
about an inch so that it also includes the T-34/76 M43 within its
beaten zone.
16.6.4.3 Determining Indirect Fire Response
Since the two German batteries have different Attachment
Levels, they will have different response numbers. The “OP”
row is cross-referenced with the “Attached” column where a “3”
is found for the Medium Battery; under the “Organic” column
a “5” is found for the Heavy Battery. There are no applicable
modifiers.
The German player first rolls for the Medium Battery (the
order is up to the player); the result is a “3.” Since “3” is not less
than that battery’s response number (“3”), the Medium Battery
responded.
The German player now rolls for the Heavy Battery; the
result is a “1.” An unmodified “1” normally indicates Danger
Close. However, since no spotted German units are within 10” of
the target point, Danger Close is not in effect; the Heavy Battery
does not respond. It may not be called by any of the other German
Command units this turn.
16.6.4.4 Determining a Hit – Second Player
The German player first attacks the 57mm ZIS-2 M43 ATG.
At a range of 26”(measured from the OP Section), for the GP
ammo type, the GP Factor is “8;” the GP Range Factor is “S.”
The 57mm ZIS-2 M43 ATG’s GP Defense is “5S.”
The GP Fire Modifiers are now checked for any effect; the
Net Modifier is “0.”
The Unit Grade modifier is not applicable.
The “8” GP Factor column on the GP Combat Table is crossreferenced with the GP Defense of “5.” The two numbers found
are “40” for the “N-Effect” and “72” for the “S‑Effect.”
The German player rolls an “59,” so the net roll is “59.”
Since “59” is greater than “40,” but not greater than “72,” the
combat is a Suppressed result.
The German player now attacks the T-34/76 M43. At a range
of 27”(measured from the OP Section), for the GP ammo type,
the GP Factor is “7;” the GP Range Factor is “M.” The T-34/76
M43’s GP Defense is “5A.”
The GP Fire Modifiers are now checked for any effect. The
Net Modifier is “-30” as a result of the following modifiers:
• Target “A-Type” Vehicle – “-20”
• Target Vehicle in Medium Cover (Woods) – “‑10”
The Unit Grade modifier is not applicable.
The “7” GP Factor column on the GP Combat Table is crossreferenced with the GP Defense of “5.” The two numbers found
are “44” for the “N-Effect” and “75” for the “S‑Effect.”
The German player rolls a “74,” so the net roll is “44” (“74”“30”). Since “44” is not greater than “44,” the combat is a No
Effect result.

16.6.4.5 Damage – Second Player
Only the 57mm ZIS-2 M43 ATG is marked with a
SUPPRESSED ON Marker.

16.7 GP Fire Procedure
Follow this procedure for each combat unit that fires a GP
type weapon.
16.7.1 The GP Factor
Reference the firing unit’s Data Card to find the following
information:
16.7.1.1 Find the portion of the Data Card with the name of the
weapon to fire in the “Type” column of the GP Gunnery Section.
Units with multiple weapons may have different fields-of-fire for
those weapons. In all cases, shots are resolved individually.
16.7.1.2 Determine the range in inches from the firing unit to the
target unit. Move along the “R” – Range sub-row for the “GP”
row until finding the value that is greater than or equal to the
value that corresponds to the actual range.
That value found directly below the appropriate range is the
GP Factor.
For example, reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the
SU-85 M43. Assume the range to be 18”. The GP Factor for that
range is “5.”
For example, reference the Leg Data Card Key German
Section, HMG and Mortar units. Assume the range to be 12”.
The GP factor for the HMG for that range is “3.”
16.7.1.3 The GP Range Factor is determined in the same manner
as AP Direct Fire (see 8.4.1).
16.7.2 GP Fire Modifiers
The GP Fire Modifiers are now checked to determine their
effect, if any. These modifiers are found in the GP Fire Modifiers
Table found on Game Card “B.” Unless otherwise indicated,
these modifiers are applicable to both GP Direct Fire (“DF”) and
GP Indirect Fire (“IF”).
All GP Fire Modifiers are cumulative, and together are
considered the “Net Modifier.” For example, if the target unit is
an “A-Type” Vehicle (“-20”) and the firing unit has a SHORT
HALT order (“-10”), the Net Modifier is “-30.”
16.7.2.1 Target Vehicle Moving
If a target vehicle unit has MOVE or SHORT HALT orders –
the modifier for Direct Fire (“DF”) is “‑10” and for Indirect Fire
(“IF”) is “-20.”
If the target unit’s order is not yet visible, the controlling
player must reveal its order to receive the modifier (turn the order
face down again to show it is not yet executed).
Note that in this case, the controlling player is not required
to reveal these orders. If player chooses not to reveal the order,
the modifier is “0.”
It is applicable to just the target unit of any air attack or just
the target point for “IF.” It is not applicable with Planned Indirect
Fire.
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Vehicle units that voluntarily move within a Barrage do not
apply the “-20” Indirect Fire Target Vehicle Moving Modifier
(see 17.2.4)
16.7.2.2 Target “P-Type” Vehicle
If a target vehicle unit has a “P=Protected” Type GP Defense
– the modifier is “-10.” Reference the Vehicle Key Card for the
location of the GP Defense.
16.7.2.3 Target “A-Type” Vehicle
If a target vehicle unit has a “A=Armored” Type GP Defense
– the modifier is “-20.” Reference the Vehicle Key Card for the
location of the GP Defense.
16.7.2.4 Target Vehicle in Medium Cover
If a target vehicle unit is located in terrain classified as
“Medium Cover” – the modifier is “-10.”
For Indirect Fire (“IF”), this modifier only applies to vehicles
located in cover that provides some form of overhead protection
– only Brick Buildings, Woods or Groves; all other MediumCover type terrain is ignored.
Terrain Cover is found by cross-referencing the terrain type
with the Cover column in the Terrain Effects Table found on
Game Card “A.”
For example, if the terrain type is Woods, the modifier is
“-10.” However, with IF, if the terrain type is Rough, the modifier
is ignored.
16.7.2.5 Target Vehicle in Heavy Cover
If a target vehicle unit is located in terrain classified as
“Heavy Cover” – the modifier is “-20.” This modifier only applies
to vehicles located in Stone Buildings or Improved Positions,
since they are prohibited from entering Heavy Woods other than
on a Path or Road.
For example, if the terrain type is Stone Building, the Cover
is “Heavy.”
16.7.2.6 Shooter Short Halt or Heat Haze
If the firing unit has SHORT HALT orders – the modifier
is “-10.” This represents the greater challenge of hitting a target
while moving.
If the Heat Haze visual anomaly is in effect – the modifier
is “-10” (see 16.2.1.1). It is applicable to just the target point for
“IF.”
This modifier is not applicable to any air attack or Planned
Indirect Fire.
16.7.2.7 Shooter Damaged
If the firing unit was damaged during a previous Turn or in
previous Step during the current Turn – the modifier is “-20.”
16.7.2.8 Shooter Suppressed
If the firing unit was Suppressed (it has a SUPPRESSED
ON or OFF Marker) during a previous Turn or in a previous Step
during the current Turn – the modifier is “-20.”
16.7.2.9 Brew Up Smoke or Ammo Limit
If the Line-of-Sight passes through Brew-Up Smoke –

the modifier is “-10.” This modifier is applied for each unique
occurrence of Brew Up Smoke the Line-of-Sight encounters. It
is applicable to just the target unit of any air attack or just the
target point for “IF.
This modifier is not applicable to Planned Indirect Fire.
If the firing unit has Ammo Limits in effect (see 16.1.2) – the
modifier is “-10.”
16.7.2.10 Smoke Open/Closed SHEAF
If the Line-of-Sight passes through Smoke, a modifier is
applied based on the Off-Map Indirect Fire SHEAF (pattern). If
the SHEAF is “Closed” – the modifier is “-20.” If the SHEAF is
“Open” – the modifier is “-10.” This modifier is also applicable
where a firing unit is within smoke.
It is applicable to just the target unit of any air attack or just
the target point for GP indirect fire (“IF”). It is not applicable to
Planned Indirect Fire.
This modifier is not applicable to Planned Indirect Fire.
Smoke created by Direct Fire or On-Map Indirect Fire is
always treated as an “Open” SHEAF for this consideration.
This modifier is applied for each unique occurrence of
Smoke the Line-of-Sight encounters. No matter the size of the
actual SHEAF, it is treated as a single occurrence.
16.7.2.11 Barrage Open/Closed SHEAF
If the Line-of-Sight passes through a Barrage, a modifier is
applied based on the Off-Map Indirect Fire SHEAF (pattern). If
the SHEAF is “Closed” ‑ the modifier is “-10.” If the SHEAF is
“Open” – the modifier is “-5.” This modifier is also applicable
where a firing unit is within a barrage.
It is applicable to just the target unit of any air attack or just
the target point for GP indirect fire (“IF”). It is not applicable to
Planned Indirect Fire.
This modifier is not applicable to Planned Indirect Fire.
A Barrage created by On-Map Indirect Fire is always treated
as an “Open” SHEAF for this consideration.
A Barrage is a GP indirect fire mission. This modifier does
not apply to Smoke or Illumination indirect fire missions.
This modifier is applied for each unique occurrence of a
Barrage the Line-of-Sight encounters. No matter the size of the
actual SHEAF, it is treated as a single occurrence.
16.7.2.12 Open SHEAF
If the off-map indirect fire unit is utilizing an OPEN SHEAF
– the modifier is “-20.” Note that this modifier is not applicable
to on-map indirect fire units.
16.7.2.13 Overwatch to Front
If the firing unit is executing Overwatch fire at a target
located within the firing unit’s Front Field-of-Fire – the modifier
is “-5.” Keep in mind that the Target Moving modifier is also
applicable in addition to the Overwatch Modifier.
16.7.2.13.1 Units with only a Rear Field-of-Fire may not execute
Overwatch Fire at a target located in the firing unit’s Front Fieldof-Fire.
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16.7.2.14 Overwatch Side
If the firing unit is executing Overwatch fire at a target
located within the firing unit’s Side Field-of-Fire – the modifier
is “-10.” Keep in mind that the Target Moving modifier is also
applicable in addition to the Overwatch Modifier. Reference the
AP Overwatch Side section (see 8.4.2.10) for special vehicle
rules and considerations.
Note that all leg units have a 3600 Field-of-Fire. Note that all
towed units have a Front Field-of-Fire. An optional rule (OR –
see 21.18) expands on towed unit Overwatch Fire.
16.7.2.15 Overwatch Rear
If the firing unit is executing Overwatch fire at a target
located within the firing unit’s Rear Field-of-Fire – the modifier
is “-20” unless the unit has a Rear Field-of-Fire in which case
– the modifier is “-5.” The Target Moving modifier is also
applicable in addition to the Overwatch Modifier. Reference the
AP Overwatch Rear section (see 8.4.2.11) for special vehicle
rules and considerations.
Note that all leg units have a 3600 Field-of-Fire. Note that all
towed units have a Front Field-of-Fire. An optional rule (OR –
see 20.18) expands on towed unit Overwatch Fire.
If the Line-of-Sight passes through a Building Fire (OR –
see 20.11) – the modifier is “-20.” This modifier is applied for
each unique occurrence of a Building Fire the Line-of-Sight
encounters. It is applicable to just the firing unit for “DF” or just
the observer unit for GP indirect fire (“IF”) This modifier is not
applicable to Planned Indirect Fire.
16.7.2.16 Overrun Attack
If a vehicle unit is executing an Overrun Attack against a leg
or towed unit – the modifier is “+20.”
16.7.2.17 Transported Fire
If a passenger unit is executing GP fire while being
transported – the modifier is “-10.”
16.7.2.18 Pinning Fire (OR)
If a unit is executing Pinning Fire (OR – see 20.4) – the
modifier is “+20.” Note that Pinning Fire is only available to
Small Arms GP Direct Fire.
16.7.2.19 Hasty Entrenchment
If a target leg or towed unit is occupying a Hasty Entrenchment
– the modifier is “-10.”
16.7.2.20 Coax MG
If a Coax MG equipped Vehicle unit is firing at a “P‑Type” or
a “S-Type” vehicle unit or any leg or towed unit from Pointblank
Range (“P”) – the modifier is “+10.”
Reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the Coax MG
notation.
16.7.2.21 Dual Fire Same/Different
If the weapons are firing at the same target unit – the Dual
Fire modifier is “-5.” However, if the weapons are firing at
different target units – the modifier is “-10.”
Note that the Dual Fire Modifier only applies to the weapon

displayed as a reverse image on vehicle data cards or any attached
leg weapon.
For example, the German SPW 251/2 (Data Card G‑44)
MMG weapon must apply the Dual Fire Modifier of “-5” if it
fires at the same target or “-10” if it fires at a different target
than the Gr34 weapon. In either case, the Gr34 weapon does not
apply a Dual Fire Modifier.
16.7.2.22 Shooter Hesitating (OR)
If the firing unit is Hesitating (OR – see 20.1) (it has a
HESITATION ON or OFF Marker) due to a Morale check during
a previous Turn or in a previous Step during the current Turn –
the modifier is “-10.”
It is not applicable to any air attacks or any type of “IF.”
16.7.2.23 Shooter Broken (OR)
If the firing unit is Broken (OR – see 20.1) (it has a BREAK
ON or OFF Marker) due to a Morale check during a previous
Turn or in a previous Step during the current Turn – the modifier
is “-20.”
It is not applicable to any air attacks or any type of “IF.”
16.7.2.24 GP Unit Grade
The modifiers for GP fire are found in the Unit Grade
Modifiers Table on Game Card “A.” This modifier only applies
to the unit taking the GP Direct Fire (“DF”) shot, and is based on
that unit’s Unit Grade. The grade of the target unit does not have
an impact nor does the Formation or Force Grade of the firing
unit.
In the case of indirect fire, the Unit Grade of the observer
unit or an on-map firing unit is not applicable. With indirect fire,
the unit grade comes into play when determining response.
The AP and GP Unit Grade Modifiers share space in the
table; the GP Modifiers are those following the slash.
For example, if the Unit Grade of the firing unit is Veteran
and the GP Range Factor is “E-Extreme” the GP Unit Grade
Modifier is “+10.”
16.7.3 The GP Defense Factor
All units have a GP Defense Factor. That value is crossreferenced with the GP Factor on the GP Combat Results Table
on Game Card “B” to resolve GP Fire.
16.7.3.1 Vehicle GP Defense Factors
The GP Defense Factor for vehicle units are listed on their
data cards. These are composed of a single alphanumeric value
that indicates the GP defense factor and target type. Vehicles may
be target types “A,” “P” or “S.”
For example, reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the
SU-85 M43. Its Defense Factor is “4” and its Target Type is
“A.”
16.7.3.2 Leg and Towed GP Defense Factors
The GP Defense Factor for leg and towed units are listed on
their data cards. These are composed of an alphanumeric value
that indicates the GP Defense Factor and target type. All leg and
towed units are Target Type “S.”
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16.7.3.2.1 The GP Defense Factors for these units is based on the
terrain occupied by the unit, whether or not it is in Full Cover or
whether or not it is moving.
The GP Defense Factor listed at the very top of the section is
for all terrain types classified as “None” for Cover. The remaining
GP Defense Factors are for terrain types classified as “Light,”
“Medium,” or “Heavy.”
Units in “Full Cover” add “2” to the listed GP Defense Factor.
If a unit is moving, it has MOVE or SHORT HALT orders, “2”
is subtracted from the listed GP Defense Factor. A modified GP
Defense Factor may never be less than “1” or greater than “10.”
For example, reference the Leg Data Card Key German
Section, HMG and Mortar units. If a unit is occupying Clear
terrain, is not in Full Cover and is not moving, its GP Defense
Factor is “2S.”
If a unit is occupying Woods terrain, is not in Full Cover
but is moving, its GP Defense Factor is “4S” – “6” for Medium
Cover and “-2” for moving.
If a unit is occupying an Improved Position, is in Full Cover
and is not moving, its GP Defense Factor is “10S” – “8” for
Heavy Cover and “+2” for Full Cover.
16.7.3.2.2 If there is more than one terrain type in the target
unit’s location, e.g., an Improved Position in Rough type terrain,
use the terrain type with the highest GP Defense Factor.
16.7.3.2.3 If one or more of the terrain types list “Other” as the
Cover, use the most advantageous terrain type with Cover listed
as “None,” “Light,” “Medium” or “Heavy.”
For example, if a unit is on a hill, use the terrain type
covering the hill when determining its GP Defense Factor.
16.7.3.2.4 To receive cover from Blocks or Wrecks (“Light”
Cover”), a unit must be immediately adjacent to the Block or
Wreck.
16.7.3.2.5 Note that while Wood and Brick Buildings are
considered “Heavy” Cover for spotting purposes, they are
considered “Light” and “Medium” cover respectively when
determining the GP Defense Factor.
16.7.3.3 Transported GP Defense Factors
When GP fire is directed at a vehicle unit that is transporting
leg and/or towed units, the transporting vehicle unit and the
transported leg and/or towed unit(s) are all attacked by the same
GP fire.
Transported units are never attacked separately; they are
engaged as part of GP fired directed at the transporting vehicle.
The firing unit’s GP Factor is first compared against the
transporting vehicle unit and then against each transported unit.
Each unit has a separate dice roll to determine the combat results.
The combat results, if any, are applied as they occur.
If there is a chance to bail out, the attempt is made immediately
after all combat affecting the transporting vehicle or passenger
leg or towed units are resolved.
16.7.3.3.1 Leg and towed units transported by “Under Cover”
transport capable vehicle units have a set GP Defense of “3.”

This advantage also applies to towed units since the gun crew is
actually more vulnerable than the towed weapon.
The terrain type and movement status of the vehicle or leg
unit has no impact on the GP Defense Factor. Reference the
Vehicle Key Card for the Under Cover transport indicator.
16.7.3.3.2 Leg and towed units transported by non-“Under
Cover” capable vehicle units have a set GP Defense of “1.”
The terrain type and movement status of the vehicle or leg
unit has no impact on the GP Defense Factor. Reference the
Vehicle Key Card for the Under Cover transport indicator.
16.7.3.4 Aircraft GP Defense Factors
The GP Defense Factor for aircraft units are listed on their
data cards These are composed of an alphanumeric value that
indicates the GP Defense Factor and target type. All aircraft units
are Target Type “S.”
16.7.3.5 Terrain GP Defense Factors
Blocks, Bridges, Buildings, Mines and Wire may be
destroyed as a result of GP Fire, and therefore have a GP Defense
Factor. They are considered S-Type targets and may only be
attacked by Direct or Indirect GP Fire; AP Fire has no effect
against terrain targets. No other terrain types have a GP Defense
Factor (see 16.1.8).
The scenarios indicate the GP Defense for terrain features.
Terrain types are never suppressed. The combat either results in
elimination or no effect.
16.7.4 GP Fire Determination
The following procedures are applicable for Direct and
Indirect GP Fire.
Reference the GP Combat Results Table on Game Card “B.”
Cross-reference the GP Factor (see 16.7.1) with the GP Defense
Factor (see 16.7.3). Two numbers will be found – one for the
“N-Effect” and a second for the “S‑Effect.” For example, if the
GP Factor is “5” and the GP Defense Factor is “3,” the N-Effect
is “43” and the S‑Effect is “72.”
Roll the dice and modify the result by the net GP Modifier
(see 16.7.2), if any. The final modified dice roll may be greater
than “100” or less than “0.”
If the final modified dice roll is equal to or less than the
N-Effect number, the fire had “No Effect.”
If the final modified dice roll is equal to or less than the
S-Effect number but greater than the N‑Effect number, the target
unit is “Suppressed.”
If the final modified dice roll is greater than the S‑Effect
number, the target unit suffered an “Effective” result.
For example, if the GP Factor is “7” and the GP Defense
Factor is “5” and the final modified dice roll is “60,” the target
unit is Suppressed.
The GP Combat Results Table includes some Effect Numbers
that are greater than “100” (those printed in red) and some that
are less than “0” (those printed in blue).
For example, if the GP Factor is “2” and the GP Defense
Factor is “9,” and the final modified dice roll is “109” or greater,
the target unit suffered an “Effective” result.
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For example, if the GP Factor is “14” and the GP Defense
Factor is “1,” and the final modified dice roll is “-2” or less, the
fire had “No Effect.” If the modified dice roll is less than or equal
to “36” but greater than “-2,” the target unit is “Suppressed.”
If the target unit is a vehicle unit transporting leg and/or towed
units, roll the dice separately for each GP Fire Determination.
While the GP Factor will remain the same, the GP Defense
Factors and/or the net GP Modifiers may be different for each
result.
If GP Fire is directed at a target unit that also affects terrain
units, roll the dice separately for each GP Fire Determination.
While the GP Factor will remain the same, the GP Defense
Factors and/or the net GP Modifiers may be different for each
result.
In the case where the same GP Fire affects both a combat
unit and a terrain unit, determine the combat results against the
combat unit before determining the results against the terrain
unit.
16.7.4.1 No Effect Result – All Units
The GP Fire caused no appreciable damage and can be
ignored.
16.7.4.2 Suppression & Effective Results - Vehicles
Due to the complexities of GP Fire Effects on vehicle units,
reference the Combat Effects Table on Game Card “D” for a
summary of the various effects of GP Fire.
When determining GP Fire effects against vehicle units,
there are three additional elements that must be considered:
• If the GP Fire is from a “S-Small Arms” or a non-“SSmall Arms” type weapon
• If the vehicle target type is “A,” “P” or “S”
• The “Rule of 5s and 10s”
16.7.4.2.1 Small Arms & Non-Small Arms
The data cards indicate if a particular weapon is Small Arms
or non-Small Arms. The “D” column of the GP Combat Section
lists a “S” or a numerical value.
“S” indicates that the weapon is “Small Arms.” Any
numerical value, including “0” and negative values, indicates
that the weapon is non-“Small Arms.”
For example, reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the
SU-85 M43. The “D” value along its GP row is “3.” Therefore,
its GP Fire is non-“Small Arms.”
For example, reference the Leg Data Card Key German
Section, HMG and Mortar units. The “D” value for the GrW
36 row is “1*,” therefore, its GP Fire is non-“Small Arms.”
However, the “D” value for the HMG row is “S,” therefore, its
GP Fire is “Small Arms.”
Due to the limited fire signature, units firing Small Arms are
marked with a SPOT (MOVE) Marker, even though they fired
and did not move, instead of a SPOT (FIRE) Marker.
While not classified as Small Arms, anti-tank rifles are also
marked with a SPOT (MOVE) Marker when they fire instead
of a SPOT (FIRE) Marker. Like mortars, anti-tank rifles are
an “*-asterisk” following their Armored/Protected Knock-Out
Factor to signify this exception.

16.7.4.2.2 Vehicle Target Type
The data cards indicate a vehicle unit’s Target Type (see
16.7.3.1).
16.7.4.2.3 The Rule of 5s and 10s
A Track Hit or a Damaged Result may apply whenever the
final modified dice roll ends in a “5,” e.g., “75” or “95,” or is a
“10s “ result, e.g., “40” or “60.”
These are the only cases when a vehicle unit may suffer a
Track Hit or Damage Result from GP Fire.
16.7.4.2.4 Non-Small Arms vs. “A,“ “P” or “S” Type –
Suppressed Result
The target vehicle unit is Suppressed. Place a SUPPRESSED
ON marker next to the unit. Suppressed units are limited in both
combat and non-combat areas (see 12.4).
16.7.4.2.5 Non-Small Arms vs. “A” or “P” Type – Effective
Result
If the weapon’s “D” value is greater than or equal to the
vehicle unit’s GP Defense Factor, it is an Effective Result. If the
weapon’s “D” value is less than the vehicle unit’s GP Defense
Factor, the target vehicle unit is Suppressed instead. Place a
SUPPRESSED ON marker next to the unit. Suppressed units are
limited in both combat and non-combat areas (see 12.4).
16.7.4.2.5.1 If an Effective Result and the final modified dice
roll ended in a “5,” the target vehicle unit is Damaged. Place a
“DMGD” marker next to the unit. Damaged units are limited in
both combat and non-combat areas (see 8.4.7.4).
16.7.4.2.5.2 If an Effective Result and the final modified dice
roll is a “10s,” the target vehicle unit received a Track Hit. Place
a TK marker next to the vehicle unit. Tracked units are limited in
movement (see 8.4.5.3).
If the target vehicle unit is located in a Brick or Stone
Building or an Improved Position or is Hull Down vs. Direct
Fire, the result is treated as No Effect.
16.7.4.2.5.3 If an Effective Result and the final modified dice did
not end in a “5” or is not a “10,” the vehicle unit is eliminated and
is Knocked Out or Brewed Up.
The shooter rolls a single die, if the result is equal to or less
than the firing unit’s “D” value, the vehicle unit is Brewed Up
(see 8.4.7.6), otherwise the vehicle unit is Knocked out (see
8.4.7.5).
Any passenger units must attempt to bail out (see 16.1.6).
Whenever a vehicle unit suffers a brew up result, all
friendly units within 2” of the vehicle unit are also immediately
suppressed. This includes transport units and their passengers.
Opposition units are unaffected.
16.7.4.2.6 Non-Small Arms vs. “S” Type – Effective Result
If an Effective Result and the final modified dice did not
end in a “5” or is not a “10,” the vehicle unit is eliminated and is
Knocked Out or Brewed Up.
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The shooter rolls a single die, if the result is equal to or less
than the firing unit’s “D” value, the vehicle unit is Brewed Up
(see 8.4.7.6), otherwise the vehicle unit is Knocked out (see
8.4.7.5).
Note that the firing unit’s “D” value is not applicable with
“S” Type target types.
Whenever a vehicle unit suffers a brew up result, all
friendly units within 2” of the vehicle unit are also immediately
suppressed. This includes transport units and their passengers.
Opposition units are unaffected.
16.7.4.2.7 Small Arms vs. “A“ Type – Suppressed Result
If the GP Range Factor is “P” the target vehicle unit is
Suppressed, otherwise the result is treated as a No Effect result.
If suppressed, place a SUPPRESSED ON marker next to the unit.
Suppressed units are limited in both combat and non-combat
areas (see 12.4).
16.7.4.2.8 Small Arms vs. “P“ Type – Suppressed Result
If the GP Range Factor is “P” or “S” the target vehicle unit is
Suppressed, otherwise the result is treated as a No Effect result.
If suppressed, place a SUPPRESSED ON marker next to the unit.
Suppressed units are limited in both combat and non-combat
areas (see 12.4).
16.7.4.2.9 Small Arms vs. “S“ Type – Suppressed Result
The target vehicle unit is Suppressed. Place a SUPPRESSED
ON marker next to the unit. Suppressed units are limited in both
combat and non-combat areas (see 12.4).
16.7.4.2.10 Small Arms vs. “A“ Type – Effective Result
If the GP Range Factor is “P” or “S” the target vehicle unit is
instead Suppressed, otherwise the result is treated as a No Effect
result. If suppressed, place a SUPPRESSED ON marker next to
the unit. Suppressed units are limited in both combat and noncombat areas (see 12.4).
It is not possible for small arms to ultimately achieve an
Effective Result against an “A” Type vehicle unit.
16.7.4.2.11 Small Arms vs. “P“ Type – Effective Result
If the GP Range Factor is “P” the target vehicle unit is
Damaged. Place a “DMGD” marker next to the unit. Damaged
units are limited in both combat and non-combat areas (see
8.4.7.4).
If the GP Range Factor is “S” the target vehicle unit is
instead Suppressed, otherwise the result is treated as a No Effect
result. If suppressed, place a SUPPRESSED ON marker next to
the unit. Suppressed units are limited in both combat and noncombat areas (see 12.4).
16.7.4.2.12 Small Arms vs. “S” Type – Effective Result
If an Effective Result and the final modified dice did not
end in a “5” or is not a “10,” the vehicle unit is eliminated and
is Knocked Out or Brewed Up. Note that the Rule of 5s and
10s also applies to this category of fire (see 16.7.4.2.5.1 and
16.7.4.2.5.2).
The shooter rolls a single die, if the result is equal to or less
than ½ (round down) of the firing unit’s GP Factor, the vehicle

unit is Brewed Up (see 8.4.7.6), otherwise the vehicle unit is
Knocked out (see 8.4.7.5).
Whenever a vehicle unit suffers a brew up result, any
friendly units within 2” of the vehicle unit are also immediately
suppressed. This includes transport units and their passengers.
Opposition units are unaffected.
16.7.4.2.13 Leg & Towed Target Type
All leg and towed units are “S” Type Targets.
16.7.4.2.14 Non-Small Arms or Small Arms vs. Leg & Towed
– Suppressed Result
The target unit is Suppressed. Place a SUPPRESSED ON
marker next to the unit. Suppressed units are limited in both
combat and non-combat areas (see 12.4).
Any passenger units must attempt to bail out (see 16.1.6).
16.7.4.2.15 Non-Small Arms or Small Arms vs. Leg & Towed
– Effective Result
The target unit is either eliminated or reduced in size by the
fire.
16.7.4.2.15.1 If the target unit is a Full Squad Leg unit, it is
reduced to ½ Squad Leg unit of the same type and is also
Suppressed. Place a SUPPRESSED ON marker next to the unit.
Suppressed units are limited in both combat and non-combat
areas (see 12.4).
Any attached weapons are unaffected by this reduction.
16.7.4.2.15.2 If the target leg or towed unit is anything other than
a Full Squad Leg unit, it is eliminated and removed from play.
16.7.4.2.16 Non-Small Arms or Small Arms vs. Terrain –
Effective Result
The target terrain unit is eliminated; suppression results are
ignored (see 16.1.8).
16.7.4.2.16.1 If the terrain unit is a Building, it is considered to
be replaced by Rubble type terrain and potentially may start on
fire (OR – see 20.11). The rubble is considered to composed of
the same material as the building that it replaced.
Any units occupying a building that is eliminated are also
immediately eliminated. Vehicle units are knocked out. Leg and
towed units are removed from play
16.7.4.2.16.2 If the terrain unit is a Bridge, it is considered
destroyed and the area is now the terrain type the bridge once
spanned (stream or ditch).
Any units occupying a bridge that is eliminated are also
immediately eliminated. All units are removed from play.
16.7.4.2.16.3 If the terrain unit is Blocks, Mines or Wire, they
are considered destroyed and the area is now the terrain type they
occupied.
Any units occupying Blocks, Mines or Wire that are
eliminated are unaffected and do not suffer any additional combat
results.
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16.7.4.3 Direct Fire Smoke
Certain vehicle, towed, and mortar units have the ability
to direct fire smoke rounds instead of normal AP or GP fire.
Engineer leg units also have the ability to generate smoke up
to 1” from their position. The data cards indicate which vehicle,
towed, and mortar units are capable of firing smoke.
With the exception of engineer units, smoke ammunition
has the same minimum and maximum ranges as the unit’s GP
ammunition.
16.7.4.3.1 To fire, the unit must have FIRE or SHORT HALT
orders; announce a target point that is within the unit’s line-ofsight, field-of-fire and range; and does not contain any friendly
units.
16.7.4.3.2 Place a SMOKE ON Marker at the target point. The
size of the smoke is actually equivalent to the mortar SHEAF
Pattern.
16.7.4.3.3 Direct fire smoke is always treated as an “Open”
SHEAF when determining AP or GP Modifiers.

16.8 GP Fire Example
It is best to have the Game Cards and vehicle and leg unit
Data Cards handy to follow along with the example.
16.8.1 The Situation
A Soviet SU-76M M43 (Data Card S-27) [Regulars Unit
Grade] located Clear terrain and a German Rifle Squad (Data
Card G-85) [Veteran Unit Grade] located in Scrub terrain are
engaging one another at an unblocked range of 4”. Both units are
at the same height.
Both units have FIRE orders. The German player is the first
player.
16.8.2 Ability to Fire – First Player
The Rifle Squad resolves its fire first. There is no blocking
terrain. The SU-76M M43 is within spotting range as the actual
range of 4” is less than 60” which is the maximum spotting range
for an “Other” attempting to spot a vehicle unit in “None” type
Cover.
16.8.3 Determining a Hit – First Player
At a range of 4”, for the GP ammo type, the GP Factor is “9;”
the GP Range Factor is “S.” The SU-76M M43’s GP Defense is
“2P.”
The GP Fire Modifiers are now checked for any effect. The
Net Modifier is “-10” as a result of the following modifier:
• Target “P-Type” Vehicle – “-10”
With a GP Range Factor of “S,” the Veteran Unit Grade
modifier is “-” or “0.”
The “9” GP Factor column on the GP Combat Table is crossreferenced with the GP Defense of “2.” The two numbers found
are “23” for the “N-Effect” and “56” for the “S‑Effect.”
The German player rolls an “81,” so the net roll is “71” (“81”“10”). Since “71” is greater than “56” the combat is an Effective
result. The Rifle Squad is marked with a SPOT (MOVE) Marker

(remember that Small Arms fire receives a SPOT (MOVE)
Marker (see 16.7.4.2.1).
16.8.4 Damage – First Player
Since the GP Range Factor is “S,” and the SU-76M M43 is a
“P-Type” vehicle, the actual result is Suppression. The SU-76M
M43 is marked with a SUPPRESSED ON Marker.
16.8.5 Ability to Fire – Second Player
Now the SU-76M M43 resolves its fire. It must apply the
just incurred “Suppressed” modifier of “-20.”
There is no blocking terrain. The Rifle Squad is within
spotting range as the actual range of “4” is equal to “4” which
is the maximum spotting range for a vehicle attempting to spot a
“S-Small” type target in “Light” type Cover.
16.8.6 Determining a Hit – Second Player
At a range of “4”, for the “GP ammo type, the GP Factor is
“5.” The Rifle Squad’s GP Defense is “4S” (Light Cover).
The GP Fire Modifiers are now checked for any effect. The
Net Modifier is “-20” as a result of the following modifier:
• Shooter Suppressed – “-20”
With a GP Range Factor of “P,” the Regulars Unit Grade
modifier is “-” or “0.”
The “5” GP Factor column on the GP Combat Table is crossreferenced with the GP Defense of “4.” The two numbers found
are “48” for the “N-Effect” and “77” for the “S‑Effect.”
The Soviet player rolls a “64,” so the net roll is “44” (“64”“20”). Since “44” is less than “48” the combat is a No Effect result.
The SU-76M M43 is marked with a SPOT (FIRE) Marker.
16.8.7 Damage – Second Player
The SU-76M M43’s GP Fire caused no appreciable damage
to the Rifle Squad.

16.9 Close Assault Combat
Close Assaults are a form of GP Fire that simulates the
effects of leg units attacking vehicles at extremely close range.
This is the most effective means of attacking vehicles with leg
units.
Close Assaults are different from normal GP Fire in that they
are resolved during the Hand-to-Hand/Close Assault Step of the
Movement Phase rather than the Combat Phase.
16.9.1 Ability to Close Assault
16.9.1.1 Only unsuppressed, unbroken or non-hesitating Squads
and ½ Squads may initiate Close Assault combats – Sections may
not Close Assault. If a unit is Suppressed before it can initiate
the Close Assault, it may not then initiate the attack. To Close
Assault, dismounted units must have a MOVE order.
16.9.1.2 Normally, only dismounted units may Close Assault,
however, a special form of it enables Squads and ½ Squads to
dismount into a Close Assault.
16.9.1.3 Close Assaults is the only method by which Engineer
units may attack terrain features.
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16.9.1.4 Only vehicle units (and terrain units by engineer units)
are attacked by Close Assault. The attacking units must be within
1” of the single defending vehicle unit to initiate the attack.
However, the attacking unit may expend up ½ of its movement
to reach the 1” range – this is referred to as an Advancing attack.
The target unit must be spotted before the unit starts to move.
16.9.1.5 Each Squad or ½ Squad may only attack a single vehicle
unit. If more that one unit is attacking the same target vehicle
unit, they resolve their attacks separately.
16.9.1.6 All Close Assaults must be announced before the first
combat is resolved. If a common target unit is eliminated before
all of the attacks are resolved, the remaining units may then move
normally, but they may not attack another unit.
16.9.1.7 Vehicle units may not be attacked if they are located at
two or more height above or below the attacking unit.
16.9.1.8 Although Close Assaulting units are technically firing,
they are marked with SPOT (MOVE) Markers.
16.9.1.9 While Close Assaults take place during the Movement
Phase, they do not trigger Overwatch Fire unless the attacking
unit is executing an Advancing attack. In this case, the Overwatch
Fire is resolved before the Close Assault.
16.9.1.10 Passenger Squads and ½ Squads may dismount and
then immediately Close Assault any vehicle unit within 1” of its
dismount position. This is called a Dismount Attack.
16.9.1.11 This special form of Close Assault actually takes place
during the Movement Step of the Movement Phase along with
normal movement.
16.9.1.12 The movement of the transporting vehicle unit may
trigger Overwatch Fire, but once the Squad or ½ Squad dismounts,
Overwatch Fire may not be taken.
16.9.2 Close Assault Combat Resolution
Close Assault combat is resolved similarly to GP Fire, but
utilizes its own unique set of modifiers.
During this Step, the First Player resolves all Close Assaults
followed by the Second Player.
16.9.2.1 The GP Factor of the attacking unit at a range of 1” plus
the GP Factor of any attached anti-tank rocket launchers (subject
to ammo limits) at a range of 1” are added together.
If the total GP Factor is greater than “15,” use the “15”
column.
16.9.2.2 Reference the GP Combat Results Table on Game Card
“B.” Cross-reference the attacking unit’s total GP Factor with the
target vehicle unit’s GP Defense Factor. The dice are rolled and
modified by any and all applicable Close Assault Modifiers.

16.9.3 Close Assault Combat Modifiers
The Close Assault Modifiers are used instead of the GP Fire
Modifiers. All Close Assault modifiers are cumulative.
Note that the terrain occupied by either side has no impact
on Close Assault Combat.
16.9.3.1 Advance, Uphill or Dismount Attack
If the attacking unit expended movement to reach the 1”
range, this is considered an Advancing attack – the modifier is
“-10.”
If the attacking unit is engaging a vehicle unit “1” level above
its position, this is considered an Uphill attack – the modifier is
“-10.”
If the attacking unit dismounted into the attack – the modifier
is “-10.”
16.9.3.2 Moving Vehicle
If the target vehicle is moving – the modifier is “-10.”
If the target unit’s order is not yet visible, the controlling
player must reveal its order to receive the modifier (turn the order
face down again to show it is not yet executed).
Note that in this case, the controlling player is not required
to reveal these orders. If player chooses not to reveal the order,
the modifier is “0.”
16.9.3.3 Vehicle with “C” Modifier
If the target vehicle has the “C” Close Assault indicator on
its Data Card – the modifier is “+20.”
Reference the Vehicle Key Card for the location of the Close
Assault Modifier. This modifier represents those vehicles with
very limited or no self-defense weapons – typically MMGs in
closed mounts.
16.9.3.4 “P-Type” Vehicle
If the target vehicle is a “P-Type” – the modifier is “+20.”
16.9.3.5 “S-Type” Vehicle
If the target vehicle is a “S-Type” – the modifier is “+30.”
16.9.3.6 Attacker has Flamethrower
If the attacking unit has an attached flamethrower –the
modifier is “+20.”
16.9.3.7 Attacker Unit Grade
The modifiers for Close Assault are found in the Unit Grade
Modifiers Table on Game Card “A” in the “H‑H CA” column.
This modifier only applies to the unit making the Close Assault,
and is based on that unit’s Unit Grade. The grade of the target
unit does not have an impact nor does the Formation or Force
Grade of the attacking unit.
For example, if the Unit Grade of the attacking unit is
Regulars, the Close Assault Unit Grade Modifier is “‑10.”
16.9.4 Close Assault Combat Results
Close Assault Combat Results differ from normal GP Fire
Results in that there is only one consideration: The “Rule of 5s
and 10s”
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16.9.4.1 Suppressed Result
The target vehicle unit is Suppressed. Place a SUPPRESSED
ON marker next to the unit. Suppressed units are limited in both
combat and non-combat areas (see 12.4).
16.9.4.2 Effective Result
With Close Assault Combats, Effective results yield a
Damaged, Track, Knock Out or Brew Up regardless of the target
vehicle unit’s Target Type.
16.9.4.2.1 If final modified dice roll ended in a “5,” the target
vehicle unit is Damaged. Place a “DMGD” marker next to the
unit. Damaged units are limited in both combat and non-combat
areas (see 8.4.7.4).
16.9.4.2.2 If final modified dice roll is a “10s,” the target vehicle
unit received a Track Hit. Place a TK marker next to the vehicle
unit. Tracked units are limited in movement (see 8.4.5.2).
16.9.4.2.3 If final modified dice roll did not end in a “5” or is
not a “10,” the vehicle unit is eliminated and is Knocked Out or
Brewed Up.
If the attack included a flamethrower, the vehicle unit is
automatically brewed up. Otherwise, the shooter rolls a single
die, if the result is equal to or less than ½ (round down) of the
firing unit’s GP Factor (excluding any anti-tank rocket launchers),
the vehicle unit is Brewed Up (see 8.4.7.6), otherwise the vehicle
unit is Knocked out (see 8.4.7.5).
Any passenger units must attempt to bail out (see 16.1.6).
Whenever a vehicle unit suffers a brew up result, all
friendly units within 2” of the vehicle unit are also immediately
suppressed. This includes transport units and their passengers.
Opposition units are unaffected.
16.9.5 Close Assault Combat Example
It is best to have the Game Cards and vehicle and leg unit
Data Cards handy to follow along with the example.
16.9.5.1 The Situation
A Soviet SMG Squad (Data Card S-57) [Regulars Unit
Grade] located in Woods type terrain is attacking a German StuG
III/G (Data Card G-29) located in Scrub type terrain at a range of
1”. Both units are at the same height.
Both units have MOVE orders. The German player is the
first player.
16.9.5.2 Ability to Fire – Second Player
Even though the Soviet player is the second player, Close
Assault Combat is resolved in the Close Assault/Hand-to-Hand
Combat Step of the Movement Phase, which precedes the
Movement Step.
Since the German unit is at a range of 1”, Overwatch fire is
not triggered.
16.9.5.3 Determining a Hit – Second Player
At a range of 1”, for the GP ammo type, the GP Factor is
“12;” the GP Range Factor is “P.” The StuG III/G’s GP Defense
is “3A.”

The Close Assault Modifiers are now checked for any effect.
The Net Modifier is “0” as a result of the following modifiers:
• Moving Vehicle – “-10”
• Vehicle with “C” Modifier – “+20”
• Regulars Unit Grade – “-10”
The “12” GP Factor column on the GP Combat Table is
cross-referenced with the GP Defense of “3.” The two numbers
found are “15” for the “N-Effect” and “51” for the “S‑Effect.”
The Soviet player rolls an “55,” so the net roll is “55”. Since
“55” is greater than “51” the combat is an Effective result. The
SMG Squad is marked with a SPOT (MOVE) Marker.
16.9.5.4 Damage – Second Player
With an Effective Result and the final modified dice roll
ending in a “5,” the target vehicle unit is Damaged. Place a
“DMGD” marker next to the StuG III/G.

16.10 Hand-to-Hand Combat
Hand-to-Hand Combats are special attacks that simulate the
effects of leg units attacking other leg or towed units at extremely
close range with individual soldiers from both sides typically
coming to personal blows.
No more than two friendly units may attack a single opposing
unit. There just is not enough space to squeeze any more bodies
than that into one single combat. Any more than that will need to
wait till the next turn to wade in.
It is a fight ‘til the bitter end that uses a dice roll comparison
between the two sides. This is the only case in Panzer where the
defending side rolls off during combat.
Hand-to-Hand Combats are resolved during the Hand-toHand/Close Assault Step of the Movement Phase.
16.10.1 Ability to Hand-to-Hand
Only dismounted unsuppressed, unbroken or non-hesitating
Squads and ½ Squads may initiate Hand-to-Hand combat –
Sections may not initiate Hand-to-Hand Combat. If a unit is
Suppressed before it can initiate the combat, it may not then
initiate the attack. For Hand-to-Hand combat, attacking units
must have a MOVE order.
Only dismounted leg and towed units may be attacked by
Hand-to-Hand combat. Both of the attacking units, if more than
one, must be within 1” of a single defending unit to initiate
the attack. However, the attacking unit(s) may expend up ½ of
its movement to reach the 1” range – this is referred to as an
Advancing attack. The target unit must be spotted before the unit
starts to move.
Unlike Close Assaults, if two units are attacking, they
combine their attack into a single combat.
All Hand-to-Hand combats must be announced before the
first combat is resolved.
Units may not be attacked if they are located at two or more
heights above or below the attacking unit(s).
Although Hand-to-Hand combat units are technically firing,
they are marked with SPOT (MOVE) Markers.
While Hand-to-Hand combats take place during the
Movement Phase, they do not trigger Overwatch Fire unless an
attacking unit(s) is executing an Advancing attack. In this case,
the Overwatch Fire is resolved before the Hand-to-Hand combat.
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Normally, only dismounted units engage in Hand-to-Hand
combat, however, a special form of it enables Squads and ½
Squads to dismount into a Hand-to-Hand combat. Passenger
Squads and ½ Squads may dismount and then immediately
engage in Hand-to-Hand combat against any leg or towed unit
within 1” of its dismount position. This is called a Dismount
Attack.
This special form of Hand-to-Hand combat actually takes
place during the Moment Step of the Movement Phase along
with normal movement.
The movement of the transporting vehicle unit may trigger
Overwatch Fire, but once the Squad or ½ Squad dismounts,
Overwatch Fire may not be taken.
16.10.2 Hand-to-Hand Combat Resolution
Hand-to-Hand combat is resolved through a dice roll
comparison – high side wins; roll again for ties.
During this Step, the First Player resolves all Hand-to-Hand
combats followed by the Second Player.
The attacking player announces all units participating in
the Hand-to-Hand combat. If two Squads and/or ½ Squads are
attacking, the attacking player must designate one of the two
units as the primary attacking unit.
16.10.3 Hand-to-Hand Combat Modifiers
The Hand-to-Hand Modifiers are used instead of the GP Fire
Modifiers. Each side accumulates their own applicable modifiers.
All Hand-to-Hand modifiers are cumulative.
Note that the terrain occupied by either side has no impact
on Hand-to-Hand Combat.
.
16.10.3.1 Squad
If the primary attacking unit and/or the defending unit is a
squad-size unit – the modifier is “0.”
16.10.3.2 ½ Squad
If the primary attacking unit and/or the defending unit is a ½
squad-size unit – the modifier is “-25.”
16.10.3.3 Towed Unit
If the defending unit is a towed unit – the modifier is “‑40.”
16.10.3.4 Section Unit
If the defending unit is a section-sized unit – the modifier is
“‑50.”
16.10.3.5 Defender Suppressed
If the defending unit is suppressed – the modifier is “‑20.”
16.10.3.6 Advance, Uphill or Dismount Attack
If either of the attacking units expended movement to
reach the 1” range, this is considered an Advancing attack – the
modifier is “-10.”
If either of the attacking units is engaging a target unit “1”
level above its position, this is considered an Uphill attack – the
modifier is “-10.”
If the attacking units dismounted into the attack – the

modifier is “-10.”
16.10.3.7 Additional Attacker
If the second attacking unit is a ½ Squad sized unit – the
modifier is “+10.”
If the second attacking unit is a Squad sized unit – the
modifier is “+20.”
16.10.3.8 Has Flamethrower
If either of the attacking units or the defending unit has a
flamethrower attached – the modifier is “+20.”
16.10.3.9 Defender Hesitating
If the defending unit is hesitating – the modifier is “‑10.”
16.10.3.10 Defender Broken
If the defending unit is broken – the modifier is “‑20.”
16.10.3.11 Unit Grade
The Unit Grade modifiers for Hand-to-Hand Combat are
found in the Unit Grade Modifiers Table on Game Card “A” in
the “H‑H CA” column. This modifier applies to only the primary
attacking unit and the defending unit, and is based on the units’
Unit Grade. If there is a second attacking unit, its Unit Grade is
not applicable.
For example, if the Unit Grade of the defending unit is
Veteran, the Hand-to-Hand Unit Grade Modifier is “+10.”
16.10.4 Hand-to-Hand Combat Results
Hand-to-Hand Combat requires that both sides roll the
dice comparing the net results with the higher side winning the
engagement (re-roll all ties).
Hand-to-Hand Combat always results in one side’s
elimination even if it takes multiple roll-offs. Only one side can
be left standing.
16.10.4.1 Attacker Higher Result
If the defending unit is a Squad-sized unit it is reduced to a
½ Squad of the same type (in this case, it is not suppressed) and
a second roll-off takes place.
The defending side must now recalculate its modifiers based
on a ½ Squad unit.
If the defending unit is anything other than a Full Squadsized unit, it is eliminated and removed from play.
If the defending unit is eliminated, the primary attacking unit
may move into the position previously occupied by the defending
unit or maintain its position.
16.10.4.2 Defender Higher Result
If the primary attacking unit is a Squad-sized unit it is reduced
to a ½ Squad of the same type (in this case, it is not suppressed )
and a second roll-off takes place.
The attacking side must now recalculate its modifiers based
on a ½ Squad unit. If the second attacking unit is a Squad sized
unit, the attacking player may now designate that unit as the
primary unit and recalculate the modifiers.
If the primary attacking unit is ½ Squad-sized unit, it is
eliminated and removed from play. If it was the only attacking
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unit, the defending side wins the engagement and the combat is
complete. If there is second attacking unit, that unit is now the
primary attacking unit. Recalculate its modifiers based on the
new unit.
If the attacking side is eliminated, the defending unit may
not occupy its position; it must maintain its original position.
If the defending unit still has unrevealed orders, e.g., MOVE
Orders, it may still execute those orders during the appropriate
Step or Phase.
16.10.5 Hand-to-Hand Combat Example
It is best to have the Game Cards handy to follow along with
the example.
16.10.5.1 The Situation
A German Rifle Squad and an Infantry ½ Squad [Veteran
Unit Grade for both] are attacking a Soviet SMG Squad [Regulars
Unit Grade]. Both the German and Soviet Squads are at the same
height; the German Infantry ½ Squad is one height lower. All
units are within a range of 1”.
Both German units have MOVE orders; the Soviet unit has
Overwatch orders. The German player is the first player.
16.10.5.2 Ability to Attack – First Player
The German side resolves its attack first. The German player
designates the Rifle Squad as the primary attacking unit. All three
units are within spotting range. Since both German units are at a
range of 1”, Overwatch fire is not triggered.
16.10.5.3 Determining Results
The German player determines that the Net Modifier is
“+10” as a result of the following modifiers:
• Uphill attack – “-10”
• Additional ½ Squad sized attacker – “+10”
• Veteran Unit Grade – “+10”
The Soviet player determines that the Net Modifier is “-10”
as a result of the following modifier:
• Regulars Unit Grade – “-10”
The German player rolls a “23,” so the net roll is “33”
(“23”+“10”). The Soviet player rolls a “65,” so the net roll is
“55” (“65”-“10”).
Since the Soviet player’s “55” is greater than the German
player’s “33,” the German Rifle Squad is reduced to Rifle ½
Squad – the Hand-to-Hand combat continues.
The German player must recalculate the Net Modifier; it is
now “-15” as a result of the following modifiers:
• ½ Squad (the primary attacking unit is now a ½ Squad)
– “-25”
• Uphill attack – “-10”
• One additional attacker – “+10”
• Veteran Unit Grade – “+10”
The German player rolls a “72,” so the net roll is “67” (“82”“15”). The Soviet player rolls a “51,” so the net roll is “41” (“51”“10”).
Since the German player’s “67” is greater than the Soviet
player’s “41,” the Soviet SMG Squad is reduced to SMG ½
Squad – the Hand-to-Hand combat continues.

The Soviet player must recalculate the Net Modifier; it is
now “-35” as a result of the following modifiers:
• ½ Squad (now SMG ½ Squad) – “-25”
• Regulars Unit Grade – “-10”
The German player rolls a “58,” so the net roll is “43” (“58”“15”). The Soviet player rolls a “62,” so the net roll is “27” (“62”“35”).
Since the German player’s “43” is greater than the Soviet
player’s “27,” the Soviet SMG ½ Squad is eliminated – the
German player won the Hand-to-Hand combat.
The German player decides to occupy the Soviet position
with the Rifle ½ Squad – the primary attacking unit
Both the German Rifle ½ Squad and Infantry ½ Squad are
marked with SPOT (MOVE) Markers.

16.11 Overrun Combat
Overrun Combat is a very devastating form of GP Fire that
simulates the effects of vehicle units attacking leg and towed by
literally trying to run them down.
Overrun Combats are different from normal GP Fire in that
they are resolved during the Movement Step of the Movement
Phase rather than the Combat Phase.
16.11.1 Ability to Overrun
Only unbroken or non-hesitating armed vehicle units may
initiate Overrun combat. Suppressed and/or Damaged vehicle
units may initiate Overrun combat, however, they must apply
those GP Fire Modifiers. For Overrun combat, vehicle units must
have a MOVE order.
Only dismounted leg and towed units may be attacked by
Overrun combat; the target unit must have been dismounted at the
start of the turn. This prevents the First Player from overrunning
units dismounted by the Second Player during that portion of the
Movement Phase. The attacking vehicle unit must actually move
through the target unit to initiate the attack. The target unit must
be spotted before the vehicle starts to move.
Each vehicle unit may only attack a single leg or towed unit.
If more that one unit is attacking the same target unit, they resolve
their attacks separately.
All Overrun attacks must be announced before the first
combat is resolved. If a common target unit is eliminated before
all of the attacks are resolved, the remaining units may then move
normally, but they may not attack another unit.
Although Overunning units are technically firing, they are
marked with SPOT (MOVE) Markers.
Since Overrun attacks take place during the Movement
Phase, they may trigger Overwatch Fire. It may be triggered
before the vehicle moves on to the target unit or after it exits, but
not while conducting the attack.
16.11.1.1 The attacking vehicle unit must have sufficient
movement factors available to enter the terrain occupied by the
target unit, conduct the attack and then exit.
The terrain occupied by the target unit must be legal for
vehicle movement, i.e., a vehicle can not overrun a target unit in
Heavy Woods type terrain.
If the vehicle is Suppressed and/or Damaged its available
movement factor is halved for each of those conditions.
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16.11.1.2 If the vehicle unit is attacking a target unit located
inside of a building, it must attempt to enter the building before
initiating the attack.
If the vehicle suffers a TK hit, it must stop outside of the
building before initiating the attack. If it is Damaged, it must then
immediately halve its remaining movement factors and apply
that GP Fire Modifier.
16.11.2 Overrun Combat Resolution
Overrun combat is resolved similarly to GP Fire. During
the Movement Step, the Second Player resolves all Overruns
followed by the First Player.
16.11.2.1 The GP Factor for all of the overrunning vehicle unit’s
weapons (subject to minimum range and ammo limits) at a range
of 1” plus the GP Factor of any passenger Squads, ½ Squads
and Sections at a range of 1” are added together. The GP Factors
of their attached weapons are also added, with the exception of
mortars, HMGs and flamethrowers – they may not take part in
the Overrun Combat.
If the total GP Factor is greater than “15,” use the “15”
column.
16.11.2.2 Reference the GP Combat Results Table on Game Card
“B.” Cross-reference the attacking unit’s total GP Factor with the
target vehicle unit’s GP Defense Factor. The dice are rolled and
modified by any and all applicable GP Fire Modifiers.
Note that the terrain occupied by the target unit does
determine its GP Defense.
16.11.3 Overrun Combat Modifiers
The GP Fire Modifiers are utilized for resolving Overrun
attacks. All modifiers are cumulative.
Note that since an Overrun is not executed with a SHORT
HALT order, that modifier is not applicable.
The Dual Fire Modifier does not apply to Overrun Combat.
16.11.3.1 Shooter Damaged
If the Overrunning unit was damaged during a previous
Turn or in previous Step during the current Turn – the modifier
is “-20.”
16.11.3.2 Shooter Suppressed
If the Overrunning unit was Suppressed (it has a
SUPPRESSED ON or OFF Marker) during a previous Turn or in
a previous Step during the current Turn – the modifier is “-20.”
16.11.3.3 Ammo Limit
If the overrunning unit has Ammo Limits in effect for any of
the weapons or attachments announced in the attack (see 16.1.2)
– the modifier is “-10.”
16.11.3.4 Overrun Attack
Since the vehicle unit is executing an Overrun Attack – the
modifier is “+20.” This is a bonus modifier applied just during
Overrun Attacks.

16.11.3.5 Hasty Entrenchment
If a target leg or towed unit is occupying a Hasty Entrenchment
– the modifier is “-10.”
16.11.3.6 Coax MG
If the attacking vehicle unit is equipped with a Coax MG –
the modifier is “+10.”
For vehicles with multiple weapons, at least one must have a
Coax MG to receive this modifier.
16.11.4 Overrun Combat Results
Overrun Combat Results follows the same procedures for
normal GP Combat.
16.11.4.1 Suppressed Result
The target unit is Suppressed. Place a SUPPRESSED ON
marker next to the unit. Suppressed units are limited in both
combat and non-combat areas (see 12.4).
16.11.4.2 Effective Result
If the target unit is a Full Squad Leg unit, it is reduced to ½
Squad Leg unit of the same type and is also Suppressed. Place
a SUPPRESSED ON marker next to the unit. Suppressed units
are limited in both combat and non-combat areas (see 12.4). Any
attached weapons are unaffected by this reduction.
If the target leg or towed unit is anything other than a Full
Squad Leg unit, it is eliminated and removed from play.
16.11.5 Overrun Combat Example
It is best to have the Game Cards and vehicle and leg unit
Data Cards handy to follow along with the example.
16.11.5.1 The Situation
A Soviet T-34/85 M44 (Data Card S-16) [Veteran Unit
Grade] located in Clear terrain is attacking a spotted German
Rifle ½ Squad (Data Card G-85) located in Scrub terrain at a
range of 5”(it has a SPOT (FIRE) Marker). Both units are at the
same height.
The T-34/85 M44 has MOVE orders. The Rifle ½ Squad has
N/C Orders and is in Full Cover. The German player is the first
player.
16.11.5.2 Ability to Fire – Second Player
In the Movement Step, the second player moves first. The
T-34/85 M44 expends “6” movement factors reaching the Rifle
½ Squad (4” through Clear terrain (4x1) and 1” through Scrub
terrain (1x2). It still has “5” movement factors remaining to exit
the Rifle ½ Squad’s position.
Since the German unit was at a range of 5” from its intended
target, Overwatch fire could be triggered. In this example, no
Overwatch Fire is triggered.
16.11.5.3 Determining a Hit – Second Player
At a range of 1”, for the GP ammo type, the GP Factor is “6;”
the GP Range Factor is “P.” The Rifle ½ Squad’s GP Defense is
“4S.”
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The GP Fire Modifiers are now checked for any effect. The
Net Modifier is “+30” as a result of the following modifier:
• Coax MG – “+10”
• Overrun Combat – “+20”
The “6” GP Factor column on the GP Combat Table is crossreferenced with the GP Defense of “4.” The two numbers found
are “44” for the “N-Effect” and “74” for the “S‑Effect.”
The Soviet player rolls an “67,” so the net roll is “97”
(“67”+”30”). Since “97” is greater than “74” the combat is
an Effective result. The T-34/85 M44 is marked with a SPOT
(MOVE) Marker.
16.11.5.4 Damage – Second Player
With an Effective Result the German Rifle ½ Squad is
eliminated.

16.12 Transported Fire
Squads, ½ Squads and Sections may Direct Fire their GP
weapons while transported. Any of their attached weapons may
also fire, with the exception of mortars, HMGs and flamethrowers
– they may not fire.
Transported Combat is different from vehicle Overrun
Combat (see 16.11).
16.12.1 The passenger unit may fire if their transporting vehicle
unit has any order with the exception of a MOVE order. In this
Direct Fire situation, the passenger unit is not required to have a
separate or unique order.
16.12.2 The passenger unit must make it own spotting attempt,
but must use the Vehicle Row of the Spotting Ranges Table.
16.12.3 The passenger unit may fire at the same target if the
vehicle unit is also firing, or any other spotted target.
16.12.4 Dual Fire modifiers are based on the target selected by
the passenger unit. It is not in effect just if their fire is directed at
a different target from the vehicle unit.
16.12.5 The passenger unit must apply the appropriate
Transported Combat AP (“-3”) or GP (“-10”) modifier.
16.12.6 Since passenger units are not spotted separately from
their transporting vehicle unit, the transporting vehicle unit is
marked with the appropriate SPOT (FIRE) or SPOT (MOVE)
Marker depending on the nature of the Transported Combat.
If the transporting vehicle unit already has a SPOT (FIRE)
Marker, that is retained regardless of what is called for as a result
of the Transport Combat.

17.0 Advanced Game Movement Phase

The Advanced Game adds a new Step, the Close Assault/
Hand-to-Hand Step, and leg and towed unit movement,
transporting, and additional vehicle movement.

17.1 Close Assault/Hand-to-Hand Combat Step

vehicles with Close Assault Combat (see 16.9) or other leg or
towed units with Hand-to-Hand Combat (see 16.10).

17.2 Movement and Overrun Combat Step
In this Step, all units with MOVE or SHORT HALT orders
execute their movement. In addition, vehicle units with MOVE
orders may execute Overrun Combat (see 16.11).
17.2.1 Combat Command Control Limitations
When two or more units are sharing the same MOVE or
SHORT HALT order they must coordinate their movement with
one another.
17.2.1.1 Command Range Limitations
The units must all be within Command Range of one
another at the completion of the move. If the units have different
Movement Allowances, the moving player must adjust the
movement to meet the Command Range requirement.
For example, three units sharing a single MOVE Order
with “Seasoned” Formation Grade move during the Movement
Phase. The three units must all be within 3” of one another at the
completion of their move.
17.2.1.2 Close Assault, Hand-to-Hand & Overrun
When executing movement based combats, if units are
sharing the same MOVE order, they must attack the same target
unit.
It is possible for units to share a MOVE Order that are unable
to execute these combats, e.g., a Squad unit sharing a MOVE
Order with a vehicle unit where the Squad unit is executing a
Close Assault Combat or three Squad units sharing a MOVE
Order where a Hand-to-Hand Combat is to take place – only two
of the Squad units may take part in the combat.
The remaining units must still meet Command Range
requirement at the completion of movement even though they do
not take part in the combat.
17.2.2 Vehicle Movement
Vehicle movement is the same as described in the Basic
Game (see 9.0) with the following additions:
17.2.2.1 Wire
If a tracked vehicle enters Wire type terrain, the Wire is
removed from play. The section of wire removed should be equal
to the width of the vehicle unit.
17.2.2.2 Bogging Down
All vehicle units are subject to bogging down in certain types
of terrain. Reference the “Bog” column in the Terrain Effects
Table on Game Card “A.” Only those terrain types with a listed
numerical range are subject to bogging.
In addition, some vehicle units have a Bog Modifier listed
in their movement row or in their Notes section of their Data
Cards. For example, the German PzKpfw VI/B Tiger II (Data
Card G-22) has a “B: -5” or “-5” Bog Modifier.

In this Step, eligible leg units engage with close combat
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17.2.2.2.1 If any vehicle unit attempts to move (it has MOVE or
SHORT HALT orders) while occupying one of the listed terrain
types, the controlling player must check if it bogs down.
If a vehicle unit attempts to enter one of the terrain types,
it is not required to check for bogging. If however, it enters and
then attempts to exit one of the listed terrain types within the
same move, it must check for bogging just before it exits the
terrain type.
17.2.2.2.2 Before a vehicle unit starts its move if occupying a
terrain type or just before it exits (see 17.2.2.2.1), the controlling
player rolls the dice.
If the net result (modified for any vehicle specific modifiers)
falls within the listed range for the terrain type, the vehicle unit
may not move (or must immediately stop if exiting). It may not
turn or pivot during the Adjustment Phase.
For example, if German PzKpfw VI/B Tiger II (Data Card
G-22) attempts to move while occupying Rough terrain, if the
German player rolls a “01-35” (the Tiger II has a “-5” modifier),
it bogs down and may not move that turn.
17.2.2.2.3 The controlling player may attempt to move the
bogged vehicle normally during the next turn. It must again
check for bogging.
17.2.2.2.4 Passenger units may mount or dismount normally
from a bogged vehicle.
17.2.2.2.5 Even though a bogged vehicle unit may not have
actually moved, it is still marked with a SPOT (MOVE) Marker.
17.2.2.3 Searching for Hull Down
A number of terrain types may contain slight irregularities
that could be used by vehicle units to assume a hull down
position.
Reference the “Hull Dn” column in the Terrain Effects
Table on Game Card “A.” Only those terrain types with a listed
numerical range may be searched for a hull down position.
17.2.2.3.1 Any vehicle unit may attempt to find a hull down
position in those terrain types. It must have MOVE orders and
must expend all of its movement factors in its present position
(it may not actually move to a new location or turn in place)
searching for a hull down position.
The vehicle may search while moving forward or in
reverse.
17.2.2.3.2 The controlling player rolls the dice, if the result
falls within the listed range for the terrain type, the vehicle unit
found a hull down position and is marked with a HD Marker. An
optional rule (OR – see 20.20) expands on this process.
If the position was discovered while moving forward, place
the HD Marker facing towards the front of the vehicle unit; if the
position was discovered while moving in reverse, place the HD
Marker facing towards the rear.
17.2.2.3.3 Unlike other hull down positions, these do not provide
for all round protection.

If the vehicle unit is in a front hull down position, the Rear/
Side and Rear aspects are considered unprotected. If in a rear hull
down position, the Front/Side and Front aspects are considered
unprotected.
17.2.2.3.4 If a hull down vehicle has MOVE or SHORT HALT
orders, it is considered to have exited the hull down position even
if the vehicle unit remains in its position. To reassume the hull
down position, it must search again.
This prevents players from benefiting from both a hull down
position and movement modifiers without actually moving.
17.2.2.3.5 Once a vehicle unit exits a hull down position, no other
vehicle unit may occupy that position without first searching for
it.
17.2.2.3.6 Since vehicle units expend all of their movement
factors while searching, passenger units may not mount or
dismount normally (exception – Emergency Bail Out).
17.2.2.3.7 If the potential for bogging also exists, the player must
first determine if the vehicle unit bogs down. If it bogs down, it
may not search for a hull down position.
17.2.2.3.8 Even though these vehicle units do not actually move,
they are still marked with a SPOT (MOVE) Marker.
17.2.2.4 Track Damage – Command Control
Vehicle units that are sharing MOVE or SHORT HALT
Orders must maintain Command Range upon completion of their
move. However, if one or more of those units receive a “TK” hit
preventing movement, the remaining units may move normally,
leaving the “TK” unit behind, as long as the those remaining
units maintain Command Range upon completion of their move.
17.2.3 Leg Movement
Leg units are Squads, ½ Squads and sections. They all have a
“L” listed on the Movement Row of their Data Cards.
17.2.3.1 Leg Movement Factors
The Leg Movement Factor is composed of three elements or
allowances. The first two are listed in combination and determine
the Cross-Country movement allowance and the Mode of Traction
– “L” equals Leg.
The third element is the Quickmarch movement allowance.
Leg units do not have Path and Road allowances.
Leg units move in a similar manner to that described for
vehicle units in Basic Game – leg units expend a portion of their
movement allowance based on the terrain type.
17.2.3.1.1 They may mark SHORT HALT orders. In that case
they may move ½ of their available movement allowance (round
down).
17.2.3.1.2 Suppressed units may expend up ½ of the available
movement allowance (round down). Suppressed units with
SHORT HALT orders may expend ¼ of the available movement
allowance (½ times ½).
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17.2.3.1.3 Leg units do not have a turn cost – they may move
freely in any direction.
17.2.3.1.4 Leg units may not enter Wire type terrain (unless
transported by a tracked vehicle unit).
17.2.3.1.5 To enter Ditch type terrain, leg units must start
adjacent to the ditch and then expend their entire movement
allowance entering the ditch. The next turn they may exit the
ditch normally.
17.2.3.2 Quickmarch
Unsuppressed, non-broken Squads and ½ Squads have the
ability to move “double-quick” or “Quickmarch.” In a sense,
they are running rather than moving normally. Quickmarch does
have its downside – the unit may be suppressed as a result of the
quickmarch.
Due to their typical equipment load and/or attached weapons,
sections may not quickmarch. Squads and ½ Squads may still
quickmarch even if they have attached weapons.
17.2.3.2.1 The entire move must traverse Clear, Path or Road
type terrain. The unit may not enter or start its move from any
other terrain type. The unit may change elevation.
17.2.3.2.2 A Squad or ½ Squad must have MOVE orders to
quickmarch. It then moves normally, using its quickmarch
movement allowance. At the end of the move it must determine
if it becomes suppressed.
17.2.3.2.3 Quickmarch suppression is based on unit grade.
Reference the “Quickmarch” column in the Unit Grade Modifiers
Table on Game Card “A.”
The controlling player rolls the dice. If the result falls within
the listed range, the unit is suppressed and is marked with a
SUPPRESSED ON Marker.
For example, after a Veteran unit completes its quickmarch,
it has a suppression range of “01-40.”
17.2.3.2.4 Squads and ½ Squads may not quickmarch into Close
Assault or Hand-to-Hand Combats.
17.2.3.3 Motorcycles & Bicycles
Certain Squads and ½ Squads are designated as Motorcycle
or Bicycle units. In those cases, the leg units actually use the
indicated “W-Wheeled” Movement Factors instead of the normal
Leg Movement Factors. They execute movement as if they were
wheeled vehicle units
17.2.3.3.1 These units spot and are spotted as normal Squads
and ½ Squads.
17.2.3.3.2 These units conduct Close Assault and Hand-to-Hand
Combats in the normal manner as described in those sections of
the rules; however, in this case, advancing attacks are ½ of their
motorcycle or bicycle movement allowance.
These units never conduct Overrun Combats.

17.2.3.3.3 In game terms, these units never separate from their
motorcycles or bicycles. Their transport is always kept in close
proximity, but is not represented by a separate unit.
17.2.3.4 Leg Units in Buildings
Leg units may physically occupy buildings or reside in close
proximity external to the building. To signify that a leg unit is
occupying a building, place it next to the building and mark it
with a Location Marker with the “INB” side facing forward.
With the “INB” Marker, leg units are assumed to be on the
ground floor of a building. They may occupy the upper floors
of multi-story buildings by using the “UP” side of the Location
Marker (that also signifies that the leg unit is occupying the
building). Use multiple Location Markers for each story.
A two-story building actually has two heights – the ground
level or “0” height and the second story or “+1” height. It does
not have a “+2” height.
17.2.3.4.1 Motorcycle and bicycle leg units may occupy
buildings just like their cousins on foot. Their transport is kept in
close proximity, but is not represented by a separate unit.
17.2.3.4.2 Leg units move up or down in buildings by expending
“1” of their movement allowance per level. This movement may
be combined with movement external to the building.
17.2.4 Towed Movement - Manhandling
Towed units are anti-tank guns, infantry guns and antiaircraft guns. They all have a “L” listed on the Movement Row of
their Data Cards. While their best method of transport is towing
by an appropriate vehicle or limber, they do posses a limited,
inherent movement capability. Moving a towed unit without the
assistance of transport is referred to as manhandling.
17.2.4.1 Towed Movement Factors
Like leg units, the Towed Movement Factor is composed
of three elements or allowances. The first two are listed in
combination and determine the Cross-Country movement
The third element, which is always “0,” is the Quickmarch
movement allowance. Towed units do not have Path and Road
allowances.
Towed units move in a similar manner to that described for
vehicle units in Basic Game – they expend a portion of their
movement allowance based on the terrain type.
17.2.4.1.1 They may mark SHORT HALT orders. In that case
they may move ½ of their available movement allowance (round
down). Therefore towed units with a Movement Factor of “1L 0”
could not actually move.
17.2.4.1.2 Suppressed units may expend up ½ of the available
movement allowance (round down).
It is not possible for even the quickest Suppressed towed
unit (“2L 0”) to mark SHORT HALT orders since ¼ of “2” is
less than “1.”
17.2.4.1.3 Towed units do not have a turn cost – they may move
freely in any direction.
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17.2.4.1.4 Towed units may not enter Wire type terrain even if
transported by a vehicle unit tracked vehicle unit.

17.2.6.3 Full Cover mortar units may employ indirect fire out to
their maximum range.

17.2.4.1.5 Towed units may not enter Ditch type terrain.

17.2.6.4 Full Cover units defend against Hand-to-Hand Combats
normally; there is no advantage or disadvantage.

17.2.4.1.6 Towed units with a “1L 0” Movement Factor are
unable to change their height without transport.
17.2.4.2 Towed Units in Buildings
Towed units may physically occupy buildings or reside in
close proximity external to the building. To signify that a towed
unit is occupying a building, place it next to the building and mark
it with a Location Marker with the “INB” side facing forward.
They may only occupy the ground floor of a building; they
may not move “up” in a building.
17.2.5 Barrage Movement
Since indirect fire actually takes place throughout a turn, units
that move to a new position that falls within the area described by
an indirect fire SHEAF Pattern are immediately attacked by those
indirect fire units represented by the SHEAF Pattern.
The moving unit is attacked just once for any movement
within a SHEAF Pattern by each indirect fire unit. If SHEAF
Patterns overlap, that could result in multiple attacks.
Note that since units with MOVE or SHORT HALT are not
required to move to a new position, units that start the Movement
Phase under a Barrage are not required to actually move to a new
position, thereby avoiding additional attacks.
17.2.5.1 Vehicle units that move within a Barrage do not apply
the “-20” Indirect Fire Target Vehicle Moving Modifier.
17.2.5.2 Units may pivot or adjust turrets within a Barrage
without incurring additional attacks.
17.2.6 Full Cover Status
Dismounted leg units (including motorcycle and bicycle
units) and dismounted towed units can utilize “Full Cover” to
make maximum use of the natural cover offered by the terrain
type they currently occupy.
Leg and towed units may freely move into or out of Full
Cover, regardless of their orders, during the Adjust Full Cover
Step of the Adjustment Phase. This does not require any portion
of a unit’s movement allowance. It is not considered movement
for spotting purposes.
The Full Cover status selected during the Adjust Full Cover
Step determines a unit’s status for the next turn.
To signify that a leg unit is in Full Cover mark it with a
Location Marker with the “FC” side facing forward.
17.2.6.1 Full Cover impacts both spotting the Full Cover unit
and its ability to spot other units, combat and the unit’s GP
Defense Factor. These limitations are addressed in each of those
respective sections of the rules.
17.2.6.2 Full Cover units may not mark MOVE or SHORT
HALT Orders.

17.2.7 Hasty Entrenchments
Unsuppressed, dismounted leg units (including motorcycle
and bicycle units) and unsuppressed, dismounted towed units are
able to “dig in” to construct shallow cover.
17.2.7.1 To construct a Hasty Entrenchment, a unit must be in
Full Cover and mark N/C Orders. It takes “4” Turns to construct
a Hasty Entrenchment; the turns need not be consecutive.
The Hasty Entrenchment Marker has four sides, three
numbered “1” through “3” and one labeled “Hasty.” After the
first turn of construction place the Marker with the “1” side
facing forward. As each turn of construction is completed rotate
the marker to the next side.
The required number of turns is the same regardless of the
type or size of unit constructing the Hasty Entrenchment (except
engineer units, see below).
The construction status is updated during the Adjust Full
Cover Step.
Due to their construction training and on-hand equipment,
Engineer units only require “2” Turns to construct a Hasty
Entrenchment. After the first turn of construction place the Marker
with the “2” side facing forward. The second turn completes the
construction.
17.2.7.2 A Hasty Entrenchment may be used by any single
dismounted leg or towed unit, including those under construction.
One unit may start construction, only to have it completed by
another unit.
Once placed, they remain in play for the remainder of the
scenario.
17.2.7.3 A GP Modifier of “-10” applies for Direct and Indirect
Fire and Overrun Combat against units in Hasty Entrenchments.
17.2.8 Transporting
Leg and towed units can be “transported” (carried or towed)
by certain vehicle units. Units being transported are classified
as “mounted” or passenger units while non-transported units are
classified as “dismounted.”
17.2.8.1 Transport & Passenger Capacity
All vehicle units have a Transport Capacity Factor on the
Movement Row of their Data Cards; it is expressed as “TR: #-#.”
The first value is the vehicle unit’s Towed Capacity, the second
value is the Leg Capacity.
Vehicle units that have a Leg Capacity, but “0” for their
Towed Capacity may only transport leg units. Vehicle units that
have “0” for both may not transport either type. Vehicle units that
have both a Towed and Leg Capacity may transport either type.
For example, reference the Vehicle Data Card Key. The SU85 M43 Transport Capacity is “0-2” meaning its Towed Capacity
is “0” while its Leg Capacity is “2.”
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Leg and towed units have a Passenger Capacity. The data is
presented as a reverse image indicating that they are passenger
units. Their capacity indicates how much “space” they occupy
when being transported.
For example, reference the Leg Data Card Key. A German
Section has a Passenger Capacity of “0-1” (reverse indicates
that it is a passenger unit) meaning its Towed Capacity is “0”
while its Leg Capacity is “1.”
The Passenger Capacity for Towed units has both a leg and
towed value. This represents not only the capacity required for
weapon itself but also the capacity required for its crew and
ammunition.
For example, reference the Towed Data Card Key. The
8.8cm FlaK 36 has a Passenger Capacity of “3-3” (reverse
indicates that it is a passenger unit) meaning both its Towed and
Leg Capacities are “3” each.
17.2.8.1.1 To transport a leg or towed unit, the vehicle unit’s
Transport Capacity must be equal to or greater than the passenger
unit’s Passenger Capacity. A vehicle unit may transport as many
units as its Transport Capacity may accommodate.
When transporting a towed unit, the transporting vehicle
unit’s movement allowance is reduced by an amount equal to the
towed unit’s Towed Passenger Capacity.
17.2.8.1.2 If the vehicle unit’s Leg Transport Capacity is “boxed,”
that indicates that it provides “Under Cover” protection for any
passenger leg or towed units.
17.2.8.2 Mounting & Dismounting
For leg and towed (passenger) units, mounting and
dismounting are considered to be a form of movement – they must
have MOVE Orders. On the other hand, vehicle units may mount
or dismount passenger units while moving or not moving.
To mount, a leg or towed unit must have MOVE Orders and
be within 1” of the vehicle unit.
When dismounting, they are placed within 1” of the
transporting vehicle unit. They may be faced in any direction.
To mount or dismount passenger units, the transporting
vehicle unit must have MOVE or N/C Orders.
17.2.8.2.1 Both unsuppressed or suppressed leg or towed units
expend their entire Movement Allowance mounting. Therefore,
they must be within 1” prior to mounting.
17.2.8.2.2 Passenger leg or towed units that dismount from their
transporting vehicle unit are considered to be moving and are
therefore marked with a SPOT (MOVE) Marker.
17.2.8.2.3 Both unsuppressed or Suppressed vehicle units must
expend ½ of their available Movement Allowance (round down)
mounting or dismounting one or more Unsuppressed passenger
units. They may mount or dismount any number of passenger
units at a single point or perform both actions at the same time at
a single point.
The process of mounting or dismounting passenger units
may take place anytime during a vehicle unit’s move as long as it
has the requisite Movement Allowance.

A vehicle unit may mount/dismount units and then move;
it may move and then mount/dismount units; or it may move,
mount/dismount units and then continue moving as long as it has
requisite Movement Allowance.
17.2.8.2.4 Both unsuppressed or Suppressed vehicle units must
expend their entire available Movement Allowance mounting or
dismounting one or more Suppressed passenger units.
17.2.8.2.5 Both unsuppressed or Suppressed vehicle units with
N/C Orders may mount or dismount any number of Unsuppressed
or Suppressed passenger units.
17.2.8.2.6 Hesitating (OR – see 20.1) or Broken (OR – see 20.1)
units do not impact the transport process.
17.2.8.3 Emergency Bailout
A passenger unit may bail out during a Player’s portion of
the Movement Phase (First or Second Player) at no cost to a
transporting unit with MOVE or SHORT HALT Orders.
They may also Bail Out anytime during the Adjustment
Phase, regardless of the vehicle unit’s orders or if the transporting
or passenger units are Suppressed, Hesitating (OR – see 20.1) or
Broken (OR – see 20.1).
However, passenger units may never use an emergency
bailout to avoid announced Overwatch Fire. They may use an
emergency bailout after resolving the Overwatch Fire.
All passenger units that utilize an emergency bailout are
marked with a SUPPRESSED ON marker. They may be faced
in any direction.

18.0 Advanced Game Secondary Air Phase

Any available aircraft unit that did not “fly” during the Initial
Air Phase may now be placed on the map board (see 15.0). Any
ground unit with an unrevealed OW Order may employ “AA”
Fire.

19.0 Advanced Adjustment Phase

During this Phase, the Players adjust units, turrets and
markers, clear off excess markers, and record the end of a Turn.

19.1 Pivot Step
Regardless of their orders, all unsuppressed, dismounted leg
or towed units may now, if desired, change their facing to any
direction (pivot in place). This pivot move expends no movement
costs, but the unit may not move any amount from its current
position.
In this case, the pivot is not considered movement, so a
SPOT (MOVE) is not placed.

19.2 Remove Suppressions Step
Players attempt to remove any SUPPRESSED OFF Markers
from their units. The ability to recover from a Suppression is
based on a unit’s Unit Grade, whether it was attacked and its
Orders during the current turn.
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19.2.1 Remove Suppressions Procedure
Reference the Suppression Recover Table and the Unit Grade
Modifiers Table; both found on Game Card “A.”
The base recovery range is found in the “Sup’d Recvy”
column of the Unit Grade Modifiers Table. The dice are rolled
and modified by any and all applicable Suppression Modifiers.
The terrain type occupied by unit has no impact on its recovery.
If the net result falls within the listed range, the
SUPPRESSION OFF Marker is removed.
19.2.1.1 Orders other than “N/C”
If the Suppressed Unit had any order other than “N/C”
marked for the current turn – the modifier is “+20.”
Units have a greater chance of recovering from a suppression
is they attempt no actions during the turn.
This modifier does not apply to aircraft units; they always
use the listed base recovery range.
19.2.1.2 Attacked by H-H, CA or Overrun
If the Suppressed Unit was attacked by either Hand-to-Hand,
Close Assault or Overrun Combat during the current turn – the
modifier is “+20.”
The effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the combat is off no
consequence, just that it took place. This modifier applies if any
one of these combats occurred. It is not cumulative.
19.2.1.3 Under Direct or Indirect Fire
If the Suppressed Unit was attacked by either direct or
indirect fire during the current turn – the modifier is “+10.”
The effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the fire is off no
consequence, just that it took place. This modifier applies if
either one of these fires occurred. It is not cumulative.
If the unit was also attacked by either Hand-to-Hand, Close
Assault or Overrun Combat during the current turn, that modifier
takes precedence.
“+20” is the most that can applied due to combat or fire.
19.2.2 Remove Suppression Example
A Soviet Rifle Squad [Regulars Unit Grade] marked with a
SUPPRESSED OFF Maker is attempting to recover. It had FIRE
Orders for the current turn and was subject to Direct GP Fire.
The “Sup’d Recry” range for Regulars Unit Grade is “0150.” The applicable modifier is “+30” – “+20” for Orders other
than “N/C” and “+10” for attacked by Direct Fire.
The Soviet player rolls a “29.” Since “59” (“29” + “30”)
does not fall within the indicated range, the Rifle Squad retains
the SUPPRESSED OFF Marker.

19.3 Adjust/Remove Markers Step
Remove all Smoke marked with SMOKE OFF Markers.
Adjust the status of SMOKE ON, SUPPRESSION ON,
BREAK ON (OR – see 20.1) and HESITATION ON (OR – see
20.1) Markers to their OFF status.

20.0 Optional Rules

Optional Rules should be thought of as nothing more than
that – optional. While typically adding more depth or realism

to certain aspects of Panzer, many of them come with a cost –
greater complexity or record keeping – and therefore increase
play time.
There is no requirement to employ any or all of the Optional
Rules. They each stand on their own merits and are not necessarily
interdependent.

20.1 Morale
“The worst cowards, banded together, have their
power.” – Homer, The Iliad
Morale is a descriptive term used to convey to the players the
overall status of a formation’s ability to stand in a fight. Keep in
mind that a formation’s morale is totally different from its Grade.
Grade, at the Force, Formation or Unit level, is a measure of skill
and training, while Morale is a measure of relative stability in the
face of the enemy.
Two key elements make up the Morale System in Panzer –
the Numeric Cohesion Point and the Break Point. The Numeric
Cohesion Point should be though of as a trigger point. Until it is
reached, the formation functions normally in all respects, although
certain special events may cause a unit to make a Morale Check.
After the Numeric Cohesion Point is reached, the units within
that formation become more likely to break with each passing
turn.
The Break Point is a representation of probability of a unit’s
breaking. Breaking is not automatic. Some units will have a
greater chance of breaking than others do. Once a unit breaks,
it is severely limited in its ability to function and must recover
before it can function normally.
A third element also comes into play – Hesitation. A unit may
not break, but it is not quite certain of its situation; it is hesitating.
The addition of this element or status removes breaking from
an all or nothing situation. The impact of Hesitation is not as
severe as breaking. In addition, units automatically recover from
Hesitation.
While a formation’s units are more effective when
operating within command range, this can have just the opposite
effect once morale starts to break down. Fear, the inability to
function effectively, or whatever “breaking” actually represents,
unfortunately breeds more of the same. Breaking has a tendency
to cascade through a formation once it starts – units see other
broken units and more often than not decide to join the fray.
When employing the Morale Option, the players must record
each formation’s morale information on a copy of the Formation
Card. List the formation’s name and circle its Numeric Cohesion
Point in the Cohesion Point Box for that formation.
20.1.1 Cohesion Point
The Cohesion Point is an expression of a formation’s initial
unit composition. It is presented as a descriptive term as one of
nine possible levels from Superb (the best) to Poor (the worst).
That information is then translated into the formation’s Numeric
Cohesion Point listed as “CP-#.”
Only Combat Units are counted when determining a
formation’s Numeric Cohesion Point. The loss of non-combat
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units does not count toward a formation’s Cohesion Point.
However, all units in a formation, whether combat or noncombat, are subject to morale checks.
Scenarios typically indicate each formation’s Cohesion Point
and Numeric Cohesion Point. For example, reference Panzer
Scenario 4 – Battle of Ponyri – Kursk 9 July 1943. The German
Panzergrenadier Company (gepanzert) (-) has a Cohesion Point
of “Outstanding” and a Numeric Cohesion Point of “CP‑17.”
Players may use the Cohesion Point calculation process to
vary the listed Cohesion Point in a scenario or when creating
their own scenarios.
20.1.1.1 Determining the Cohesion Point
20.1.1.1.1 Reference the Cohesion Point, Cohesion Modifiers
and Numeric Cohesion Point Tables found on Game Card
“C.” The Cohesion Point is calculated by rolling the dice and
by combining the modifier listed in the Cohesion Point Table
for the correct nationality and then adding any adjustments
for Formation Grade from the Cohesion Modifiers Table. The
result is then checked in the Numeric Cohesion Point Table to
determine the actual Numeric Cohesion Point.
For example, the period is early-42 for a Soviet Veteran
formation initially composed of 18 combat units. The Soviet
Player rolls the dice; the result is a “63.” The Soviet base modifier
of “-20” is added to the Veteran modifier of “+10” resulting in a
total modifier of “-10.” The net result is “53” (“63” + “-10”).
In the Numeric Cohesion Point Table, the “53” is found in
the “46-55”row; the Soviet Veteran formation is considered to
have “Good” Morale. Since the force has 18 combat units, add
the values found under the “10” and “8” columns. The final
result is “9.5”. Rounded down to “9” – the Numeric Cohesion
Point.
Any unit of the example Soviet Veteran formation may
break when the formation accumulates “9” or more combat unit
casualties.
20.1.1.1.2 When varying the listed Cohesion Pont in a scenario,
certain limitations apply:
• For German, USA, French (1944-1945) or UK
formations, do not increase or decrease the listed
Cohesion Point by more than two levels. For example,
if the listed Cohesion Point is Excellent, do not increase
it above Outstanding or below Adequate.
• For Soviet, French (1940-1943) or Italian formations,
do not increase the listed Cohesion Point by more than
one level. It may decrease to any level. For example, if
the listed Cohesion Point is Excellent, do not increase
it above Superior, however, it may fall all the way to
Poor.
• As an added twist, wait to roll for the varied Cohesion
Point until a formation suffers it first loss. That way
players are unsure of a formations Cohesion Point until
the battle is engaged – more of a real situation.
20.1.1.2 Tracking the Cohesion Point
As a formation suffers the loss of combat units, check off
one number, starting at “1,” for each of its of combat leg or towed

units eliminated (the reduction of a Squad to a ½ Squad is not
recorded) or each of its combat vehicle units knocked out or
brewed up (“TK” or damaged results are not recorded).
Once a formation’s recorded losses reach its Numeric
Cohesion Point its remaining combat and non-combat units are
subject to Breaking.
20.1.1.2 Morale Check
20.1.1.2.1 Normal Morale Check
Once a formation reaches or exceedes its Cohesion Point,
any combat or non-combat unit from that formation must
immediately make a Morale Check whenever it:
• Moves (actually moves to a new position)
• Is subject to fire in the form of direct, indirect, or air
attack
• Is attacked by Overrun, Close assault, or Hand-to-Hand
combat
• Has a formation vehicle brew-up within a 2” range
• Has a formation command unit eliminated that is
within command range. The command unit must be in
the unit’s chain of command, e.g., if a unit is part of
company “A” it is not affected if the command unit for
company “B” is eliminated; however, it is affected if
its battalion or higher command unit is eliminated. This
requirement also applies to command units if a higher
command unit is eliminated.
• Has a formation leg/towed unit eliminated by overrun
or hand-to-hand combat within a 2” range
All Morale Checks are taken at the completion of a triggering
event, e.g., a move is completed or the hand-to-hand combat has
determined the victor.
20.1.1.2.2 Forced Morale Check
If a unit’s formation has not yet reached its Cohesion Point,
combat and non-combat units are required to immediately make
a Morale Check whenever a unit:
• Receives a flame attack from direct fire or as part of a
close assault or hand-to-hand combat
• Is attacked by Overrun Combat, except if occupying an
Improved Position or Building.
• Has a formation command unit eliminated that is
within command range. The command unit must be in
the unit’s chain of command, e.g., if a unit is part of
company “A” it is not affected if the command unit for
company “B” is eliminated; however, it is affected if
its battalion or higher command unit is eliminated. This
requirement also applies to command units if a higher
command unit is eliminated.
• Is a leg or towed unit and has as any formation leg/
towed unit eliminated by overrun or hand-to-hand
combat within a 2” range
Once a formation reaches its Cohesion Point, all units of that
formation must then follow the Morale Check conditions (see
20.1.1.2).
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20.1.1.3 Morale Check Procedure
The Break Point Table on Game Card “C” is checked when
ever a unit makes a Morale Check. The row in the table that
corresponds to the units nationality is referenced to determine
if the unit Breaks, Hesitates or was unaffected by the Morale
Check.
If a unit Breaks it is marked with a BREAK ON Marker; if
it Hesitates, it is marked with a HESITATION ON Marker. If a
broken unit receives a Hesitation Result from a Morale Check, it
retains its current Break status instead.
The dice are rolled and combined with any applicable
modifiers:
20.1.1.3.1 Elite Unit Grade
If the unit’s Unit Grade is Veteran – the modifier is “+10.”
20.1.1.3.2 Veteran Unit Grade
If the unit’s Unit Grade is Seasoned – the modifier is “+5.”

20.1.1.3.11 Broken unit from Formation in Cmd Rng
If any unit from the same formation marked with a BREAK
ON or BREAK OFF Marker is in Command Range of the unit –
the modifier is “-10.”
20.1.1.3.12 Spotted Unit within 5” Range
If the unit has a spotted opposing unit within 5” or less – the
modifier is “-20.”
Remember that Suppressed units and units in Full Cover are
less able to spot units.
20.1.1.3.13 Spotted Unit within 10” Range
If the unit has a spotted opposing unit within 6” to 10” range
– the modifier is “-10.”
Remember that Suppressed units and units in Full Cover are
less able to spot units.
20.1.1.4 Morale Check Results
If a unit Breaks or is Hesitating, it is subject to the following
limitations until it recovers.

20.1.1.3.3 Regulars Unit Grade
If the unit’s Unit Grade is Regulars – the modifier is “‑10.”
20.1.1.3.4 Poor Unit Grade
If the unit’s Unit Grade is Poor – the modifier is “‑20.”
20.1.1.3.5 Suppressed or Damaged
If the unit is Suppressed or Damaged – the modifier is “‑15”
for each.
20.1.1.3.6 Unbroken Command Unit in Cmd Rng
If an unbroken (it may be Hesitating, Suppressed or Damaged)
command unit (it does not have a BREAK ON or BREAK OFF
Marker) from the unit’s formation is within command range – the
modifier is “+20.”
The command unit must be in the unit’s chain of command,
e.g., if a unit is part of company “A” it does not apply the modifier
if the command unit is from company “B;” however, it does
receive the modifier if its battalion or higher command unit is in
range. This also applies to command units if a higher command
unit is within command range.
A unit may only apply “+20” for this modifier no matter how
many command units are within command range.
20.1.1.3.7 In Light Cover
If the unit is occupying terrain classified as Light Cover – the
modifier is “+5.”
20.1.1.3.8 In Medium Cover
If the unit is occupying terrain classified as Medium Cover
– the modifier is “+10.”
20.1.1.3.9 In Heavy Cover
If the unit is occupying terrain classified as Heavy Cover –
the modifier is “+20.”
20.1.1.3.10 Forced Morale Check
If the unit is making a Forced Morale Check – the modifier
is “+20.”

20.1.1.4.1 Break Effects
Any unit marked “BREAK ON” or “BREAK OFF” has the
following limitations:
• If it employs direct or indirect fire it must apply the
following modifiers:
− A “-5” modifier to all AP combat
− A “-20” modifier to all GP combat
• May not initiate overrun, close assault or hand-to-hand
combat
• If attached by Hand-to-Hand combat – the modifier is
“-20”
• Moves at ½ speed, this is cumulative with other
movement modifiers; its status is automatically changed
to BREAK ON if currently BREAK OFF
• If an observer unit for called/continuos fire indirect fire
response – the modifier is “-2”
20.1.1.4.2 Hesitation Effects
Any unit marked “HESITATION ON” or “HESITATION
OFF” has the following limitations:
• If it employs direct or indirect fire it must apply the
following modifiers:
− A “-2” modifier to all AP combat
− A “-10” modifier to all GP combat
• May not initiate overrun, close assault or hand-to-hand
combat
• If attacked by Hand-to-Hand combat – the modifier is
“-10”
• Moves at normal speed; its status is automatically
changed to HESITATION ON if currently HESITATION
OFF
• If an observer unit for called/continuos fire indirect fire
response – the modifier is “-1”
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20.1.1.5 Morale Check Example
It is best to have the Game Cards handy to follow along with
the example.
20.1.1.5.1 The Situation
A German Rifle Squad [Veteran Unit Grade] located in
Scrub terrain was just overrun by a Soviet T-34/76 M43. It was
Suppressed by the Overrun Combat. The T‑34/76 M43 is now
directly behind the German Rifle Squad at a range of 2”. Its
formation is not yet at its Cohesion Point. An unbroken command
unit from its formation is within command range.
Due to the fact the German Rifle Squad was overrun, it
must make an immediate Forced Morale Check even though its
formation is not yet at its Cohesion Point.
20.1.1.5.2 Determining Results
The net modifier is “+30” based on the following modifiers:
• Veteran Unit Grade – the modifier is “+5”
• Suppressed – the modifier is “-20”
• Unbroken command unit within command range – the
modifier is “+20”
• In Light Cover – the modifier is “+5”
• Forced Morale Check – the modifier is “+20”
Note that the “Spotted Unit Within a 5” Range” modifier
is not applied because the German Rifle Squad is suppressed,
and suppressed units may only spot directly to their front – the
T-34/76 M43 is directly behind it.
The German Player rolls a “36,” so the net result is a “66”
(“36” + “30”). Since “66” falls within the Hesitation Range (“5170”) on the German row in the Break Point Table, the German
Rifle Squad is marked with a HESITATION ON Marker.
20.1.2 Recovery
During the Adjustment/Remove Morale Markers Step of the
Adjustment Phase units may attempt to recover.
20.1.2.1 Hesitation Recovery
Any unit marked with a HESITATION OFF Marker
automatically recovers from that status by removing that
marker.
20.1.2.2 Break Recovery
Any unit marked BREAK OFF may attempt to recover from
that status. This is very similar to recovery from suppression,
however in this case, all units have a base recovery range of
“01‑50.”
If the net result falls within “01‑50,” the BREAK OFF
Marker is removed.
The dice are rolled and combined with any applicable
modifiers:
20.1.2.2.1 Elite Unit Grade
If the unit’s Unit Grade is Elite – the modifier is “‑10.”
20.1.2.2.2 Veteran Unit Grade
If the unit’s Unit Grade is Veteran – the modifier is “‑5.”
20.1.2.2.3 Regulars Unit Grade
If the unit’s Unit Grade is Elite – the modifier is “+5.”

20.1.2.2.4 Green Unit Grade
If the unit’s Unit Grade is Green – the modifier is “+10.”
20.1.2.2.5 Unbroken Command Unit in Cmd Rng
If an unbroken (it may be Hesitating, Suppressed or Damaged)
command unit (it does not have a BREAK ON or BREAK OFF
Marker) from the unit’s formation is within command range – the
modifier is “-20.”
The command unit must be in the unit’s chain of command,
e.g., if a unit is part of company “A” it does not apply the
modifier if the command unit is from company “B;” however, it
does receive the modifier if its battalion or higher command unit
is in range.
A unit may only apply “-20” for this modifier no matter how
many command units are within command range.
20.1.2.2.6 Suppressed or Damaged
If the unit is Suppressed or Damaged – the modifier is “+20”
for each.
20.1.2.2.7 Orders other than “N/C”
If the Broken Unit had any order other than “N/C” marked
for the current turn – the modifier is “+20.”
Units have a greater chance of recovering when broken is
they attempt no actions during the turn.

20.2 Type “a” Special Ammo Limits
If it is determined that Ammo Limits are in effect for a unit’s
“a” type “AP” special ammo, the unit may elect to resolve the
fire utilizing the Gunnery Section for its non-special “AP” ammo
type, if it is available. If this alternative is elected, the unit’s rateof-fire is reduced to “N” if not already “N” for this shot and the
“‑3” Ammo Limit AP Hit Modifier is also applied to the shot
resolution.
If the unit’s non-special “AP” ammo type also is subject
to an Ammo Limit, that must be determined before the fire is
resolved. If it is determined that the non-special ammo is also
subject to Ammo Limits, a “-6” Ammo Limit AP Hit Modifier
(“-3” + “-3”) must be applied to the shot resolution.
For example, reference the Vehicle Data Card Key for the
SU-85 M43. The Soviet player decides to fire HVAP with this
vehicle. Before resolving the AP Combat, the Soviet player rolls
a die; the result is a “7.” Since “7” is greater than or equal to its
Ammo Limit of “4”, it may not fire HVAP. The Soviet player elects
to fire “AP” instead. The SU-85 M43’s rate-of-fire is already an
“N”; it must apply the “-3” Ammo Limit modifier to the “AP”
combat resolution.

20.3 Platoon & Section Command Control
Only those combat units and “activated” unarmed units that
are all from the same Platoon, Section or Troop (UK Platoon)
Formation and are within Command Range of one another may
utilize the same unique Command Marker. Units from other
platoons or sections, including non-command HQ units, even
if they are part of the same formation may not share the same
command.
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Command units from the same formation, at any level,
may share commands with subordinate platoon or sections. For
example, regimental Command units may share a command with
platoon or section unit in their regiment.
The command unit must be in the unit’s chain of command,
e.g., if a unit is part of company “A” it may not share with a
command unit is from company “B.”
Utilization of this rule requires the players to document the
Formation organization for each platoon and section. The unit
numbers for each platoon or section should be noted on the
Formation Card.

20.4 Pinning Fire
Ground units employing Direct GP Fire against leg or towed
units may use “Pinning Fire” against their target unit. Pinning
Fire simulates a unit spraying fire in the proximity on a target
unit to “pin” or keep their heads down as opposed to trying to
eliminate them.
20.4.1 Only units with GP Weapons classified as “Small Arms”
may employ Pinning Fire.
20.4.2 Pinning Fire may be used with FIRE, SHORT HALT or OW
Orders. It must be declared at the point the fire is announced.
20.4.3 The GP Fire is resolved normally, but the “+20” Pinning
Fire Modifier is added to the dice roll results determination.
20.4.4 An Effective Result is treated as a Suppressed result
instead. It is not possible to achieve an Effective Result with
pinning fire.

20.5 Engineer vs. Terrain Combat
Engineer Squads and ½ Squads are the only ground units
that may directly attack certain types of terrain. Any terrain
types possessing a GP Defense Factor may be attacked as if they
normal ground units.
The engineer unit must have MOVE Orders and start their
turn within 1” of the terrain unit to make the attack. These attacks
utilize the normal Close Assault Combat procedures.

20.6 Mines & Minefields
Mines are employed to deny from or channel movement into
an area or in a certain direction. In some respects, they can be as
effective as an offensive weapon than as typically viewed as a
defensive weapon.
There are two types of mines – anti-vehicular (effective
against vehicle units) and anti-personnel (effective against
dismounted leg and towed units). Minefields may contain either
or both types. Mines are not employed individually – they are
laid in minefields. There are two types of minefields – Hasty and
Deliberate.
Anti-vehicular mines have the capability of damaging or
inflicting track hits on vehicle units. Anti-personnel mines can
inflict effective results on leg and towed units.
The scenarios indicated the type and availability of mines.

20.6.1 Minefield Placement
Minefields occupy an area of the map board. The controlling
player plots their location during the setup of a scenario before
any units are placed on the map board. In most cases, the location
of minefields is keep hidden from the opposing side. The scenario
may indicate when a visible minefield is in place.
Use the back of the Formations Card to note their type and
location. Once placed, minefields may not be moved or their type
altered.
Minefields may not be placed in buildings, streams, ditch
or improved positions. The plotted location of a minefield may
overlap these terrain types – the mines will surround but not
occupy the terrain. Two or more minefields may not overlap their
locations.
Minefield plots must include the location of the minefield,
the type of minefield (Hasty or Deliberate) and the type of mine
(anti-vehicular, antipersonnel or both).
Plotting a minefield uses the “over” and “up” plotting system.
For a circular minefield, a single point is plotted along with its
radius in inches, e.g., 23-56, 10”, hasty, AV (anti-vehicular).
For a square or rectangular minefield, two points are plotted
that define opposite corners of the minefield, e.g., 23-56, 45-65,
deliberate, AP (anti-personnel).
Use three or five points to define irregular shaped minefields
such as triangular or pentagonal shapes.
20.6.2 Minefield Combat
Friendly units are assumed to know the exact placement
of minefields and the clear paths through the minefields unless
otherwise indicated by the scenario. They may freely move
through friendly minefields without being attacked.
However, when an opposing unit enters a minefield, the
controlling player must announce that a minefield was entered
and resolve the minefield “attack.” The controlling player is not
required to announce the entry into a minefield if a vehicle unit
enters an anti-personnel minefield or a dismounted leg or towed
unit enters an anti-vehicular minefield.
Units that move within a minefield are attacked once for each
2” or fraction of 2” that they move within a minefield. If a 2”
move would take a unit out of and back into the same minefield,
a single attack would be made.
Leg or towed units that dismount into an anti-personnel
minefield are immediately attacked by that minefield. Leg or
towed units that mount a vehicle unit while in a minefield are not
attacked as a result of mounting.
If a unit ceases movement after the attack upon entering a
minefield, it is not attacked again unless it moves.
20.6.2.1 Anti-Vehicular Minefield Combat
Reference the Minefield Effects Table found on Game Card
“C” and find the column containing the vehicle unit’s GP Defense
Factor – the vehicle unit’s target type “A,” “P” or “S” is not a
factor, and cross-reference this with the two rows indicating the
type of minefield, hasty or deliberate.
The player controlling the minefield rolls the dice and the
indicated result, if any, is immediately applied with the normal
effects for that type of hit applied.
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For example, if a vehicle unit with a GP Defense Factor of
“5A” enters an opposing Hasty Anti-Vehicular Minefield, a roll
of “01-10” causes a Damage Result, a roll of “11-50” causes a
“TK” Hit, while a roll of “51+” has no effect.
Note that transported leg or towed units bail out into an antipersonnel minefield, they are immediately attacked.
20.6.2.2 Anti-Personnel Minefield Combat
Reference the Minefield Effects Table found on Game Card
“C” and find the Leg & Towed column and cross-reference this
with row indicating the type of minefield, hasty or deliberate.
The player controlling the minefield rolls the dice and the
indicated result, if any, is immediately applied with the normal
effects for that type of hit applied.
For example, if a leg unit enters an opposing Deliberate
Anti-Personnel Minefield, a roll of “01-70” causes an Effective
Result, while a roll of “71+” has no effect.
Squad sized leg units are reduced to a ½ Squad and
Suppressed, while all other leg and towed units are eliminated by
an effective result.
If a Squad or ½ Squad units enters or moves within an
anti-personnel minefield using Quickmarch (see 17.2.3.2) – the
modifier is “-20.”
20.6.3 Eliminating Minefields
Minefield are not consumed or used up by attacking ground
units. They are deployed densely enough to attack all units that
may enter their location for the duration of the scenario. They
can be eliminated in one of two manners: by indirect fire or by
engineer leg units.
Minefields have a GP Defense Factor and are treated as a
terrain type. Hasty minefields have a GP Defense Factor of “3”
while deliberate minefields have a GP Defense Factor of “6.”
20.6.3.1 Indirect Fire vs. Minefields
Both off-map and on-map indirect Fire collectively
“attacks” the area defined by its SHEAF Pattern. Smoke and
Illumination Fire Missions do not attack minefields. The entire
area is eliminated or is unaffected by the indirect fire. Resolve the
attack normally – and Effective Result is required to eliminate
the minefield. If eliminated, plot the cleared area along with the
original minefield plot.
On the rare chance it happens, if an aircraft unit crashes into
a minefield, it would also attack the minefield with its “15” GP
Factor.
20.6.3.2 Engineer Units vs. Minefields
Engineer leg units may “attack” minefields in the same
manner they attack other terrain types. Only an effective result
eliminates a minefield. They eliminate an area equal to a “C”
SHEAF Pattern. This may be a minefield directly adjacent or
currently occupied by the unit.

20.7 Weight Limitations
Bridges may be assigned a weight limitation in a scenario.
Unless specifically addressed, the weight limit for a bridge is
considered to be unlimited – any unit may cross the bridge.

If a unit is too heavy to cross a bridge, it must use an alternate
route – it may not enter the bridge.
A scenario may designate that a stream is frozen over and
may also indicate a weight limit for its ice. Units that may cross
the ice threat the terrain as if it were clear terrain. If a unit is too
heavy for the ice, it may only cross at a Ford by expending the
indicated movement costs.

20.8 Camouflage
Units are able to limit the ability of opposing units to spot
them by the use of camouflage. Only units that start the scenario
in place on the map board may be camouflaged and only if so
allowed by the rules of the scenario. Use the Formation Card to
indicate camouflaged units. This is also an opportune time to hold
the camouflaged units off-map and use the Transport & Summary
Card to indicate their position on the map board.
20.8.1 Opposing units that attempt to spot a camouflaged unit
must meet all of the normal requirements for spotting plus roll a
die to do so.
After meeting the normal spotting requirements, the spotting
player rolls a single die; the result must be equal to or less than
the spotting range found in the Spotting Ranges Table on Game
Card “B” for the unit being spotted.
For example, if a vehicle unit is attempting to spot another
vehicle unit located in Woods type terrain during normal
conditions, the spotting player must roll a “7” or less to spot the
vehicle. Camouflaged units are automatically spotted at a range
of 1” or less.
20.8.2 Camouflaged units permanently lose their camouflage
advantage if they mark FIRE, MOVE, SHORT HALT Orders; or
if they fire if marked with an OW Order; or if they pivot.

20.9 Dual Driving Controls
A few armored cars are equipped with dual-driving controls
that enable them to move in reverse without expending the twice
normal movement cost for the terrain entered – they expend the
same cost as if they are moving forward.
Units so equipped have an “R” following their mode of
traction on their Data Card.

20.10 Amphibious Movement
A few vehicle units have amphibious movement capability
enabling them to traverse impassable streams or larger bodies
of water. Amphibious units may enter the normally impassable
terrain by expending twice the listed movement cost for the type
of unit moving.
Units so equipped have an “A” following their mode of
traction on their Data Card.
20.10.1 If an amphibious unit suffers a track hit or is damaged,
knocked out or brewed up while occupying a normally impassable
stream or larger body of water, it immediately sinks. No bail out
is possible.
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20.10.2 If an amphibious unit is attacked by non-smoke or
non-illumination Indirect GP Fire while occupying a normally
impassable stream or larger body of water, it is swamped and
immediately sinks. No bail out is possible.

20.11.3 Anti-Tank Rockets
As an additional option, if an anti-tank rocket is fired at a
vehicle unit located in a building or rubble and the shot missed,
roll to see if a fire was started by the errant shot.

20.10.3 Amphibious units may not transport towed units and
enter a normally impassable stream or larger body of water.

20.11.4 Fire in Woods
As dictated by the scenarios, fires may start in Woods, Grove
or Heavy Woods type terrain. These terrain types are not listed on
the Game Card as this option is treated as special case only.
The scenario must list that the Woods, Grove or Heavy
Woods type terrain is treat as if it is a Wood, Brick or Stone
Building type terrain, plus any additional modifiers, for starting
a fire purposes.
For example, the scenario Special Conditions could list that
fires may start in Woods and Heavy Woods type terrain (treated
as a Wood Type Building) with a “-5” modifier applied to the
dice roll.
A fire only starts in the area occupied by a target unit or the
area within the beaten zone. If started by direct fire, the size of a
fire is equivalent to a “C” SHEAF Pattern.
The dice are rolled. If the result falls within the indicated
range a fire has started. Mark the building or rubble with a FIRE
Marker.

20.11 Fires
Buildings and Rubble may catch on fire and “burn” as
a result of Direct GP Fire that is directed at units located in a
building or rubble type terrain or Indirect GP Fire who’s SHEAF
Pattern includes a building or rubble within its beaten zone.
Close Assaults, Overruns and Hand-to-Hand Combats do not
start fires.
In all cases, there can only be one fire; it is either on fire
or not on fire. Once a fire starts, it will continue to burn for the
remainder of the scenario.
20.11.1 Start Fires
Any building or rubble, that is currently not on fire, that had
Direct or Indirect GP Fire directed at a unit occupying the terrain
or if it falls within the beaten zone of indirect fire during the
current turn (check for fire starts anytime during the Adjustment
Phase) must be checked to determine if a fire has started.
Reference the Building Effects Table on Game Card “C”
and cross-reference the building/rubble type with the largest GP
Factor that was directed at the building or rubble during the turn.
No matter how many shots were directed at a building or rubble
during a turn, only one fire determination roll is attempted.
A fire only starts in the area occupied by a target unit or the
area within the beaten zone. If started by direct fire, the size of a
fire is equivalent to a “C” SHEAF Pattern.
The dice are rolled. If the result falls within the indicated
range a fire has started. Mark the building or rubble with a FIRE
Marker.
Fir example, “8“ GP Factors are directed at a unit in a Brick
Building. If the dice roll result is “20” or less, a fire has started.
20.11.1.1 If checking for a fire start in Rubble type terrain – the
modifier is “-10” when determining a fire start.
20.11.1.2 Weapons classified as Small Arms may not start fires.
20.11.1.3 Close Assaults (including engineer units attempting to
destroy buildings), Overruns and Hand-to-Hand Combats may
not start fires (unless a flamethrower was utilized in the attack).
20.11.1.4 If a flamethrower was involved in an attack directed
at a building or rubble, a fire automatically starts. No dice roll is
necessary.
20.11.2 Ground Units in Fires
Ground units may not remain in a building or rubble fire.
Any ground unit that has not vacated a fire by the end of the
following turn after the fire started is eliminated and removed
from play.

20.12 Long Guns
Some turreted and non-turreted vehicle units have long guns
that can inhibit their movement in narrow pathways, woods or
groves. Players may also designate the space between building
as narrow alleyways.
Units so equipped have “Long Gun” listed in the Notes
Section of their Data Card.
20.12.1 If a “Long Gun” turreted vehicle unit moves through
a narrow building alleyway or through Woods or Grove type
terrain, its turret must be positioned directly to the vehicle unit’s
front or rear.
If a “Long Gun” turreted vehicle unit is following the route
described by a Path or Road (see 9.5) through Woods or Grove
type terrain, its turret may be positioned in any direction.
20.12.2 Unless located on a Path or Road, “Long Gun” nonturreted vehicle units in Woods or Grove type terrain may not
pivot.
Unless located on a Path or Road, “Long Gun” turreted
vehicle units in Woods or Grove type terrain may not pivot unless
they combine the pivot with a turret adjustment so that its turret
retains its original facing.
20.12.3 When located inside of a building, “Long Gun” nonturreted units may not pivot.
When located inside of a building, “Long Gun” turreted
vehicle units may not pivot unless they combine the pivot with a
turret adjustment so that its turret retains its original facing.
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20.13 Terrain, Time of Day & Weather Conditions
The basic conditions in Panzer are daytime, clear weather
and no adverse terrain conditions. However, in many cases
alternative conditions may exist. The scenarios indicate if any
alternate conditions are applicable.
20.13.1 Alternate Spotting Conditions
The time of day when a scenario takes place may have
limited or restricted visibility. Limited works well to represent
dusk, twilight or dusty conditions. Restricted works well for fog
or moonlight conditions.
Battles, other than chance encounters or small unit infiltration,
rarely took place during total night conditions.
20.13.2 Cautious Movement
During periods of limited or restricted visibility, units
naturally were more cautious when executing movement.
If the scenario calls for “Limited Visibility,” reduce the
initial movement allowance by ½ (round down). Squads and ½
Squads may not quickmarch.
If the scenario calls for “Restricted Visibility,” reduce the
initial movement allowance by ½ (round down). Squads and ½
Squads may not quickmarch In addition, units may not use the
path or road movement bonus (see 9.5).
20.13.3 Ground Weather Conditions
Combat forces did not take a vacation during the winter.
As such, less than desirable ground conditions such as snow or
mud could dominate the battlefield. In addition, during snow
conditions, steams may be frozen over or overflowing their banks
making them impassable during springtime thawing or rainy
conditions.
These special ground conditions may be designated as
applicable to only certain portions of the map board.
20.13.3.1 For “snow” ground conditions, add “1” to the listed
movement cost for all impacted terrain types.
20.13.3.2 For “mud” ground conditions, double the listed
movement cost for all impacted terrain types.
20.13.3.3 During “snow” or “mud” conditions, transporting units
must apply a “-5” modifier per each unit of the passenger unit’s
towed capacity when checking for bogging.

20.14 Limited Spotting
20.14.1 Limited Spotting Procedure
As spotting ranges increase, the absolute nature of actually
spotting a target unit becomes more of a chance situation. With
this optional rule players must roll the dice to spot units when the
spotting range is greater than the ½ the indicated spotting range.
If more than one friendly unit is attempting to spot the same
opposing unit, utilize the friendly unit that has the greatest chance
of actually spotting the target unit since only a one attempt may be
made to spot the unit; each spotting unit does not roll individually.

The spotted target may then be handed off to any other friendly
units as long as the target unit is within their spotting range.
Spotting units may attempt to spot different target units.
The actual ability to spot is based on the spotting unit’s unit
grade. Reference the Spotting (OR) Table on Game Card “D.”
The dice are rolled; if the result falls within the listed range for
the target to be spotted.
For example, a German Veteran PzKpfw III/M [Veteran
Unit Grade] is attempting to spot a Soviet T‑34/76 M42 in Woods
terrain at a range of 6”. Since the 6” range is greater than ½ of
7”, the German player must roll for the spot. If the result of the
roll is in the range of “01-60,” the T-34/76 M42 is spotted.
20.14.2 Maximum Spots
A subset of this optional rule limits the total number of spotted
units a single unit is able to maintain. This limitation is also based
on unit grade. Reference the Spotting (OR) Table on Game Card
“D.” The value listed in the Max column is the maximum number
of spots a unit of any particular unit grade may maintain. Any
spots in excess of the Max value must be removed.

20.15 Counter Battery Fire
“Counter Battery” is the action of locating opposing off-map
artillery batteries and then firing disruptive missions to suppress
or eliminate those opposing batteries.
Counter battery fire is conducted by off-map batteries
dedicated to counter battery fire missions. They are not the same
organic or attached batteries assigned in support of the friendly
forces. They must be included as specific Counter Battery assets
in the list of friendly forces in the scenarios.
20.15.1 Utilizing Counter Battery Fire
A counter battery unit is considered to be available at all
times, may be used any number of times, and each may attempt
to find one opposing off-map artillery battery per turn. Whenever
opposing off-map artillery responds to called fire, continues a fire
mission or arrives as planned fire, “counter battery fire” may be
announced.
All counter battery fire takes places after the targeted artillery
battery resolves its fire mission.
20.15.2 Resolving Counter Battery
For each counter battery fire announced, the controlling
player rolls the dice to first determine if its counter battery unit
located the targeted artillery battery,
Reference the Artillery Data Card for the counter battery
information. If the targeted artillery battery was located, the
controlling player rolls the dice a second time to determine the
damage caused to the artillery battery.
20.15.2.1 If on the location roll the result falls within the range of
“01-20,” the artillery battery was located. Otherwise the location
attempt failed.
There is no advantage in trying to locate an artillery battery
over multiple turns. If an attempt is made to locate a previously
located artillery battery, the location range is still “01-20.”
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20.15.2.2 If the artillery battery was located and the second
roll falls within the range of “01-50,” the artillery battery was
suppressed.
Suppressed artillery batteries may still function and conduct
normal operations, but must apply the Shooter Suppressed GP
Fire Modifier (see 16.7.2.8).
All artillery batteries have a based recovery range of “0150” when attempting to recover from a suppression.
20.15.2.3 If the artillery battery was located and the second
roll falls within the range of “51-80,” the artillery battery was
Damaged. No victory points are awarded for damaging an
artillery battery (see 16.7.2.7).
20.15.2.4 If the artillery battery was located and the second
roll falls within the range of “81-00,” the artillery battery was
Knocked Out. It may not fire for the remainder of the scenario.
No victory points are awarded for knocking out an off-map
artillery battery.
20.15.3 Counter-Counter Battery
If both forces possess counter battery assets, counter battery
fire is also subject to counter-counter battery fire. Once counter
battery fire is announced and resolved an opposing counter
battery unit may attempt to locate and fire on the first counter
battery unit.
In this case, a Suppression result is ignored. A damage or
knock out result eliminates a counter battery unit for the remainder
of the scenario. No victory points are awarded for damaging or
knocking out a counter battery unit.

20.18 Towed Unit Platform Gun Mounts
Certain anti-tank guns were mounted on platform or turntable
mounts that enabled them to quickly engage targets located in
any direction. The Towed Data Cards indicate which units have
Platform Gun Mounts.
Like Turretless 3600 vehicle units, for the purposes of
Overwatch Fire, their Field-of-Fire is always assumed to be
facing the target unit. These units always use the Overwatch
Front Modifier for all Overwatch Shots.
If they fire at a target unit located in their side or rear fieldsof-fire, pivot the towed unit to face the correct field-of-fire.

20.19 Variable Track Damage
In reality, small caliber guns would have a difficult time even
achieving a track hit against many of the more heavily armored
vehicles. With this option, an additional calculation is required to
determine if a track hit was actually made.
Double the firing unit’s “D” Value for its GP Weapon. If
the result is equal to or greater than the target unit’s GP Defense
Factor, the track hit was made; if it is less, the track hit is treated
as a miss instead. For firing units with a “S” “D” Value or for
those units that lack a GP Weapon, they are assumed to have a
“D” Value of “1” for just this purpose. If treated as a miss instead,
a Bail Out attempt is not required.
For example, a Soviet T-70 M42 made a track hit on a
German PzKpfw VI/E Tiger I. The T-70 M42’s “D” value is “2.”
That value is doubled to “4” and compared to the PzKpfw VI/E
Tiger I’s GP Defense of “5A.” Since “4” is less than “5,” the
track hit is treated as a miss instead.

20.20 Searching for a Hull Down

20.16 Variable AP Penetration
AP penetrations values are presented in absolute terms based
on a long study of ballistic data. The actual penetration values
could vary due to the variances in the quality of the shells, slight
deviations in the angle of impact or the quality of the vehicle
armor at any given point.
With this option, whenever a AP Hit has been made, after
the Hit Location-Damage roll was made, the firing player rolls a
single die and references the AP Penetration (OR) Table on Game
Card “D.” The value listed for the result of the roll is added to
the listed AP Penetration for the weapon taking the shot. The AP
Penetration can never be increased or decreased by more than
“2.”
As an added variable to this option, subtract “1” from any
Soviet roll when determining the variable AP Penetration. This
simulates the lower quality of Soviet metallurgy and its impact
on their AP shells.

20.17 Illumination Indirect Fire Missions
Illumination Fire Missions are used to increase spotting
ranges during moonlight or dusk conditions. Illumination rounds
may be fired only in Mortar or CLOSED SHEAFs.
They illuminate the beaten zone described by the SHEAF
Pattern. Any unit within the beaten zone is spotted as if “Normal”
Spotting Conditions existed as long as the beaten zone remains
illuminated.

When searching for hull down positions, it makes sense that
smaller vehicles should have more luck in finding a hull down
position while larger vehicles should have less luck.
For this option, add the follow modifiers, based on a vehicle
unit’s size, to the dice roll:
• Size of “+2” – the modifier is “+10”
• Size of “+1” – the modifier is “+5”
• Size of “-1” – the modifier is “-5”
• Size of “-2” – the modifier is “-10”

20.21 Soviet Early War Communications
When the Germans invaded the Soviet Union in 1941,
the Soviet communications network was somewhat primitive,
lacking an adequate number of radios and challenged with having
to manage poor indirect fire integration.
To model this limitation, for scenarios set in 1941, Soviet
Observers should apply a modifier of “‑2” to all indirect fire
calls. For scenarios set in 1942, Soviet Observers should apply a
modifier of “-1” to all indirect fire calls.
For any scenario, the players certainly could determine that
better supplied or trained Soviet units are available during 1941
or 1942 and not apply this modifier.
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20.22 Orientation of Indirect Fire SHEAFs
In the Indirect Fire rules, players are allowed to position
Planned Fire SHEAF Patterns in any desired direction. That
provides a real advantage that in reality would not be available. As
part of this option, the players must actually plot the orientation
of the SHEAF Pattern based on compass points. The scenario
maps indicate North.
For example, the plot could read NE-SW, meaning the SHEAF
Pattern is angled diagonally from northeast to southwest.

21.0 TO&Es

Four representative TO&Es (two German and two Soviet)
are provided for reference in constructing scenarios. These
formations contain the military organizations formed by
Panzer’s ground and air units. Only combat formations and the
units they fielded are depicted. Support and administrative units
and organizations are not included.

21.1 Military Formations
Individual vehicles, leg units and towed units do not operate
alone in an unorganized mob. Instead, they form the building
blocks for larger formations.
21.1.1 Basic Formations
Companies are the smallest Basic Formation fielded in
Panzer. However, many others are higher echelon formations –
battalions, regiments and brigades. Do not take this as a restriction
on employing smaller-sized forces, as the scenarios often utilize
only a “component” of a larger formation, e.g., a single Panzer
Company from a Panzer Battalion. It is just more accurate, and
easier to follow if the formations are presented as their larger
organizations.
Basic formations are listed by type. These formations show
which and how many individual units make up a formation, e.g.,
(3) T-34/76 M42, along with their Data Card ID numbers.
Sub-formations are indented to the right from their parent
formation. All formations along the same vertical column are
considered to be at the same command level even if some are
larger than others are. They all report to or are commanded by
the same Headquarters.
Some formations show alternative combinations of units.
This is indicated by a unit or units following an “or.” In that case,
players may employ one of the possible alternative units or unit.
For example, reference German GF20: Panzer Kampfgruppe
late-43. Its (mot) Panzerjäger Platoon may field (2) SdKfz-11s or
(2) Medium Trucks, not both or a combination of both.
Finally, each formation includes one or more notations that
describe its use, special information and unit substitutions.
21.1.1.1 HQ – Headquarters
Everyone is answerable to someone else, and that could not be
truer when it comes to military formations. Each basic formation
has at least one HQ composed of one or more individual units.
For example, reference German GF20: Panzer Kampfgruppe
late-43. This formation is composed of a Regimental HQ, a
single Organic Artillery Battery, a section and two platoons, and

a series of Battalions and Companies. Note that each Battalion
and Company has its own HQ.
In the command hierarchy, the Company HQ commands its
specific units; the Battalion HQ commands its specific units, and
the Regimental HQ commands the entire formation.
21.1.1.2 Command, Recon, Engineer and OP
Certain individual units have Command, Recon, Engineer
and/or OP prefixes. These designations empower those units
with unique capabilities.
The prefixes may also be combined. In those cases, the units
possess multiple capabilities.
21.1.1.2.1 Units with a Command prefix are the only actual
command units within a HQ. Most HQs are composed of a number
of units including the actual command units, security forces,
reconnaissance units, transport units, and observers (OP).
Only those units with a Command prefix may exercise
“command” authority over their subordinate units.
For example, reference German GF20: Panzer Kampfgruppe
late-43. In the Regimental HQ, only the (2) PzKpfw V Panthers
so marked may act as command units. The remaining units in the
HQ, including the other PzKpfw V Panthers, do not possess any
command capability.
21.1.1.2.2
Units with a Recon prefix possess special
reconnaissance capabilities that typify their independent role and
higher level of training.
21.1.1.2.3 Units with an Engineer prefix possess special combat
engineer capabilities that typify their unique role within combat
formations.
21.1.1.2.4 Units with an OP prefix possess special observer
capabilities that enable them manage and control indirect fire
capable units.
21.1.2 Ad-Hoc Formations
Basic Formations are organized and presented in their paper
or “pure” structures. In the German, USA, and British Armies
their formations rarely fought in their pure state. They typically
“traded” or cross-attached sub-formations from formation to
formation to create more balanced tank/infantry units. This
could take the form of tank and infantry companies exchanging
a single platoon or on a larger scale, battalions exchanging entire
companies.
The Soviet Army took a much simpler approach. As dictated
by battlefield situations, they would transfer sub-formations from
one formation to another formation without receiving anything in
return. This created specialized over-strength formations and, as
a consequence, less effective under-strength formations.
For example, reference German GF20: Panzer Kampfgruppe
late-43. Its two Panzer Battalions have each cross-attached a
single Panzer Grenadier Company, so that each Panzer Battalion
is now composed of three Panzer Companies and a single Panzer
Grenadier Company.
After cross-attaching with the two Panzer Battalions, the
Panzer Grenadier Battalion is now composed of its Attached
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Artillery, a single Panzer Grenadier Company, two Panzer
Companies and its Heavy Weapons Company.
21.1.3 Under-Strength Formations
Under-Strength Formations are missing one or more of their
subordinate formations or combat units. These formations are
depicted by a “(-)” following their name. In reality, it was rare
to find any combat formation that had seen any action at full
strength. Losses, breakdowns and detachments would typically
reduce the strength of most formations.
When creating scenarios, basic formations should not be too
under-strength, unless the desire is to create a unique situation.
Weak formations would normally be held out of the line, totally
destroyed (a common Soviet trait) returned for refit or would be
combined with other formations and reorganized to form ad-hoc
formations of a more effective strength.
21.1.4 Over-Strength Formations
Over-Strength Formations have added one or more
subordinate formations or combat units. These formations are
depicted by a “(+)” following their name.
In practice, individual units should be attached to appropriate
existing sub-formations, while entire sub-formations should
be attached as complete formations under the command of an
appropriate HQ.
For example, reference German GF21: Kampfgruppe late43. Each of its three (mot) Infantry Battalions has attached a
single Assault Gun Platoon.
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Panzer ® – German Heer TO&E
GF20: Panzer Kampfgruppe late-43

1 x Heavy Panzer Aufklärungs
Gun Section
(1) Recon Section [G86], (1) Recon SPW
250/1 [G48], (2) Recon SPW 250/8 [G50]

Panzer Kampfgruppe late-43

1 x (mot) Pionier Company

Regiment HQ: (2) Command PzKpfw V Panther [G20], (1) OP
PzKpfw V Panther [G20], (4) Recon PzKpfw V Panther [G20]

Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2 Squad
[G85], (1)Light Truck [G73]

1 x Organic Artillery
(2) Medium Battery [G74], (1) Heavy Battery [G74]

3 x Pionier Platoon

3 x SP FlaK Section

(3) Engineer Rifle Squad [G85],
(3) Medium Truck [G73]

(2) 2cm Fakvierling Zgkw 8t [G68]

1 x Weapons Platoon

1 x Recon Pionier Platoon

(1) HMG Section [G86], (1) Light Truck
[G73], (1) GrW34 Mortar Section [G86],
(1) Light Truck [G73]

(3) Recon Engineer Rifle Squad [G85], (3) Recon
SPW 251/1 [G43]

1 x Panzer Battalion

1 x Heavy Panzer Platoon

Battalion HQ: (3) Command PzKpfw V Panther [G20]

(4) PzKpfw VI/E Tiger I [G21]

1 x SP Panzerjäger Company

1 x Recon Panzer Platoon

Company HQ: (2) Command Marder III [G25]

(5) Recon PzKpfw V Panther [G20]

3 x Panzerjäger Platoon

3 x Panzer Company
Company HQ: (2) Command PzKpfw V
Panther [G20]

(4) Marder III [G25]

2 x SP Flak Sectiom

4 x Panzer Platoon

(2) Flakpanzer 38(t) [G70]

(5) PzKpfw V Panther
[G20]

1 x Panzer Aufklärungs Company

1 x Panzer Grenadier
Company (gepanzert)

Company HQ: (2) Command Recon SPW 250/9 [G51]

Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2
Squad [G85], (1) SPW 251/1 [G43]

1 x Panzer Aufklärungs
Platoon

3 x Rifle Platoon

(6) Recon PSW 234/1 [G59]

(3) Rifle Squad [G85], (1)
SPW 251/10 [G46], (2) SPW
251/1 [G43]

1 x Light Panzer Aufklärungs
Platoon
(6) Recon SPW 250/9 [G51]

1 x Weapons Platoon

3 x Rifle Platoon

(2) 251/2 [G44], (2) HMG
Section [G86], (2) SPW 251/1
[G43], (2) SPW 251/9 [G45]

(3) Recon Rifle Squad [G85],
(3) Recon SPW 251/1 [G43]

1 x Heavy Panzer Aufklärungs
Mortar Section
(1) Recon Section [G86], (1) Recon SPW
250/1 [G48], (4) Recon SPW 250/7 [G49]
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1 x Panzer Battalion

1 x Panzer Company
Company HQ: (2) Command PzKpfw V
Panther [G20]

Battalion HQ: (3) Command PzKpfw IV/H [G18]

1 x Recon Panzer Platoon

4 x Panzer Platoon

(5) Recon PzKpfw IV/H [G18]

(5) PzKpfw V Panther [G20]

3 x Panzer Company

1 x Panzer Company

Company HQ: (2) Command PzKpfw IV/H
[G18]

Company HQ: (2) Command PzKpfw IV/H
[G18]

4 x Panzer Platoon

4 x Panzer Platoon

(5) PzKpfw IV/H [G18]

(5) PzKpfw IV/H [G18]

1 x Panzer Grenadier
Company (gepanzert)

1 x Heavy Weapons Company

Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2
Squad [G85], (1) SPW 251/1 [G43]

Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2
Squad [G85], (1) SPW 251/1 [G43]

1 x (mot) Panzerjäger
Platoon

3 x Rifle Platoon
(3) Rifle Squad [G85], (1)
SPW 251/10 [G46], (2) SPW
251/1 [G43]

(3) 7.5m PaK 40 ATG [G78],
(3) SdKfz 11 [G72] or (3)
Medium Truck [G73]

1 x Weapons Platoon

2 x SP Gun Platoon

(2) 251/2 [G44], (2) HMG
Section [G86], (2) SPW 251/1
[G43], (2) SPW 251/9 [G45]

(3) SPW 251/9 [G45]
Notes:
· This TO&E represents an example regimental panzer kampfgruppe
formation. It is applicable up to mid-44.
· The older model PzKpfw IV/G [G17] or PzKpfw IV/F2 [G16] may
substitue for the PzKpfw IV/H [G18].
· The PzKpfw VI/B Tiger II [G22] began appearing in early-44 and may
substitute for the PzKpfw VI/E Tiger I [G21].
· The 2cm FlaK Zgkw 1t [G66] or 3.7cm FlaK Zgkw 5t [G67] may substitute
for the 2cm Fakvierling Zgkw 8t [G68].
· The SPW 251/17 [G71] may substitute for the Flakpanzer 38(t) [G70].
· The Hetzer [G36], Jagdpanther [G34], Jagdpanzer IV [G32], and STuG IV
[G31] all began appearing in early-44 and may substitute for the Marder III
[G25].
· The older model Marder II [G24], STuG III/G [G29], or Nashorn [G35]
may substitute for the Marder III [G25].
· All infantry, rifle, and SMG squads and 1/2 squads carry panzerfausts.

1 x Panzer Grenadier
Battalion (gepanzert)
Battalion HQ: (1) Command Infantry Squad [G85],
(1) SPW 251/1 [G43], (1) Rifle Squad [G85], (1)
SPW 251/1 [G43], (1) OP Section [G86], (1) SPW
251/1 [G43]

1 x Attached Artillery
(1) Medium Battery [G74]

1 x Panzer Grenadier
Company (gepanzert)
Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2
Squad [G85], (1) SPW 251/1 [G43]

3 x Rifle Platoon
(3) Rifle Squad [G85], (1)
SPW 251/10 [G46], (2) SPW
251/1 [G43]

1 x Weapons Platoon
(2) 251/2 [G44], (2) HMG
Section [G86], (2) SPW 251/1
[G43], (2) SPW 251/9 [G45]
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GF21: Kampfgruppe late-43

1 x Recon Pionier Platoon
(3) Engineer Recon Rifle Squad
[G85], (3) Medium Truck [G73]

Kampfgruppe late-43

1 x (mot) Heavy Gun Company

Regiment HQ: (2) Command Infantry Squad [G85], (2)
Medium Truck [G73], (1) Rifle Squad [G85], (1) Medium
Truck [G73], (1) OP Section [G86], (1) Light Truck [G73]

Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2
Squad [G85], (1) Light Truck [G73]

1 x Organic Artillery

1 x Heavy Gun Platoon

(2-3) Medium Battery [G74], (1-2) Heavy Battery
[G74]

(2) 15cm sIG [G83], (2) SdKfz 11
[G72] or (2) Medium Truck [G73]

1 x Recon Motorcycle Platoon
3 x Light Gun Platoon

(3) Recon SMG Motorcycle Squad [G85] or (3)
Recon Rifle Motorcycle Squad [G85]

(2) 7.5cm leIG [G82], (2) SdKfz
10 [G72] or (2) Light Truck
[G73]

3 x SP Heavy Gun Platoon
(2) Grille 33/1 [G41]

1 x SP FlaK Battery

1 x (mot) Panzerjäger Platoon

Battery HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2 Squad
[G85], (1) Light Truck [G73]

(3) 7.5cm PaK 40 ATG [G78], (3) SdKfz 11
[G72] or (3) Medium Truck [G73]

3 x SP FlaK Platoon

1 x SP Panzerjäger Company

(4) 2cm FlaK Zgkw 1t [G66]

Company HQ: (2) Command Marder III [G25]

1 x (mot) Pionier Company

3 x Panzerjäger Platoon

Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2 Squad
[G85], (1)Light Truck [G73]

(4) Marder III [G25]

3 x Pionier Platoon

2 x SP FlaK Section

(3) Engineer Rifle Squad [G85],
(3) Medium Truck [G73]

(2) 2cm FlaK Zgkw 1t [G66]

1 x Panzer Aufklärungs Company

1 x Weapons Platoon

Company HQ: (2) Command Recon Infantry 1/2
Squad [G85], (2) Recon SPW 250/1 [G48]

(1) HMG Section [G86], (1) Light
Truck [G73], (1) GrW34 Mortar
Section [G86], (1) Light Truck [G73]

1 x Panzer Aufklärungs
Platoon

3 x (mot) Infantry Battalion (+)
Battalion HQ: (1) Command Infantry Squad
[G85], (1) Medium Truck [G73], (1) Rifle Squad
[G85], (1) Medium Truck [G73], (1) OP Section
[G86], (1) Light Truck [G73]

(6) Recon PSW 234/1 [G59]

3 x Recon Motorcycle Platoon
(3) Recon SMG Motorcycle Squad
[G85] or (3) Recon Rifle Motorcycle
Squad [G85]

1 x Attached Artillery
(1) Medium Battery [G74]

1 x Recon Weapons Platoon

1 x (mot) Panzerjäger Platoon

(2) Recon HMG Section [G85], (2)
Light Truck [G73], (1) Recon GrW34
Mortar Section [G86], (1) Light Truck
[G73]

(3) 7.5cm PaK 40 ATG [G78], (3) SdKfz
11 [G72] or (3) Medium Truck [G73]
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1 x Assault Gun Platoon
(4) STuG III/G [G29]

3 x (mot) Infantry Company
Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2
Squad [G85], (1) Light Truck [G73]

3 x Rifle Platoon
(3) Rifle Squad [G85], (3)
Medium Truck [G73]

1 x Weapons Platoon
(1) GrW34 Mortar Section
[G86], (1) Light Truck [G73],
(2) HMG Section [G86], (2)
Light Truck [G73]
Notes:
· This TO&E represents an example regimental panzergrenadier kampfgruppe
formation. It is applicable up to mid-44.
· The 8.8cm PaK 43/41 ATG [G79] began appearing in early-44 and may
substitute for the 7.5cm PaK 40 ATG [G78].
· The older 5cm PaK 38 ATG [G77] may substitute for the 7.5cm PaK 40 ATG
[G78].
· The 3.7cm FlaK Zgkw 5t [G67] may substitute for the 2cm FlaK Zgkw 1t
[G66].
· The StuH42 [G30] may substitute for the STuG III/G [G29] in limited
numbers.
· The older model Grille 33[G40] may substitute for the Grille 33/1 [G41].
· The older model STuG III/F [G28] may substitute for the STuG III/G [G29].
· The STuG IV [G31], Hetzer [G36], Jagdpanther [G34], Jagdpanzer IV [G32],
and STuG IV [G31] all began appearing in early-44 and may substitute for the
Marder III [G25].
· The Marder II [G24], STuG III/G [G29], or Nashorn [G35] may substitute for
the Marder III [G25].
· All infantry, rifle, and SMG squads and 1/2 squads carry panzerfausts.
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Panzer ® – Soviet TO&E
SF4: Tank Brigade mid-1943

1 x Motorized Rifle Battalion
Battalion HQ: (1) Command Infantry Squad [S57],
(1) M2/M5 Halftrack [S40], (1) Rifle Squad [S57],
(1) M2/M5 Halftrack [S40]

Tank Brigade mid-1943

1 x Mortar Platoon

Brigade HQ: (1) Command Infantry Squad [S57], (1) M2/M5
Halftrack [S40], (3) Rifle Squad [S57], (3) M2/M5 Halftrack
[S40], (2) T-34/76 M43 [S15], (1) OP Section [S58], (1) Light
Truck [S44]

(3) BM41 Mortar Section [S58], (3)
Light Truck [S44]

1 x Organic Artillery

1 x Reconnaissance Platoon

(1) Medium Battery [S45] or (2) Medium Battery [S45]

(3) Recon Rifle 1/2 Squad [S57], (3) M3A1
Scout Car [S39]

1 x Reconnaissance Platoon

1 x Anti-Tank Rifle Platoon

(3) Recon BA-64B M43 [S37], (1) Recon Rifle Squad
[S57], (1) Recon M2/M5 Halftrack [S40]

(3) PTRD-41 ATR Section [S58, S59], (3)
Light Truck [S44]

1 x Sapper Platoon

1 x Anti-Tank Battery

(3) Engineer Rifle Squad [S57], (3) M2/M5
Halftrack [S40]

Battery HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2
Squad [S57], (1) Light Truck [S44]

1 x Anti-Tank Battery

2 x Anti-Tank Platoon

Battery HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2 Squad [S57],
(1) Light Truck [S44]

(2) 45mm M37 ATG [S46] or
(2) 45mm M42 ATG [S47],
(2) Light Truck [S44] or (2)
Komsomolyets [S41]

2 x Anti-Tank Platoon
(2) 76.2mm M39 ATG [S49], (2) Medium
Truck [S44]

1 x Motor Rifle Company

1 x Anti-Aircraft Battery

Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2
Squad [S57], (1) Light Truck [S44]

Battery HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2 Squad [S57],
(1) Light Truck [S44]

3 x Motor Rifle
Platoon

3 x Anti-Aircraft Platoon

(3) Rifle Squad [S57], (3)
Medium Truck [S44]

(3) 12.7mm AAMG [S54], (3) Light
Truck [S44]

1 x Heavy Weapons
Section

3 x Tank Battalion
Battalion HQ: (1) Command T-34/76 M43 [S15]

(1) HMG Section [S58], (1)
Light Truck [S44]

2 x Tank Company

1 x Submachinegun Company

Company HQ: (1) Command T-34/76 M43
[S15]

Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2
Squad [S57], (1) Light Truck [S44]

3 x Tank Platoon

3 x SMG Platoon

(3) T-34/76 M43 [S15]

(3) SMG Squad [S57], (3) Medium
Truck [S44]
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1 x Heavy Weapons
Section

1 x Reconnaissance Company
Company HQ: (1) Command Recon Infantry 1/2
Squad [S57], (1) Light Truck [S44], (1) Recon
BA-64B M43 [S37]

(1) HMG Section [S58], (1) Light
Truck [S44]

1 x Tank-Rider Company

2 x Armored Car Platoon

Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2
Squad [S57]

(3) Recon BA-64B M43 [S37]

1 x Recon Motorcycle Platoon

3 x Tank-Rider Platoon

(3) Recon SMG Motorcycle Squad [S57]

(3) SMG Squad [S57]

1 x Reconnaissance Platoon

Notes:
· Tank corps fielded three tank brigades. Mechanized corps fielded a single
tank brigade.
· This TO&E denotes the tank brigade formation for the remainder of the
war.
· The T-34/85 M44 [S16] began appearing in early-1944 and may substitute
for the T-34/76 M43 [S15]. All tank battalions in a tank brigade fielded the
same model tank.
· Older models of the T-34/76 M41 [S13] or T-34/76 M42 [S14] may
substitute for the T-34/76 M43 [S15] in 1943.
· The brigade-level anti-aircraft battery may be replaced by a single antiaircraft platoon of (3) M17 MGMC [S42].
· The 57mm M43 ATG [S48] may substitute for the 76.2mm M39 ATG
[S49], 45mm M37 ATG [S46] or 45mm M42 ATG [S47].
· The 85mm M44 ATG [S50] began appearing in early-44 and may
substitute for the 76.2mm M39 ATG [S49].
· The 100mm M44 ATG [S51] began appearing in early-45 and may
substitute for the 76.2mm M39 ATG [S49].
· The anti-tank rifle platoon was dropped from many of the motorized rifle
battalions by 1944.
· Motorized rifle battalions may field any mix of three rifle, submachinegun,
and tank-rider companies.
· The tank-rider company accompanied tank units as transported infantry
support.
· From late-43, one-third of the rifle squads in motor rifle companies carry
M1 Bazookas.

(3) Recon Rifle Squad [S57], (3) Medium
Truck [S44]

1 x Anti-Aircraft Battery
Battery HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2 Squad
[S57], (1) Light Truck [S44]

2 x Anti-Aircraft Platoon
(3) 12.7mm AAMG [S54], (3) Light
Truck [S44]

1 x Anti-Tank Rifle Company
Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2 Squad
[S57], (1) Light Truck [S44]

3 x Anti-Tank Rifle Platoon
(4) PTRD-41 ATR Section [S58, S59],
(4) Light Truck [S44]

1 x Submachinegun Company
Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2 Squad
[S57], (1) Light Truck [S44]

SF13: Mechanized/Motorized Brigade early-1943

3 x SMG Platoon
(3) SMG Squad [S57], (3) Medium Truck
[S44]

Mechanized/Motorized Brigade early-1943
Brigade HQ: (1) Command Infantry Squad [S57], (1) Medium
Truck [S44], (3) Rifle Squad [S57], (3) Medium Truck [S44], (2)
T-34/76 M42 [S14], (1) OP Section [S58], (1) Light Truck [S44]

1 x Sapper Company
Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2 Squad
[S57], (1) Light Truck [S44]

1 x Organic Artillery

3 x Sapper Platoon

(1) Medium Battery [S45] or (2) Medium Battery [S45]

(3) Engineer Rifle Squad [S57],
(3) Medium Truck [S44]

1 x Attached Artillery
(2) Medium Battery [S45], (3) Light Battery [S45]

2 x Mortar Platoon
(3) BM41 Mortar Section [S58], (3) Light Truck [S44]
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3 x Motorized Rifle Battalion

Tank Regiment
Regiment HQ: (1) Command Infantry Squad [S57], (1)
Medium Truck [S44], (2) T-34/76 M42 [S14], (1) Rifle
Squad [S57], (1) Medium Truck [S44]

Battalion HQ: (1) Command Infantry Squad
[S57], (1) Medium Truck [S44], (1) Rifle Squad
[S57], (1) Medium Truck [S44]

1 x Armored Car Platoon

1 x Mortar Platoon

(3) Recon BA-64B M43 [S37]

(3) BM41 Mortar Section [S57], (3) Light
Truck [S44]

3 x Tank Company

1 x Anti-Tank Rifle Platoon

Company HQ: (1) Command T-34/76 M42
[S14]

(3) PTRD-41 ATR Section [S58, S59],
(3) Light Truck [S44]

3 x Tank Platoon

1 x Sapper Platoon

(3) T-34/76 M42 [S14]

(3) Engineer Rifle Squad [S57], (3)
Medium Truck [S44]

1 x Light Tank Company
Company HQ: (1) Command T-70 M42
[S5]

1 x SMG Platoon
(3) SMG Squad [S57], (3) Medium
Truck [S44]

2 x Light Tank Platoon
(3) T-70 M42 [S5]

1 x Anti-Tank Battery
Battery HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2
Squad [S57], (1) Light Truck [S44]

1 x Anti-Tank Rifle Company
Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry
1/2 Squad [S57], (1) Light Truck [S44]

2 x Anti-Tank Platoon
(2) 45mm M37 ATG [S46] or
(2) 45mm M42 ATG [S47],
(2) Light Truck [S44] or (2)
Komsomolyets [S41]

3 x Anti-Tank Rifle
Platoon
(3) PTRD-41 ATR Section [S58,
S59], (3) Light Truck [S44]

3 x Motor Rifle Company

Notes:
· Tank corps fielded a single motorized brigade. Mechanized corps fielded
three mechanized brigades.
· The tank regiment was not fielded in motorized brigades; motorized and
mechanized brigades are similiar in all other respects.
· The older model T-34/76 M41 [S13] may substitute for the T-34/76 M42
[S14].
· The T-34/76 M43 [S15] began appearing in mid-1943 and may substitute
for the T-34/76 M42 [S14].
· The older model T-60 M41 [S3] or T- 60 M42 [S4] may substitute for the
T-70 M42 [S5].
· The 57mm M43 ATG [S48] began appearing in mid-1943 and may
substitute for the 45mm M37 ATG [S46] or 45mm M42 ATG [S47].
· From mid-43, one M1 Bazooka is available to each motor rifle company.

Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/
2 Squad [S57], (1) Light Truck [S44]

3 x Motor Rifle
Platoon
(3) Rifle Squad [S57],
(3) Medium Truck [S44]

1 x Heavy Weapons
Platoon
(1) HMG Section [S58], (1)
Light Truck [S44], (1) RM40
Mortar Section [S58], (1) Light
Truck [S44]

1 x HMG Company
Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry 1/2
Squad [S57], (1) Light Truck [S44]

2 x HMG Platoon
(2) HMG Section [S58], (2)
Light Truck [S44]
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22.0 Unit Summary Charts

Two Unit Summary Charts are provided for the German and
Soviet units included in Panzer. These charts each list a unit’s
name, Data Card number, basic point values, and the period of
availability.
Those units highlighted in blue in the German Chart and
those units highlighted in red in the Soviet Chart are included
with Panzer. A number of additional units are planned for future
releases.

22.1 Individual Units
Those units listed as something Section, e.g., Soviet 50mm
RM40 Mortar Section, are complete units as listed. It is not
necessary to combine that unit information with the Section unit
information.
Flamethrowers do not have a Data Card. They are only
utilized as combat modifiers in Close Assaults and Hand-to-Hand
Combats. They along with anti-tank rifles and anti-tank rocket
launches are never fielded individually; they must be attached to
leg units.

22.2 Basic Point Values
The point values listed for the individual units are their
basic values, unmodified for unit grade, morale or function, i.e.,
command, recon, engineer or OP.
The Scenarios Section (see 23.0) lists the point value
adjustments for unit grade, morale and function.
22.2.1 Vehicle Unit Point Values
Vehicle units list three basic point values. These represent
the base, damaged and tracked point values. For example, the
German PzKpfw V Panther’s [Data Card G‑20] base point value
is “100;” its damaged point value is “50;” and its tracked point
value is “25.”
When “purchased,” the cost is the base point value (adjusted
for unit grade, morale and function).
When tallying victory points, if the vehicle unit is knocked
out or brewed up, use the base point value; if damaged, use the
damaged point value; if tracked, use the tracked point value. All
are adjusted for unit grade, morale and function.
22.2.2 Leg Unit Point Values
Leg units list either two or a single base point value. The
squad and ½ squad units are presented on the same line and list
a base point value for a squad or ½ squad unit of the same type.
Section-sized units list a single value.
For example, the Soviet Rifle Squad and Rifle ½ Squad [Data
Card S-57] are “22” and “17” base points respectively.
Any attached weapons have their base point value added
to base point value of the leg unit fielding the attached weapon.
When a leg unit is “purchased,” the cost is its base point value
plus the base point value of any attached weapons (all adjusted
for unit grade, morale and function).
For example, if a German Rifle Squad w/Panzerfaust is
fielded, the base point value is “57” (“23”+”34”).
When tallying victory points, if a squad-sized unit is

eliminated, use the base squad point value (plus the base point
value for any attached weapons); if it was reduced to a ½ Squad
unit, use ½ of its Full Squad point value (not the ½ Squad point
value). All eliminated ½ Squad and section units use the base
point value. Note that attached weapons are not eliminated until
the entire unit is eliminated. All are adjusted for unit grade,
morale and function.
22.2.3 Towed Unit Point Values
Towed units list a single base point value. When a towed unit
is “purchased,” the cost is the base point value (adjusted for unit
grade, morale and function).
When tallying victory points, if the towed unit is eliminated,
use the base point value (adjusted for unit grade, morale and
function).
22.2.4 Artillery Battery Unit Point Values
Off-map artillery battery units list a single base point value.
When “purchased,” the cost is the base point value (adjusted for
attachment level).
Victory points are never awarded for damaging or knocking
out an off-map artillery battery.
22.2.5 Aircraft Unit Point Values
Aircraft units list two basic point values. These represent the
base and damaged point values.
When an aircraft unit is “purchased,” the cost is the base
point value (adjusted for unit grade). For those aircraft units that
may carry rockets or bombs, the point values are the same for
either option.
When tallying victory points, if the aircraft unit is shot
down, use the base point value; if damaged, use the damaged
point value. Both are adjusted for unit grade.

22.3 Availability Period
In Panzer, a year is divided into three time periods – early
(“E”), mid (“M”) and late (“L”). The shaded boxes indicate when
a unit first became available for use and when it was withdrawn
from active service.
For example, the Soviet KV-1 M42 first appeared in mid-42
(“M42”) and served through late-43 (“L43”).
While the initial availability is really hard and fast time
limit, in many cases, units lingered on after they were “officially”
withdrawn from service. Players may freely utilize units after the
“official” withdrawal date as desired.
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Name
PzKpfw I/B
PzKpfw II/C
PzKpfw II/F
PzKpfw II/L Luchs
PzKpfw 35(t)
PzKpfw 38(t)/C
PzKpfw 38(t)/E-F
PzKpfw 38(t) Aufklärer
PzKpfw III/F
PzKpfw III/G
PzKpfw III/J
PzKpfw III/M
PzKpfw III/N
PzKpfw IV/D
PzKpfw IV/F1
PzKpfw IV/F2
PzKpfw IV/G
PzKpfw IV/H
PzKpfw IV/J
PzKpfw V Panther
PzKpfw VI/E Tiger I
PzKpfw VI/B Tiger II
Panzerjäger I
Marder II
Marder III
Marder III PaK36(r)
StuG III/B
StuG III/F
StuG III/G
StuH 42
StuG IV
Jagdpanzer IV
Jagdpanzer IV/70
Jagdpanther
Nashorn
Hetzer
Elefant
Jagdtiger
Brummbär
Grille 33
Grille 33/1
Card
G-1
G-2
G-3
G-4
G-5
G-6
G-7
G-8
G-9
G-10
G-11
G-12
G-13
G-14
G-15
G-16
G-17
G-18
G-19
G-20
G-21
G-22
G-23
G-24
G-25
G-26
G-27
G-28
G-29
G-30
G-31
G-32
G-33
G-34
G-35
G-36
G-37
G-38
G-39
G-40
G-41

German Unit Summary Chart

52-26-13

85-43-21
111-56-28
124-62-31

105-53-26

74-37-19
64-32-16

57-29-14
50-25-13

100-50-25
93-47-23
134-67-34

78-39-20
85-43-21

53-27-13

62-31-16
57-29-14

50-25-13

46-23-12

40-20-10

Points
M40

L40
E41
M41

L41
E42
M42

L42
E43

M43
L43
E44

M44
L44

E45
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Name
PzKpfw III (F1)
SPW 251/1
SPW 251/2
SPW 251/9
SPW 251/10
SPW 251/22
SPW 250/1
SPW 250/7
SPW 250/8
SPW 250/9
SPW 250/10
SPW 250/11
PSW 221
PSW 221 PzB
PSW 222
PSW 231
PSW 233
PSW 234/1
PSW 234/2 Puma
PSW 234/3
PSW 234/4
Wirbelwind
Ostwind
Möbelwagon
2cm FlaK Zgkw 1t
3.7cm FlaK Zgkw 5t
2cm Flakvierling Zgkw 8t
3.7cm FlaK Zgkw 8t
Flakpanzer 38(t)
SPW 251/17
SdKfz 10
SdKfz 11
SdKfz 7
Light Truck
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck
Light Artillery Battery
Medium Artillery Battery
Heavy Artillery Battery
Super Heavy Artillery Battery
Counter Battery
Card
G-42
G-43
G-44
G-45
G-46
G-47
G-48
G-49
G-50
G-51
G-52
G-53
G-54
G-55
G-56
G-57
G-58
G-59
G-60
G-61
G-62
G-63
G-64
G-65
G-66
G-67
G-68
G-69
G-70
G-71
G-72
G-72
G-72
G-73
G-73
G-73
G-74
G-74
G-74
G-74
G-74

German Unit Summary Chart

10-5-3
10-5-3
13-7-3
4-2-1
7-4-2
11-6-3
47
64
83
94
50

55-28-14
39-20-10

35-18-9
35-18-9

16-8-4

19-10-5
23-12-6
34-17-9
28-17-7

Points
M40

L40
E41
M41

L41
E42
M42

L42
E43

M43
L43
E44

M44
L44

E45
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Name
2.8cm sPzB 41
3.7cm PaK 36 ATG
5cm PaK 38 ATG
7.5cm PaK 40 ATG
8.8cm PaK 43/41 ATG
8.8cm FlaK 36 A/ATG
2cm FlaK 38 AAG
7.5cm leIG
15cm sIG
Light Limber
Medium Limber
Rifle Squad – ½ Squad
Infantry Squad – ½ Squad
SMG Squad – ½ Squad
8cm GrW 34 Mortar Section
5cm GrW 36 Mortar Section
Section
HMG Section
PzB 39 ATR
Panzerfaust 30M/60M
RPzB 34/54
Flamethrower
Ju 87B-1
Hs 129B-1/R2
Fw 190G-1
Card
G-75
G-76
G-77
G-78
G-79
G-80
G-81
G-82
G-83
G-84
G-84
G-85
G-85
G-85
G-86
G-86
G-86
G-86
G-87
G-87
G-87
--G-88
G-89
G-90

German Unit Summary Chart

82-41

23-18
17-14
22-16
28
13
12
18
11
34
29
25

58

43
55

Points
M40

L40
E41
M41

L41
E42
M42

L42
E43

M43
L43
E44

M44
L44

E45
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Name
T-38 M37
T-40 M40
T-60 M41
T-60 M42
T-70 M42
BT-7 M37
BT-7A M37
BT-8 M38
T-26S M37
T-28 M34
T-28E M38
T-34/76 M40
T-34/76 M41
T-34/76 M42
T-34/76 M43
T-34/85 M44
T-35 M35
KV-1 M40
KV-1 M41
KV-1 M42
KV-1S M42
KV-2 M41
KV-85 M43
IS-2m M44
IS-3 M45
SU-57 M43
SU-76M M43
SU-76i M43
SU-122 M43
SU-85 M43
SU-100 M44
SU-152 M43
ISU-152 M44
ISU-122 M44
OT-34 M42
BA-20M M36
BA-64B M43
BA-10 M38
M3A1 Scout Car
M2/M5
Komsomolyets

Card
S-1
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-5
S-6
S-7
S-8
S-9
S-10
S-11
S-12
S-13
S-14
S-15
S-16
S-17
S-18
S-19
S-20
S-21
S-22
S-23
S-24
S-25
S-26
S-27
S-28
S-29
S-30
S-31
S-32
S-33
S-34
S-35
S-36
S-37
S-38
S-39
S-40
S-41

Soviet Unit Summary Chart

17-9-4

10-5-3
34-17-9

79-40-20
78-39-20
85-43-21
71-36-18
77-39-19
88-44-22
83-42-21

57-29-14

72-36-18
80-40-20
91-46-23
79-40-20
76-38-19
100-50-25
124-62-31

70-35-18
77-39-19
80-40-20
81-40-20
91-46-23

42-21-11

42-21-11
55-28-14
40-20-10
40-20-10

35-18-9

Points

M40

L40

E41

M41

L41

E42

M42

L42

E43

M43

L43

E44

M44

L44

E45
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Name
M17 MGMC
GAZ-AA
Light Truck
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck
Light Artillery Battery
Medium Artillery Battery
Heavy Artillery Battery
Super Heavy Artillery Battery
Counter Battery
45mm M37 ATG
45mm M42 ATG
57mm ZIS-2 M43 ATG
76.2mm M39 ATG
85mm M44 ATG
100mm M44 ATG
37mm M39 AAG
85mm M39 A/ATG
12.7mm AAMG
76.2mm M27 IG
Light Limber
Medium Limber
Rifle Squad – ½ Squad
Infantry Squad – ½ Squad
SMG Squad – ½ Squad
82mm BM41 Mortar Section
50mm RM40 Mortar Section
Section
HMG Section
PTRD-41 ATR
M1 Bazooka
Flamethrower
Su-2
IL-2m3
Pe-2

Card
S-42
S-43
S-44
S-44
S-44
S-45
S-45
S-45
S-45
S-45
S-46
S-47
S-48
S-49
S-50
S-51
S-52
S-53
S-54
S-55
S-56
S-56
S-57
S-57
S-57
S-58
S-58
S-58
S-58
S-59
S-59
--S-60
S-61
S-62

Soviet Unit Summary Chart

22-17
17-14
22-16
30
15
12
18
12
30
25
69-35
97-49
111-56

20

54

48
45

4-2-1
7-4-2
11-6-3
47
64
83
94
50
32

Points
47-23-12

M40

L40

E41

M41

L41

E42

M42

L42

E43

M43

L43

E44

M44

L44

E45

23.0 The Scenarios

The scenarios are presented in three sections: “Scenario
Format,” “Doing Your Own Scenarios” and the “Historical
Scenarios.”
The Doing Your Own Scenarios section provides players with
the information and framework necessary to design their own
scenarios. The Historical Scenarios are actual representations of
battles that took place on the Eastern Front.

23.1 Scenario Format
The information for each scenario is presented in the
following format:
23.1.1 Situation
This section of a scenario describes the historical situation or
the basis for the scenario.
23.1.2 Opposing Forces
This section of a scenario lists the individual units, formation
and force information for both sides required for play. The units
are presented in a similar manner as the TO&Es. However, in this
case, Force Grade, Formation Grade and Cohesion Point and the
individual Unit Point Values (adjusted for unit grade, function or
attachment) are points pre-calculated. In those scenarios that also
include a Special Condition (see 23.1.5) for the Morale Option, a
second set of points is included following a slash.
For example, reference Panzer Scenario 4 – Battle of Ponyri
– Kursk 9 July 1943. The overall German Force, Kampfgruppe
Scheller has “Seasoned” Force Grade and “3,045/3,616”
total unit points. “3,045” is the German force point total if not
employing the Morale Option and “3,616” is the German force
point total if employing the Morale Option.
Its Panzer Company has “Veteran” Formation Grade,
Outstanding Morale, a Cohesion Point of “15” and “1,901/2,276”
total unit points.
A PzKpfw IV/H in one of the Panzer Platoons has “Veteran”
Unit Grade (taken from its formation) and “102/122” unit
points.
In some cases, individual units within a formation may have
a unit grade different from that listed for the formation. In those
cases, utilize that specific unit grade for those units so marked.
For example, reference Panzer Scenario 3 – The Tide is
Turning – Ukraine late-1943. While the Soviet Motorized Rifle
Company’s Formation Grade is “Seasoned,” the Recon Rifle
Squad in the Company HQ and the Engineer Squads in the
Sapper Platoon are all Veteran Unit Grade.
23.1.3 Setup
The Setup Section lists the information required for the
preparation of play. This includes the visibility and terrain
conditions. It also lists the order and placement of the forces, and
any special conditions related to the forces or terrain units.
23.1.4 Victory Conditions
The Victory Conditions Section includes the number of turns
in the scenario and also describes how to gain victory points in

the scenario.
It outlines the different methods of scoring victory points
and any special conditions associated with each situation. It also
outlines the victory point level required to achieve victory.
23.1.4.1 Automatic Victory
If all the ground combat units in a force have exited the
map board or are either eliminated or immobilized (track hits),
the other force immediately wins the scenario regardless if the
scenario has not reached the turn limit and no matter the victory
point differential.
An exception to this rule is a situation where one side is
required to exit the map board via the opponent’s edge of the map
board to achieve victory points (Delaying Action). In this case,
once the final combat unit exits the map board, the victory points
are totaled normally and the victorious side is determined.
23.1.4.2 Mutual Ending
If both sides agree, a scenario may be ended at any time
regardless if the scenario has not reached the turn limit. The
victory points are totaled and the victorious side is determined.
23.1.4.3 Losses Caused
In addition to the specific Victory Conditions, players also
receive victory points for the damage inflicted on the other side’s
combat and non-combat units. This includes damage, track hits,
reduction and unit elimination.
When determining these victory points, the base point value
for units is adjusted for unit grade, function and morale. The
scenarios indicate the adjusted unit point values.
23.1.5 Special Conditions
The Special Conditions outline all of the notes, rules or
situations unique to the scenario. These typically include optional
rules in effect, planned artillery and artillery pre-registered points,
and any other optional rules that may be employed at the player’s
discretion.
All notes, rules or suggestions that just do not fit in any of the
sections of a scenario should be placed in the Special Conditions
Section.
23.1.6 Map
The Map indicates the terrain layout for the scenario. It also
indicates the placement and location of the objectives as well as
the forces’ map board edges and set up areas.
Note that the maps do not include specific dimensions. The
scenario maps in Panzer are laid out for a typical rectangular
playing surface. They can be adapted to smaller or larger playing
surfaces based on the available space or as required by the
number of players.
The terrain depicted on the map should be duplicated as
closely as is possible. While small changes probably would not
impact the outcome of a scenario, wholesale changes could slant
the balance of the scenario to one side or the other. In any event,
experimentation is encouraged.
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23.2 Doing Your Own Scenarios
The scenarios included with Panzer just scratch the surface
of what can be created with the rules system. One of the most
appealing facets of tactical miniatures in the ability to create an
endless stream of historical or “what if” situations.
Panzer was designed with that in mind. The following
sections describe how one should go about designing a scenario.
Do not consider this the only approach – be creative. For example,
Scenario 4 combines a defensive engagement with a delaying
action. Imagination should be the only limiting factor.
23.2.1 Initial Setup
While this may seem a little backward, start with the type of
the scenario, the map board design and any optional or special
rules. Do not start with a force and then attempt to adapt a scenario
around it. The type of scenario will indicate the relationship of
the forces and the optional and special rules may dictate the types
of units that should be included in a scenario.
This section describes four basic types of scenarios: Meeting
Engagements, Defensive Engagements, Delaying Actions and
Counterattacks.
23.2.2 Type of Scenario – Force Ratios
Keep in mind the intended number of players, the required
experience level and the expected time commitment when
designing a scenario. In general, the more units involved, the
longer each turn takes and the longer the scenario will take to
play. Including more optional rules also increase the complexity
of a scenario and many optional rules also require a certain degree
of record keeping. Also keep in mind that having more players
does not necessarily mean that a scenario will play quicker.
It goes without saying that an experienced player can
typically manage a larger force than an inexperienced player can.
If both types will play in a scenario, create larger and smaller
formations in a force and distribute them accordingly.
23.2.2.1 Meeting Engagement
Meeting Engagements represent situations where the two
relatively equal forces encounter one another while both are
moving on a common objective or objectives. Neither force
should control the objectives at the start of the scenario; if
control does exist, it should be balanced for both sides. Meeting
Engagements are typically “15” Turns in length.
Each force receives approximately the same number of
points. Scenario One is a Meeting Engagement.

23.2.2.3 Defensive Engagement
Defensive Engagements represent one force’s attempt to
oust the other force from a controlled objective. Defensive
Engagements are typically “20” turns in length.
The defending force should receive approximately 50% to
70% of the total points allowed for the attacking force. Scenario
Three is a Defensive Engagement.
23.2.2.4 Counterattack
Counterattacks are a variation on Defensive Engagements.
Again, one force is attempting to oust the other force from a
controlled objective, but in this case a portion of the defending
force comes to the “relief” of a hard-pressed “holding” group.
The attacking force should receive approximately 85% of
the total points allowed for the defending force. The defending
force’s total points should be split into a “holding group” of
approximately 40% of the defending force’s total points and a
“relief group” of approximately 60% of the defending force’s
total points. Scenario Five is a Counterattack.
23.2.3 Point Values of Units
The Unit Summary Charts list the base point values for all
units, off-map artillery batteries, and attached weapons. Terrain
units (which are typically fielded only by the defending force) are
summarized in a table below.
The point value for combat units may be increased or
decreased due to unit grade, function or attachment and morale.
The three tables below summarize these adjustments within
the following limitations:
• Non-combat unit point values are never adjusted for
unit grade, function or morale.
• Off-map artillery batteries point values are adjusted
only for attachment level.
• Morale adjustments are based on the formation’s morale
level; individual units do not have a morale level.
• Terrain units are never adjusted.
• All adjustments are cumulative. Round all fractional
values down.
Unit Grade Point Adjustments
Elite Unit Grade
1.5 x listed point value
Veteran Unit Grade
1.2 x listed point value
Seasoned Unit Grade
No adjustment
0.8 x listed point value
Regulars Unit Grade
Green Unit Grade
0.5 x listed point value

23.2.2.2 Delaying Action
Delaying Actions represent one force’s attempt to prevent
the other from advancing through its position to another position
located off map to its rear. Delaying Actions are typically “20” to
“25” turns in length.
The defending force should receive approximately 50% to
55% of the total points allowed for the attacking force. Scenario
Four is a Delaying Action (in combination with a Defensive
Engagement).
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Function/Attachment Point Adjustments
1.5 x listed point value
Command Unit
2 x listed point value
OP Unit
1.5 x listed point value
Recon Unit
1.25 x listed point value
Engineer Unit
Attached Off-Map Battery
1.5 x listed point value

23.2.4.3 Defensive Engagement
Approximately 25% of the total points for both forces should
be objective points. The defending force should start the scenario
in control of at least 80% of the objective points.

Morale Point Adjustments
Superb Morale
1.4 x listed point value
1.3 x listed point value
Exceptional Morale
Outstanding Morale
1.2 x listed point value
Superior Morale
1.1 x listed point value
No adjustment
Excellent Morale
Good Morale
0.9 x listed point value
Adequate Morale
0.8 x listed point value
Fair Morale
0.7 x listed point value
Poor Morale
0.6 x listed point value
Terrain Units
Type of Terrain
Block – 6 GP Defense
Block – 7 GP Defense
Block – 8 GP Defense
Wire – 1 GP Defense
Wire – 2 GP Defense
Wire – 3 GP Defense
Hasty Mines (either type or both)
Deliberate Mines (either type or both)
Improved Position

23.2.4.4 Counterattack
Approximately 25% of the total points for both forces should
be objective points. The defending force should start the scenarioin
control of at least 80% of the objective points.
However in this case, the Turn the defender’s “relief” group
arrives has an effect on the defending force’s overall victory points.
Most Counterattack scenarios utilize a dice roll to determine the
arrival of the “relief” group. As an alternative, the defending side
could plot the arrival Turn before the scenario begins.
The earlier the “relief” group arrives, the defending force’s
victory point total is reduced; the later it arrives, the defending
force’s victory point total is increased. This adjustment is based
on the defending force’s total point value (both “holding” and
“relief” groups).
It is adjusted based on the following:

Points/Section
10
15
20
5
10
15
5
10
25

For Blocks, Wire and Mines, each section is equal to a
Mortar SHEAF “C” Pattern in size or roughly “1” square inch.
For Improved Positions, the point cost is per each individual
improved position.
23.2.4 Objectives
Scenarios should have an objective beyond just the
destruction of opposing units. Objectives are typically the capture
of key terrain features such as villages, road junctions, bridges,
dominating hilltops, or advancing or preventing the advance to
key positions.
There needs to be some major focus for the scenario, but try
to spread them around to prevent the entire battle being fought
over one single point. This enables the players to use a variety of
plans and maneuvers to capture the majority of the objectives.
The total number of objective points, no matter how they are
assigned to the individual objectives, should be as follows:
23.2.4.1 Meeting Engagement
Approximately 10% to 20% of the total points for both forces
should be objective points.
23.2.4.2 Delaying Action
The attacking force receives the adjusted unit point value
for exiting its ground combat units off the designated edge of the
map board. When employing a convoy of supply trucks or other
special non-combat units, the attacker could receive a set unit
point value for those specific units in a scenario designed around
a convoy setting.
The defending force receives a victory point bonus of
approximately 10% of the attacking force’s total point value for
preventing 20% or less of the attacking force’s actual combat
units (or convoy trucks) from exiting the map board.
Both the attacking force and the defending force could
receive victory points if the attacking forced exits a number of
units equal to less than the 20% threshold.

Counterattack Victory Point Adjustment
Turn of Arrival
Point Adjustment
- 15% of Total Defending Force
6-7
8-9
- 5% of Total Defending Force
10-11
No Adjustment
+5% of Total Defending Force
12-13
+15% of Total Defending Force
14-15
+20% of Total Defending Force
16
For example, if the defending force’s total force points
equaled “1,500” (“600” in the “holding” group and “900”
in the relief” group), the adjustment for Turns “6-7” would be
“-225” victory points; for Turns “8-9” it would be “-75” victory
points; for Turns “10-11” no adjustment; for Turns “12-13” it
would be “+75” victory points; for Turns “14-15” it would be
“+225” victory points; and for Turn “16” it would be “+300”
victory points.
Note that the “relief” force should not arrive before Turn “6”
or no later than Turn “16.”
23.2.5 Determining Victory Level
Scenarios should have a “Victory Level” that states that to
“win” a force must have a minimum number of victory points
more than the other force. This pushes the players to try to win a
“real” victory as opposed to just trying to finish the scenario with
a few victory points ahead of the other side.
This Victory Level should be approximately 5% of the total
points for both forces.
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23.3 The Historical Scenarios
23.3.1 Scenario 1 - The Bridge
Ukraine late-43
Situation:

This scenario is designed for play after reviewing just the Basic Rules. It is a vehicle only situation, just the right size for two
players to practice those vehicle sections outlined in the Basic Rules.
Advance Game elements for Command Control and Morale are also included to maintain a consistent scenario format and to
enable the players to practice those elements with just vehicles.

Opposing Forces:
German Forces: 20th Panzer Division
Panzer Company Kohler, Seasoned {889}
Mixed Panzer Company (-): Seasoned, Excellent, CP-8 {889}
Company HQ: (1) Command PzKpfw IV/G [G17] {117/117}
Panzer Platoon: (4) PzKpfw III/M [G12] {62/62}
Panzer Platoon: (4) PzKpfw IV/F1 [G15] {53/53}
Panzer Platoon: (4) PzKpfw IV/G [G17] {78/78}

Soviet Forces: 16th Tank Corps
Elements of the 109th Tank Brigade, Seasoned {891}
Composite Tank Company: Seasoned, Excellent, CP-8 {891}
Company HQ: (1) Command T-34/76 M42 [S14] {120/120}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-34/76 M42 {S14] {80/80}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-34/76 M42 {S14] {80/80}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-60 M42 [S4] {42/42}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-70 M42 [S5] {55/55}

Setup:
•
•

•
•

Conditions: Normal Visibility, no adverse terrain conditions
The players roll the dice. The player rolling the lower result (re-roll all ties) setups first anywhere along either edge of the
map board no more than 12 inches from that edge.
The other player setups second anywhere along the opposite edge of the map board no more than 12 inches from that edge.
Neither side controls the bridge or fords at the start of the scenario.

Victory Conditions:
•
•
•
•
•

Scenario length: 15 Turns
250/250 VPs to the Force that controls the bridge.
50/50 VPs to the Force that controls each of the two fords.
Unit VPs for all unit damage, reduction or elimination
A force must have at least 90/90 VPs more than the other Force to achieve victory otherwise it is a draw.

Special Conditions:
•
•

The stream is impassable except at the bridge or the two fords.
Note that when setting up the map board terrain, it is intended that the stream for most of its length and the two Fords are
actually closer to one edge of the map board with the exception of the bridge, which should be equidistant from either
edge.
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Map:

23.3.2 Scenario 1a - The Bridge
Dnepr Front late-43
Situation:

This variation on Scenario 1 is designed for play after reviewing the Advanced Rules. It adds leg and towed units to the original
situation. It is the right size for two-four players to practice those sections outlined in the Advanced Rules.
Additional Advance Game elements for Command Control and Morale are also included to maintain a consistent scenario format
and to enable the players to practice those elements.

Opposing Forces:
German Forces: 20th Panzer Division
Panzer Company Kohler, Seasoned {1,073}
Mixed Panzer Company (+): Seasoned, Excellent, CP-11 {1,073}
Company HQ: (1) Command PzKpfw IV/G [G17] {117/117}
Panzer Platoon: (4) PzKpfw III/M [G12] {62/62}
Panzer Platoon: (4) PzKpfw IV/F1 [G15] {53/53}
Panzer Platoon: (4) PzKpfw IV/G [G17] {78/78}
(mot) Panzerjäger Platoon (-): (2) 5cm PaK 38 ATG [G77] {43/43}, (2) Light Truck (G72) {4/4}
(mot) Panzergrenadier Platoon: (3) Rifle Squad [G85] {23/23}, (3) Medium Truck (G73) {7/7}

Soviet Forces: 16th Tank Corps
Elements of the 109th Tank Brigade, Seasoned {1,082}
Composite Tank Company (+): Seasoned, Excellent, CP-11 {1,082}
Company HQ: (1) Command T-34/76 M42 [S14} {120/120}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-34/76 M42 {S14] {80/80}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-34/76 M42 {S14] {80/80}
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Tank Platoon: (3) T-60 M42 [S4] {42/42}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-70 M42 [S5] {55/55}
Anti-Tank Platoon: (2) 76.2mm M39 ATG [S46] {45/45}, (2) Medium Truck (S44) {7/7}
Rifle Platoon: (3) Rifle Squad [S57] {22/22}, (3) Medium Truck [S44] {7/7}

Setup:
•
•

•
•

Conditions: Normal Visibility, no adverse terrain conditions
The players roll the dice. The player rolling the lower result (re-roll all ties) setups first anywhere along either edge of the
map board no more than 12 inches from that edge.
The other player setups second anywhere along the opposite edge of the map board no more than 12 inches from that edge.
Neither side controls the bridge or fords at the start of the scenario.

Victory Conditions:
•
•
•
•
•

Scenario length: 15 Turns
300/300 VPs to the Force that controls the bridge.
70/70 VPs to the Force that controls each of the two fords.
Unit VPs for all unit damage, reduction or elimination
A force must have at least 110/110 VPs more than the other Force to achieve victory otherwise it is a draw.

Special Conditions:
•
•

The stream is impassable except at the bridge or the two fords.
Note that when setting up the map board terrain, it is intended that the stream for most of its length and the two Fords
are actually closer to one edge of the map board with the exception of the bridge, which should be equidistant from
either edge.

23.3.3 Scenario 2 – Higher Ground

Kursk 10 July 1943
Situation:

By the close of the day on 9 July, the German 4th Panzer Army’s XLVIII Panzer Corps reached the northernmost point of the
offensive in the southern sector of the Kursk Salient. The next day found the German 3rd Panzer Division looking to further exploit
the position by engaging the Soviet 3rd Mechanized Corps in the area of the Berezovka Heights.
In running battles over the next two days, the Germans were able to push their line further west, but any advance to the north was
thwarted by reinforced defenses and aggressive Soviet attacks against the German flanks.
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Opposing Forces:
German Forces: 3rd Panzer Division, 10th Panzer Brigade
Elements of Kampfgruppe Gerd, Seasoned {2,617/2,796}
Organic Artillery: (1) Medium Battery [G74] {64/64}
Mixed Panzer Company (-): Veteran, Outstanding, CP-10 {1,142/1,374}
Company HQ: (2) Command PzKpfw III/M [G12] {111/133}
Panzer Platoon: (4) PzKpfw III/M [G12] {74/89}
Panzer Platoon: (4) PzKpfw IV/F1 [G15] {63/76}
Panzer Platoon: (4) PzKpfw IV/G [G17] {93/112}
(mot) Panzergrenadier Company (+): Seasoned, Outstanding, CP-9 {371/422}
Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry ½ Squad [G85] {21/25}, (1) Light Truck (G73) {7/7}
Panzergrenadier Platoon: (3) Rifle Squad [G85] {23/27}, (3) Medium Truck (G73) {7/7}
Panzergrenadier Platoon: (3) Rifle Squad [G85] {23/27}, (3) Medium Truck (G73) {7/7}
Panzergrenadier Platoon: (3) Rifle Squad [G85] {23/27}, (3) Medium Truck (G73) {7/7}
Weapons Platoon: (1) GrW34 Mortar Section {G86} {28/33}, (1) Light Truck (G73) {7/7}, (2) HMG Section (G86)
{18/21}, (2) Light Truck (G73) {7/7}
Panzer Company (-): Regulars, Good, CP-6 {1,040/936}
Company HQ: (2) Command PzKpfw V Panther [G20] {120/108}
Panzer Platoon: (5) PzKpfw PzKpfw V Panther [G20{80/72}
Panzer Platoon: (5) PzKpfw PzKpfw V Panther [G20{80/72}

Soviet Forces: 3rd Mechanized Corps
Elements of the 49th Tank Brigade, Seasoned {2,623/2,823}
Organic Artillery: (1) Medium Battery [S45] {64/64}
Tank Company: Seasoned, Excellent, CP-6 {850/850}
Company HQ: (1) Command T-34/76 M43 [S15] {121/121}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-34/76 M43 {S15] {81/81}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-34/76 M43 {S15] {81/81}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-34/76 M43 {S15] {81/81}
Tank Company: Veteran, Outstanding, CP-7 {1,018/1,218}
Company HQ: (1) Command T-34/76 M43 [S15] {145/174}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-34/76 M43 [S15] {97/116}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-34/76 M43 [S15] {97/116}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-34/76 M43 [S15] {97/116}
Tank Rider Company: Seasoned, Excellent, CP-13 {691/691}
Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry ½ Squad [S57] {21/21}, (1) Light Truck [S44] {4/4}
Mortar Platoon (-): (2) BM41 Mortar Section [S58] {30/30}, (2) Light Truck [S44] {4/4}
Recon Section (-): (2) Recon Rifle ½ Squad [Veteran] [S57] {30/30}, (2) Light Truck [S44] {4/4}
Anti-Tank Platoon: (2) 45mm M37 ATG [S46] {32/32}, (2) Komsomolyets [S41] {17/17}
SU Platoon: (3) SU-85 M43 [S30] {78/78}
Tank Rider Platoon: (3) SMG Squad [S57] {22/22}
Tank Rider Platoon: (3) SMG Squad [S57] {22/22}
Tank Rider Platoon: (3) SMG Squad [S57] {22/22}

Setup:
•
•

Conditions: Normal Visibility, no adverse terrain conditions
The players roll the dice. The player rolling the lower result (re-roll all ties) setups first anywhere along either edge of the
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•
•

map board no more than 12 inches from that edge.
The other player setups second anywhere along the opposite edge of the map board no more than 12 inches from that edge.
Neither side controls the two hills 245.2 or 245.3 at the start of the scenario.

Victory Conditions:
•
•
•
•

Scenario length: 15 Turns
400/425 VPs to the Force that controls each of the two hills 245.2 and 245.3. Both sides must agree to defined areas of
control for the two hills (see 4.6.1).
Unit VPs for all unit damage, reduction or elimination
A force must have at least 260/280 VPs more than the other Force to achieve victory otherwise it is a draw.

Special Conditions:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Map:

The stream is impassable except at the single ford.
Note that when setting up the map board terrain, the ford should be equidistant from either edge.
The Soviet Force may employ Planned Artillery Fire starting on Turn 2. Since the Soviet Force does not have an OP unit,
Planned Fire is the only available option for the Organic Medium Battery.
All Special Ammo types are available as indicated on the Data Cards and Ammo Limit Rules are in effect.
All Grade Rules (Force, Formation & Unit) are in effect.
All Command Control Rules are in effect.
Optional Morale Rules are in effect at the Player’s discretion; utilize secondary point information
Optional Spotting Rules are in effect at the Players’ discretion.
Optional AP Penetration Rules are in effect at the Players’ discretion.
Optional Type “a” Special Ammo Limits Rules are in effect at the Players’ discretion.
The Regulars Formation Grade and Good Morale for the German Panzer Company (-) reflect the many challenges face by
PzKpfw V Panther crews in their first major action.
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23.3.4 Scenario 3 – The Turning Tide
Ukraine late-43
Situation:

After the Germans were defeated at Kursk, the focus of activity shifted south to the Dnepr River. There, the Germans had
constructed a fortified line dubbed the “Eastern Rampart.” Boasting that the Dnepr will flow backwards before the Soviets overcome
this powerful position, the Germans prepared for the inevitable onslaught.
In late September, the Soviet High Command, STAVKA, tasked forces of the Steppe Front with the capture of the key regional
center of Poltava. There elements of the Soviet 1st Guards Mechanized Corps’ 2nd Guards Mechanized Brigade repeatedly assaulted
elements of the German 23rd Panzer Division.
Poltava finally fell to the Soviets on 22 September 1943.

Opposing Forces:
German Forces: 23rd Panzer Division
Elements of Kampfgruppe Mende, Veteran {1,899/2,159}
Organic Artillery: (1) Medium Battery [G74] {64/64}
(mot) Panzergrenadier Company (+): Veteran, Superior, CP-11 {1,027/1,131}
Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry ½ Squad w/Panzerfaust [G85] {86/95}, (1) OP Section [G86] {28/31}, (1) Zgkw 1t
2cm Flak [G66] {46/51}
(mot) Panzerjäger Section (-): (2) 7.5cm PaK40 ATG [G78] {66/72}
Panzergrenadier Platoon: (3) Rifle Squad w/Panzerfaust [G85] {68/75}
Panzergrenadier Platoon: (3) Rifle Squad w/Panzerfaust [G85] {68/75}
Weapons Platoon: (2) HMG Section [G86] {21/23}, (1) GrW34 Section [G86] {33/36}
Assault Gun Platoon: (2) StuG III/G [G29] {88/97}, (1) StuH42 [G30] {76/84}
Panzer Company (-): Veteran, Outstanding, CP-6 {808/964}
Company HQ: (1) Command PzKpfw IV/G {G17] {140/168}
Panzer Platoon: (4) PzKpfw IV/G [G17] {93/111}
Panzer Platoon: (4) PzKpfw III/M [G12] {74/88}

Soviet Forces: 1st Guards Mechanized Corps
Elements of the 2nd Guards Mechanized Brigade, Seasoned {2,803/2,803}
Organic Artillery: (1) Medium Battery [S45} {64/64}, (1) Heavy Battery [S45] {83/83}
Ground Support Aircraft: (1) Il2m Shturmovik Ground Support Aircraft w/rockets [Seasoned] [S61] {97}
Motorized Rifle Company (+): Seasoned, Excellent, CP-11 {731/731}
Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry ½ Squad [S57] {21/21}, (1) Light Truck [S44] {4/4}, (1) OP Section [S58] {24/24},
(1) Light Truck [S44] {4/4}, (1) Recon Rifle Squad [Veteran] [S57] {39/39}, (1) Medium Truck [S44]
{7/7}
Mortar Platoon: (2) BM41 Section [S58] {30/30}, (2) Light Truck [S44] {4/4}
Rifle Platoon: (2) Rifle Squad [S57] {22/22}, (1) Rifle Squad w/M1 Bazooka [S57, S59] {52/52}, (3) Medium Truck [S44]
{7/7}
Rifle Platoon: (2) Rifle Squad [S57] {22/22}, (1) Rifle Squad w/M1 Bazooka [S57, S59] {52/52}, (3) Medium Truck [S44]
{7/7}
SMG Platoon: (3) SMG Squad [S57] {22/22}, (3) Medium Truck [S44] {7/7}
Sapper Platoon: (1) Engineer Rifle Squad w/Flamethrower [Veteran] [S57] {70/70}, (1) Engineer Rifle Squad w/M1
Bazooka [Veteran] [S57, S59] {78/78}, (1) Engineer SMG Squad [Veteran] [S57] {33/33}, (3) Medium
Truck [S44] {7/7}
Heavy Weapons Section: (1) HMG Section [S58] {18/18}, (1) PM40 Section [S58] {15/15}, (2) Light Truck [S44] {4/4}
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Tank Company: Seasoned, Excellent, CP-6 {840/840}
Company HQ: (1) Command T-34/76 M42 [S14] {120/120}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-34/76 M42 [S14] {80/80}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-34/76 M42 [S14] {80/80}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-34/76 M42 [S14] {80/80}
Heavy Tank Company (+): Seasoned, Excellent, CP-8 {988/988}
Company HQ: (1) Command KV-1S M42 [S21] {118/118}
Reconnaissance Platoon: (3) Recon BA-64B M43 [Veteran] [S37] {18/18}
Heavy Tank Platoon: (2) KV-1S M42 [S21] {79/79}
Heavy Tank Platoon: (2) KV-1S M42 [S21] {79/79}
Heavy Tank Platoon: (2) KV-1S M42 [S21] {79/79}
Heavy Tank Platoon: (2) KV-85 M43 [S23] {100/100}
Heavy SU Platoon: (2) SU-152 M43 [S32] {71/71}

Setup:
•
•

•
•

Conditions: Normal Visibility, no adverse terrain conditions
The German Force setups first anywhere up ½ of the distance from the German edge of the map board and that same distance
from the Soviet edge.
− Leg or Towed units may start inside of Buildings. Led and towed units may start in the Heavy Woods.
− Any leg or towed unit from the (mot) Panzergrenadier Company not starting in a Building may start in a Hasty
Entrenchment.
− Units from the Panzer Company or the Assault Gun Platoon may start inside of Buildings.
The Soviet Force setups second anywhere along the Soviet edge of the map board no more than 12 inches from that edge.
All of the objectives, bridges and buildings, are assumed to be under German control at the start of the scenario whether
occupied or unoccupied. In the village, “5” of the buildings are single-story Wood (GP Defense – “4”), “3” buildings are
two-story Brick (GP Defense – “6”), and “2” buildings are two-story Stone (GP Defense – “8”).

Victory Conditions:
•
•
•
•
•

Scenario length: 20 Turns
725/750 VPs to the Force that controls the village. To control the village, a force must control at least “7” of the “10”
buildings (or remaining Rubble). If neither side controls “7” buildings (or remaining Rubble) or more, no points are awarded
for the village.
150/160 VPs to the Force that controls each of the three bridges.
Unit VPs for all unit damage, reduction or elimination
A force must have at least 235/250 VPs more than the other Force to achieve victory otherwise it is a draw.

Special Conditions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The stream is passable throughout its length.
The German and Soviet Forces may employ Planned Artillery Fire starting on Turn 2.
The German Player may plot “2” Pre-Registered Points for the Organic Battery.
All Special Ammo types are available as indicated on the Data Cards and Ammo Limit Rules are in effect.
All Grade Rules (Force, Formation & Unit) are in effect.
Optional Morale Rules are in effect at the Player’s discretion; utilize secondary point information.
Optional Spotting Rules are in effect at the Players’ discretion.
Optional AP Penetration Rules are in effect at the Players’ discretion.
Optional Type “a” Special Ammo Limits Rules are in effect at the Players’ discretion.
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Map:

23.3.5 Scenario 4 – Battle of Ponyri
Kursk 9 July 1943
Situation:

In a critical battle of the Soviet Central Front, the German 9th Army clashed with the Soviet 2nd Tank Army at the junction
of the Northern Kursk Salient . Elements of the German 9th Panzer Division, along with attached Elefants and Marder IIs from
Panzerjägerabteilung 653, were to screen the 18th Panzer Division’s right flank while advancing on Ponyri. There they ran headlong
into elements of the Soviet 3rd Tank Corps’ 51st Tank Brigade.
The Germans were finally able to capture Ponyri on 12 September 1943 after suffering losses so severe that any further
advance was out of the question.

Opposing Forces:
German Forces: 9th Panzer Division (+)
Elements of Kampfgruppe Scheller, Seasoned {3,109/3,677}
Organic Artillery: (1) Heavy Battery [G74] {64/64}
Panzer Company: Veteran, Outstanding, CP-15 {1,901/2,276}
Company HQ: (2) Command PzKpfw IV/H [G18] {153/183}
Panzer Platoon: (5) PzKpfw IV/H [G18] {102/122}
Panzer Platoon: (5) PzKpfw IV/H [G18] {102/122}
Panzer Platoon: (5) PzKpfw III/G [G10] {60/72}
Panzer Platoon: (5) PzKpfw 38(t)/E-F [G7] {55/66}
Panzergrenadier Company (gepanzert) (-): Seasoned, Outstanding, CP-17 {562/650}
Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry ½ Squad [G85] {21/25}, (1) SPW 251/1[G43] {19/22}, (1) OP Section [G86]
{24/28}, (1) SPW 251/1 [G43] {19/22}
Attached Artillery: (1) Medium Battery [G74] {70/70}
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Panzergrenadier Platoon: (3) Rifle Squad [G85] {23/27}, (3) SPW 251/1[G43] {19/22}
Panzergrenadier Platoon: (3) Rifle Squad [G85] {23/27}, (3) SPW 251/1[G43] {19/22}
Heavy Weapons Platoon: (2) SPW 251/2 [G44] {23/27}, (2) SPW 251/9 [G45] {34/40}, (2) HMG Section [G65]
{18/21}, (2) SPW 251/1 [G43] {19/22}
Attached Panzerjäger Company (-): Seasoned, Outstanding, CP-5 {551/656}
Company HQ: (1) Command Marder II [G24] {85/102}
Panzerjäger Section: (2) Marder II [G24] {57/68}
Panzerjäger Section: (2) Elefant [G37] {111/133}
(mot) Panzerjäger Section: (2) 7.5cm PaK40 ATG [G78] {55/66}, (2) Sdkfz 11 [G72] {10/10}

Soviet Forces: 3rd Tank Corps
Elements of the 51st Tank Brigade, Regulars {1,890/1,890}
Organic Artillery: (1) Medium Battery [S45] {64/64}, (2) Light Battery [S45] {47/47}
Terrain: (8) Improved Positions {25/25}, (1) Deliberate Anti-Vehicular Minefield {100/100}, (1) Deliberate Anti-Personnel
Minefield {100/100}
Mixed Tank Company: Seasoned, Excellent, CP-6 {846}
Company HQ: (1) Command T-34/76 M43 [S15] {121/121}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-34/76 M43 [S15] {81/81}
Heavy Tank Platoon: (2) KV-1 M42 [S20] {91/91}
SU Platoon: (2) SU-122 M43 [S29] {79/79}
Heavy SU Platoon: (2) SU-152 [S32] {71/71}
Motorized Rifle Company (+): Regulars, Excellent, CP-13 {486/486}
Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry ½ Squad [S57] {16/16}, (1) OP Section [S58] {19/19}
Mortar Platoon: (2) BM41 Section [S58] {24/24}
Rifle Platoon: (3) Rifle Squad [S57] {17/17}
Rifle Platoon: (3) Rifle Squad [S57] {17/17}
SMG Platoon: (3) SMG Squad [S57] {17/17}
Heavy Weapons Section: (1) HMG Section [S58] {14/14}
Anti-Tank Platoon: (2) 45mm M37 ATG [S46] {25/25}
Anti-Tank Platoon: (2) 57mm M43 ATG [S48] {38/38}
Anti-Tank Platoon: (2) 76.2mm M39 ATG [S49] {36/36}
ATR Platoon: (2) PTRD-41 ATR Section [S58, S59] {19/19}

Setup:
•
•

•
•

Conditions: Normal Visibility, no adverse terrain conditions
The Soviet Force setups first anywhere on the map board at least 12 inches from the German edge.
− The (8) Improved Positions may be placed anywhere within the Soviet setup area.
− Any unit may setup in one of the Improved Positions.
− Any unit may start inside of a Building.
− The two minefields may be secretly placed anywhere within the Soviet set up area. Each minefield may be no more
than “10” square inches in size, e.g., a 2”x 5” rectangle or a 1”x10” row etc. The two minefields may be placed at the
same location.
− Any Soviet unit from the Mixed Tank Company that does not start in an Improved Position or Building may start in a
“Found” Hull Down Position.
− Any Soviet unit from the Motorized Rifle Company that does not start in an Improved Position or Building, may start
in a Hasty Entrenchment.
The German Force setups second anywhere along the German edge of the map board no more than 12 inches from that
edge.
All of the Buildings of Ponyri are assumed to be under Soviet control at the start of the scenario whether occupied or
unoccupied. In Ponyri, “8” Buildings are single-story Wood (GP Defense – “4”) and “4” Buildings are two-story Brick
(GP Defense – “6”).
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Victory Conditions:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Scenario length: 20 Turns
1,250/1,400 VPs to the Force that controls Ponyri. To control Ponyri, a force must control at least “8” of the “12”
buildings (or remaining Rubble). If neither side controls “8” buildings (or remaining Rubble) or more, no points are
awarded for Ponyri.
300/370 VPs to the Soviet Force if 10 German combat units or less exit from the Soviet edge of the map board.
Unit VPs to the German Force for each German combat unit that exits from the Soviet edge of the map board.
Unit VPs for all unit damage, reduction or elimination
A force must have at least 250/275 VPs more than the other Force to achieve victory; otherwise it is a draw.

Special Conditions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Soviet Force may employ Planned Artillery Fire starting on Turn 2.
The Soviet Player may plot “4” Pre-Registered Points for just the Organic Medium Battery.
All Special Ammo types are available as indicated on the Data Cards and Ammo Limit Rules are in effect.
All Grade Rules (Force, Formation & Unit) are in effect.
All Command Control Rules are in effect.
Optional Morale Rules are in effect at the Player’s discretion; utilize secondary point information
Optional Spotting Rules are in effect at the Players’ discretion.
Optional AP Penetration Rules are in effect at the Players’ discretion.
Optional Type “a” Special Ammo Limits Rules are in effect at the Players’ discretion.

Map:
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23.3.6 Scenario 5 – Twilight
Germany early-45
Situation:

As the war was drawing to a close, the Soviet Army raced to gates of Berlin before the approaching Western Forces could snatch
that prize from their grasp. The German Forces, now nothing more than a paper army, threw together anything that could still move
or anyone that could carry a weapon into ad hoc formations.
This included the Volkssturm, the German equivalent of the home guard. Made up of young boys, old men, and the crawling
wounded, skill and training were not high on their list of priorities. Uncomplicated weapons and one objective – it was simply
quantity or quality.
Remnants of the once glorious panzer units were still at hand and these units were assembled into mixed panzer formations.
While still possessing the élan that made them the scourge of all they faced, that was just not enough to prevent the inevitable fall of
the Third Reich.

Opposing Forces:
German Forces:
Elements of Kampfgruppe Todt, Green/Seasoned {2,125/2,133}
Organic Artillery: (1) Medium Battery [G74] {64/64}
Holding Force: {826/603}
Volkssturm Company: Green, Fair, CP-8 {503/343}
Company HQ: (1) Command SMG ½ Squad [G85] {8/5}, (1) OP Section [G86] {12/8}, (2) Recon SMG Squad w/
Panzerfaust [Seasoned] [G85, G87] {56/39}
Volkssturm Platoon: (3) SMG Squad w/Panzerfaust [G85, G87] {28/19}
Volkssturm Platoon: (3) SMG Squad w/Panzerfaust [G85, G87] {28/19}
Volkssturm Platoon: (3) SMG Squad w/Panzerfaust [G85, G87] {28/19}
Panzerzerstörer Platoon: (3) Section w/RPzB 34/54 [Regulars] [G85, G87] {32/22}
Weapons Platoon: (1) HMG Section [G86] {9/6}, (1) GrW34 Mortar Section [G86] {14/9}
(mot) Panzerjäger Company: Regulars, Adequate, CP-4 {357/284}
Company HQ: (1) Command SMG ½ Squad [G85] {11/8}
(mot) Panzerjäger Platoon (-): (2) 7.5cm PaK40 ATG [G78] {44/35}
(mot) Panzerjäger Platoon (-): (2) 7.5cm PaK40 ATG [G78] {44/35}
SP Panzerjäger Platoon (-): (2) Hetzer [Seasoned] [G36] {85/68}
Relief Force: {1,201,1,442}
Mixed Panzer Company: Veteran, Outstanding, CP-7 {1,201/1,442}
Company HQ: (1) Command PzKpfw V Panther [G20] {180/216}
Panzer Platoon: (3) PzKpfw V Panther [G20] {120/144}
Heavy Panzer Platoon: (1) PzKpfw VI/B Tiger II [G22] {160/192}, (1) PzKpfw VI/E Tiger I [G21] {111/133}, (1)
Jagdpanther [G34] {126/151}
Assault Gun Platoon: (3) STuG III/G [G29] {88/106}

Soviet Forces: 3rd Guards Tank Corps
Elements of the 19th Guards Tank Brigade, Seasoned {1,824/1,824}
Organic Artillery: (1) Medium Battery [S45] {64/64}
Motorized Rifle Company (+): Seasoned, Excellent, CP-8 {557/557}
Company HQ: (1) Command Infantry ½ Squad [S57] {21/21}, (1) Light Truck [S44] {4/4}, (1) OP Section [S58] {24/24},
(1) Light Truck [S44] {4/4}
Tank Rider Platoon: (3) SMG Squad [S57] {22/22}
Tank Rider Platoon: (3) SMG Squad [S57] {22/22}
Rifle Platoon: (2) Rifle Squad [S57] {22/22}, (1) Rifle Squad w/M1 Bazooka [S57, S59] {52/52}, (3) Medium Truck [S44] {7/7}
SU Platoon: (3) SU-100 M44 [S31] {85/85}
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Tank Company (+): Seasoned, Excellent, CP-7 {1,203/1,203}
Company HQ: (1) Command T-34/85 M44 [S16] {136/136}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-34/85 M44 [S16] {91/91}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-34/85 M44 [S16] {91/91}
Tank Platoon: (3) T-34/85 M44 [S16] {91/91}
Heavy Tank Platoon: (2) IS-2m M44 [S24] {124/124}

Setup:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Conditions: Normal Visibility, no adverse terrain conditions
The German Holding Force setups first anywhere on the map board at least 12” from the Soviet edge of the map board.
− Leg or towed units may start inside of Buildings.
− Leg or towed units may start in Heavy Woods.
− Any German leg or towed unit not starting in a Building may start in a Hasty Entrenchment.
− Units from the SP Panzerjäger Platoon (-) may start inside of buildings.
The two objective bridges are assumed to be under German control at the start of the scenario whether occupied or unoccupied.
In each of the two villages, “6” of the buildings are single-story Wood (GP Defense – “4”), “3” are two-story Brick (GP
Defense – “6”) and “3” are three-story Stone (GP Defense – “8”).
The Soviet Force setups second anywhere along the Soviet edge of the map board no more than 12 inches from that edge.
The German Relief Force has the potential of arriving starting on Turn “6” based on the table below. At the start of each Turn,
before determining Initiative, the German player rolls the dice and compares the result to the listed range for that Turn. If the
result falls within the listed range, the Relief Force arrives on that Turn. Note that the Relief Force can arrive no later than
Turn “16.”
− A second roll is required to determine where the Relief Force arrives along the German edge of the map board – Road-1,
Road-2 or Road‑3.
− The Relief Force may enter the map board dispersed within 5” to either side of the indicated Road or on the Road itself.
Units entering on the Road are eligible for the road movement bonus.
− All, none or any portion of the Relief Force may enter the map board on the Turn of arrival or any later Turn or Turns.
Units arriving on later Turns must still use the same designated arrival point.
− For the purpose of VPs, the Turn of arrival is used for the VP adjustment calculation whether or not any Relief Force
units actually enter the map board on that Turn.Victory Conditions:

Scenario length: 20 Turns
500/500 VPs to the Force that controls each of the two bridges.
Unit VPs for unit damage, reduction or elimination
Potential VP adjustment for the German Force based on its Relief Force’s Turn of arrival
A force must have at least 200/200 VPs more than the other Force to achieve victory, otherwise it is a draw.

Special Conditions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Stream is impassable throughout its length.
When determining the Initiative, the German Force must apply the “-40” Green Force Grade modifier until the Turn of
arrival for the Relief Force. On that Turn and on all subsequent Turns, the German Force Grade is Seasoned.
The Soviet Force may employ Planned Artillery Fire starting on Turn 2.
The German Player may plot “2” Pre-Registered Points for the Organic Battery.
All Special Ammo types are available as indicated on the Data Cards to the Soviet Force. No Special Ammo types are
available to the German Force. Ammo Limit Rules are in effect.
All Grade Rules (Force, Formation & Unit) are in effect.
Optional Morale Rules are in effect at the Player’s discretion; utilize secondary point information.
Optional Spotting Rules are in effect at the Players’ discretion.
Optional AP Penetration Rules are in effect at the Players’ discretion.
Optional Type “a” Special Ammo Limits Rules are in effect for the Soviet Force at the Players’ discretion.
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Glossary

(-):
(+):
(r):
(t):
A/ATG:
AAA:
AAG:
AAMG:
Abteilung:
AG:
AMC:
AMD:
AP:
APC:
APCR:
APDS:
Arm Car
ATG:
ATR:
A-Type:
Aufklärung:
B/C:
Bat:
Battle Group:
Beaten Zone:
Bgd:
BT:
Bty:

Under-Strength Formation
Over-Strength Formation
Russische – Russian
Tschecholowakisch - Czechoslovakian
Anti-Aircraft/Anti-Tank Gun
Anti-Aircraft Artillery
Anti-Aircraft Gun
Anti-Aircraft Machinegun
Battalion
Advanced Game component or rule
Automitrailleuse de Combat – Arm Car
Automitrailleuse de Découverte – Arm Car
Armor Piercing
Armored Personnel Carrier
Armor Piercing Composite Rigid
Armor Piercing Discarding Sabot
Armored Car
Anti-Tank Gun
Anti-Tank Rifle
Armored Type Vehicle
Reconnaissance Forces
Bicycle
Battalion
A combined arms force
Area covered by indirect fire
Brigade
Bystrochodny Tankovy – Fast Tank
Battery

CC:
cm:
Coy:
Danger Close:
Div:
Elements:
FlaK:
Flakpanzer:
Full Cover:
Fusilier:
Gepanzert:
GMC:
GP:
Grenadier:
GrW:
Gun Tube:
Half-Track:
HE:
HEAT:
Heer:
HMC:
HMG:
HOW:
HQ:
HT:
HVAP:
IG:
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Combat Command
Centimeter
Company
Indirect fire affecting friendly units
Division
Only a portion of a unit is present
Fliegerabwehrkanone – anti-aircraft gun
Armored anti-aircraft vehicle
Increased defense for Leg and Towed units
Infantry or reconnaissance
Armored
Gun Motor Carriage
General Purpose
Infantry
Granatenwerfer – mortar
Individual artillery unit
Partially-tracked combat vehicle
High Explosive
High Explosive Anti-Tank
German Army
Howitzer Motor Carriage
Heavy Machinegun
Howitzer
Headquarters
Half-Track
Hyper-Velocity Armor Piercing
Infantry Gun

IL
Jagdpanzer:
Jäger:
Kampfgruppe:
KG:
KwK:
le:
Leg:
M/C:
Mechanized:
MGMC:
mm:
MMC:
MMG:
Mot:
Motorized:
OP:
OR:
PaK:
Panzer:
Panzerfaust:
Panzerjäger:
Pionier:
Plt:
PSW:
P-Type:
PzB:
PzKpfw:
RCT:
Recce:
Recon:
Reg:
ROF:
RPzB 43/54:
RPzB:
s:
Sapper:
Schwere:
SdKfz:
Sec:
SHEAF:
SMG:
Smk:
SP:
SPW:
Sqd:
Sqn:
StuG:
StuH:
S-Type:
SU:
Task Force:
TF:
TK:
TO&E:
Trp:
Under Cover:
Vierling:
VP:
Zgkw:

Illumination
Tank Destroyer
Hunter – Light Infantry
Battle Group
Kampfgruppe – Battle Group
Kamptwagenkanone – tank gun
Leichte – light
Collective term for units on foot
Motorcycle
Collective term for transported forces
Multiple-Gun Motor Carriage
Millimeter
Mortar Motor Carriage
Medium Machinegun
Motorized
Transported by wheeled units
Observation Post
Optional component or rule
Panzerabwehrkanone – anti-tank gun
Armor
Armored Fist
Tank Hunter
Combat Engineer
Platoon
Panzerspähwagen – armored car
Protected Type Vehicle
Panzerbüchse – anti-tank rifle
Panzerkampfwagen – tank
Regimental Combat Team – Task Force
Reconnaissance
Reconnaissance
Regiment
Rate-of-fire
Panzershreck – Armored Terror
Rakete Panzerbüchse – Anti-Tank Rocket
Schwere – heavy
Combat Engineer
Heavy
Sonderkraftfahrzeug – special purpose
Section
Indirect fire pattern – the beaten zone
Submachinegun
Smoke
Self-propelled
Schützenpanzerwagen - APC
Squad
Squadron
Strumgesschütz – assault gun
Strumhaubitze – assault howitzer
Soft Type Vehicle
Samokhodnaya Ustanovka – Assault Gun
Battle Group
Task Force
Track Hit
Table of Organization and Equipment
Troop
Increased defense for transported units
Four-barreled
Victory Point
Zugkraftwagen – prime mover
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Vehicle Data Card Key

National symbol, card
number and name

General Information
M: cross-country speed & mode of
traction, T = tracked, H = half-track,
W = wheel, & path and road speed.
B= bog modifier. R= dual-controls.
A= amphibious.
TR: transport – towed-leg
WT: weight in metric tons
Note: boxed leg value indicates
“under cover” provided.

Unit Front

Formation symbol
Weapon Data
Main weapon
ROF: N = Normal
Q= Quick
R= Rapid
F= Fast
A: ammunition limits
and special ammo
depletions; s=Smoke;
a=AP Special; h=HEAT;
and ability to fire
Smk=Smoke or
IL=Illumination
Vehicle Target Size

Icon

Close-Assault Modifier
GP Defense
Factor & defense type:
A = armored
P = protected
S = soft
Slow Traverse
Normal Traverse
Fast Traverse

AP Gunnery Section
Shell type: AP = Armor Piercing,
APCR = Armor Piercing CompositeRigid,
HVAP = Hyper-Velocity Armor Piercing
HEAT = High explosive anti-tank
Underscore indicates limited front fieldof-fire. Overscored indicates limited rear
field-of-fire. Reverse image indicates
Dual Fire Modifier in effect.
R = range, P = penetration

P = Pointblank range, S = Short,
M = Medium, L = Long, E = Extreme,

D = damage modifier

Notes
GP Gunnery Section
Underscored indicates limited front fieldof-fire. Overscored indicates limited rear
field-of-fire. Boxed indicates indirect fire
capable. “Min” indicates the unit’s
minimum range in inches. Reverse image
indicates Dual Fire Modifier in effect.
R = range, F = GP factor

P = Pointblank range, S = Short,
M = Medium, L = Long, E = Extreme, D

= armored/protected knock-out factor. S =
small arms
D with #* indicates limited fire signature
Note: Boxed point blank GP factor
indicates coaxial MG.
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Non-Turreted
Turretless 3600
Top Armor & Rising/Falling Angle
L = low
M = medium
H = high
Note: Boxed indicates fully armored
tracked vehicle. Open box indicates
an open-topped tracked vehicle.
Armored & Protected Armor
From top of symbol:
Front
Front-Side
Side
Rear-Side
Rear
Turret Armor listed above; Hull
Armor listed below.

Leg Data Card Key

National symbol, card
number and name

General Information
M: cross-country speed &
mode of traction, L = leg, &
quickmarch speed. B/C =
bicycle, M/C = motorcycle, W =
wheel, & track and road speed.
TR: transport – towed / leg
reverse image indicates
passenger unit.
WT: weight in metric tons

Unit Front

Example Formation Symbols

Weapon Data
Main weapon
ROF: N = Normal
A: ammunition limits
and special ammo
depletions; s=Smoke;
and ability to fire
Smk=Smoke or IL=
Illumination.
Target Size
Leg: L = large
S = small

Icon

GP Defense
Factor & defense type:
S = soft
Defense Factors
Based on cover type, FC - full
cover & move modifiers

GP Gunnery Section
Underlined indicates limited fire arc.
Boxed indicates indirect fire capable.
“Min” indicates the unit’s minimum range
in inches.
R = range, F = GP factor

P = Pointblank range, S = Short,
M = Medium, L = Long, E = Extreme, D =
armored/protected knock-out factor.
D with #* indicates limited fire signature
S = small arms
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Notes

Towed Data Card Key

National symbol, card
number and name

Formation symbol
General Information
M: cross-country speed &
mode of traction, L = leg.
TR: transport – towed / leg
reverse image indicates
passenger unit.
WT: weight in metric tons

Unit Front

Weapon Data
Main weapon
ROF: N = Normal
Q = Quick
R = Rapid
F = Fast
A: ammunition limits and
special ammo depletions;
s=Smoke; a=AP Special;
h=HEAT; and ability to
fire Smk=Smoke.
Target Size
Towed: L = large
S = small

Icon

Platform Gun Mount

Defense Factors
Based on cover type,
FC - full cover &
move modifiers

AP Gunnery Section
Shell type: AP = Armor Piercing,
APCR = Armor Piercing CompositeRigid,
HVAP = Hyper-Velocity Armor Piercing
HEAT = High explosive anti-tank
Underlined indicates limited fire arc.
R = range, P = penetration

P = Pointblank range, S = Short,
M = Medium, L = Long, E = Extreme, D
= damage modifier
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Notes

AA Gunnery Section
Underlined indicates limited fire arc.
“Min” indicates the unit’s minimum
range in inches.

GP Gunnery Section
Underlined indicates limited fire arc.
Boxed indicates indirect fire capable.
“Min” indicates the unit’s minimum
range in inches.
R = range, F = GP factor

R = range, F = GP factor

P = Pointblank range, S = Short,
M = Medium, L = Long, E = Extreme

P = Pointblank range, S = Short,
M = Medium, L = Long, E = Extreme, D
= armored/protected knock-out factor. S
= small arms.
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C
1+
1+
2+
2+
3+
4+
4+

Grade
Elite
Veteran
Seasoned
Regulars
Green

Morale
Superb
Exceptional
Outstanding
Superior
Excellent
Good
Adequate
Fair
Poor

1
1
1
1
1
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2

5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2

6
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
2

2
2
1
1
1
1

3
2
2
2
2
1

4
3
3
2
2
2

5
4
4
3
3
2

6
5
4
4
3
2

7
6
5
4
4
3

8
6
6
5
4
3

9
7
6
5
5
4

AVAILABLE COMMANDS

Factor
91+
86-90
76-85
66-75
56-65
46-55
36-45
26-35
25 or less

10
8
7
6
5
4

7
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3

9
7
7
6
6
5
5
5
4
4

10
8
7.5
7
6.5
6
5.5
5
4.5
4

Cmd Rng
4 inches
3 inches
3 inches
2 inches
2 inches

8
6
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
3

+5 per GP Defense.

C
1+
1+
2+
3+
4+
5+
5+

F
3+
3+
4+
4+
4+
5+
5+

C
1+
1+
2+
3+
4+
5+
6+

+5
M
2+
3+
3+
4+
4+
5+
6+

Elite
Veteran
Seasoned
Regulars
Green
Unbroken command unit in Cmd Rng
Suppressed or Damaged
Orders other than "N/C"
All units have a base recovery of 01-50

Grade or Situation

RECOVERY MODIFIERS

EF
Dmgd
TK
EF
Dmgd
TK

HIT
TYPE

TARGET TYPE
VEHICLE GP DEF
Leg
Towed
1-3
4-6
7+
------01-70
01-40 01-30 01-20
--41-70 31-70 21-70
--------01-50
01-20 01-10 01-05
--21-50 11-50 06-50
---

Nation
Soviet
Germany
USA
UK
France
France '44+
Italy

Break
01-40
01-50
01-60
01-60
01-70
01-60
01-70

Hesitate
41-60
51-70
61-80
61-80
71-90
61-80
71-90

BREAK POINT

Grade or Situation

Modifier
+10
+5
---10
-20
-20
+20
+5
+10
+20
+20
-10
-20
-10

BREAK POINT MODIFIERS

Modifier
+20
+10
---10
-20

Elite
Veteran
Seasoned
Regulars
Green
Suppressed or Damaged
Unbroken command unit in Cmd Rng
In Light Cover
In Medium Cover
In Heavy Cover
Forced Morale Check
Broken unit from formation in Cmd Rng
Spotted unit within 5" range
Spotted unit within 10" range

Grade
Elite
Veteran
Seasoned
Regulars
Green

EF: Effective GP hit. Squads reduced to 1/2 squads and
suppressed. "-20" modifier if entered by quickmarch.

Hasty

Deliberate

FIELD
TYPE

MINEFIELD EFFECTS

COHESION
MODIFIERS

F
3+
4+
4+
5+
5+
5+
6+

Modifier
-10
-5
--+5
+10
-20
+20
+20

Year
'40 '41 '42 '43 '44 '45
--- -30 -20 -10
0
0
+30 +25 +20 +15 +10 0
--- --- -20 -10
0 +10
-20 -10
0
0
0 +10
-20 --- --- --0
0
-30 -20 -20 -30 --- ---

F
2+
3+
3+
3+
4+
4+
4+

+4
M
2+
2+
3+
3+
4+
5+
5+

COHESION POINT

+3
M
1+
2+
2+
3+
4+
4+
4+

* USA -20 in early-43.
For Germany, USA, UK or France '44+, no
more than ± 2 levels. For Soviet, France '40 or
Italy, no more than +1 level; may decrease to
any level.

Soviet
Germany
USA*
UK
France
Italy

Nation

TARGET UNIT HEIGHT
+2
F
C
M
F
C
1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+
1+ 1+ 1+ 2+ 1+
2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+
2+ 3+ 3+ 3+ 3+
2+ 3+ 3+ 3+ 4+
2+ 4+ 3+ 3+ 4+
2+ 5+ 4+ 3+ 5+

VEHICLE INTO
Damage Type
Dmgd
Hit#
TK
01-80 01-50 51-00
01-65 01-65 66-00
01-50 01-80 81-00

+1
M
1+
1+
2+
2+
2+
3+
3+

NUMERIC COHESION POINT

FIRE START
BUILDING
GP Attack Factor
TYPE
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
Stone/Stone Rubble
----01-10 01-20
Brick/Brick Rubble
--01-10 01-20 01-30
Wood/Wood Rubble 01-10 01-20 01-30 01-40
"S-Type" GP fire may not start fires. Flamethrowers
immediately start fires. Rubble -10 modifier.

BUILDING EFFECTS

-1
0
C
M
F
C
M
F
-1
NP NP NP 1+ 1+ 1+
0
1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+
+1
1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+
+2
1+ 1+ 1+ 2+ 1+ 1+
+3
2+ 1+ 1+ 3+ 2+ 1+
+4
3+ 2+ 1+ 3+ 2+ 1+
+5
3+ 2+ 1+ 4+ 3+ 1+
C: Closer. M: Midway. F: Farther. NP: Not Possible

SPOTTING
UNIT
HEIGHT

LINE OF SIGHT

®

PANZER GAME CARD -- "C"

Greg Barker (order #6792605)

GP combat with AA and aircraft speed and altitude modifiers. Strafe -- Low Altitude only at Slow or Fast
Speed. Uses one "D" Template at Slow Speed; use two "D" Templates at Fast Speed. Rockets -- Low Altitude
only at Slow or Fast Speed. Uses "C" Template. Dive Bomb -- Low Altitude only at Slow Speed. Uses "C"
Template. Bomb -- Medium or High Altitude at Slow or Fast Speed. Uses "A" Template at Medium Altitude;
uses "B" Template at High Altitude. Dive Bomb -- no inbound flight path.

Die roll comparison with immediate step loss or elimination.
AA and Aircraft Combat

Leg Hand-to-Hand vs. Leg or Towed

GP combat with results determination and bail out. If an Effective Result and the net roll ends in "0", e.g., "40"
or "60", the vehicle suffers a TK hit. If an Effective Result and the net roll ends in "5", e.g., "75" or "95", the
vehicle suffers a Damage hit. If an Effective Result and not a Damage or TK hit, roll to determine KO or BU -BU if equal to or less than 1/2 of shooter's GP factor, otherwise KO.

Leg Close Assault vs. "A", "P", "S" Type or "C" Mod Vehicle

GP combat with results determination and bail out. If an Effective Result and the net roll ends in "0", e.g., "40"
or "60", the vehicle suffers a TK hit. If an Effective Result and the net roll ends in "5", e.g., "75" or "95", the
vehicle suffers a Damage hit. If an Effective Result and not a Damage or TK hit, roll to determine KO or BU -BU if equal to or less than 1/2 of shooter's GP factor, otherwise KO.

"S" GP DF vs. "S" Type Vehicle

GP combat with results determination and bail out. With an Effective Result at pointblank range, the target
vehicle is Damaged. With an Effective Result at short range, the target vehicle is Suppressed. With a Suppressed
Result at pointblank or short range, the target vehicle is Suppressed. Otherwise no effect.

"S" GP DF vs. "P" Type Vehicle

GP combat with results determination. With an Effective or Suppressed Result at pointblank range, the target
vehicle is Suppressed. With an Effective Result at short range, the target vehicle is Suppressed. Otherwise no
effect.

"S" GP DF vs. "A" Type Vehicle

GP combat with results determination and bail out. If an Effective Result and the net roll ends in "0", e.g., "40"
or "60", the vehicle suffers a TK hit. If an Effective Result and the net roll ends in "5", e.g., "75" or "95", "85",
or "95", the vehicle suffers a Damage hit. If an Effective Result and not a Damage or TK hit, roll to determine
KO or BU -- BU if equal to or less than shooter's "D" factor, otherwise KO.

GP combat with special results determination and bail out. Effective Result only if shooter's "D" factor is greater
than or equal to the target vehicle's GP Defense. Otherwise, the target vehicle is suppressed by an Effective
Result. If an Effective Result and the net roll ends in "0", e.g., "40" or "60", the vehicle suffers a TK hit. If an
Effective Result and the net roll ends in "5", e.g., "75" or "95", the vehicle suffers a Damage hit. If an Effective
Result and not a Damage or TK hit, roll to determine KO or BU -- BU if equal to or less than shooter's "D"
factor, otherwise KO.
Non-"S" GP DF/IF vs. "S" Type Vehicle

GP combat with results determination.
Non-"S" GP DF/IF vs. "A" or "P" Type Vehicle

GP DF/IF vs. Leg or Towed

AP combat with hit determination, number of hits, hit location, armor comparison, damage determination, and
bail out.

COMBAT EFFECTS

AP DF vs. "A", "P", or "S" Type Vehicle

®

PANZER GAME CARD -- "D"
SEQUENCE OF PLAY

01-40
01-30

01-60
01-50

Spotting
01-70

> 1/2 Spotting Range

Regulars
Green

Veteran
Seasoned

Grade
Elite

2
1

4
3

Max
5

SPOTTING (OR)

Roll
Effect

-2

1-

2-3
-1

4-7
0

8-9
+1

10
+2

AP PENETRATION (OR)

Advanced (AG) or Optional (OR) Sequence of Play Phases and Steps

8) Adjustment Phase
a) Pivot Step
b) Adjust Turret Step
c) Adjust Full Cover Step
d) Remove Suppressions Step
e) Adjust/Remove Morale Markers Step (OR)
f) Adjust/Remove Markers Step
g) End Turn Step

3) Initiative Phase
a) Winner chooses First or Second Player for the turn
Force Grade Modifiers - Elite: +40, Veteran: +20, Seasoned: 0,
Regulars: -20, Green: -40
4) Initial Air Phase
5) Combat Phase
a) Indirect Fire Step
i) First Player
ii) Second Player
b) Direct Fire Step
i) First Player
ii) Second Player
c) Overwatch Step
i) First Player
ii) Second Player
6) Movement Phase
a) Close Assault/Hand-to-Hand Combat Step
i) First Player
ii) Second Player
b) Movement and Overrun Combat Step
i) Second Player
ii) First Player
7) Secondary Air Phase

2) Command Phase
a) Determine Available Commands Step
b) Place Command Markers Step

1) Spotting Phase
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